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Preface
Many a reader will wonder: "Why another book on the Katyn Massacre?" "And , particularly, why call it a "mystery"? For (they will
think) the mystery 卢 if there ever really was one 呵 was solved long
ago , in the early 1990s when the Soviet, then the Russian governments admitted guilt and produced the "smoking gun" documents
of "Closed Packet No. 1", the primary source evidence of Soviet
guilt in that atrocity.
1 used to think the same thing. When 1 read in the New York Times
that President Gorbachev ofthe USSR had admitted the guilt ofthe
Stalin government at Katyn , 1 had no cause to doubt it. The revelation in the same newspaper a couple of years later that Pr嘈esident
Yeltsin of Russia had given these "smoking gun" documents to
Lech Walesa , President of Poland, confirmed what 1 already
though t.

1 did not care very much. To me , the Katyn Massacre seemed long
ago and far away. Meanwhile the number of mass murders committed by the Germans and Japanese , and the scale of mortality in
the Second World War; were so great that Katyn hardly added to it.
Nor were my sympathies engaged by the fates of the Polish POWs
said to have been murdered at the places which , collectively, came
to be known as the Katyn Massacre , or "Katyn." Why sympathize
with them rather than with the tens of millions of others murdered
in that war? It is simply impossible , overwhelming, even crippling,
to try to truly feel for all those long-dead people.

But since the mid-1990s there has appeared research claiming
that this is all wrong. That "Katyn" is a frame-up , anti-Soviet, antiRussian and anticommunis t. 1 was not convinced … but thinki n. g
back, 1 realize today that 1 still did not care enough to be either
truly convinced 0 1' truly unconvinced.
1 did become intrigued, however. "Katyn" 甲 a term 1 will use in this
book without scare quotes from now on as shorthand for "the Ka-
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tyn massacre" 卢 was now a mystery. And 1 like mysteries! Especially historical ones.
There was more to my attraction to Katyn' than just liking a good
myste 1'y. Since my student days , when 1 became involved in the
p 1' otest movement against the Ame 1' ican wa 1' in Vietnam , 1 have
been att 1'acted to Ma 1'xism. 1 sympathized with the Vietnamese
st 1'uggle fo 1' independence. 1 learned that anticommunism was not
exactly a fraud - the United States government was genuinely
anticommunist 卢 but that anticommunism also se 1'ved as camouflage for imperialism and for ordinary capitalist exploitation.
France, then }apan, and then the United States, wanted to dominate Vietnam. In the cases of France and the United States anticommunism became the rationale for a war to preserve empire.
In Vietnam and around the world it was the communists who were
the major force organizing opposition to this impe 1'ialist war by
the United States.
At a huge antiwar demonstration in Manhattan in 1967 an older
pe 1'son - an onlooker, not a participant 甲 told me in a friendly
manner that 1 should not be supporting the National Li be 1'ation
Front of South Vietnam. Why not7 1 asked. Because the NLF was
1' eally led by the Vietnamese Communist Pa 1' ty, which was led by
Ho Chi Minh. Ho had been trained by }oseph Stalin. And Stalin , he
said, had murdered 40 million people.

1 did not just "believe" what he said. But 1 did not disbelieve it either. 1 determîned that 1 would look into thîs matte 1' serîously once
1 had the time to do so , once 1 had my feet on the ground in teachîng and my doctoral dissertation was well on the way to completîon.
1 was confident that 1 possessed the tools to do thîs. 1 could read
the Russian language well; ît was one of my languages fo 1' my deg 1'ee in Comparative Li terature (Medieval English , German , Ru企
sian) at P1'inceton University.
1 also knew that to do valid historical research the student must
identi 布， locate , obtain , study, and d 1' aw the logical conclusions
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from , primary sources. 1 had learned this from a master teacher, D.
W. Robertson; Jr. In the early 1960s his insistence on primary
source research had shaken the staid field of medievalliterary research to its foundations. Robertson - his students called him
"Robby" - had been attacked as an enemy of scholarship , even of
the Enlightenment itself, because he dared to question "received
knowledge."
Robby's publications had changed the field in a defìnitive way.
And , as he informed us , he had done it by insisting on the primacy
of primary sources. He told us what that meant: to never be afraid
to question , and in fact to challenge , the prevailing orthodoxy
within the field , no matter how monolithic, how indestructible it
appeared to be - ifthe prima 1'Y sou 1' ce evidence demands it.
I also embarked on the study of Soviet histo 1'Y as a project in self回
cla 1'ification. I had questions about the Stalin period in the Soviet
Union that challenged my opposition to the Vietnam Wa 1', to
American imperialism, and to the conventionally accepted Cold
Wa 1' paradigm of understanding history and politics. 1 had the
tools. 1 had a little courage, learned f1'om my pa 1' ticipation in the
antiwar movemen t. So I began to resea 1' ch the Stalin years in the
USS R.
By 2006 I had read enough on Katyn to lmow that the 1'e was a

c itical mass of research that rejected what 1 call the "official" verl'

sion of Katyn - that the Soviets were guilty. So 1 created a web
page to which 1 gave the title "The Katyn Fo 1'est Whodunni t." At
that time it was the only 1' esource in the English language where
one could learn about the 1' esea 1'ch that challenged the "official"
version. 1 did not endo 1'se either ve 1'sion: the "official", Soviets 副 did
it, 0 1' the 飞 ppositional"， Germans-did-it-Soviets-we 1' e-f1'amed. 1
was agnostic.
1 also determined that 1. myself would never w 1' ite anything about
Katyn. For almost seven years 1 concluded my Katyn web page
with these words:
So he 1' e is my last thought, fo 1' now: SO WHAT?
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I'm serious. I do not think it matters to very many
people, and maybe to nobody.
"The Katyn Massacre" is not an historical question - it
is a WEAPON, a CUDGEL. You use it to make war on
"the other side" , and that's it.
Those who say "the Soviets did it" are NEVER going to
accept that they did not, no matter what the evidence.
Those who say and / or hope: "The Soviets did NOT do
it" are NEVER going to shed their respect and admira国
tion for the USSR, EVEN IF you managed to convince
them that the Soviets did it. And I do not think that's
going to happen either!
It's like convincing a Christian that Jesus never existed. That is , it's no longer history, it's religion.
Good luck!

*****
So it is interesting. But at this point 1 confine myself to
(a) reading about it; and (b) reminding those who
"know" (= are sure they know, and do not want to
hear otherwise) oftheir bad faith.
You can imagine how popular THAT makes me! But
being unpopular in this way is something I'm very
content to be.
1 hope this has been interesting, maybe even helpfu l.
Believe me , there is so much more to say that you do
not even want to know!
("The Katyn Forest Whodunnit" April 3, 2007)
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In 2006 and 2007 my conclusions were sharply challenged by Sergei Romanov. Mr. Romanov proved to me that 1 had made some
errors in my page. 1 corrected them , and thanked him explicitly on
that page. He also put our exchange online on hìs own websìte. 1
Mr. Romanov also made a sìgnìfìcant error ìn hìstorical method. At
the tìme 1 had not studìed Katyn enough, 0 1' thought deeply enough
about ìt, to be able to recognize hìs error. So 1 thanked hìm , but 1
refused to do what he demanded: acknowledge that the Sovìets
were ìndeed guilty.

1 remaìned agnostìc about Katyn. As ìt turns out, 1 was correct to
do so. But 1 did not fully understand that then.
In January 2013 1 learned about excavatìons by a joìnt Polish 阀
Ukrainìan archeological team of a mass murder sìte at VolodymyrVolyns'kìy, Ukraìne. 1 found the Polish archeologist's report on ìt
online and studìed it. 1 recognìzed the importance of the discoveries made there for any objectìve understandìng of Katyn. Vìolating
my own promise to myself never to write anythìng on Katyn
(other than my web page) 1 set about doìng some ìntensìve study.

1 found a journal willing to accept an article , whìch was published
ìn August 2013. 1 also realized that, unless 1 did somethìng to publicìze ìt, this discovery and its ìmportance for our understanding of
Katyn would remain almost entirely unknown 刷 So during the next
eighteen months 1 prìnted up several hundred offprìnts of this article and mailed them around the world. After 18 months 1 put a
link to that article on my Home Page.
The title of my article is:

Whe l'e it I'emains as of this writing (J anuary 2017) /holocaustcontroversies.blogspo t. com/2007 /03/and-now-fo l'-something-notcompletely.html
1

h忧p:/
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"The 'Officìal' Version ofthe Katyn Massacre Disproven? Discoveries at a German Mass Murder Site in
Ukraine. ,, 2
During the pre-publication process my very helpful editor asked
me: Why the question mark?" Once the article had been published
a few other people asked me the. same question. 1 did not have a
good answe r. In truth , 1 did not know why, except that it felt
righ t." Once the article was published 1 concentrated on mailing
offprints and on researching and writing another boo k. When that
book was published, 1 went on to research and write two more. It
was a very busy time.
It

It

But that question mark nagged at me! Why had 1 put it there? At
length 1 understood: 1 was still not fully convinced that the 飞 ffi
cial" version of Katyn had indeed been disproven. As much as 1
knew about Katyn - and 1 already knew more than most specialists
in Soviet history 一 1 realized that 1 still did not know enough.
When confronted with a mystery a detective sets out to solve it. If
a crime is involved - Katyn is surely a massive crime - he , 0 1' she ,
doesn't care who is guilty. The detective approaches the task of
solving the crime objectively, for the sake of the thing itself 中 that
is , for him- 0 1' herself. In The Adventure ofthe Red Circle" we find
the following exchange between Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson:
It

lt is art for art's sake. Watson , 1 suppose when you
doctored you found yourself studying cases without a
thought of a fee?"
It

It

For my education , Holmes."

飞出lcation never ends , Watson. It is a series oflessons
with the greatest for the las t. This is an instructive
case. There is neither money nor credit in it, and yet
one would wish to tidy it up."

2

Socialism and Democracy 27(2) (Augllst 2013): 96-129.
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Holmes' words 一 that is , Conan Doyle's - precisely express my
deeper motive in researching and writing this boo k. For there is
"neither money nor credit in i t." On the contrary, 1 can be assured
that 1 will be attacked and slandered by those who are horrified to
look the truth in the face and discover that it is not at all what they
want it to be , Yet "one would wish to tidy it Up" 曰 to solve the mystery.
To solve any mystery we must first identify the relevant evidence.
And concerning Katyn , there is a mountain of material that is often
taken to be evidence. Holmes can help here too:
lt is one of those cases where the art of the reasoner
should be used rather for the sifting of details than for
the acquiring of fresh evidence. The tragedy has been
so uncommon , so complete and of such personal importance to so many people, that we are suffering
from a plethora of surmise, conjecture, and hypothe ，圈
sis. ("Silver Blaze")
Maria Konnikova explains:
ln other words, there is too much information to begin
with , too many details to be able to start making them
into any sort of coherent whole , separating the crucial
from the incìdenta l. When so many facts are piled together, the task becomes increasingly problematic.
You have a vast quantity ofyour own observations
and data but also an even vaster quantity of poten 嗣
tially incorrect information from individuals who may
not have observed as mindfully as you have?
This is exactly the situation that faces us in the case of Katyn ,
Holmes concludes:

3 Maria Konnikova , Mastermind, How To Think Like Sherlock Holmes , New YO l' k: Viking Penguin, 2013. "Learning to Tell the Cl' ucial fr0 1l1 the Incidental."
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The difficulty is to detach the framework of fac t:-of
absolute undeniable fact … from t: he embeHi shmen t:s oftheorists and reporters. Then , having established ourselves upon this soufld basis , it is our duty
to see what inferences may be drawn and wha t: are
t: he special points upon which t: he whole mystery
t: urns.

As it happens, this is a good , succinct outline of the proper method
of doing historical research too. In the case of Katyn there is 吨。 o
much information," "too many details."
A bigger problem is that very few of the persons involved in studying Katyn are objective. They have decided that the "officia l" version is correct; that the Soviets killed .the Polish POWs and that
there is no doubt remaining about this. Moreover, they have decided that it is perverse to even raise the question. That simply to
approach Katyn as a mystery implies that the solution has not
been definitively determined for all time , and is therefore a dishonest thing to do , since it implies the possibility that the Soviets
míght not have done it. This attitude has discouraged objective
study of Katyn.
So 1 have undertaken to solve the Katyn mystery more for selfclarification than for any other reason. "For my education ,
Holmes." Can 1 apply my own principles? Am 1 capable of approaching this important topic with objectivity?
Can 1 look with especial suspicion on all evidence that tends to
support my preconceived ideas while giving an especially generous reading to evidence that tends to contradict my own ideas? In
my case, can 1 discover the truth, even if the truth is that the Sovi 副
ets 一 the communists , with whom 1 have been in sympathy ever
since the Vietnam War 由 were indeed guilty?
At a debate in October 2012 1 said that 1 had researched alleged
"crimes of Stalin" for many years and had yet to find one crime
that Stalin committed. At that time 1 was still agnostic, undecided ,
about Katyn. But if the evidence demands it , am 1 capable of con-
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cluding that Stalin and the Soviet leadership did indeed kill the
Polish POWs , as the "official" version states?
Yes, 1 am. 1 am much more interested in the mystery itself than in
what the solution might be. Besides, it is more satisfying to demand objectivity of oneself than to take the coward's way out and
either decide for the stronger side (and thus win a dishonest approbation) 0 1' to assert the unpopular side out of bias and preju 回
dice , and thus know, in my own mind at least, that 1 am afraid to
face the truth.
1 agree with historian Geoff1'ey Robe 1'ts when he says:
In the last 15 years 0 1' so an enormous amount of new
mate 1'ial on Stalin ." has become available f1'om Rus四
sian a 1'chives. 1 should make clea 1' that as a historian 1
have a strong orientation to telling th.e truth about the
past, no matter ho vV uncomfo 1'table 0 1' unpalatable the
conclusions may be. '" 1 don't think the 1'e is a dilemma: you just tell the truth as you see it....

*****
My 1'esea 1' ch concludes that the Ge 1' mans, not the Soviets, a 1'e guilty
of the mass murders known as the Katyn massacre. This is the
same conclusion as is drawn by a few Russian researche 1's, including the late Sergei Strygin, Vladislav Shved, Valentin Sakharov,
El ena P1' udnikova and Ivan Chigi 1'in ,
But 1 have not followed the method that these 1'esearchers use. Instead 1 have used the method that a detective would employ. A de峭
tective who did not ca 1' e who was guilty, but whose aim was solely
to find out the t 1' uth and 1'eport that t 1' uth … and let the chips fall
whe 1' e they may!

4 "Stalin's

Wa l' S," Feb l' lla l'y 12, 2007 , At h忧p:/ /hnn ,lls/ 1'01l ndllp/ent l' ies/35305 ,html
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To a person less familiar with the history of the scholarship on Katyn it might well appear that, in Konnikova's words , I'there is too
much information to begin with , too many details to be able to
start making them into any sort of cohèrent whole , separating the
crucial from the incidenta l." After all , just think about that libraryfull of books and articles on the subject!
But by that time 1 had been studying Katyn for years. 1 knew that
there are only a few documents that constitute the primary回 source
evidence in this case. Once 1 began to systematically sort, categorize , and study this evidence , 1 came to the realization that there is
really very little evidence to support either the "official" Sovietsdid-it version or the opposite , Germans四 did-it version. Upon even
closer scrutiny 1 realized that there ís even less evidence th α n th αt 甲
infiα ct， only α few bits of evídence - that (for all practical purposes)
cannot possibly have been fabricα ted or falsified in order to bias 也 e
case in favor of one or the other version.
Consequently, in this study 1 concentrate on these few bits of what
1 call "unimpeachable evidence" - meaning, evidence that it is impossible to discredit as evidence (the interpretation is something
else again). You , the reader, will make up your own mind whether
this evidence is as clear and unambiguous, and my interpretation
of it as correct, as 1 believe it to be.
This book is written for the student of history who wants to know
the truth , even when that truth is "dis-illusioning" in that it forces
her to set aside her own illusions - her preconceived ideas - and
actually ch α nge her mínd. Researching and writing this book has
changed my mind. 1 am no longer agnostic on the subject of Katyn.
1 predict that those who have built their professional careers
around the "official" version of Katyn will , as a matter of course,
reject the conclusions of this research. They will reject it not because my method 0 1' my analysis of the evidence is faulty , but for α
priori reasons - they are biased , unalterably prejudiced in favor of
the view that the Soviets are guilty. No amount of evidence will
change their minds. Obviously, this book is not written for them.
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Before a juror can be seated on a jury in a criminal trial in the
United States that juror is instructed that he or she must decide
the guilt or innocence of the accused strictly on the basis of the
evidence, not according to any preconceived idea , info 1'mation
learned outside of the cou 1'troom , or bias. Historians too are professiona11y obliged to act in this way. Unfortunately, very few of
those who have studied Katyn can honestly claim that they have
adhered to this vital principle.
This book may not be pleasing to those students of history who are
convinced that the Soviets were innocent of Katyn but think that
this can be established by means that, in my judgment, are not
valid 白 for example , by attempts to prove through internal analysis
that the documents of Closed Packet No. 1 are forge 1'ies. The defenders and detracto 1's of Closed Packet No. 1 have argued back
and forth fo 1' yea 1's. 1 think this is a sterile argument and explain
my 1'easons for thinking so-in these pages.
Anothe 1' approach must be taken to solving the Katyn mystery. 1
believe it is the one 1 have taken here. This may seem arrogant to
those historians and writers who have spent years following a
quite different … and , to my way of thinking, incorrect - approach
to the question.
In writing this book 1 do not expect praise from any side. 1 do exþect sha 1' per attacks from defenders of the "official" viewpoin t.
After a11 , they are not interested in the truth. In reality, they are not
really inte 1'ested in the Polish POWs who were killed at Katyn! If
they were , they would welcome the discovery of who the real culprits, the real mass murderers , were.
Instead, they are interested only in how the notion of Soviet guilt
at Katyn can be used today to justify their own political, historical ,
and cultural projects. Despite the hundreds of millions of dollars
spent on memorials , copferences, books , articles , educational materials , and indoct 1'ination of a11 kinds , neither the Polish nor the
Russian governments of today, nor their phalanxes of researchers ,
schola 1's, and politicians, really care about the Katyn victims. What
they care about is their own political agendas.
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1 could claim that 1 do care about the men murdered at Katyn and
that 1 demonstrate that in the only way it can be legitimately demonstrated: by solving the mystery and identifying the guilty party.
But 1 do not make that claim. The mystery of Katyn has both in 副
trigued and challenged me for years. That, and not concern for the
victims as such, is the reason that 1 have done this research and
written this boo k.
Of course, it does give appropriate respect to the victims of a murder to identity the guilty party after many years and "bring closure." However, in time the relatives and friends of the Katyn victims will pass from the scene, as all of us will. What will remain is
the historical even t. Now we know what happened , and what did
not happen; who is guilty, and who is no t. That will remain for pos 四
terity. It is that posterity, not the political purposes of yesterday or
even of today, which will be served by discovering the truth about
Katyn.
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Version

The "offícíal" versíon ís the only ver吐on reflected ín the Wíkípedía
artícle on K，α tyn， α t http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katyn_massacre.
Thís P αrge ís relentlessly antícommuníst and antí-Stalíníst. It makes
no α ttempt to be objectíve or neutral, ín that ít has no seríous díscussíon of the scholarly controversy α bout thís questío n. lt's useful only
as a short and accurate summary ofthe 飞ifficía l" versío n.
In April 1943 Nazi German authorities claimed that they had dis 陶
covered thousands of bodies of Polish officers shot by Soviet officials in 1940. These bodies we 1' e said to have been discovered near
the Katyn forest near Smolensk (in Western Russia) , which is why
the whole affair - including executions and alleged executions of
Polish POWs elsewhere in the USSR … came to be called "the Katyn
Massacre."

The Nazi propaganda machine , headed by Joseph Goebbels , organized a huge campaign around this alleged discovery. After the Soviet victory at Stalingrad in February 1943 , it was obvious to everyone that, unless something happened to split the Allies, Germany
would inevitably lose the war. The Nazis' obvious aim was to drive
a wedge between the western Allies and the USSR.
The Soviet government, headed by Joseph Stalin, vigorously denied the German charge. When the Polish government倒 in-exile，
always ferociously anticommunist and anti-Russian , collaborated
with the Nazi propaganda effort, the Soviet government broke off
diplomatic relations with it, eventually setting up a pro-Soviet Pol圄
ish authority and Polish army.
In Septembe 1' 1943 the Red Army drove the Germans from the Katyn area. In 1944 the Soviet Burdenko Commission carried out a
study and issued a report that blamed the Germans fo 1' the mass
shootings.
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During the Cold War the Western capitalist countries supported
the Nazi version which had become the version promoted by the
anticommunist Polish government回 in-exile. The Soviet Union and
its allies continued to blame the Germans for the murders. In 1990
and 1991 Mikhail Gorbachev, General Secretary of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union and , after 1988, President of the USSR,
stated that the Soviet Uníon under Joseph Stalin had indeed shot
the Poles. According to this 飞 fficial" version the Polish prisoners
had been confined in three camps: at Kozel'sk, Starobe l' sk, and
Ostashkov and from there transferred to Smolensk, Kharkiv (Russian: Khar'kov) , and Kalinin (now Tver丁， where they were shot
and buried at Katyn , Piatykhatky, and Mednoe respectively.

伪币、

O!;号f的

1939 map showing places mentioned in the "official" Katyn narrative.
Ar l'O ws from the POW camps (Ostashkov , Starobel'此， Koze l' sk) to cities
(KalininjTver' , Kharkiv, Smolensk) show destinations on NKVD transit
documents. Burial sites in the nearby countryside (Mednoe , Piatykhatky,
Katyn) are also shown , as is Volodymyr扩 olyns'kiy (Wlodzimierz) , which
is about 700 miles (1200 Km) from KalininjTver' - Mednoe.
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In 1990, 1991 , and 1992 three aged former NKVD men were identified and interviewed. They discussed what they clα imed they
knew of executions of Poles in April and May of 1940. None of
these executions had taken place at the Katyn Forest, site of the
Gennan exhumations.
In 1992 the Russian government under Boris Yeltsin handed over
to the Polish government documents supposedly signed by Stalin
and other Politburo members which , if genuine , would put Soviet
guilt beyond reasonable doub t. These documents are said to have
been found in "Closed Packet No. 1," where "closed" meant the
highest level of classification 一 secrecy. 1 call these the "smoking
gun documents ," since they are conventionally assumed to be
"proof positive" of Soviet guil t. However, no evidence is eve 1' univocal and definitive; all evidence , whethe 1' documenta 1'Y 0 1' mate 四
1' ial , can be inte 1' p 1' eted in multiple ways.
By 1992 , the 1'efo 1' e, the Soviet, and then the Russian , governments
had officially decla 1'ed the Stalin-e 1'a Soviet leadership guilty of
shooting somewhere between 14,800 and 22 ,000 Polish p 1'isone 1's
to death in April and May 1940.

The Soviet "Germans-did-it" Version
On April 13 , 1943 , the Ge 1' mans charged the Soviets with murderii1 g the Polish POWs at Katyn. On April 16, 1943 , the Soviet gov四
ernment responded in a press release by Sovinformburo which
blamed the Germans. It explained the fate ofthe Poles:
The German-Fascist reports on this subject leave no
doubt as to the tragic fate ofthe former Polish POWs
who in 1941 were engaged in construction work in
areas west of Smolensk and who , along with many Soviet people, residents ofthe Smolensk region , fell into
the hands ofthe German-Fascist hangmen in the
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summer of 1941 , after the withdrawal of Soviet troops
from the Smolensk area.'
In September 1943 Smolensk was retaken by the Red Army. On
November 2, 1942 the "Extraordinary State Commission for Ascertaining and Investigating Crimes Perpetrated by the GermanFascist Invàders and their Accomplices" had been formed , of which
Dr. Nikolai N. 8urdenko was a member. On January 12, 1944, 8urdenko was appointed chairman of the "Special Commission for Ascertaining and Investigating the Circumstances of the Shooting in
the Katyn Forest by the German-Fascist Occupiers."
Known as the "8urdenko Commission" this group researched the
Katyn massacres from October 5 , 1943 until January 10, 1944. Its
1' eport, first published in Pravdαon January 26 , 1944, blamed the
Germans. It claimed:
The Special Commission established that, before the
capture of Smolensk by the Germans, Polish war pl怡阴
one 1's , office 1's and men , worked in the western , dis 圄
t 1'ict ofthe region, building and repairing roads. These
war prisoners were quartered in three special camps
named: Camp No. 1 O. 忧， Camp No. 2 O. N. , and Camp
NO.3 O. N. These camps were located 25 to 45 kilometers west of Smolensk.
The testimony of witnesses and documentary evidence establish that after the outbreak ofhostilities, in
view ofthe situation that arose , the camps could not
be evacuated in time and all the Polish war prisoners ,
as well as some members ofthe guard and staffs ofthe
camps, fell prisoner to the Germans.
The Burdenko Commission claimed that the Germans murdered
the Poles. In the spring of 1943 the Germans:

1

Cienciala, Doc. 102 pp. 306.
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...resolved to launch a provocation, using for this purpose the atrocities they had committed in the Katyn
Forest, and ascribing them to the organs of the Soviet
authorities. In this way they intended to set the Russians and Poles at loggerheads and to cover up the
traces of their own crimes?

The Two Versions Compared
80th the "official" version and the Soviet version agree that more
than 10,000 Polish prisoners were held by the Soviets at three
POW camps: Kozel'此， in Eastern Russia; Starobel咀汇， in Ukraine;
and Ostashkov, near Kalinin (now renamed Tver'). In April and
May, 1940, the Polish prisoners were shipped out of these three
camps to the Directorates of the NKVD in Smolensk, Kharkiv and
Kalinin respectively.
According to the "official" version the prisoners were executed
there 01' at the burial sites, and buried at Koz'i Go 1'Y, nea 1' Katyn'
(which is near Smolensk) , Piatykhatky, nea 1' Kha 1'kiv, and Mednoe ,
nea 1' Kalinin , 1' espectively.
Acco 1' ding to the Soviet ve 1'sion the prisone 1's were sent from the
three NKVD cente 1's to camps 1-0N , 2-0N , and 3-0N nea 1' Smol 胸
ensk, and othe 1's were sent to the western Uk 1'aine. All we 1' e to do
1' oad wo 1'k. All were captu 1' ed by the Germans and thei 1' Ukrainian
Nationalist allies in June 1941 , and subsequently murdered.
80th versions agree that small numbers of Polish prisoners were
sent to other camps and were not killed.

I use the translation in volume 3 of the Madden Commission hea l' ings , The /(，日。l/l Forest
Massac T'e, Hearings befo T' e the Select Committee."Pa l't 3 (Chicago, IL) Ma l'ch 13 and 14, 1952
(U,S, Government Pl' inting Office, 1952), 228-247. (Hencefo l' th BU + page number is to this

2

edition) , This translation is identical to the Soviet translation published as a Supplement to
the "Soviet Wa l' News Weekly,"
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Crucial Points
The Soviet NKVD Ii sts of prisoners shipped from the three camps
to the NKVD at the three towns have been preserved and published. Everyone agrees that these lists are genuine. 3
The "official" Soviets-did-it version relies on the αssumption that
the Polish prisoners were executed by the NKVD at the three
towns named and then buried at the three burial places named.
These shipments of prisoners are routinely stated to be "death
transports."
The book I<atyn: A Críme Wíthout Puníshment by Anna M. Cienciala,
Nata !i a S. Lebedeva , and Wojciech Materski (Yale University Press
2007) is the definitive academîc account of the "official" version. It
refers to the shipments ofprisoners this way (emphasis added):
The final .d豆豆I监盟旦旦旦旦rt left Kozielsk....
The last 业单扛且扭扭金且 le 仕
(Tver) on 19 May...

Ostashkov

for Kalinin

...l ists of those to be sent out of the cam ps 监且立业业
(doc. 62)...

...and reporting on the number sent 扭血且主豆豆革且
(doc.65).
Cienciala, who did the writing in this volume, added all the lar卜
guage about execution. Likewise in her discussion of the documents - none of which mentions executions, shootings, killing,
death , etc. , at all - Cienciala continuously adds language to remind
the readers that, in her interpretation , these prisoners were being

They are published in J~drzej Tucholsk i. Mord w[(atyniu: Kozielsk, Ostaszk6w, Starobielsk.
Warszawa: Instztut Wydawniczy Pax, 1991 且 This is still the official and only edi町
tion of all the Soviet NKVD transit lists and the Polish lists ofvictims. The Soviet lists are
reprinted in the original Russian.

3

List日 ofi日 r.
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transported to places where they would be executed. Here are a
few examples (again, 1 have added the emphasis):
They were transferred to NKVD
there. (154)

prisons... 坠主立业 ot

... the same as the order in the death transport~. (156)
The first lists ofvictims to
(157)

be 出盟蓝d盟丛跑业盟主

血革且...

The delivery of lists for dispatching prisoners to their
deaths... (159)
8eria's directive of 4 April1940 indicates the goal of
exterminatinξnot only the officers and police... (160)
This is the first of many reports by the UNKVD head of
Kalinin Oblast, Dmihy Tokarev, on the "i盟趾旦阻豆豆撞二
监正与hat is ，血旦旦旺业r... (162)
Soprunenko's instruction to Korolev of 6 April1940
was , in fact，豆豆豆豆I江 list... (163)
The dispatch ofthe prisoners
(175)

ofwar 监生单L且旦革且5 …

This 11 April 1940 report from Kozelsk shows that
1,643 officers we 1'e 皿且皿豆豆豆且in nine days. (175)
.. the moods of the p 1'isone 1's as they were being dispatched unwittingly 1o their death~. (176 嗣 177)
Most p 1' isoners sent to Yukhnov camp... were exempted from 1he death l监ts fo 1' va 1' ious reasons...
(183)
8y 3 May, the UPV together with the 1st Special Department NKVD and with the personal help of Me 1' kulov, had processed the cases of 14丹 08 prisoners and
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sent out dispatch lists 白白且红豆白居旦盟星- for 13 ,682.
(187)
...it is likely that they simply signed or stamped the
"Kobulov Forms" (doc. 51) with the .d eath warrant already filled in. (187)
This report gives the number of lists of names received in the camp and the number of prisoners sent
out from Kozelsk camp ìo their deat监 for each date
between 3 April and 11 May...(190)
A report to Soprunenko shows the number of people
to the lists received...
(193)

虽黯且且豆豆 for 豆豆豆豆监扭旦 according

One ofthe last executions of POWs from the Ostashkov camp took place on 22 May 1940. (200)
Ostashkov prisoners were still h单旦豆豆豆盟监豆豆 that
day... (200)
lt is important to emphasize that not a single one of the transit
documents themselves refers in any way to executions.
With very few exceptions, all the bodies identified 一 0 1' supposedly
identified 一 at Katyn' (Koz'i Gory) by both the Germans and the
Soviets were identified by documents said to have been found on
the corpses. No bodies identifiable as those of Katyn victims have
been found at Mednoe 0 1' Piatykhatky.
The "official" version assumes that the corpses exhumed at Katyn
were all from the Kozel'sk camp , having been sent there from
Smolensk If any bodies at Katyn are those of POWs who , according
to the Soviet transit lists , were sent to Kalinin or Kharkiv, the "official" version would be undermined 0 1' disproven. Li kewise , any
bodies of POWs from any of these three camps found at other
places would also undermine the "official" version.

Chapt告 rl 回 The Evidenc信 That

Can't Be

lmpugned
There is an enormous amount of writing about the Katyn massacre. The books about it would certainly fill a smalllibrary. At least
one journal, "Zeszyty Katynskie ," is devoted entirely to Katyn.
There are thousands of articles in historical journals, newspapers ,
and other periodical publications. The four-volume Polish document collection "Katyn. Dokumenty Zbrodni" (KDZ , "Katyn. Documents ofthe Crime") is more than 2000 pages long.
However, once 1 undertook to study Katyn 1 soon discovered that
only a tiny amount of this material is primary source evidence of
who killed the Polish POWs. The vast number of documents published in KDZ and a few other collections, however useful they may
be for other purposes , obscure those few documents that do constitute real primary sources … the sole valid evidence - concerning
the question: Who killed the Poles? All the rest concern peripheral
issues. These side issues are important only for those who believe
that they already know the guilty party and just want to "round
out the story."
So in reality there is not much evidence. What's more , most of the
evidence that does exist could have been fabricated in order to
support one version 01' the other, either the "official" Soviets回 did-it
version , 0 1' the Soviet tlGermans-did-it" version. Indeed, some of it
hαs to be fabrication.
80th the Germans and the Soviets produced reports , each with its
own exhumations, autopsies, expert testimony, and witnesses. The
German repo 1' t concluded that the Soviets had killed the Poles ,
while the late 1' Soviet report concluded that the Ge 1' mans had
killed them. Clearly, they can't both be correc t. Nor can they both
be incorrect, fo 1' there was no third party aside from the Germans
and the Soviets that could have killed the Poles.
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In 1992 the Russian government produced documents which it
claimed had been hidden in a top-secret Soviet archive and proved
that the Soviets had murdered the Poles. The documents of "Closed
Packet No. 1" 一 I call them the "smoking gun" documents 血 looked
genuine. For a few years it seemed that the question of "Who killed
the Poles" had been solved for once and for al 1.
In 1995 lurii Mukhin , a Russian metallurgist, published 仰rhe Katyn
Mystery" (1(1α tynskii detektiv). In it Mukhin argued that the "smoking gun" documents are fabrications. Mukhin's book soon gathered
supporters, mainly in Russia, and started a movemen t. In 2003
Mukhin followed up his first book with a 750+ page work titled
"Anti蝇 Russian Villainy" (Antirossiiskaia podlost j.
Some persons in the "Soviets-did 圄 it" camp founded a website http://katyn.codis.ru/ - devoted to promoting that position and to
critiquing the opposing viewpoin t. A little later some researchers
adhering to the "Germans-did-it" viewpoint set up another website
http://www.katyn.ru;. The researchers around this website , along
with others, are convinced that the "smoking gun" documents are
forgeries.
To sum up:

* Despite the vast amount of documentation there is in fact a velγ
limited amount of primary source evidence.

* The evidence is contradictory. Some of it indicates the guilt of the
Soviets, while other evidence supports the guilt ofthe Germans.

* Some

of this evidence has certainly been

faked 由 forged ，

fabri-

cated.
丁 he

Document Collections

All the evidence relevant to establishing the guilty party is in one
of the following four collections of documents:

Chapter One. The Evidence that Can't be Impugned
A. The German Report, Amtliches Mα terial zum
(AM) of 1943 and related documents.
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B. The Soviet Burdenko Commission Report (BU) of January 1944
and related documents.
C. "Closed Packet No. 1" (CP) , the existence of which was announced in 1992.
D. The archeological report on excavations at the mass murder site
in Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy, Ukraine (VV) of November 2011 and related documents of 2010 - 2013.
The vast majority of studies of Katyn assume the validity of AM and
CP , thereby also assuming that the Soviets were the guilty party at
Katyn. This is the 飞 fficial" viewpoin t. It is the only one tolerated in
academia and in the mass and semi-popular media. In this version
BU is assumed to be a fabrication and receives no serious consideration. This 飞 fficial" version is so hegemonic, and the contrary
version so marginalized , tbat even informed researchers often do
not know that any other version exists, or simply assume that anyone who doubts the "official" version is willfully ignoring the evidence.
The contrary position, that BU is honest and AM and CP are fabriçations , is held by a few Russian researchers. This position has re嗣
ceived some limited aUention in Russia. Outside Russia it is virtu俐
ally ignored. The VV discoveries are either ignored 0 1' denied by
everyone except by those few Russian researchers.

The

Neθd

for Objectivity

The only way to arrive at the trúth in any investigation is to proceed with objectivity. It is impermissible to allow one's own preferences 0 1' preconceived ideas to interfere with the search for the
truth.
Therefore we must be determined from the start to treat Katyn
like an unsolved mystery. We have to set side our own preconceived ideas , preferences, and prejudices. More than that: we have
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to recognize our own preconceived ideas and prejudices , and then
take definite steps to prevent them from biasing our investigation.
We have to work out a method of looking with particular skepti恻
cism upon evidence that tends to support our own prejudices and
preconceived ideas. We also need to give especially generous consideration to any evidence that tends to contradict our own preju 回
dices and preconceived ideas.
If we fail to do this , we will do the opposite 甲 give an especially
generous reading to evidence that tends to support our preconceived ideas, and be quick to reject any evidence that tends to dis 陶
prove our preconceived ideas. We w i1l inevitably fall prey to confirmation bias. 1 Then we will have no chance at all of discovering
the truth , for even ifwe stumble upon it we will not recognize it.
Virtually all the purported research on Katyn , including every one
of the book圄 length academic studies in all languages, is guilty of
exactly this failure. Their authors make no attempt to be objective.
Instead , they misinterpret some evidence and ignore other evi 回
dence in an attempt to bolster their own preconceived idea: that
the Soviets were the guilty party.

Method
There are many fascinating aspects to each of the document collections A through O. To discuss them all would require yet another
voluminous wor k. But that would sidestep the question of primary
importance: Who was guilty? The present book focuses narrowly
on that question.
Therefore this book is not an attempt to review the history of the
Katyn issue. We have set ourselves a more limited but much more

"Co l1 firmatio l1 bias, also called cO l1 firmatory bias 0 1' myside bias, is the te l1 de l1cy to search
for , il1 terpret, favor, al1 d recall il1 formatio l1 il1 a way that cO l1 firms ol1e's preexisti l1 g be !iefs
0 1' hypotheses. 忧
1t 怡
i satη3咒
e ofcωogl1 忱
i ti忖
ve bias al1 d a systωematic er川l'‘0
创l' ofi l1ducti忖
ve reaso l1川i l1g
息"
(Wiki怡
pe
时
di怡
a ， accessed 1 1. 25.17)
1
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important aim: to solve the Katyn mystery and to determine , on
the basis of the evidence now available , who was the responsible
party: the Soviets 0 1' the Germans.
What is the proper, objective method for approaching and, hopefully , solving the Katyn mystery … for determining which side , the
Germans or the Soviets , murdered the Poles? As far as 1 can tell , up
till now no one has asked this question.
Our first task must be to decide whether, in all of the materials that
constitute document collections A through D, there exists any primary source evidence that cannot possibly have been fabricated,
forged, or fake d.

The unique value of evidence that cannot have been fabricated
should be obvious. Because we want to solve the mystery, to determine who murdered the Polish POWs , only evidence that cannot possibly have been fakèd is worthy of our attention. The rest of
the mountain of Katyn information can be used only as a mine
from which to extract that limited amount of evidence whose bona
fides cannot be questioned, which is the only relevant evidence. If
we focus on this evidence, and do not permit ourselves to be dis 闰
tracted by the enormous quantity of writing on Katyn , we should
be able to solve the Katyn mystery and discover who murdered the
Polish prisoners.
To determine whether any such evidence exists , all of the documents in collections A through D must be carefully studied. We
must also study the voluminous scholarly works on Katyn in order
to review the results of previous researchers.
Primary-source evidence that cannot have been faked does exist.
This evidence is oftwo types:
*日 vidence found in a source which the authors of that source
would never have fabricated because the evidence appears to contradict their bias. Therefore , they must have included such evi 回
dence because they simply could not do otherwise.
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* Evidence cited by a source before its authors recognized the sig副
nificance of that evidence for its own position on the Katyn matter.
In at least one case the authors never did recognize the significance ofthat bit of evidence and so never used it.

The Evidence
What follows is the list of the evidence that almost certainly cannot have been faked 2 and which therefore enables us to solve the
Katyn mystery. We list this evidence according to the four document collections A through D.

A. The German Report , Amtliches Material zum
Massθnmord

von Katyn (AM) of 1943 and related

documents.

* The spent shells found at Katyn were German.
The Germans would never have fabricated 0 1' invented this detai l.
In his diary Joseph Goebbels expressed dismay at the discovery of
this fac t. The Germans went to some trouble to argue that the So 幅
viets could have used German bullets , We will study their arg廿
ment closely.

* A badge from the Ostashkov POW camp was discovered at Katyn.
The German report AM records this detai l. It sets forth the expla嗣
nation that it was associated with the remains of a Polish soldier
who had received it from fellow prisoners who had been previously imprisoned at Ostashkov. AM presents no evidence that any
such prisoners existed. As we will see, proponents of the "Sovietsdid-it" camp have not succeeded in accounting for the presence of
this badge in a way that supports their contention.

2 I do not write "cannot possibly have been fakecl" because I believe absolute statements to
be offputting and unwarrantecl. However, for all intents ancl purposes, the evidence here
can be assumed to be genuine.
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* The Polish POWs whose bodîes were buried at Katyn were presumed to have been in the Soviet POW camp at Koze l' sk, near
Smolens k. 8ut many POWs listed among the bodies which the
Germans claîmed they exhumed at Katyn had în fact been in the
Starobel'sk 0 1' Ostashkov POW camps. The Germans did not remove these names. Perhaps , in a rush to complete and publish
thei 1' report, they did not have time to do so. 0 1' pe 1'haps they could
not do so because othe 1's, including the Polish observers, had already seen them; 0 1' because 0 1' they did not recognize the significance of the fact that POWs from Starobe l' sk and Ostashkov were
found at Katyn; 0 1' because they did not know that these men had
been in Ostashkov and Starobel'sk; 0 1' for some combînation of
these 1'easons.
The main point is this: the Germans would never have lifaked" 中
invented - these names. Today both sides recognize that their
presence at Katyn undermines the "official" Soviets-did-ît case.
日.

The Soviet Burden l< o Report (BU) of January 1944 and
related documents.

Li ke the Germans the Soviets also exhumed bodies of murdered
Poles and searched them for documents. Detaîls concerning documents found on four bodies were published in BU. A list among the
8urdenko Commission materials in a fO l' mer Soviet archive gives
details about materials found that were not included in the fînal
repor t.
One document found among the bodîes îs from a prîsoner who was
shipped from the Ostashkov POW camp to Kalinin. The Sovîet investîgators were unable to identi 马r hîm because the fîrst part ofhis
last name is illegible. Therefore they dîd not realîze that he had
been în Ostashkov. They did not recognize that his presence at Katyn undermines the Ge 1' man report and supports the Sovîet case.
So they made no use of thîs înformation. Therefo 1'e they would not
have fabricated it.
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C. "Closed Packet No. 1" (CP) , the existence of which was
announced in 1992.
This collection of documents contains one document that has been
faked in a clumsy manner but for some reason not discarded.
There is no plausible alternative explanation for it except that it
was part of a broader forgery job.

D. The archeological report on excavations at the mass
murder site in Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy , Ukraine (W) of
November 2011 and related documents (叭1) of 2010 卢
2013.

* Badges of two Polish POWs were found in a mass grave in this
town in Western Ukraine. These two men were from the Ostash 罔
kov POW camp. According to the "official" version they were
shipped to Kalinin (now Tver') , Russia , where they were executed
and buried at Mednoe. Their names are on memorial plaques in
the Polish cemetery there.
No one , in particular the Polish 叮 krainian archeological team that
uncovered these badges among the remains of many victims of
execution, questions that the remains of these men must be among
those murdered and buried at VV. (The Polish 画 Ukrainian team did
not do DNA analysis of any 1'emains.)

* Between

96% and 98% of the shell casings found at this mass
execution site are of German make and are dated "194 1."

* The execution

method at VV was shown by the Polish archeologist to be characteristic of the Eínsatzkommando , 0 1' Ge 1' man mass
murder team , led by SS Obergruppenführe 1' Friedrich Jeckeln , the
so-called "Sardinenpackung."

* lndependent

research by another scholar has confirmed that
German t 1'oops , aided by Ukrainian nationalist auxilia 1' ies, shot
many Soviet citizens and Jews at this place soon after the invasion
in June 194 1.
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* Soon

after the publication of the Polish archeologist's 1'epo 1' t of
the findings at VV Polish and Uk 1'ainian scholars 1'ecognized that
the discove 1'ies of these two badges endange 1's the "official" "theSoviets-did-it" ve 1'sion of Katyn ,

After the 1'epo 1't on the discove 1'ies at VV was published it was
withdrawn. The excavation was closed and the mass mu 1'ders a 1' e
now attributed , without any evidence, to the NKVD ,

Conclusion: The Germans Murdered the Poles
All the evidence that is of undoubted authenticity, that cannot have
been faked , supports the conclusion that the Germans, not the 旬，
viets , are guilty of the mass murde 1's of Polish POWS that are
knowll as the Katyn massac 1'e , All of the unimpeachable evidence
either points di 1'ectly to Ge 1' man guilt, 0 1' contradicts the "official"
and only version of Soviet guil t. None of it is compatible with Soviet guilt, provides support for the "official" version , 0 1' tends to
disp 1'ove German guilt.
Therefore we must conclude that it was the Ge 1' mans who mur国
dered the Poles , The evidence simply does not permit any othe 1'
solution to this mystery ,
1 predict that this conclusion will be rejected rega 1' dless of the evidence. It di 1'ectly contradicts the "official" version which is ac画
cepted by the Polish and Russian governments , by every scholarly
study since at least 1992 (except fo 1' a few studies by Russian
schola 1's that have been largely igno 1'ed) , and by a host of othe 1'
influential bodies including the United States Congress and the International Court of }ustice at The Hague.
The 1'eader may wonde 1': "Doesn't the ag 1' eement of so many
autho 1'ities ca 1' ry some weight?" Indeed it does! The all 七 ut
unanimous ag 1'eement that the Soviets were guilty at Katyn has
served to make a "closed book" of the Katyn issue The "official"
version that the Soviets murdered the Poles dominates both expe 1't and public opinion. Dissenting views are not tolerated. Such
views , and thei 1' authors , a 1'e ostracized, ridiculed , and otherwise
‘
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ignored in the sense of never cited or referred to in further writmgs.
But consensus is irrelevant to the question before us. That question is: 叭lhat is the truth? This question cannot be decided by ap 胸
peals to authority no matter how respectable or how numerous
those authorities may be. It can only be decided on the basis of
primary source evidence.
The evidence is unequivoca l. None ofthe evidence th α tcα nnoth α ve
been faked supports the hypothesis that the Soviets shot the Poles.
All ofit supports the contrary hypothesis.

In this book we will carefully scrutinize each of the document collections A through D. In the conclusion we will address the question of why the approach employed in the present book has not
been applied to Katyn before this.

Chapter 2. The German Repo 眈中

Amtliches Material (AM)
The German Report Am t/íches Mα terial zum Mαssenmord von /{，α tyn
(AM) contains many contradictions. Several local resident嗣
witnesses whose testimony is included in it later repudiated their
testimony‘ Its result were rejected by at least three members of
the international scientific team which examined bodies at German
request and who signed statements claiming Soviet guil t. Two of
the separate team of Polish scientific experts also withdrew their
support from it.
Each of these problems could be accounted for by assuming that
the German report was fáked. They might also be explained by
other factors. .T hose local resident witnesses and scientific experts
who later repudiated their statements might have done so in fear咱
of Soviet reprisa l. Or they might have made their initial statements
to the Germans under threat from that side. The contradictions in
the report might be due to haste and carelessness as the Germans
rushed the report into prin t.

Various documents - diaries, calendars, notebooks , envelopes, let回
ters , newspapers, inoculation certificates, and other kinds of
documents … were found in the mass graves. According to AM none
were dated after sometime in April 1940. 80th the German and
Polish teams falsely concluded that this meant the prisoners had
been executed around this time. Of course , the Germans would not
have reported , 0 1' allowed the Poles to see, any documents dated
later than April 0 1', at latest, early May 1940. The Germans , not the
Polish observers, controlled this process.
And the German-Polish conclusion was false anyway. The latest
date is only the terminus post quem, evidence that the victim in
question was killed sometimeαrJter that date , perhaps long afterwards. Some , at least, of the Germans and Poles must have under-
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stood this elementary fac t. Therefore , dishonesty was surely
sent from the beginning in the compiling ofthe repor t.

pre掬

But the fact that AM was compiled tendentiously, with some lying ,
and in haste , does not in itself establish who shot the Poles. It does
not establish that the Soviets were not guilty and therefore that
the Germans were. The fact that AM is proval> ly dishonest on many
counts proves only that the report cannot be trusted. ln a later
chapter we will outline some ofthe more important contradictions
and falsehoods in the German repor t.
However, our purpose is not to show that AM is a highly flawed
documen t. Our aim is to "solve the mystery," to answer the question: Who murdered the Poles? Showing that the German report is
t1 awed and dishonest cannot do tha t.
We might surmise that the Germans would not have had recourse
to falsification if the Soviets really had killed the Polish POWs and
all the Germans had to do was to tell the truth. But this reasoning ,
however suggestive , is not evidence.

The Evidence in AM That Cannot
Faked and Therefore 15 Genuine

Have 日 een

1. The spent shells found at Katyn were German.
This is stated multiple times in AM:
Außerhalb der Gräber wurden eine Anzahl beschossener Pistolenhälsen mit dem Bodenaufdruck "Geco 00
7.65" gefunden; desgleichen vereinzelt in den Gräbern
zwischen den Leichen. (35)
Translated:
Outside the graves were found a number of pistol
shells with the headstamp 飞 eco 00 7.65." Individual
examples were also found in the in the graves among
the corpses.

Chapter咱 Two.
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1m Grab 2 war nä 日llich beim Bergen der Leichen noch
eine Originalpatrone auffindbar gewesen , bei der es
sich um Pistolenmunition mit der Hülsenbodenprägung "Geco 7,65 0" handelte. (73)
Translated:
Ouring the retrieval of the corpses there was found in
grave 2 an original cartridge, pistol ammunition with
the "Geco 7,65 0" headstamp.

Oie Hülsenböden weisen übereinstimmend die
Prägung "Geco 7,65 0" auf, entsprechen sonach dem
an der aufgefundenen unversehrten Patrone erhobenen Befund. (74)
Translated:
The headstamps have the same stamp "Geco 7,65 0" ,
whìch corresponds to that on the unused cartridge
that was found.

Analoge äußere Befunde boten vier weitere GecoHü!sen , die am südlichen Rande des Grabes 1 nahe an
dessen Kniewinkel aus dem gewachsenen Erdr它 ich
leicht rechtsseitlich vor einer daselbst stehenden
Kiefer freigelegt worden waren. (74)

Translated:
Analogous exterior findings were four more Geco
shells which had been left on the southern edge of
grave 1 near its knee angle to the undisturbed earth
and slightly to the right of a jawbone.
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Die in Katyn nachgewiesenermaßen benutzte Pistolenmunition Geco Kaliber 7,65 mm飞 gleicht der Munition , wie sie seit vielen Jahren in der Munitionsfabrik
Gustav Genschow & Co. in Durlach bei Karlsruhe (Baden) hergestellt wird. (75)
Trα nslα ted:

The Geco caliber 7.65 mm pistol ammunition used at
Katyn , is the same as the ammunition whÌCh has been
manufactured for many years in the ammunition factory of Gustav Genschow & Co. in Durlach near
Karlsruhe (Baden).

Hieraus ergibt sich in Verbindung mit den früheren
Ausführungen über die Hülsenbodenprägung "Geco
7 ,65 D" , daß die zu den Erschießungen im Walde von
Katyn verwendete Pistolenmunition 1930 oder 1931
hergestellt worden sein mu ß. (79)
Trα nslated:

It follows from this , in connection with the earlier remarks on the headstamp "Geco 7,65 D" , that the pistol
ammunition used for the executions by shooting in the
Katyn wood was produced in 1930 or 193 1.

1m gleichen Untersuchungsgang wurde daselbst unter
einer Nachbarleiche der untersten Schicht auf der
Grabsohle auch eine Geschoßhülse (Geco 7,65 mm)
aufgefunden. (87)
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In the course of the same investigation , a bullet shell
(Geco 7.65 mm) was found on the fJ oor ofthe grave
under an adjacent corpse ofthe Iowest layer.
The Germans claimecl that only German "Geco" cartridge shells
were found at Katyn. They found no other shells there. The Germans would never have freely inventecl this fac t. Had any Soviet
cartridge shells been found among the corpses, the Germans
would surely have reported this. Therefore we can be confident
that only German shells were founcl at Katyn , though not necessarìly only the kind of shells identified in AM.
The Germans claimed that German cartridges were exported to the
USSR in the 1920s and early 1930s. The Soviets did not deny this.
But, absent countervailing evidence, German shells suggest German guil t.
Neither the Soviets nor the p 1' o 四 Soviet researchers have 1' ema 1'ked
on the following two curious facts about the German repo 1' t of
these shell casings.
First, the Germans cJ aimed thatα II the shell casings bore exactly
the same "headstamp" 皿飞 eco 7.65 0" or "Geco 7.65 00." No matte 1' who did the shooting it would be unusual for a team of at least
a half-dozen shooters, shooting several thousand individuals dur同
ing a period of about 6 weeks, to all use exactly the same shells,
with the identical markings , and all at least nine years old.
At the German mass murder site at Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy (VV)
three different types of German shells were discovered. The two
most common types of shells found there are dated 1941 on the
headstamps. The number of victims at VV was about 1/10 of the
number at Katyn.
Second, none of the photographs of the shell casings in AM are of
the headstamps. The headstamps are the only way the shells can
be identified. AM contains side photographs only, useless for iden 桐
tifying the shells.
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lmage 2 .1 AM p. 304 Bild 34 , bottom.
The Germans at Katyn knew this , of course. When they sent some
shell casings to the Gustav Genschow firm , manufacturers of the
'Geco" ammunition, for identification the Genschow firm replied
with a note showing the different headstamps that identi 市 the
ammunition produced during different years. 1
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lmage 2.2 Genschow firm drawing.

1 This diagram raises another question. According to the Genschow firm
later, as we shall
see , confinned by Gustav Genschow himselfto the U.S. Madden Commission - Genschow
never manufactured any shells that said "G 巳 co 7,65 D." Their shells either said "Geco 7.65
DD" (0 1' "Geco DD 7.65", 0 1' "Geco D 7.65 D"). How could any German investigator have made
this error ifthere were thousands of such shells lying in the graves?
>
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Only photographs of the headstamps could provide evidence that
it was precisely these shells that the Germans found in the Katyn
burial pits. The Germans could have sent photographs of any shell
casings they wanted and just cJ aimed that they had been found at
Katyn. But they did no t. Instead the Germans toolζside views of the
shells. They could easily have photographed the headstamps but
they failed to do so.
The Germans were asking their readers to "believe" them. But then
why bother with reproducing side views and views of bullets at
all? It seems this can only be explained as an attempt to deceive
the readers of the repor t.
Yet the Germans were right after all! Anticommunists have relied
on the German report, which is the only evidence to support the
"Soviets-di 小 it" version. And anticommunists have no incentive at
all to be objective. To this day they have not questioned the fact
that the Germans did not photograph the headstamps. We shall see
that there are many more contradictions in the German report that
have gone unremarked.
All accounts of Katyn accept the German cJ aim that only these undated Geco shells were found at Katyn. This means that they accept the German AM as truthful … they believe the German report.
This is an error, incompatible with a search for the truth , just as it
would to "believe" the Soviet Burdenko Report (BU).
Joseph Goebbels , Hitler's minister of propaganda, cJ ea 1'ly unde 1'stood the p 1'oblem that the finding of German shell casings should
have posed fo 1' the German p 1' opaganda campaign a 1'ound Katyn:
Unfortunately German munitions we 1'e found in the
graves of Katyn. The question ofhow they got the 1'e
needs cla 1'ification. It is eithe 1' a case of munitions sold
by us du 1' ing the pe 1'iod of ou 1' f1'iendly arrangement
with the Soviet Russians , 0 1' of the Soviets themselves
th 1'owing these munitions into the graves. In any case
it is essential that this incident be kept top sec 1'e t. If it
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were to come to the knowledge ofthe enemy the
whole Katyn affair would have to be dropped.
- The Goebbels Diaries, 1942-1943. Praeger, 1970, p.

354.
Goebbels was correc t. The use of German ammunition and only
German ammunition at Katyn is prÍma fiαcie evidence of German
guil t. It is not evidence of Soviet guilt at al l.

2. A badge from the Ostashkov POW camp was
discovered at Katyn.
8ei einem weiteren Polen aus Grab 8 handelt es sich
um Wladislaw Czernuszewicz, geb. am 2 1. 10. 1898 in
Slonim, Zamkora 75, im Zivilleben Hilfsschreiber in
der Kanzlei des Kreishauptmannes im Kreis Slonim....
Abgesehen von einer mit dem Monogramm "W C"
versehenen Geldbörse , 190 Zloty in 8anknoten und
einem Tabaksbeutel aus Leinenstoff fand sich letztlich
eine ovale 81echmarke unter den Asservaten vor , die
folgende Angaben enthält:
T. K. UNKWD K. O.
9424
Stadt Ostaschkow. (AM 46)

Another Pole from grave 8 is Wladislaw Czernuszewicz, born on 2 1. 10. 1898 in Slonim, Zamkora 75, in
the civilian life an auxiliary clerk in the office of the
district captain of the Slonim distric t.…
In addition to a wallet with the monogram "WC", 190
zloty in bank notes and a tobacco pouch of linen cloth,
an oval sheet-metal marker was found among the ex 嗣
hibits that contains the following information:
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K. O.

9424
Ostashkov.
The finding of this badge caused some confusion in the German
repor t. The report concludes that Czernuszewícz was brought
from the Ostashkov POW camp to Kozel'sk by the Soviets for some
purposeandthensho t.
However, no one named "CzernuszewÌCz," "Czarnuszewicz" ,
"Czernyszewicz" , etc. is on the list of more than 4000 bodies in AM.

* A "Wladyslaw

Czarnuszewicz" - QapHyI1l eBH可 BJIa，ll，HCJIaBa
IOJIbHHOBH可 a 甲 is on list 54/3 transported from the Koze l' sk
POW camp on May 5 , 1940 (Tucholski p. 716 #44).""

*A"飞Nladyslaw Czernyszewicz" 桐可 EPHbIWEB 归可 BJIa，ll，HCJIaB
JIeoHap，ll， OBH~I

- is on the list at the Starobel'sk POW camp
(Tucholski p. 980 #3668).

The volume Ubí伊 v /(，α Iyní， a 1'ecent attempt to sho 1'e up the official
"Soviets-did-it" version , tries to solve this problem by claiming, ín
bracke t"s, that "Czarnuszewicz" was first held at Ostashkov and
then transferred to Kozel'sk in November 1939. (811) The b 1'ack国
ets indicate that there is no evidence fo 1' this. "Ubity" assumes that
the Russian "Charnushevich" 但 apHyI1l eBH飞1) was 1' eally "Che 1'nushevich" (Czernuszewicz).
YapHyI1l eBH可 BJIa，ll， HCJIaB

(Czarnuszewicz Wladyslaw
s. Juliana i Antoniny).... 可 apHbI I1l eBH lJ BJIa,ll, HCJIaB
IOJIbHHOBH lJ; DM-(30 四 33) Czernuszewicz Wladislaw

MO l'd w [(，α tynlu: [(ozlelsk, Ostaszk6w, Sta l'oblelsk. Llsta olla l'. Wa l' szawa:
lnstytut Wydawniczy Pax , 1991. This Is still the official and only edition of all the Soviet
NKVD t l' ansit lists and the Polish lists of victims. The Soviet lists al' e l' eprinted in the original
Russian.

2J 电 d l'zej Tucholsk i.
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Among the "Koze l' sk" POWs Tucholski (90 co l. 2) names Chernyshevich:
Czernyszewicz Wladyslaw Ur. 21.10.1898. Pchor.
Pracownik Starostwa w Slonimiu.
This only confuses matters further since this is the spelling of the
prisoner not in Kozel'sk or Ostashkov but in Starobe l' sk.
Here is an individual named in the text of AM but not in the AM
lists and about whom Tucholski and Gur'ianov (author of 气Jbity丁
are also confused. Any honest and objective researcher should
simply recognize this contradiction. But typical of dishonest schol而
arship those who suppo 1' t the "official" ve 1'sion , rather than seeking the truth, want that version to be "seamless," without contra同
dictions.
In reality, no historical 0 1' criminal investigations are "seamless,"
without contradictions and unexplained details. Honest investig扣
tors recognize this fac t. Falsifiers often strive to make thei 1' falsifications appear to be "perfec t."
This is a problem fo 1' the "official," "Soviets-did-it" version. A badge
at Katyn from Ostashkov suggests that Polish POWs we 1' e shipped
out of Ostashkov to Kalinin not to execution but for some other
purpose. For if they were to be executed , why not execute them at
Kalinin where , according to the "official" version , the Ostashkov
POWs were murdered?
Rather than acknowledge this difficulty "Ubity" glosses over it
without resolving it. In fact one must 100 1< very carefully to notice
this sleight-of-hand at all. It appears to be a clumsy contradiction,
unresolved because impossible to resolve , in order to get rid of the
embarrassing presence ofthat badge from Ostashkov.
Why did the Germans mention it at a ll? Possibly they would have
cut it out if they had had more time to produce a carefully edited
version of AM.
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3. Many POWs listed among the bodies exhumed by the
Germans had beθn in the Starobel'sk or Ostashkov PO队l
camps.
Through careful study of the primary sources we have established
that a number of the bodies exhumed by the Germans at Katyn
were of Poles imprisoned at and transported from the Ostashkov
camp to Kalinin and from the Starobel'sk camp to Khar'kov.
The importance of the presence of these bodies at Katyn is well
summarized by Andrei Pamiatnykh , a firm proponent of the "Soviets-did-it" version.
"nOCTOpoHHHe" B KaTbIHH 。可 eHb Ba)KHbI AJIH
CTOpOHHHKOBCTaJIHHCKO 前 BepCHH 06
OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH HeM JJ; eB 3a KaTbIHC!COe
npecTynJIeHHe. I1 x HaJIH可 He 03 日a吨 aJIO 6bI , YTO B
KaTbIHH norpe6eHbI y3HHKH He TOJIbI<O K03eJIbCKOrO
JIarep贝， HO H y3HHKH APyrHx JIarepe 词， a 3Ha可 HT，
3aKpaAbIBa lO TCH COMHeHHH B pe3yJIbTaTaX
HeMe 问!<o ro CJIep; CTBH刃 1943 rOAa H COBeTCKOpOCCH 放 c!wro CJIeACTBH刃 1990-2004 rOAOB - COrJIaCHO
3THM pe3yJIbTaTaM , B KaTbIHH paCCTpeJIHHbI H
norpe6eHbl y3HHKH K03eJIbCKa , a y3HHKH
CTap06eJIbCKa 民 OCTaumOBa， no pe3yJIbTaTaM
COBeTC!COrO-pOCCHHCI<o ro paCCJIeAOBaHH 页，
日 orpe6eHbI B XapbKoBe H MeAHoM , COOTBeTCTBeHHO.
BOT 可 TO nH llI yT n060pHHKH CTaJIHHCKO 前 BepCHH
BJIaAHCJIaB lllBeA H Cepre 放 CTpblrHH B cBoe Ì1
rJIaBHO 放 CTaTbe no KaTblH曰:
Ho B KaTbIHCKHX MOrHJIaX 6bIJIH T aIOl.{e
06Hapy)l.{eHbI TpynbI nOJIHICOB , COAep )l{aB llI HXCH B
CTap06eJIbCKOM H OCTalll!COBC!WM JIarepπX.3TH
nOJI咒 ImMor且 H nonaCTb H3 XapbKoBa H Ka月 HHHHa
B CMOJIeHcKylO 06JIaCTb TOJIbKO B OAHOM CJIy可 ae
一 eCJIH HX B 1940 r. nepeBe3JIH B JIarepH oc060ro
Ha3 日a可 eHHH nOA CMOJIeHC K. PaCCTpeJI觅Tb HXB
3TOM cJIyYae MOrJIH TOJIbKO HeM JJ; bI.
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Trα nslated:

"Outsiders" at Katyn are very important for support嗣
ers of the Stalin version of the responsibility of the
Germans for the crime of Katyn. Their presence would
mean that at Katyn were bur拍 d not only prisoners
fro h1 the Koze l' sk camp , but also pl怡 oners of other
camps, and that would mean that doubts about the results of the German investigation of 1943 and the Soviet-Russian investigation of 1990-2004 are creeping
in. According to the results [ofthese investigations]
prisoners ofKoze l' sk were shot and were buried at
Katyn , and prisoners of Starobel'sk and Ostashkov, according to the results of the Soviet-Russian investigation, were buried at Kharkov and Mednoe respectively. Here is what Vladislav Shved and Sergei Stry陶
gin , proponents ofthe Stalin version , write in their
main article on Katyn:
But in the Katyn graves there were also found the
corpses of Poles who had been held in the Star嗣
obe l' sk and Ostashkov camps. These Poles could
have arrived in Smolensk oblas t' from Khar'kov
and Kalinin only if in 1940 they were transported
to the camps of special designation near Smolensk.
In that case only the Germans could have shot
them.
Pamiatnykh restates this a little later in the same article:
CJIyqa前 lliKYTbI (I1 JI I1,

B COOTBeTCTB l1 11 c Moe前

r l1 110Te30 前， lliKYTb卜 CEKY月 bI) npeACTaBJI贝 eTC5I

Ban{H bIM A且5I CTOpOHH I1 KOBCTaJIHHCKO I1
Bepc贝贝 06 OTBeTCTBeHHOCT I1 HeM u; eB 3a KaTbIHClwe
口 pecTyrrJIeH l1 e. A I1 MeHHO , eCJIH 6bI 3TO 6bIJI lliKyTa，日
lliKyTa I1 MeHHO 113 CTap06eJIbC I< a, 3TO 6bI 03I-Ia可a月 0，
可 TO B KaTbIH I1 nOrpe6eHbI y3HHK I1 He TOJIbKO
K03eJIbCKa , HO 11 ((日 OCTOpOH I-II1 e>> ， a 3 日 a可I1 T，
3aKpaAbIBaI{)TC5I COMHeH I15I B pe3yJIbTaTaX
。可 eHb
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1943

ro~a

11 COBeTCKO- COrJIaCHO

pOC CI1 Ì在 Cl<o ro CJ1 e~CTB11π1990 自 2004 rO~OB

3T11M pe3yJ1 bTaTaM , B KaTbII-l 11 paCCTpe J1咒 HbI
norpe6eHbI y3H11K11 K03e J1 bCKa , a y3H11K I1
CTap06e J1 bCKa (no pe3y J1 bTaTaM COBeTCKoro
CJ1 e~CTB11H) paCCTpeJI Hl-Ibl 11 norpe6eHbI B XapblwBe.
(Pamiatnykh , Problem)
Trα nslα ted:

The case of SHKUT A (or, according to my hypothesis ,
SHKUT A-SEKULA) is very important for the defenders
ofthe Stalin version that the Germans were respons卜
ble for the crime of Katyn. Namely, ifthis was Shkuta,
and Shkuta was from Starobel'sk, that would mean
that at Katyn there were buried prisoners not only
from Kozel'sk but also "outsiders," and that that would
mean that doubts were creeping in about the results
of the German investigation of 1943 and the SovietjRussian investigations of 1990 回 2004. According
to these results , at Katyn prisoners from Kozel'sk were
shot and buried, and prisoners from Starobel'sk (according to the results of the soviet investigation) were
shot and buried at Khar'kov.

The "Outsiders"
We begin by examining Pamiatnykh's attempt to resolve the question of the identity of one of the POWs on the AM lis t. Number
2398 in that list reads:
2398. Szkuta, Stanislaw, Ltn. Impfschein , Mitgliedskarte d. Res.- Offiz
No prisoner by that name is on any of the Soviet Kozel'sk (Smolensk - Katyn) tl咽ansfer lists. The only Polish POW by that name in
the Soviet transfer lists was a Starobel'sk (Kharkiv - Piatykhatky)
pnsoner.
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#3729 嗣 3729.

WKYTA
(Tucholski p.981)

CTaHHCJIaBφpaH u; eB H'f

1913

The basic assumption of the "official" version of Katyn is that these
prisoners were shot at Kalìnin and Khar'kov and buried outside
those cities at Mednoe and Piatykhatky respectively. The presence
of Starobel'sk (or Ostashkov) POWs at Katyn would disprove that
assumption and thereby would undermine the "official" version.
Accordingly Pamiatnykh attempts to show that Szkuta was actually someone else - Sekula … whose name was spelled incorrectly
by the Germans. I--l is hypothesis is that the Soviets misread the Pol画
ish barred "1" (l) for a "t", then the 川 e" for a "z" and so wrote
《山I<yTa>> - Shkuta - for "Sekula". Pamiatnykh found a prelìminary
German list which appears to bear this out:

主
番

A "Sekula Stanislaw" is named in Tucholski's Koze l' sk list:

* Sekula Stanislaw
Ur. 2.1 .1903, s. Szczepana i Antoniny.
Ppor. piech. rez. , 72. pp. Kierownik szkoly
powszechnej w Sworzycach , pow. Radom,
instruktor LOPP. (Tucholski p. 210 co 1. 2)
A "Sekula Stanislav" is #4 on Soviet transit list 040/3 dated April
20 , 1940:
4. C3KY Jl A CTa HHCJIaBa
700)

CTerJa HOBH 可 a，

(Tucholski p.

A "Szkuta Stanislaw" is also named in Tucholski's Kozel'sk list:
Szkuta Stanislaw Marian
Ur. 7.5.1913. Ppor. ar t., dowódca 9. ba t.
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65 , paL od 7 , 9 , 1939 w III dyonie 21 ,
pa l. PCK (AM) Nr 01398 , (Tucholski p, 226 co l. 2)
Here Tucholski identifies this man as number 1398 in the AM lis t.
But no such number exists in AM! The AM list skips directly from
1397 to 1399:
1397 , Uniformierter.
1399. Leutnan t.
Verschiedene Zettel, Impfschein 2869
Tucholski does not explain why he states that "Szkuta" is number
01398 in the AM list when there is no such number in that lis t.
"Szkuta" is a problem for the "official" version because the presence at Katyn of a Starobel'sk prisoner is incompatible with the
"official" version , according to which prisoners shipped from Star.匈
obel'sk to Khar'kov must have been shot there and buried nearby
at Piatykhatky.
Pamiatnykh, writing in 2011 , could not account for the fact that
the draft German list read "Sekula" (with no barred "1") but the
print version reads "Szkuta." Perhaps we can do so today.
ln a later chapter we will see that the Germans captured the Soviet
transit lists of POWs shipped from Kozel'sk to Smolensk, near Katyn. A "Sekula" 一 in Russian , "C:;:myJIa" - is indeed on that lis t. The
"Sekula" reading on the draft German list must have been the re 幽
sult of consulting the Soviet Koze l' sk transit lists. We discuss the
fact that the Germans possessed these lists in a later chapter.
When the German list was revised the reading was changed to
"Szkuta." The German editor must have thought that was a more
accurate reading of the material before him than "Sekula." He did
not realize that the only Polish POW named "Szkuta" on the Soviet
transit lists was a Starobel'sk prisoner. The Germans had captured
Soviet lists of POWs shipped from Koze l' sk to Smolensk but could
not have known whether 0 1' not they were complete. They did not
have the lists of POWs shipped from Ostashkov and Starobel' s k.
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Tucholski's "Szkuta Stanislaw Marian" to whom he gives the non 圄
existent number AM 01398 must be an attempt to avoid the inconvenient presence of a Starobel'sk prisoner at Katyn 叩 a fact that
contradicts the "official" version. But Tucholski's entry has to be
wrong. The Soviets had no "Szkuta" in Kozel'sk so they could not
have transferred any "Szkuta" to Smolensk. IISzkuta" was transferred from Starobe l' sk to Khar'kov. But he was not shot there. Instead he was transferred further to Smolensk, where he was eventually shot and buried.
But the "official" version of Katyn is wedded to the notion that the
POWs were shot once they had arrived at the city to whose UNKVD
they were shipped: Smolensk, Kalinin , or Khar'kov. According to
the "official" version a Starobel'sk prisoner transferred to
Khar'kov, as Szkuta was , but killed at Katyn , cannot have been shot
by the Soviets.

Other "Outsiders"
In his article Pamiatnykh identifies two lists of "outsiders" 问 per
sons on the AM list who cannot be identified with a prisoner who ,
according to the Soviet transit lists, Was at Kozel's k. One list, that
ofIU. N. Zoria , is unpublished. The second list is the following:
Tarczynski Marek, IIGlossa do Ksi々 gi Cmentarnej
Polskiego Cmentarza Wojennego w Katyniu" , in
"Zbrodnia Katynska po 60 latach. Polityka, nauka ,
moraln 。此 " Zeszyly f{1α Iynskie 12 (2000) pp.191-198.
This article lists 231 "olltsiders" 0 1' llnidentified names in the German AM that are not on the Soviet Koz'elsk lists. 1 subtracted those
that Pamiatnykh claims he has identified and searched for the rest
in TllCholski. 1 succeeded in identifying 23 more Kozel'sk POWs
who had not been identified by Tarczy归ki in 2000. These are not
relevant to the present study.

1 also identified four more POWs named in the AM list who are on
the Soviet Starobel'sk lists and o l1 e who is 011 the Soviet Ostashkov
lists.
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Starobel'sk:

* Tarczynski 116

ιAPINSKI

Stanislaw

:::: JIA IlI1 HCK I1I1 CTaH I1 CJIaB TOMaWeB I1可
(Tucholski p. 949 , #2008)

AM #741
Starobel'sk

AM 0741: 74 1.
Hauptmann.
Visitenkarte auf den Namen Lapinski Stanislawa, Gesangslehrer,
Fotos.

* Tarczynski 120

MAKOWSKI Janusz

W。一 str.

3

:::: MAKOBCK I1前只 H I03e 中 OB I1飞1 Starobel'sk (Tucholski , p. 950 ,
#2082)
There is no Makowski in "Ubity"

* Tarczynski 123

MICHALSKI Jan

AM #1536

::: M I1 XAJIbCK I1I1且 H 贝 HOB I1l:.J Starobel'sk (Tucholski p. 951 ,
#2114)
There is no Michalski in "Ubity." "Ubity" 512 reads "possibly"
Michalowski Jan."

* Tarczynski 218 WRÓBEL, M. AM 161
口 BPYBEJIb

MapbflH

Bo 沁IeXOB I1l:.J

Starobel'sk

(Tucholski

p.

923 , #483)
气Jbity"

p. 242 claims this is "probably" Bpy6eJIb 3blrMyHTMl1lWJIaH (Wróbel Zygmunt Mikolaj s. Edwarda i Anny). (Tuchol 嗣
ski p. 611 , #38) Thel咱e is no other BPYBE月 b M. on the Soviet transit lists. Tucholski p. 252 co l. 1, under Kozel'sk, reads as follows:

3

Thìs ìmportant volume ìs ìdentìfìed and dìscussed late l' ìn thìs chapte r.
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Wróbel Zygmunt
Ppor. Prawdop. jest to:
Wróbel Zygmunt
Mikolaj
Ur.19.1 1. 1913. Ppor. piech. rez. , baon
KOP.. Orany飞
There was no prisoner named Wróbel M. at Kozel's k.

Osìashkov:

* Tarczynski 211

=BO I1 HOBCKOro
ski p. 856 , #88)

WOJNOWSKI

AM 1948

I03e 中 aφpa HlJ，I11I1 eI<a

Ostashkov (Tuchol-

"Ubity" p. 884, #47 lists this person as still not identified. There
was no Wojnowski at Koze l' s k.

Ostashkov and Starobel'sk POWs at

Katy 门，

from Gur'ianov

2015 saw the publication of a book that is at present the definitive
account of the Katyn victims from the "official" or "Soviets皿 did-it"
perspective. This is:
Ubity v Katyn i. Kniga pamiati po l' skikh voennoplennykh-uznikov kozel'skogo lageria NKVD , rasstreliannykh po resheniiu Politbiuro VKP(b) 5 marta 1940
goda. Moscow: Obshchestvo "Memorial" lzdatel'stv。
"Zvenia" 2015. ISBN 978惆 5-78700-123 占
(Translation ofbook title: "Men murdered at Katyn.
Memorial book of Polish POW prisoners ofthe
Kozel'sk NKVD camp shot according to the decision of
the Politburo ofthe VKP(b) of March 5, 1940.")
The academic discussion is signed by Aleksandr Gur'ianov, a "Memorial Society" researcher. "如1emorial" is a strongly
anticommunist organization. As one might expect, "Memorial" and
this book support the "official" , "Soviets-did斗t" version of Katyn.
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011 pages 882-884 Gur'ianov names 41 persons in the AM list
whom he says no one has as yet identified. 1 have studied all these
names and have identified three POWs from the Ostashkov camp.
One, Wojnowski , is identified above.
The other two Ostashkov prisoners exhumed by the Germans at
Katyn are:
("Ubity" p. 882):

* 6. Dudek (.l( y

,ll.

eK, 11M咒

He

y I< a3aHo).

BOeHHOCJIylI(a叫M 此
V-209 回 0778

Dudek, 11M刃

He

yKa3aHo;

AM-186 制 778

Dudek, 11M刃

He YI(a3aHO (B 吨 aCTH T四 pa:ll(a: Budek Karol); PCK Dudek, I1 M.H
He yl\a 3aHo: APL3-22 国 0778， APL3-50-0778 , APL3-77-0778 , APL519 圄

0778, MUZ2 四 26 副 0778，

MUZ6 回 17-0778.

[M.6. , 31' 0 .l( y,ll. e I< Me可I1 CJIaB
NQ 025/1

0 1'

贝 IWBJIeB I1可( Cn I1 COK-npe ,ll. n I1 CaHHe

09.04.1940)7

The boldface text says that in part of the p l' ess run of AM "Dudek"
is listed as "Budek Karo l."
AM p. 186 # 778 reads:
778. Budel{, Karol , Uniformierter,
Impfzettel , Zettel mit Namen des Obigen.
This must be the following person:
38. 月 AEY.l(日 K

KapOJIb fJ HOB I1 9a, 1895 r.p.

Tucholski p. 896 , #38 - Ostashkov.

2568
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This is the only POW whose name contains "Bude k." Moreover, his
first name was "Karo l." Nine Dudeks are listed in Tucholsk i. None
of them have "Karol" as the first name.

* 12. Jakowicz (5I IWBW-I, 11MπHe yKa3aHo).
BOeHHOCJl yn{a叫日前，

np l1 OCTallK aX Ha 前，l.I， eH 可Jl eHCKI1放 6 日月 eT Dpo 嗣
pa60TH I1 KOB yMcTBeHHoro TpY,l.l, a, Bhl，l.l，aHHhI 前
r Jl aBHhlMnpaB Jl eH l1 eM B r. KaToB I1 ~e.
V-61-02857; AM-242 皿 2857; PCK nepe，l.l，中 aM I1Jll1 eH
BOnpOC I1 Te Jl hHhI 放 3HaK B clw6I{ax: GARF-105-02857 , APL7 倒 1802857 , APL7-152-02857 , MUZ8-17-02857.

中 CO Iû 3a

AM p. 242 #2857 reads:
2857. Jakowicz, 7, Uniformierter. Mitgliedskarte.
Tucholski p. 121 co l. 1:
Jakowicz (7) ...
Z Katowic. PCK (AM) Nr 02857.
This must be:
64. ~5I KOB I1可 M I1 KaJl aπrn{erm!侣， 1892 r.p.
Tucholski p. 766 , #64 - Ostashkov.

3224

Yet More "Outsiders"
The Burdenko Commission identified yet more corpses as belonging to Polish POWs from Ostashkov and Starobel' sk. Most are reported in BU. One, not used in the published report, is recorded
only in a working list of materials recovered from the corpses by
Burdenko Commission investigators. We will examine it in the
next chapter.
The mass grave of German victims at Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy,
Ukraine , contains the bodies of at least two and probably more
Polish POWs who had been Ostashkov prisoners who had been
transferred to Kalinin. But they had not been shot there , as the "official" version requires, but instead were killed at least 15 months
later and 700 miles distant from Kalinin. The "offîcial" version
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cannot accommodate this , so they must have been shot by the
Germans and their Ukrainian allies.

Another Piece of Unimpeachable Evidence
In Chapter 8 we examine the information about another "out四
sider," a prisoner from Ostashkov whose corpse was tentati飞rely
identified by the Polish Red Cross at Katyn as that of "Krzesióski."

Conclusion
The unìmpeachable evidence from the German AM is:

* the Gennan shell casings;

* the badge from Ostashkov;
* the

presence of corpses of Ostashkov and Starobel'sk prìsoners found at Katyn.

All thìs evidence poìnts towards German , not Soviet, guil t.

Chapter 3 , The Burdenko Report
The Soviet 8urdenko Report (8U) of January 1944 is the main
document in which the Soviet version of Katyn is set forth. Propo 国
nents of the "official" version which blames the Soviets normally
dismiss it without serious criticism.
8U contains one piece of evidence that cannot possibly have been
faked and so is of prime importance for determining the guilty
party. We will examine it here.
In 2007 ♂ 011 Andrei Pamiatnykh published an online article titled
"From the unpublished materials of the 8urdenko Commission."l
In it Pamiatnykh, a firm adherent of the "official" Soviets-did-it
version of Katyn , reproduces without comment 29 pages of a list
0 1' inventory of materials found by 8urdenko Commission investigators among the bodies exhumed by the Soviet commission at
Katyn in January 1944.
Among these materials are documents that the Soviet investigators found on the bodies. Some of those documents postdate the
time that, according to the "official" version, the Polish POWs had
been executed by the NKVD. They are "proof of life" later than the
time that the "officiaJ" version insists the Polish POWs had been
killed - in April and May, 1940. If they are valid , the 飞 fficial" version of Katyn must be false , since the 飞 fficial" version states that
all the prisoners were shot by the NKVD during April and May ,
1940.
日 ut

are these documents valid? 0 1' are they fakes , forgeries created
to exculpate the Soviets and pJanted on the bodies 0 1' in the graves
by the NKVD 0 1' the 8urdenko Commission? In this chapte 1' we
will:

1

At http://katynfiles.com/content/pamyatnykh-burdenl{(卜 materials.html
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A. summarize all the documents that purport to show that some of
the prisoners whose bodies were found at Katyn lived until late
1940 and into 194 1.
日， list the three identifiable Polish POWs who are associated with
such documents ,

C. identity and discuss the one primary source that cannot possibly
have been faked ,

A. Documents dated later than May 1940
Numbers at the left are to the 29 pages of investigators' notes reproduced as digital photographs in Pamiatnyl-巾 's article ,
5 , Date of April4, 1941 , Prayer book with signature
and date "4 .1 V, 41"

贝tJ; BHH贝(J adwinia)

5. Dates of September and November, 1940. Tomasz
12 .i x.40, 28.ix.40, 15.xi. 40.

Zigo 自由 dates

Zigo lÍ. 's case is importan t. Tucholski p. 260 col1 (Kozel'sk) reads:
Zygo lÍ. Tomasz
U1飞 7.3.1897 ， s. Tomasza i Urszuli. Podof.
rez. Urz~dnik Sekcji Prawnej Ubezpieczalni
Spolecznej w Warszawie , zam. Gol呐 ki
k. Wa 1'szawy. Wymieniony w Immunilmcie
k Oluisji Burdenki. Kozielsk lub
Starobielsk. porównaj list句 starobielsk司·
(Translation of boldface text): Mentioned in the
8urdenko commission repor t. Kozelsk 0 1'
Starobel'sk Compa 1' e the Starobe'lsk lis t.
On page 519 column 2 there is exactly the same entry, except the
last sentence reads: "Porównaj list写 kozielskq" - "compare the
Kozel'sk lis t."
Tucholski has no record of Zigo lÍ. in the Soviet transit lists. 8ut
Zigo lÍ. is on the 气Jkrainian list"!
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8 1. /1147/ ZIGON Tomasz s. Tomasza ur. 1897
ZYGON Tomasz s. Tomasza i Urszuli ur. 7 .3圃 1897w
Soborzycach, podof. rez. zmobilizowany do
Wlodzimierza urz~dnik sekcji prawnej Ubezpieczalni
Spolecznej w Warszawie , zam. Go问 bki， wymieniony w
komunikacie Komisji Burdenki.
- Ukrai豆 ski Slad Katynia 130.
Translated:

ZYGON Tomasz son ofTomasz and Urszula born
7.3.1897 in Soborzyce, reserve under-officer mobi 回
lized to Wlodzimierz direction oflegal section of the
Social Insurance Office in Warsaw, resident of
Gol司 bek， named in the report ofthe Burdenko Commlss lO n.
This means that Zigo 自 was arrested in the Ukraine 且 the list
doesn't give us any more information than tha t. Logically, therefore , he would have been imprisoned in Starobel'sk camp. But he is
not listed on the Soviet lists as one of those transferred out of
Starobel'sk in April - May 1940.
Body #92 searched by the Burdenko Commission 2 must be Zigoó's
because there is too much personal material on it to be anybody
el陀、. Here is the complete entry from the Burdenko Commission's
text:
Letter from Warsaw, addressed to the Red Cross at the
central bureau of POWs in Moscow, 12 Kuibyshev
Stree t. The letter is w川 tten in Russian , in which So f' ia

I use the translation in volllme 3 ofthe Madden Commission hearings. The Katyn Forest
Massacre. Hearings before t /J e Select Committee...Part 3 (Chic日'go， lL) Marc /J 13 and 14, 1952
(U.S. Government Printing Office, 1952) , 228-247. (Henceforth BU + page number is to this

2

edition) 町 This translation is identical to the Soviet translation Pllblished as a SlI pplement to
the "Soviet War News Weekly."
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ZIGON' asks to be informed ofthe location ofher husband Tomash ZIGON' , sergeant (vakhmístr) of ca飞ralry.
On the letter is the date September 12 , 1940 (12 .1 X40). On the envelope is a German postage stamp from
Warsaw.IX蝇 40 and the [cancellation?] stamp "Moscow. Post office 9 , sent 28 .I X-40 and a determination
in red ink in Russian: "Find out which camp and send
it for delivery. 15 .I X嗣 40. (signature unreadable)." (BU
246)
Since this letter was found on Zigon's body, he must have received
it. By this time he must have been in another camp. Eventually he
ended up in a camp near Smolensk, probably in one of the three
camps 1-0N, 2-ON , 0 1' 3-0N.3 As we shall see , the existence ofthese
three camps is documented in other materials found by Burdenko
Commission investigators on other bodies.

So Zigon was alive sometime after September 28, 1940, the latest
date in Moscow. His body, along with many others , was exhumed
at Katyn. This means that these men were also alive at that tíme, or
Zyg 。而 could not have been buríed among them. Therefore they were
not shot by the Sovíets ín Apríl-May 1940.
That means that they were shot by the Germans and their Ukrainian Nationalist allies. This fact dismantles the "o fficial" version of
Katyn.
7. Date o fJ une 29 , 1940. Body
13. 1.1 940 and 29.V I. 1940.

#95 卢 2

postcards dated

18. Dates of April 6 and May 5, 194 1.
(See more discussion below of Vladimir Araszkiewicz,
under "identifiable Polish POWs."

3

"ON" is shO l' t fo 1' ocoôo 1'o Ha3Ha可 eHH日， "osobogo naznachenia", "OfSpecial Pur‘ pose."
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25. Date ofNovember 1940. Postcard no. 0112 from
Tarnopol' with postage cancellation "TapHOIIOJIb
12 1-40 ro ,n; a."

.x

27. Dates of March 14, 1941 and May 18, 194 1. See
discussion below of Eduard Levandowski.
日. The three identifiable Polish POWS associated with
documents placing them at other ρOW camps or dating
from later than May 1940.

9. Receipt from Starobe l' sk camp dated 26.x i.1 929
[this must be 1939] in the name of "~3eBoHbcKoro
Mel.J. HCJIaBa 贝 Ky60BH可 a."

Tucholski p. 896 #24: Ostashkov Ii st 054/2 of May 5 , 1940:
24.~3 日 BOHbCKoro Me飞IHCJIaBa 5I Ky60BH可 a ， 1895

r.p.
On p. 285 co l. 1, in his Ostashkov list, Tucholski Ii sts the only person ofthis surname among the prisoners:
Dziewi 写 cki

Funl叫.

...
PP, posterunek Z 呐 kowice ， pow.

B 电 dzin.

This must mean that Dziewi 写 cki was in Starobel'sk before he went
to Ostashkov. Tucholski does not mention the fact that this receipt
was found at Katyn. Most of the four thousand or so bodies exhu 日led by the Germans at Katyn were identified by documents
only. Only a few had names on clothing. None , of course, could be
identified by appearance; the bodies were far too decomposed to
permit facial identification.
18. Body #46 -

APAWK 日 811 可 A

BJIa ,lJ. HMHpa
/ Araszkiewicz,… note dated 25
March 1941; receipt from camp 1-0N (1-0H) from 6
April 1941.
PY，lJ. OJIb 中 OBH l.J. a

Receipt from camp 1 - ON from 5 May 1941.
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Aras冗 kiewicz

appears on Ostashkov transit list 062/2 of May 19 ,
1940 (Tucholski 908 #7):
7 , APAWKEB I1可 BJIa，L\ HMHpa PY，L\ OJIb 中 OB H'-Ia， 1896 r , p ,

Tucholski lists Araszkiewicz under Kozel's k:
Araszkiewicz Wlodzimierz Marian Jan
Ur. 13 ,9.1896 , s , Rudolfa. Por , 1司 cz.
rez" CW问 cz. Mgr prawa , adwokat, radca
prawny w Chodakawskich Zakladach jedwabiu,
zam. 七 ód兰，

(Tucholski p , 68 co l. 2)
Tucholski does not inform his readers that Araszkiewicz was an
Ostashkov prisoner shipped from there to Kalinin in May 1940 but
obviously not killed there. Tucholski must have realized that this
one fact would cast doubt upon the whole "official" version of Katyn.
27 , Body #101 …月 EBAH ß， OBCKoro 3 ,L\yap ,L\ a
A,L\ aMOBH9a [Lewandowski]
Receipt from Kozel'sk camp dated 19 .x I l. 1939. On reverse , date of 14 March 1941;
Receipt from camp 1-0N dated 18 May 1941 ,
On page 891 #35 Tucholski lists Lewandowski in Ostashkov list
051/2 , of some date in April1940:
35 ，月 EBAH ß， OBCKoro

3 ,L\yap ,L\ a A,L\ aMOBH9a 1893 r ,p.

On page 317 co l. 2 Tucholski lists him again as an Ostashkov pris 回
oner:
Lewandowski Edward
Ur. 21.2 , 1893 , s. Adama i Waleri i. Kp t.
piech. sl. s t., KOP.
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Tucholski does not mention that BU lists his body as having been
found at Katyn. That would cast doubt on the "official" Soviets-didit version.
Despite the fact that the Burdenko Commission claims to have
identified the bodies of Araszkiewicz and Lewandowski at Katyn ,
both are listed in the official Polish Mednoe Ce l11 etery boo k. That
means that the official Polish story is that they were both shipped
fro l11 Ostashkov to Kalinin … true enough , as we have seen - and
then were executed there. That means that Tucholski is tacitly
claiming that the BU is a fabrication.
But we have good evidence that these findings of the BU are genuine , not fabrications.

C. One Primary Source That Cannot Have 8een Faked
On page 22 of the 29-page inventory of l11 aterials found by the
Burdenko CO l11 mission investigators at Katyn we read the followmg:

i 葫 T P'ifl 静过@

Cdll 楼l'I Y 黯辑恼。 30 蹲fI阻捣衍目

UH唯 r白 J飞崎 φ

Image 3.1 Burdenko Commission inventory report

Expert com. PUSHKAREVA.

1. Body #2.
a) Receipt of camp "1" of November 19 1939 for a silver cigar case and "Montblanc" ballpoint pen from
PRIAPUL'SKOGO (PRUTSUL'CKOGO) Pshemyslava
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Boleslavovicha (DP贝 DY月 bCKoro
- DweM I1 cJIa Ba 60JIeCJIaBOB I1'-la )

(DPYL~Y月 bCKOrO)

The Burdenko investigator could not read the first part of the surname , He believed the surname ended in -DY月 bCK l1 11 / -pulski or
町 ~Y月 bCK l1 11 / -culski. The name and patronymic are clear: in Pol回
ish, Przemyslaw s. Boleslaw … in Russian "DweM I1 cJIaB
60JIeCJIaBOB 日可"

No Katyn POW from any of the camps has a surname that ends in
"-pulski." There is only one POW whose surname ends in 飞 ulski"
(Russian: 时Y月 bCK日益) and whose name is Przemyslaw and whose
father was named Boleslaw. He is in Ostashkov list 050/3 of some 嗣
time in April1940 (Tucholski p. 886 #36):
36.

K03 日TY月 bCKoro

DweM I1 cJIaBa

60JIeCJIaB 只可a

In fact, no other Katyn POW in any of the POW camps had the
Christian name Przemyslaw and a father named Boleslaw. This is
the only one. So this has to be the man.
Tucholski identifies the only "Kozietulski," a "Jan," at all three
camps!
At Kozel's k: Tucholski p. 143 co l.

2 卢 144

co l. 1:

Kozietulski Jan
Ur. 22.10.1899. Po r. ar t. s t. sp. , oficerska
kadra OK 1. Porównaj listy ostaszkowsl吨
i starobielsl吨，
At Ostashkov, Tucholski p. 310 co l. 2:
Kozietulski Jan
Ur. 22.10.1899. Por. ar t. s t. sp. , oficerska
kadra OK 1. Porównaj listy kozielsl叫
i starobielsk司
At Starobel'sk, Tucholski p. 435 co l. 2:
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Kozietulski Jan
Ur. 22.10.1899. Por. ar t. s t. sp. , oficerska
kadra OK l. Porównaj listy kozielsl吨
i ostaszkowskq.
Nevertheless , Volume 1, page 425 of the "Mednoe Cemetery Book"
白 Miednoje. 的ÏfZgα Cmentarna

Polskiego

Cment，α rzα Wojenn θ!go.

(Warsaw: Rada Ochrony Pami~ci Walk i M~czenstwa， 2005) - does
have an entry (though no photograph) for Przemyslaw Kozietulski ,
son of Bolesfaw.

Por. piech. Przemyslaw Piotr KOZIETU I, SKI s. Boleslawa i Heleny, ur. 22 11
1911 w ZY l' ardowie. PpO I'. Ze sta l' szenstem 15 VIII 1933 , po r.- 1 1 1936. W 1939
slu土yl w baonie KOP "Stolpce".

L. 050/3 (36) , 123.

Cemetmy book entry recreα ted based upon original entry.

The editors of this book probably took this entry from the Ostashkov transit lis t. But in reality Kozietulski is buried not at Mednoe
but at Katyn.
Despite the fact that Tucholski mentions this Kozietulski three
times Gur'ianov, in "Ubity," fails to mention anyone named Kozietulski. Tucholski himself does not mention Przemyslaw Kozietulski , son of Boleslaw, at all , despite the fact that he is in the Soviet
t 1'ansit list and the Mednoe cemete 1'y boo k.
Together with othe 1' prisoners f1' om the Ostashkov camp Kozietulski was shipped to Kalinin. 日 uthe 一 and， no doubt many 0 1' even all
of his fellow Ostashkov POWs - was not executed at Kalinin (0 1'
buried at Mednoe) but was sent on to Smolens k. This fact dismantles the "official" version.
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Interpretation
The most important thing about the Kozietulski receipt is that BU
fails to mention it. The Burdenko Commission investigator was
unable to identify the person because the Burdenko Commission
did not have the transit lists fl咱 om the three POW camps.
Even if they had realized that this was an Ostashkov POW they
probably would not have mentioned in in the repor t. Judging from
what was included in BU the investigators were looking for documents dated later than May 1940. As we have seen, they found
some. But this receipt is dated November 19, 1939. It would
probably not have attracted their interest.
It is this lack of interest by the Burdenko Commission that makes it
such a valuable piece of evidence.

* It cannot have been fabricated. Therefore the Burdenko Commis 回
sion "expert".(investigator) really found this receip t.

* The fact that Kozietulski was in the Ostashkov POW camp and
that the Burdenko Commission díd not recognize this fact suggests
that the other Ostashkov prisoners they identified … Dziewí号 cki，
Araszkiewicz, and Lewandowski - are probably also genuine.
BU did not use Dziewi E( ckí either. Once again , eíther they did not
know that he was an Ostashkov prisoner, or they were looking
only for documents dated after May 1940. This is good evidence
that the Dziewi 写 cki receipt is genuine too.
If the Kozietulski receipt were the only evidence we had of Ostashkov POWs killed and buried at Katyn we might strain for some exotic explanation to account for its presence. But in fact the opposite is the case. 叭1e have a lot of evidence, much of it índependent
of BU, that Ostashkov and Starobel'sk prisoners were killed and
buried at Katyn.
The Kozietulski receipt supports the hypothesis that Polish prísoners from Ostashkov and Starobel'sk were killed at Katyn. They
were índeed t l' ansferred to Kalinin and Kharkiv, as the Soviet tran-
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sit lists show. But they were not shot there. Instead , they were further transferred to some camp or camps - again , probably the
three camps 1-0N, 2-0N , 0 1' 3-0N named by the Soviets 甲 where
they did road work, were captured by the Germans, and sho t.
Therefore, we have these results:
非 We

have a good deal of solid evidence that at least some
prisoners lived after May 1940, the terminus ante quem that
the "official JJ version states they must have been killed.

* We also have unimpeachable evidence that p 1'isone 1's from
Ostashkov and Sta 1'obel'sk camps were t 1'ansferred in April
and May 1940 to execution in Kalinin and Khar'kov but 且时
to execution and bu 1' ial at Mednoe and Piatykhatky Instead ,
they we 1' e transfe 1' red onward to Smolens k.
The 1'e is no alternative "official JJ version that would allow the
Polish prisoners to have been killed after May 1940 0 1' as late
as 194 1. Accordingly, the Kozietulski 1' eceipt constitutes fu 1'国
the 1' p 1'oof that the "official JJ version of Katyn is false.
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4, Closed Packet N0 , 1

The documents in this folde 1' 0 1' "packet" a 1'e said to have been
given to P1'esident Mikhail Gorbachev ofthe USSR and then by him
to Bo 1'is Yeltsin in Decembe 1', 199 1. On October 14, 1992 Yeltsin's
rep 1' esentative gave them to Polish P1'esident Lech Walesa ,
"Closed Packet No. 1" contains the following documents:

1. An NKVD memo 1'andum dated March 5, 1940 and
numbered No.794jE , signed by Lavrentii Beria, People's Commissar ofthe NKVD , and recommending that
Polish prisoners be sho t.
2. Excerpt from Protoco! No. 13 ofthe Politburo session of March 5, 1940 titled "A Question of the NKVD
of the USSR."
3. Pages exce 1' pted from Protocol No. 13 ofthe
buro session ofMa 1' ch 5, 1940, point n. 144.

Polit国

4. A handwritten letter No. 632 同 SH signed by Aleksandr Shelepin proposing to destroy all files on the
operation carried out by the NKVD in connection with
the Politburo resolution of March 5, 1940 with an attached draft of a resolution of the Presidium of the
Central Committee ofthe CPSU. Shelepin was Chairman ofthe KGB between December 25 , 1958 and November 13, 196 1.
For a few years after their publication these documents were ac回
cepted as the "smoking gun ," as close to definitive proof of Soviet
guilt as one could wish for. Along with the German AM report they
constitute the backbone of the "official" version of Katyn. Since
1995 there have beén challenges to the authenticity of these
documents. These challenges are either ignorecl 0 1' dismissed with
derision by proponents of the "officia!" version.
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We will take a closer look at the controversy over these documents
in a later chapter. In this chapter we will discuss the one document
in "Closed Packet No. 1" that has obviously been faked yet is usually ignored.
丁 he

Two Versions of "Excerpt from Protocol No. 13 of the
Politburo session of March 5 , 1940 titled 'A Question of the
NKVD of the USSR'"

Excellent photographic copies of this document may be seen at the
bottom ofthis page at the katyn.ru site:
http://www.katyn.ru/index.php?go=Pages&in=view&id=26
For ease of access 1 have created the following shortcut to this
page:
http://tiny Ul‘l. comjshelepin
With the death of Sergei Strygin, this page may be removed from
the Interne t. If this happens the reader should copy and paste the
original URL:
http://www.katyn.ru/index.php?go=Pages&in=view&id江 26

...i nto the top search window, labeled "Wayback Machine ," at the
Internet Archive:

https://archive.org/
In fact it is already there , saved at multiple dates. 1 1 will also put it
011 my Home Page.
The first document is the "excerp t." It is addressed at the top to
<<TOB. E e p 11 51.>> - "Tov[arishch] Beria" 0 1' "To Tov[arishch] Beria."

1

For example, at

h忧ps:/ /web.archive.o l'g/web/20160304112701/h牡p:/ /www.katyn.ru/index抖lp?go=Page

s&in=view&id=26
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"Secretary

It is the second document that interests us here. This appears to be
a carbon copy of the fírst document on which a few changed have
been made so crudely that anyone can notice them immediately.

* The words <<T OB. 6 e p 11 刃.>> have been removed and
replaced by the words <<TOB. WeJIemlH y" meaning "To
Tov[arishch] Shelepin."

* The date at the upper left has been changed from <<5 .
a p T a 1940 r.>> (March 5 , 1940) to <<27 .中 eBpaJI刃
1959 r.>> (February 27 , 1959) , without double spacing
between the letters of the word <<中 eBpaJI咒>> (of February).
M

* At the bottom of the document the words <<盹
CTAJ1I1I-I>> (::::: J. Stalin) have been typed in capitalletters that stand clearly out from the much darker and
heavier type ofthe carbon copy.

* At the bottom of the carbon copy but not of the
original is the seal of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party ofthe Soviet Union. The name of the
Party was official changed from "AII-Union Communist
Party (bolshevik)" at the 19 th Party Congress in October, 1952. The earlier name for the Party is on the letterhead. The form itself is from the 1930s, with "193"
preprinted where the date should go.

* 011 the Shelepin document but not on the 8eria
document there is a faint stamp in the upper left cor国
ner, above the first word in the letterhead,
<<8cec Ol03Ham>, in the middle ofwhich are the words
<<H 日C>K l1 rATb>> - "Ne szhigatγ"Do not burn." See the
figure below.
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1mα'ge

4.1 The Shelepin document (detail)

No one has come up with a satisfactory explanation for this documen t.

* It is not mentioned at all by either Cienciala or Sanford. Sanford's
book is an important study in English 2 , while Cienciala and Materski is the definitive one 圄volume study in any language.

* In the official Polish government publication [(，α tyn. Documents of
Genocide. Documents and Materials from the Soviet archives turned
over to Poland on October 14, 1992. Edited by Wojciech Materski ,
introduction by ]anusz 1. Zawodny (Institute of Political Studies ,
Polish Academy of Sciences , 1992) , it is published on pages 12-13
but without any comment whatevel工

Despite the fact that the documents of "Closed Packet No. 1 are the
only evidence that the Soviet government ever planned to shoot
the Polish POWs, this document is passed over in silence by defenders of the "official" version of Katyn. It is easy to understand
this as the silence of embarrassmen t. This document undermines
the case for the bona fides of all the "Closed Packet No. 1" documents.
Shved (384) and Prudnikova and Chigirin (518) cite Shelepin's
friend Valerii I. Kharazov as saying that Shelepin did in fact learn

Georg巳 Sanford. [(atyn and the Soviet Massacre 0[1940: TruthJustice and Mem Ol y (BASEES
/ Routledge Series on RlI ssian and East ElI ropean Studies). London, UI<: Routledge , 2009.

2
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about the Katyn documents early in his tenure as head of the KGB.
Document number 4 of "Closed Packet No. 1" contains a proposal
f1'om Shelepin that all the files 1'elating to Katyn be destroyed. According to Kharazov Khrushchev did not agree with this p 1'oposal.
So either Kha 1'azov was mistaken and the files were dest 1' oyed , 0 1'
they we 1'e not dest 1'oyed at all. At any 1'ate it appea 1's that this destruction, actual 0 1' only contemplated, had something to do with
the stamp "Do not burn" on the Shelepin version of Document 2.
It is hard to imagine archivists giving permission to alter archival
documents in the way that the Shelepin ve 1'sion of Document 2 has
been altered. But if the Beria version of Document 2 we 1'e a forgery
and carbon copies were made , then the Shelepin version might be
understood as an experiment to see what further fo 1'gery was possible. But whateve 1' the motive , the "Shelepin" document has been
falsified.
The addition of Stalin's name at the bottom also suggests an attempt at fo 1'gery. Khrushchev o 1'ganized an attack on Stalin over a
numbe 1' ofyea 1's. A genuine document of 1940 signed "Secretary of
the C. C." would not need to carry Stalin's name. There we凹r噜e a
nu川
I口
mbe
创r咱 of secre
时ta
盯r‘怡 S
乌， any one of whom could 剖
s ign a document as
S
"secre
创ta
盯ry
乒" In 1940 there was no longer a post of General Secretary. But by Khrushchev's day the office of Gene 1'al Secretary had
been revived for Khrushchev himself.
An attempt to implicate Stalin in the Katyn massacres might be
less persuasive if Stalin's name were not on the letter.

Conclusions

* The Shelepin version of Document 2 was certainly
created during Khrushchev's time.

* The manipulation of the "Beria version" of Document
2 suggests that it may have been created at the same
time and so may also be a forgery.
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* The "do not burn" stamp on the Shelepin version
suggests that there was a plan to burn at least some
documents.
* The addition of Stalin's name suggests that this was
an aborted attempt to produce false evidence in order
to accuse Stalin of guilt in the Katyn massacre.
Th 肘; in turn, suggests th α t such documents did not already exis t.
For if the "Beria Letter" with Stalin's bold and 1' eadable signature
had been available in 1959 there would have been no need to contemplate adding "J. STALI 町， to Document 2, as the Shelepin lette 1'
does.

Kharazov's testimony, and rema 1'ks made by an aged Shelepin to
investigato 1's in the early 1990s, are good evidence that some kind
of Katyn forgery was contemplated during Khrushchev's day. It is
no wonder that Kh 1' ushchev did not go th 1'ough with it. He himself
was in the Politburo in March 1940. Khrushchev was in the
Ukraine but visited Stalin's office during these months , fo 1' exam 回
ple on March 1, April 3 , 4 , and 5, and May 21 and 22 , 1940. 3 1f
Khrushchev decided to blame Stalin. for the Katyn massacre he
would have also implicated himself.
We do not know what process led to the fabricatiO I1 of the Shelepin
version of Document 2 or why it was not dest 1'oyed. We are fortunate that it wasn't destroyed , since it provides solid evidence that
the other documents in "Closed Packet No.1" may also have been
forged. Therefore , at the very least, we cannot accept the CP
documents at face value as prima 1'Y source evidence.
There is a lot of othe 1' evidence that these documents are forgeries.
We will examine some of the most important points of this evi国
dence in a later chapter. But in my opinion none of the internal

"Posetitleí kremlevskogo kabíneta I.V. Stalín." lstoricheskíi Arklliv 2, 1996. ("Vísítors to the
Kremlín offíce of .V. Stalín.")

3

,
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problems in these documents are in themselves conclusive evidence of forgery.
And - it is important to recognize this also 甲 it is likewise imposs卜
ble to prove from internal evidence that the documents in "Closed
Packet No. 1" are genuine. They are of questionable validity. As
such they are useless as evidence.
J

On the basis of a study of the documents alone we cannot say that
all the documents in "Closed Packet No. 1" are forger把 s. But we
can make that statement about the Shelepin version of Document
2. It is definitely a forgery. The presence of a glaring forgery in
"Closed Packet No. 1" casts a shadow of suspicion over the other
documents in that packe t.

Chapter 5. The Excavations at
Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy
In 2011 and 2012 a joint Polish 陶 Ukrainian archeological team partially excavated a mass execution site at the town of VolodymyrVolyns'kiy, Ukraine. Shell cases found in the burial pit prove that
the executions there tool王 place no earlier than 1941. In the burial
pit were found the badges of two Polish policemen previously
thought to have been murdered hundreds of miles away by the
Soviets in April 嗣 May 1940 during the Katyn massacre.

The Badges
1. Jósef Kuligowski
In May 2011 Polish news media reported that in the Western
Ukrainian town ofVolodymyr-Volyns'kiy a numbered metal badge
had been unearthed which had been identified as that of a Polish
policeman, Jósef Kuligowsk i. According to the "official" 0 1'气he Soviets did it" version of Katyn it had been assumed that Kuligowski ,
along with thousands of other Polish POWs , had been executed by
the Soviet NKVD at Kalinin (now Tver') , Russia , and buried with
other such victims at Mednoe , outsìde ofthe town. 1
Czy osoby z Li sty Katy归kiej mordowano równie 古 na
Grodzisku we Wlodzimierzu Wolyóskim?!
Odnaleziona przez ukraióskich archeologów odznaka

1

A

photogl' aph

of

Kuligowsld's

badge

h忧p:jjkatyn. l' ujimages/news/2012-12 民 29-zheton-144 1.jpg

may
be
viewed
at
and a somewhat ligl巾 r， more

legible copy at http://msuweb.montclair.edu/~flll' rg/researchjkuligowski而badge_1441.jpg
"Most of the images and gl' aphics mentioned in this book will be found 011 the "Images" page
at https:/jtinyur l.com/furr-l州yn-images ."
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Policji Pa归 twowej 0 numerze 1441/ II na to
wskazuje , Jak nas poinformowal pan Piotr Zawilski ,
dyrektor Archiwum Panstwowego wιodzi odznaka 0
tym numerze nale土 ala do posterunkowego Józefa
Kuligowskiego z IV komisariatu wιodz i. Informacja 0
przydziale i numerze slu士bowym pochodzi z maja
1939 roku , Nazwisko posterunkowego figuruje na
jednej z list dyspozycyjnych dla obozu w Ostaszkowie.
Dotychczas uwa士ano，生 e zostal zamordowany w
Kalininie i spoczywa w Miednoje. Jak wytlumaczyé
fakt，士 e odznaka Józefa Kuligowskiego znaleziona we
Wlodzimierzu Wolynskim? Czy zginql w Kalininie , czy
we Wlodzimierzuγ
My translation: 3
Were persons fromthe Katyn Li st also murdered at
Grodzisk in Wlodzimierz Wolynski?! This is indicated
by the National Police badge number 1441 / II found
by Ukrainian archaeologists. As Mr Piotr Zawilski, director of the National Archive in ι ódi has informed us ,
the badge with this number belonged to constable
Jósef Kuligowski of the IV commissariat in ιódi.ln
formation concerning the issuance and service number is from May 1939. The surname ofthe constable
figures on one ofthe dispositionallists for the camp at
Ostashkov. Up to now it was believed that he had been
murdered in Kalinin and lies in Mednoe. How to explain the fact that Jósef Kuligowski's badge has been
found at Wlodzimierz Wolynski? Was he killed at Kalinin 0 1' at Wlodzimierz?

"Osoby z Listy KatylÍ skiej mordowano we Wlodzimierzu WolylÍ skim?!" (Persons from the
Katyn Li st murdered at Wlodzimierz WolylÍski?!) , ITVL May 25 , 201 1. At

2

http://www.itvl.pl/news/osoby-z-listy-katynskiej 惆 mordowano-we-wlodzimierzu

wolynsldm…
3

All translations are mine ,
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This account continues by identi马ring Kuligowski as one of the
men who , according to the " o fficial" version , were killed as a part
of the Katyn massacre.
The discovery occasioned considerable discussion in the Polish
press about the relationship between the Katyn Massacre and this
site near the Ukrainian town of Volodymyr斗10lyns'kiy (Polish:
Wlodzimierz Wolynski; Russian: Vladimir-Volynskii ).4 At that time
no one doubted that this was a site of Soviet NKVD killings. 5
The Ukrainian media also reported the excavations under the as 圄
sumption that the Soviet NKVD was responsible for the killings, as
in the following account in the Ukraine-wide online newspaper
吵zhden. uαofOctober 4 201 1. 6

I

xoqa 。中 i l.\ ÌÌ1HOÏ Bepcïi 叫 0，[\ 0 Toro , XTO l.\ i JIl{)，[\日益

可 OMy 6yJI I1 p03CTpiJIJIHi , ~e HeMac , HayIwB 叫i
CX I1 JI刃 IOThC贝，[\ O ，[\yMI( 日，叫 o

3aMop ,[\ oBaHl - ì l\ epTB I1

HKBC 1941 pOKy. DOJIhchKi ni ,[\,[\ aHi , Bi 前 ChlWBi

H

l.\日 BiJIhHi， 3aMO)KH 日益 I(JIac.Dp 。只 e cBi，[\飞laTh 3Ha前，[\eI-li

Ha Mic l.\ i CTpaT I1 apTe 中 aI{TI1.

4 The surrounding I吨ion ofVolhynia was part of Austria-Hungary until the end ofWorld
War 1; then part of Poland; then part of the Soviet Ukraine; then occupied by the Ge l' mans;
then again pa l' t of Soviet Uk l' aine, and is now pa l' t of Ukraine.

See "Tropem zbrodni NKWD pod Wlodzimierzem WolyÍ1 skim" (Trail of NKVD cl' ime near
Wlodzimierz Woly Í1 ski) at http://wolyn.btx抖lindex.php/component/content/a l'tide/1historia/168-t l' opem-zbrodni-nkwd-pod-wo <Izimie l' zem-woyskim.html; Wlodzimierz
Wolynski - gr吼)y polsldch ofiar NKWD" (graves ofPolish victims ofthe NKVD) at
http://www.nawolYI山 .pl/artykuly lofiarynkwd.htm ; "Czyje mogily odnaleziono we
Wlodzimierzu Woly Í1 skim?" (Whose graves found at Wlodzimierz Woly白 ski?)

5

h忧p:llwpolityce.pl/depesze/10407-czyje-mogily-odnaleziono-we-wlodzimierzu

wolynskim Thís last artícle speaks of "ofiar pomordowanych przez NKWD w latach 19401941 w sowíeclöej l<atowni na zamku we Wlodzimierzu Woly Í1 skim" (victims murde l' ed by
the NKVD in 1940-1941 ín t: he Sovíet executíon chamber in the castle at Wlodzimierz
Wolyt1ski). Many more similar artícles could be cited.
"BO Jl HHCbKa KaTHHb. Y BO Jl O,l\ HMHpi-Bo Jl HHCbKoMy 3 日 a l'í，l\ eliO MacoBe noxoBaHHll lK epTB
HKBC 1939-1941 pOKiB." Tyzhden'.ua October 4, 2011. At

6

h 忧p:lltyzhden.ua/Society/31329
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OCb ,ll, Ba }1<e TOH 览。中 i u;epiB nOJIbCbKOï nOJIi u; iï, i
OCKlJIblCl1 Ha HI1 XEò HOMep 日， TO MI1 B}lC e 3 日 a Eò MO ， I<O MY
BOH I1 HaJIe)l( aJI I1:只 03e中 y KyJIirOBCbI\O My Ta JIIo ,ll, Biry
MaJIOB Eò ÖCbKOM~06H ，ll， Ba3 几 0，ll， 3兄 3a ,ll, OKyMeHTaMH
HKBC , O,ll, HOrO 3 日 HX p03CTpiJIHHO B KaJIiHiHi (TBep) ,
,ll, pyroro - B OCTa llI KOBi 6iJIH XapKOBa.
Trα nslated:

And although there is as yet no official version ofwho
these people were and why they were shot, scientists
are inclined to think that the murdered people were
victims of the NKVD in 194 1. Polish citizens, military
and civilians, the wealthy class. This is what the artifacts found at the execution site sugges t.
Here are two badges of officers of th 巳 Polish police,
and since there are humbers on them we already
know to whom they belonged: to Josef Kuligovs'kiy
and Li udvig Maloveis'kiy. Both were from Lodz. According to NKVD documents one ofthem was shot at
Kalinin (Tver丁， the other at Ostashkov [sic] near
Kharkiv.'
In November 2012 the Polish members of a joint Polish-Ukrainian
archaeological group published a report on the excavation of this
mass murder site. In mass grave No.1 , 367 sets ofhuman remains
were exhumed and examined during 2011 , and 232 more sets in
2012. The locations of more mass graves were also determined.
Concerning the finding of Kuligowski's badge this report reads as
follows:
Byla to odznaka Polskiej Policji Pa rí. stwowej z
numerem 1441 , która nale 主ala do: Pos t. PP Józef
KULIGOWSKI s. Szczepana i Józefy z Sadurskich, ur. 12
III 1898 w m. Strych. WWP od 20 VI 1919.10 pap.

7

The jou l'll alist has made seve l'al el'l' Ol's he l' e. No NKVD documents mention any shooting.
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Uczestnik wojny 1920, sczególnie odznaczyl si 句 W
bitwie pod Mariampolem 24 V 1920. 叭1 policji od 1921.
Pocz司tkowo sluzb 号 pelnH w woj. tarnopolskim.
Nast々 pnie od 1924 przez wiele lat w ιodzi 一 w 1939w
V Komis. W sierpniu 1939 zmobilizowany do 10 pa 1.
Odzn. VM V k 1. nr679.L. 026/1 ( 15) , 35 日 6.; za: red. Z.
Gajowniczek, B. Gronek "Ksi々 ga cmentarna Miednoje ,"
t. 1, Warszawa 2005 , s. 465. Odznaka zostala przel曰"
zana do miejscowego muzeuIn.8
It was a Polish National Police badge number 144 1,
which belonged to: Constable ofthe National Police
Jósef Kuligowski son of Stephen and of Josepha née
Sadurska, b. 12 March 1898 in the village of Strych. In
the Polish army on 20 June 1919. 10 pap. Participant
in the 1920 war, particularly distinguished himself at
the Battle of Mariampol 24 May 1920. In the police
from 1921. Initially served in the Tarnopol region.
Then from 1924 for many years in Lodz - in 1939 in
the V Komis. In August 1939 mobilized to 10 pa 1. as
Nr679.L class V VM. [NKVD transfer list] 026/1 ([position]15) , 35 [.] 6, according to: ed. Z. Gajowniczek, B.
Gronek" "Mednoye Cemetery Book," Vo 1. 1, Warsaw
2005 , p. 465. The badge has been transferred to the
local museum.

Sprawozdanie z Nadzoru Nad Badaniami Archeologiczno ♂ kshumacyjnymi na Terenie
Rezerwatu Historyczno-Kulturowego Miasta Wlodzimierza Wolynskiego (Ukraina).
Opracowanie zespolowe pod kierllnkiem dr Dominiki Siemi白 skiej. Rada Ochrony Pami号 ci
WalkiM号 czenstwa. (Report ofthe Supervision on the Archaeological-Exhllmation Investigation in the Area ofthe Reservation ofthe Historical-C lI ltllral Town ofVolodymyr飞，
Volyns'kiy (Ukraine). ATeam Desc l' iption lI nder the Direction of Dr. Dominika Siemi lÍ ska.
Conncil for the Commemoration of Strllggle and Martyrdom). Toruú, 2012 , Note , pp. 1 亿 .At
B

http://www.kresykedzie町 nlcozle.home.pl/a忧achments/PilejRap 圳f
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Artìst's renderìng ofbadge ofConstable Polìce Constable Jósef
Kulìgowskì unearthed at Volodymyr-Volyns'kìy

Here is the entry for Kuligowski from Volume One of the "Mednoe
Cemetery 800k";9

Pos t. PP Józef KULIGOWSKI s. Szczepana i Józefy z Sadurskich , ur. 12 III 1898
wm. Strych. W WP od 20 Vl 1919, 10 pap. Uczestnik wojny 1920 , szczególnie odznaczyl si号 w bitwie pod Mariampolem 24 V 1920. W policji od 1921. Pocz<!tkowo
slu土b号 pelnil 2 w woj. ta l'l1 opolskim. Nast号 pnie od 1924 przez wiele lat w 七odzi 叩W
1939 w V Komis. W sie l'pniu 1939 zmobilizowany do 10 pal. Odzn. VM V kl. nr
679 目

L.

Cemetery book entry recreated based upon orígínal entry.
Kuligowski was taken prisoner by the Red Army sometime after
September 17, 1939 , when Soviet troops entered Eastern Poland
to prevent the German Army from establishing itself hundreds of
miles further east at the USSR's pre-September 1939 border. He
was held in the Ostashkov prisoner-of-war camp in Kalinin oblast'
(province) , now renamed Tver' oblast'. In April 1940 along with
other prisoners he was transferred from Ostashkov to the town of
Kalinin (now Tver'). After that there is no further information
about him.

9

Miednoje. Ksiçga Cmentama Pols/dego Cmentarza

Pamiêci Walk i Mêczeñstwa 2005. Tom 1, 465.

Wc归nnego.

Wal'saw: Rada Ochrony
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Kuligowski is counted as one of the victims of the "Katyn Massa圄
cre." What purports to be a record of his transfer, with the word
"Mord" (Murder) adcled , is on one of the official Polish websites
about Katyn .1 o
Nazwisko: Kuligows l<i
lmi 早。 Józcf
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Data urodzenia: 1898
lmi~ 外 ca
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As stated in the Polish media account of May 25 , 2011 , Kuligowski's name is on the transfer lists of Ostashkov prisoners reproduced in the official account by J~drzej Tucholski publishecl in
199 1. 11 Kuligowski is also listed in other recent Polish lists of Ka-

10 http://www.indeks.karta.org.p l/ p l/ szczegoly扣p?id=11036 According to the Home Page
"lndeks Represjonowanych" (http://www .i ndeks.karta.org.p l/ pl/index.html ) this online
record is a digital version ofthe contents ofthe official volume: Maria Skrzynska-Plawinska ,
ed. Rozstrzelani w Twerze : αlfabeiyczny spis 6314 jenc6w polskich z Ostaszkowa

rozstrzelanych w kwietnill-maju1940 i pogrzebanych w Miednoje, wedlllg tr6del sowieckich i
polskich. Warszawa: Osrodek KARTA , 1997.

11) 电 drzej Tucholsk i. Mord w [{aiynÎII: [{ozielsk, Ostaszk6w, Starobielsk. Lista ofiar. Warszawa:
lnstytut Wydawniczy Pax , 1991 , p. 810. No. 15: NKVD list No. 026/1 of 13 April1940 ,
position 15. In spite of the presence of Kuligowski's name on this NKVD list , for some reason
the alphabetical section ofTucholski (p. 314 co l. 2) lists Kuligowski on its "victims list" (lista
ofiar) as "probably Ostashkov" (Prawdop. Ostaszków).
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tyn victims , 12 Naturally the original Russian record of prisoner
transfer reprinted in Tucholski's Mord w J{，α tyniu does not contain
the word 币10rd" (=murder) ,
The Polish archaeologist in charge of the excavations and author of
the report, Dr. Dominika Siemiúska, has determined that the victims buried in the mass grave in which this badge was found were
killed no earlier than 1941: 13
Z pewnosci司

stwierdzono，立 e

dokonana nie wczesniej

zbrodnia zostala
1941 roku. (p , 4)

ni士 w

Trα nslα ted:

It can be confirmed with certainty that the crime did
not take place earlier than 1941.
The time period of execution was determined from the shell cas 罔
ings found in the graves. All but a very few were of German manu 回
facture and are datable to 1941.
Some of the bodies were arranged in the "sardine-packing" (5α rdi
nenpaclwng) formation 14 favored by Obergruppenführer 15 Friedrich Jeckeln , commander of one of the Einsatzgruppen , extermination teams whose task it was to carry out mass executions. A

12 S 日日 "INDEKS NAZWIS I< - I< atyfl -zamordowani przez N
I<WD w 1940 1'."
http://www.ornatowski.com/i l1 dex/katyn.htm

13

See above, 110te 14 ,

14 Adescription of this method of execution may be fOU l1 d 011 the English-language Wikipedia page on Jeckeln at
h忧p:j j en , wikipedia , orgjwikijF l' ied l' ich_J eckeln # Wo r1 d_ Wa l'_I I_mass_murde l' el'
15 Equivalent to full 01' fou l' -star Gene l' al , the highest SS rank aside from that of Heinrich
Himmle l', whose l'ank was Reichsfüh l'el'-SS ,
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photograph of the bodies in grave no. 1 shows this arrangement of
bodies ,1 6
Also , a large percentage of the bodies in the mass graves are of
children. There has never been any evidence that he Soviets executed children. There is a great deal of evidence that the Germans
did. So the evidence is strong that this is a site of German , not Sovi 时， mass executions.
This conclusion is confirmed by the recent research of other
Ukrainian scholars concerning this very burial site. Relying on evidence from German war crimes trials , eyewitness testimony of
Jewish survivors, and research by Polish historians on the largescale massacres of Poles by Ukrainian Nationalists, Professor Ivan
Katchanovski and Volodymyr Musychenko have established that
the victims buried at this site were mainly Jews but also Poles and
"Soviet activists."
Katchanovski concludes that Ukrainian authorities have tried to
throw the blame onto the Soviet NKVD in order to conceal the guilt
of the Ukrainian Nationalist forces who are celebrated as "heroes"
in today's Ukraine, including in Volodyìnyr-Volyns'kiy itself,17

Photograph at http://katyn.ru/images/news/2012-12-2弘gruppa4.jpg (accessed March
It is taken from page 8 of the Polish archeological report cited above. Adescription
ofthis method of execution may be found on the English-languageWikipedia page on jeckeln at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_J eckeln#World_WarJ I_mass_murderer

16

5201 日).

17 Volodymyr Musychenko. "3a l( aTOBaHHHMH )KepTBaMH ByJIH tBpeï?" 的 vo Pravψ(Volo 嗣
dymyr-Volyns'kiy) March 29 , 201 1. At

http://spr.ne t.ua/index.php?option=com_conte 时&view=article&id=919:2011-09-29-07-

41-57&catid=1:newsukraine; Ivan Katchanovski, "[{alyn in Reverse in Ukraine: Nazi-Ied
Massacres tllrned into Soviet Massacres." OpEd News, Dece l11 ber 13 , 2012 , at
http:j jwww.opednews.co l11jarticlesjKatyn-in-Reverse-in-Ukrain-by-Ivan田 Katchanovski121212-435.htl11l; 1. Katchanovski, "C }"I aCHa nO Jl iTHKa naM'flTi Ha BOJl HHi 叫0，[(0 OY I-I (6) Ta
Ha l\HcTcbKHX Maco 日 HX B6HCT日，" Ukraina Mode l'l1a No. 19 (April30 2013). At
http://附w.ua l11oderna.comjmdj199
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1m α'ges 5.2 α nd

5.3 Jeckeln during the war (L ,); in Soviet captivity (R.) He
was tried and executed for war crimes in Riga, Latvian SSR, in 1946 ,

Kuligowski was indeed transported from Ostashkov POW camp to
Kalinin in April 1940. But he was not shot until 1941 at the earlies t. This means that the transportation lists , which the "official"
Soviets 国 did斗t version of Katyn assumes to be lists of victims being
shipped off to be shot, are not that at all. Kuligowski was transported to Kalinin in April 1940 by the Soviets not in order to be
shot but for some other reason. He remained alive , to be captured
and executed by the Germans, most likely in the second half of
194 1. Moreover, Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy is more than 700 miles
(1200 km) from Kalinin (Tver').
This is the major deduction from this discovery that is relevant to
our understanding of the Katyn Massacre case: The fact that a Pol 惆
ish POW's name is on one of the Soviet transportation lists can no
longer be assumed to be evidence that he was on his way to execution , and therefore that he was executed by the Sovíets.

2 , Ludwik Matowi叶 ski
There is evidence that more Polish POWs are buried in these same
mass graves , and therefore were executed at the same time, by the

\
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Germans in 1941 0 1' 1942. The epaulette of a Polish policeman's
uniform and Polish military buttons were found in grave No. 2. 18
In September 2011 Polish media reported that police badge number 1099/11 belonging to Senior Police Constable (stlα rszy posterunkowy) Ludwik Malowiejski had been found in the VolodymyrVolyns'kiy mass graves. 19 It had been claimed that, like Kuligowski , Malowiejski was a Katyn massacre victim whose body was
buried in a mass grave at Mednoe near Kalinin , where , according
to the "official" version , other Katyn victims shot by the NKVD in
1940 are buried.
Malowiejski's name is also on the recent Polish lists of Katyn victims. 20 Li ke Kuligowski he is memorialized in the "Mednoe Cemetery 800k" 卢 in this case , Volume 2, page 541:

St. pos t. PP Ludwik MALOWIEJSKI s. jakuba i Marinnny z jagiellów, ur.
22 VIII 1890 W Zychlinie. Zolnierz 1 Korpusu PoIskiego , plu t. W polícji od 1919.
Od 14 1 1930 przeniesiony do Rez. Konnej m. ιodzi i tam nadal pelnil stu汕号 we
wrzesniu 1939. 00 Ostaszkowa pl'zniesiony ze szpitala w Szepietówce. Odzn.
MN , MPzaW, MOzON.
L.

7783.
Cemete/y boo l< entry recreated based upon orígínal entry.

10 Photos available at
http://msuweb.montclair.edu/-fu l'l'g/research/poIskie_guziki pago l1_VV2012.jpg from
the Polish archaeological repor t.
>

19 "Kolejny po Ii cjant z Listy Katyúskiej odnaleziony we Wlodzimierzu Wolyúskim.." [Another po Ii ceman on the Ka吵 n List is found in VolodymYI' -Volynsky]. At

http://www.itvl. pl/news/kolejn沪 policjant-z-list}吨 atynskiej-odnaleziony-we-

wlodzimierzu-wolynskim 1 have not been able to find any photogl' aph of Malowiejski's
badge.
"INOEKS NAZWISK -Katyn -zamordowani przez NKWO w 1940 1'." At
http://www.ornatowsk i.com/index/katyn.htm

20
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His transfer record with the word "Mord" (murder) added , like
Kuligowski's , is also on the same offjcial Polish Katyn website: 21
Nazwisko: Malowiejski
1m 岭
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Li ke Kuligowski's , Malowiejski's name is also on the Russian lists
of prisoners shipped out ofthe Ostashkov camp.22

In 2011 it was still claimed that the mass graves at Volodymy卜
Volyns'kiy were those of victims of the Soviet NKVD , Therefore
this apparent discrepancy about the place of burial of one victim
received little publicity. Since then the Polish archaeological team
has definitively dated the site as 1941 at the earliest and argues
that it is an SS Eínsatzgruppe mass murder site. This in turn means
that Kuligowski and Malowiejski were killed by the Germans in
1941 , not by the Soviets in 1940. Other Polish POWs 一 perhaps

21

The following text is fl' om h忧p://www ， indeks.karta.org.plfpljszczegoly扣p?id=11445

Tucholski p. 887 No , 76 ‘ Malowiejski was in a transpo l' t of 100 Polish pl' isoners sent to
the Kalinin NKVD on Ap l' il 27 , 1940. His l1 ame is also 011 Tucholski's alphabeticallist (p. 322 ,
co l. 2) as is Kuligowski's , and 011 other officiallists of l< atyl1 victims.
22
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many others - claimed to have been Katyn victims may well have
been shot along with Kuligowski and Malowiejski , and be buried in
the mass graves at Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy or elsewhere in the
Ukraine.

An article by Sergei Strygin contains photographs of the memorial
tablets of both Kuligowski and Malowiejski at the special Polish
memorial cemetery at Mednoe. These and the thousands of other
memorial tablets at this site reflect the assumption that the "transit lists" were really "execution lists" - an assumption that the discoveries at Volodymy卜 Volyns'kiy prove is false.
It is clear today that neither man's body is buried at Mednoe. The
question now is: Are any ofthe Polish POWs whose memorial tablets
are at Mednoe alongside those of Kuligowski and Mafowiejski really
buried there? At present there is no reason to think so.

1m αges 5.4 α nd

5.5 The memorial plaques of Kuligowski and Malowiejski
at Mednoe Cemetery. They are not buried there.
(Thanks to Aleksandr Zenin of Tver' and his colleagues)

The

Cover同 Up

Kuligowski's name , the discovery ofhis badge , and the information
that ties him to Katyn , are only mentioned in a footnote in the Polish archeologist repor t. The Katyn information is cited in such an
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abbreviated manner that only those expe 1' t in the Katyn issue will
even recognize the connection.
For example , this is how the footnote in the Polish a 1' cheologists'
report ref时s to the entry for Kuligowski on the Soviet transit list
in Tucholski's book:
026/1 ( 15) , 35 日
He 1'e is the actual citation of Kuligowski's name in Tucholski, p.
810:
15. KY Jll1 rOBCKOro
35.6

盯目中 a

CTenaHOBH '-I a , 1898 r.p.

The number of the transit list, 026/1 , is at the top of Tucholski ,
page 810. Kuligowski's name is number 15 on this lis t. The ent 1'y
"35[.6]" refers to the "delo" 0 1' case file in the NKVD list 卢 informa
tion that is irrelevant since this file has not been found and was
probably destroyed long ago.
One might assume that this , by far the most significant discovery
of the whole Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy dig, would be highlighted. In 回
stead it is "buried" in this footnote and virtually disguised with
obscure words. There can be little doubt that this was done fo 1'
fear that this discove 1' y would unde 1' mine the claim that the Soviets committed the massacre at Katyn 甲 a claim which Polish
autho 1' ities want not only to keep alive , but to continue maintain is
unquestionably t 1' ue.

No doubt that is why, Malowiejsk i' s name is omitted altogethe 1'
from the Polish a 1' cheologist 1'epo 1't. This impo 1' tant discovery is
completely ignored!
These two facts: the "burying" of the 1' efe 1'ence to Kuligowski and
the complete omission of the discove 1'Y of Malowiejski' s badge , a 1' e
goöd evidence that the Polish archeologists wanted to play down
the Katyn connection at Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy. But in the Ukrα ín 回
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ian archeologists' report on the Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy dig neither
man's name is even mentioned!

The Shell Casings
Details of the shell casings, 150 in all , found in grave No. 1 a 1' e
given in footnote 3, page 8 of the Polish 1'eport but are absent from
the Uk 1'ainian 1'eport:
1. "kam , 67 , 19 , 41". 137 szt; 2. "dnh，飞 1 ， 41" - 7 szt; 3.
Geco , 9 mm -1 szt; 4. luski bez oznacze lÍ., 7,62 x 25 , wz.
30 , produkcja ZSRR - 5 sz t.

Translated:

1. "kam , 67 , 19 , 41" - 137 units; 2. "dnh ，飞 1 ， 41" … 7
units; 3. Geco, 9 mm. - 1 unit; 4. Shells without markings , 7.62 x 25 caliber, USSR production of 1930s type
- 5 units.
One hund 1' ed forty-four , 0 1' 96% of the 150 shells found , were of
Ge 1' man make and can be dated to 194 1. These identifying marks
on shell casings are known as "headstamps." According to the
analysis by Sergei Strygin "kam, 67 , 19 , 41" signifîes the Hasag ，fa归 c←
tory in Sk汇a剖1
bullet，叮 9" the lot number, and "41" the yea 1' of p 1' oduction. "dnh 飞
1, 41" signifies the Dü 1'lach factory，叫 11 means the shell was jacketed in brass; "1" is the lot number, and "41" the year of production.
m
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Artist's rendering of shells of the type found in graves
No. 1 and 2
(From Strygin)

The Polish report, but not the Ukrainian report, also
shells found in grave No. 2:

speci且 es

the

1. "kam, 67.19, 41"- 205 szt; 2. "dnh，.*飞， 1， 41
3.h
切lski bez oznacze 泊丘.7.62 x 25. wz. 30 , produkcja
ZSRR 向 2

szt; 4.1uska ,, 8 , 1906"

Trα nslα ted:

1. "Kam, 67, 19 ， 41" 时 205 units; 2. "dnh，飞 1 ， 41" 一 17
units; 3. Shells without markings , 7.62x25 caliber …
USSR production of 1930s - 2 units; (one) shell"8 ,
1906."
Of 225 shells found in this grave , 205 ar嘈 e the Ger句'man 1941
Hasag" type巳， 17 are the German 1941 "Dür叶lach" type , 2 are of the
unmarked 1930s Soviet type; and one is marked 咀 1906.叫 3 Hence
98.67% ofthe shells are of 1941 German manufacture.

1906" appears to be Austrian rifle ordnance made for the TS aJ怡 t Army during the
Russo-japanese War. See the drawing at
http://7.62x54r.net/MosinID/MosinAmmoID02.htm#Austria and the photograph obtained
by Sergei Strygin at http://katyn.ru/images/news/2012-12-29 号iIza_B_1906.jpg

曰 "B
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By contrast neither ofthe two Ukrainian reports cites the numbers
of each type of shell 01' the fact that German shells made in 1941
constitute the overwhelming majority of those found. The following paragraph appears word-for-word in each of the Ukrainian reports:
Y IIOXOBaJIbHHX Jl MaX BH贝 BJIeHO i,[\ eHTwmi riJIb3 日，
1' 0月 OBHHM 吨 HHOM KaJIi6py 9 MM. EiJIb IlI icTb 3 日 HX
Ma lO Tb n03Ha可 KH dnh (BHp06HH U;TBO 3aBo,[\y BepK
tJ, ypJIax B KapJICpyE , HiMe可可 HHa) Ta kam
(BHp06H I1同TBO 中 a6p I1I<I1 Hasag y CI<a p )I(贝贝i KaM' Jl Hi话，
nOJIb lll, a) 1941 p. npoTe BH Jl BJI eI-li i ,[\ eKiJIbI<a riJIb3
pa ,[\Jl HCbKOro 3pa3Ka. Bce u; e nOTpe6yε ，[\ o，[\ aTKoBHX
,[\ oC JIl,[l. }!(eHb, OCIOJIbK I1 cTBep ,[\ )!(yBaT I1 npo Te , lll, 0
p03CTpIJIH npoBo ，[\ HJIHC虹口TJIepIB U;贝 MHnpH
Ha Jl BHOCTl B nOXOBaJIbH I1 XJl MaX rI JIb3 pa ,lJ.Jl HCbKOro
3pa3Ka- He t 06'EKT I1 BH I1 M. Bi，[\ OMi 中 aKT I1 (301(peMa
,lJ, aHi p03CTpiJIiB nOJIbCbI{吸 X BÍ前 CbKOBHX Y KaTHHi) ,
lll, 0 pa ,[\Jl Hcbld OpraH I1 HKBC BI1 KOp I1 CToByBaJIH np I1
μ24
p03CTpIJIaX HIMe U; bKy 3bpOIO.
Translα ted:

In the burial pits were found identical shells , mainly of
caliber 9 mm. Most ofthem have the mark "dnh"
(Werk Dürlach production plant in Karlsruhe , Germany) , and "kam" (production factory in Hasag
Skar主ysko Kamienna, poland) in 194 1. However, several shell casings of Soviet model were also found. All
this requires more research inasmuch that it is not ob-

Doslizhdennia (online); 3BiT npo pe3yJl bTaT Il apxeo月 ori '1日。 -eKcryMa L\i ì1 Hllx pllTiBH Il X
Ha ropo,l\ ll ll\ i 、 aJlIl" y M. BOJl O，l\Il Mllpi- 日0月Il HCbKOMy 2012 ]l. (Report on the
results ofthe archaeological exhumation recovery investigations at the "Vali" ["shafts"] site
in the town ofVolodymy卜 Volyns'kiy in 2012.). Luts'k, 2012. (Zvit) Available at

24

，l\OC月 1月以eHb

http://www.formuseum.info/uploads/files/3 日 iT 2012_BoJl o，l\Il Mllp-BoJlIl HCblm 荫 .pdf

These are two versions ofthe same repor t. The much fuller PDP version contains many
pages of photographs, graphs, tables, and drawings, but no clear accounting of the cartridge
shells as the Polish report has.
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jective to assert that the shootings were carried out by
the Hitlerites even though shells of Soviet model were
found in the burial pits. Examples are known (includ25
ing data of shootings of Polish soldiers in Katyn""')
that the Soviet organs ofthe NKVD used German
weapons in executions.
There are some problems with the conclusion in the Ukrainian repor t. First, it is an example of circular reasoning. It assumes that
the mass killings at Katyn , which even the Germans admitted were
carried out with German ammunition , was a Soviet crime. But that
is the very assumption that the discoveries at VolodymyrVolyns'kiy call into question.
Second, it assumes that even the overwhelming preponderance of
German ordnance is not enough to establish that the killings were
done by the Germans , since the Soviets could also use German
ammunition. N0 doubt this is the reason the Ukrainian report does
not give the numbers of shells 0 1' the percentage of them that are
German and of 1941 manufacture. (The Ukrainian reports should
have added that Germans could also use Soviet ammunition. The
Germans captured immense amounts of Soviet arms and ammunition in 194 1.)
The Ukrainian report does note that women clutching children to
their breasts were also found in the mass graves.
Bi，lJ， Mi可 eHO TaI( Ü)!(，叫 o B6 日Ti 可 aCTo

np l1I<p I-IBaJI I1
pyKaM I1, a60 o6i前 MaJI I1 iI-IIUy }!(epTBy (}!(iHK I1
TyJI I1 JI I1 ,lJ, O ce6e i np l1I<p l1 BaJI I1 ，lJ，iTe 的， (Doslizhdennia;
Zvit 15)
06JI l1可飞UI

Translaced:

25 日 mphasis

added.
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It is also noted that those killed often covered their
faces with their hands, or embraced another victim
(women hugged to themselves and covered children).
There are no examples anywhere of the Soviet NKVD shooting
children.
Ukrainian archaeologist Oleksei Zlatohors'kiy (Russian: Aleksei
Zlatogorskii) has pointed out the political problems raised by the
Polish archaeologist's identification of the Germans as the murderers:
HeocTop ü}KHble BblcKa3bIBamUI nOJIbCI<H X
apxeOJIOrOB 0 rrp J.1H a,n;JIe ìI<H OCTH OCTaH I< OB ,
Ha ì1,n; e HI-IbIX Ha TeppHTopHH 3aMKa Ka3 日 MHpa
BeJIH I< OrO 80 BJIa ,n; HMHpe- BOJIbIHCI<O M, MoryT
nOCTaBHTb no ,lJ, COMHe I-me yme H3BeCTH bI e
npecTynJIemm HKB ,lJ, no OTHomeHHIO K nOJlbCIC阴阳
。φu践 epaM ， co06 叫HJI ,n; HpeI{TOp r 口 "BOJIbIHC!{He
,n; pe8HoCTH" AJIeI{Ce前 3JIaTOropClmÌ在 B IWMMeHTapHH
Gazeta.ua.
Trα nslated:

Incautious statements by Polish archaeologists about
the belongings of the remains found on the land of the
castle of Kazimir Velikii in Vladimir-Volynskii could
cast doubt upon the already Imown crimes oHhe
NKVD in relation to Polish officers, said the direction ofthe state enterprise "Volyn antiquities" Aleksei
26
Zlatogorskii in a commentary to Gazeta.ua.

CKOPOXOA, Onbra. "nOllbCKHe apxeonO rH HaraeTaWT cHTya[\ H10 BOKpyr )KepT日，
B1941 付." (Ol'ga Sko l' okhkod. Polish archeologists stir up the situation
around the victims shot in 1941). Gazeta.ru Feb l' ualy 20 , 2013 ,
26

paCCTpe月 HHHblX

http://gazeta.ua/ru/articles/history/_polsk叶 a l'heologi斗1agnetayut-situaciyu-vokrug町

Gazeta.ru is a Russian-Ia吨uage Uk l'ainian newspaper. Rou日hly half the population of today's Ukraine use Russian as their first language.

zhertv-rasstl'elyannyh-v-1941-t时483525
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The only "already known crimes of the NKVD in relation to Polish
officers" is the Katyn massacre 一 or， to be more precise, the "offi 刷
cial" version of the Katyn Massacre , Prof, Zlatohors'kiy does not
explain how the Polish report "casts doubt" upon the "official" ver回
sion of Katyn ,
The Ukrainian report cited above appears to be a shorter, perhaps
Internet version of a longer report written by Zlatohors'kiy and
two other Ukrainian archaeologists, S.D. Panishko and M.P.
Vasheta. This report (Zvit) omits any mention of Kuligowski,
Malowiejski , 0 1' their badges. Its appendix does include some photographs also found in the Polish repor t. Among them are a photo
of the Polish policeman's epaulette and of the "sardine 幽 packing"
arrangement ofbodies in Grave No. 2. (Zvit pp. 91 , 92 , 97).
The opening of an exhibition concerning this site at the Vol。因
dymyr-Volyns'kiy Historical Museum on March 5, 2013 , was announced. The accompanying article states only that in 1997 researchers assumed that the victims buried there were Poles shot
by the NKVD in 1939 倒 1940 ， and suggests that this is still their con 回
clusion .27
Katchanovski and Musychenko cited evidence that the Germans
killed the victims at Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy. More than 96% of the
ammunition found in the mass graves is German and was manu 回
factured in 194 1. The "transit" 0 1' "shipment" lists from Koze l' sk,
Ostashkov, and Starobel、 k are from April and May 1940. Kuligowski and Malowiejski could not have been killed earlier than
1941. N0 one has suggested that they were killed in Kalinin and
Kharkiv in April-May 1940 and then their badges brought to a

Ha ni,1\l( pl1 TTH BI1 CTaBI{I1 "np l1 XOBaHa iCTOpiH: apxeo Jl ori‘ IHi AOcJl i,1\ll( eHHH
Ha rOpOA I1ll\i 80月 0，1\I1 M l1 pa-80Jl HHCbI(OrO 2010 田 2012 PO l(iB" (We invite you to the opening
of the exhibition: "Hidden history: archaeological investigations at a slte ín VolodymyrVolyns'kiy ln the years 2010-2012") , http://volynmuseum ， com ， ua/news/zaproshu巴 mo _ua_ vidkri ttj a_ vista vkí_p rikhova na _í sto ríj a_arkh eologich
nl_doslidzhennja_na_gorodishhí volodimira_volinskogo_20 10_20 12_rokiv/2013-02-27-65 5
273anpo 山yEMO
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mass grave in Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy, hundreds of miles away, and
there thrown into the burial pit.
Kuligowsld and Malowiejski were indeed shipped out oftheir POW
camps in April 1940, as recorded in the Soviet transit lists published by Tucholski in 199 1. But neither of them was being sent to
execution. They were killed in 1941 in Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy,
Ukrainian SSR. According to the evidence now available they were
killed by the Germans.
The badges and the shell casings are primary source evidence that
cannot have been forged 0 1' faked in any way. The Polish archeologist would never have fabricated the badges or invented the identities of their owners. Nor would she have fabricated the fact that
the shell casings found in the mass graves were not only German
but were manufactured in 1941 , long after the Katyn killings.
On the contrary: the Polish authorities are now denying the report
of the Polish archaeologis t. Funding has been withdrawn; the mass
graves have been filled in. A small number of victims , unidentified ,
have been reburied and are now officially called "victims of the
NKVD." We will discuss this in more dBtail in a later chapter and
point out that this constitutes a tacit admission by Polish authorities that the "official" version of Katyn has been disproven.
The mα terÍal evidence discovered at Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy - the
badges and the German shells dated 1941 - are the most important kind of evidence we could ask fo r. They could not have been
"planted" or otherwise faked. In this they are unlike documentary
evidence and personal testimony.
If we had no other unimpeachable primary evidence indicating
that the "official" version of the Katyn massacre is false , these discoveries would be sufficient to establish that fac t. On the basis of
the badges and shell casings at Volodymy俨 Volyns'kiy alone we can
conclude that the prisoners shipped out of the Soviet POW camps
in April-May 1940 were not being sent to their deaths. This in itself disproves the "official" version of the Katyn massacre.

Chapter 6. What the

Unimpeacha如 le

Evidence Shows
In chapters 2 through 5 we have examined all of the unimpeachable evidence that we have been able to identi市:
Document Collection A: The German Report (AM):

* The German spent shell casings;
* The badge from Ostashkov;
* A considerable number of bodies found at Katyn of
POWs from the Ostashkov and Starobel'sk POW
camps.
Document Collection B: The Soviet Burdenko Report (BU)

* The receipt from Przemyslaw Kozietulski, son of
Boleslaw.
Document Collection C: "Closed Packet NO.1" (CP)

* The "Excerpt from Protocol No. 13 ofthe Politburo"
that has been altered , probably in 1959.
Document Collection 0: The Archeological Report from
dymyr-Volyns'kiy (VV).

Volo 嗣

* The badges of J 但 ef Kuligowski and Ludwik
Malowiejski;

* The hundreds of German shell casings dated 194 1.
Accordìng to the "official" version of Katyn the Polish POWs were
transferred from Koze l' sk, Ostashkov, and Starobel'sk PO叭1 camps
to the Smolensk, Kalinin , and Khar'kov NKVD , who oversaw their
murder, and then buried them at Katyn (in fact Koz'i Gory near
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Katyn) , Mednoe , and Piatykhatky respectívely. The executions
took place within a short period after the POWs arrived at the cities ín question.
There has never been any evidence that the Polish POWs were shot
in thís way. Gur'ianov of "Memorial," a fervent defender of the "official" version , admits this ín several places in his lengthy analysis
in 'Ubity."

* He

admits that Soviet transfer lísts are the only official source
containing almost the fulllist of POWs from I< ozel'sk, but that they
say nothing about any shooting 0 1' Politburo decision:
HCKnmYHTenbHoe3Ha可 eHHe CIIHcI\O B-npe~n 日 caH 目前

KaK ~0I<a3aTenbcTB 06ycnoBneHO TeM，可TO 3TO
e~micTBeHHbI 员。中日间 HanbHbI 前 HCTO飞IHHI<，
co~ep )l<a用 HH IIpaKTH 可 eCI<H

nonHbIH nOHMeHHb Il1

CIIHCOK paCCTpenHHHbIX BoeHHonneHHbIX
K03enbClwro narepπ20. O ,n; HaIW cnHCI<因回
npe ,n; nHcaHHß He co ,n; ep m: aT I<a KHX国JIH60
ynoMHHaHHH 0
JIH

TOM ，吨 TO nepe 吨 HCJIe HHbIe

B HHX

u, a no ,n;JIe)KaT paCCTpe且 y Ha OCHOBam苦 H

pe四 eHHß nOJIHTõropo

.Q K

BKn(õ). (66)

Translated:
The exceptional ímportance ofthe prescríption lîsts as
evidence is due to the fact that this is the only official
source containing a practically complete list of names
ofthe executed POWs ofthe Kozel'sk camp. However,
the prescription lists do not contain any reference
to the fact that the persons listed in them are to be
shot on the basis ofa decision ofthe Politburo of
the C[ entral] C[ ommittee] ofthe VKP (b).
Therefore there is no formal connection between the (supposed)
Politburo document of March 5 白 the "Beria letter" - and the shoot回
ing ofthe POWs:
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OrpaH I1飞Il1 TbC日 TOJIbKO

C
Me)!(,ll,y peWe I-Il1 eM

口 epe 可I1 CJI eI-IHbIM I1 COBeTCK I1 M I1I1 CTO '-l H I1 KaM 日，

中 OpMaJlbHO 前 T。可 1m 3peH l1咒 CB Jl 3b

fI oJI l1 T6mpo OT 5 Map Ta 1940 r. 0 paccTpe月 e
nOJIbCK I1 X BOeHHOnJIeHHbIX 11 Cn I1 CI<a MI1npe ,ll, n l1 CaH I1Jl MI1 HKB~ yCTaHOB I1 Tb HeB03M Q)I<H 0 ,
(66 四 7)

Translated:
Consequently, ifwe restrict ourselves to only the Soviet sources listed, from a formal point ofview it is
impossible to establish any connection between the
decision of the Politburo of March 5, 1940 on the
shooting of Polish prisoners of war and the NKVD prescription lists.
Gur'ianov recognizes that the lack of evidence of life after spring
1940 is the "weakest link" in "official" version:
He06xo ,ll,I1 MOCTb COCJIaTbCH Ha oTcyTcTBHe
npH3 日 aKoB n{l1 3HH nOCJIe BeCHbI 1940 r , H 06 W; HOCTb
cY，ll， b6bIOn03 日 aHHbIX H Heon03 日 aHHbIX 00
pe3yJIbTaTaM 3KcryMa[\HI1 ,ll, JIH Toro , tIT06bI C可 HTaTb
COHC I\阶 npe，ll， O I1 CaHHJl HKB~ cnHCI<aMH OTOpaBI{l1 Ha
paCCTpeJI, - caMoe TOHIwe 3BeHO B HaweH
中 OpMaJIbHO 刊 pH ，ll， H '-l e CI\ O 民，ll， OKa3aTeJIbHO 放 [\eno可I< e.

(67)
Trα nslat，θ d:

The need to refer to the absence of signs of life after
the spring of 1940 and the commonality of the fate of
the identified and the unidentified by the results of the
exhumation, in order to consider the NKVD prescription lists as lists of dispatching for execution by shooting 叫 this is the weakest link in our formallegal evidence chain ,
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This is a deceptive statement - in plain language , a lie. As we have
seen, there is plenty of 飞vidence oflife" for Polish POWs after May
1940. Gur'ianov is only able to claim there isn't by deliberately 悟"
noring the Burdenko report, the exhumation records of the BU
that were published by Pamiatnykh , and the Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy
discoveries. He is busy "ignoring the elephant in the living room."
If Gl汀'ianov were an honest historian whose purpose was to discover the truth he would acknowledge these issues and present his
readers with an examination of them. That is what we have done
in the present boo k. But Gur'ianov is not an honest historian. What
he is writing is not history but "propaganda with footnotes."
Gur'ianovαssumes 白 0 1'， more accurately, pretends to assume 同 that
all the remains exhumed in 1943 at Katyn by the Germans , including the unidentified remains , are of PO叭1s from Koze l' sk.

MbI I1 CXO ,ll,I1 M113 Toro ，可 TO Bce OCT i1 HI{ I1,
;:mcryM l1 poBaHHble B 1943 r. B KaTbIHcIWM JIecy,
BI{JIIO 可 aJl nepe 吁阿 CJIeHHble B Cn l1 CKe <<n OCTOpOHHHX>> B
ITpHJI o)KeH I1I1, - 3TO OCTaHI{I1 3Ha可 a w;日 XCJl B
,lI, OKyMeHTax HKB~ BOeHHOnJIeHHbIX 113 K03eJIbCIWrO
JIarep Jl. (77)
Trα nslα ted:

We proceed from the premise that all the remains exhumed in 1943 in the Katyn forest, including those
listed in the list of "outsiders" in the Appendix
[Gur'ianov means the appendix to his own analysis] ,
are the remains of prisoners of war from the Koze l' sk
camp mentioned in the documents ofthe NKVD.
Gur'ianov points out that Aleksei Pamiatnykh makes the same
sumption:
AJIe I< ce前 ITaM贝THbIX e 叫 e

B 2005 r. np I1lueJI I< BblB O,ll,y,
<<B nOJIbClmX MOrHJIaX B KaTbII-lI1 HaXO，ll，JlTC贝
OCTaHI<H 0 中l1 ~epoB TO月 bKO 113 K03eJIbCKOrO

可 TO

as 回
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arep fl>> (Pamiatnych A. 0 identyfikacji nazwisk ". S.
142).

J1

Dlatego uwazam ，士 e w polskich mogHach w
Katyniu znajduj 司 si写 szcz司tki oficerów TYLKO z
obozu Kozielskiego. Hipoteza ta jest glówny棚
wynikie翩翩。 jej pracy.
Already in 2005 Alexei Pamiatnykh came to the conclusion that "1n the Polish graves in Katyn there are
remains of officers ONLY from the Koze l' sk camp."
Therefore, 1 believe that in Polish graves at Katyn
there are remains ONLY of officers from the
Kozel'sk camp. This hypothesis is the main result of my work.
This "hypothesis" - reallYí a pretense 一 is false. 1 suspect that
Gur'ianov and Pamiatnykh know it is false. Evidently, they hope
that their readers will not know it. Their omission of these facts ,
which dismantle the "official" version of Katyn , is essential if they
wish to continue to uphold the "official" Soviets-did-it version.
Gur'ianov admits that no "shooting lists" have been discovered ,
though he insists that they did exis t.
KaI{ nOKa3a J1 a H.C. J1 e6eAeBa, oAHoBpeMeHHo co
cn l1 CKaM l1- npeAn l1 CaH l1双 M 日， IWTOpbIC BbICbI J1 aJI I1 Cb B
Tp l1 JIarep贝 Ha可 aJIbH I1 KOM yn8 I1 JI I1 ero
3aMeCTl1 TeJICM , Cn l1 CK l1 c TeM l1 }I{e 中 aM l1 JI l1.H M l1
BOeHHOnJICHHbIX, HO nOAn l1 CaHHble 3aM. HapKoMa
HK8~ MepKyJIOBbIM 11 COAep}Ka叫l1 e pa CI1 0pmKeH l1 e
np l1 BeCT l1 B I1 CnOJIHeH l1 e 8MH B OTHOWeH l1l1
ncpe可l1 CJIeHHbIX B H l1 X 月 11 1.1" AOJIη<H bI 6bIJI l1
BbICblJIaTbC.H Ha可 a J1 bH l1I< aM cooTBeTcTByIO lll,l1 X
06JIaCTHbIX YHK8~日 5. HH O/-，眩目民 3 TaI<M X cnHCKoB
(J:l a30BeM HX paCCTpeJIbH bI MH) /-, 0 CHX nop He
06日 apy:me日". (80)
Trα nslα ted:
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As N.S. Lebedeva has shown , along with the instruction list that were sent to the three camps by the head
of the division of Polish POWs or his deputy, lists with
the same names of pl怡 oners ofwar, but signed by
deputy People's Commissar ofthe NKVD Merkulov
and containing an order to carry out the executions of
the persons listed in them , were to be sent to the
heads ofthe relevant regional NKVD Directorate. Not
a single one ofthese lists (l et us call them execution lists) has yet been found...

What Lebedeva and Gur'ianov really mean is that，扩 the 咆庐cía l"
versíon ís to be sα ved， such list must h α ve existed. For Gur'ianov,
吗~emoria l，" and anticommunist researchers and writers generally,
the "official" version is to be considered "true beyond any legitimate doubt" 一 meaning， questioned only by biased, procommunist, and therefore "immoral" people.
This is not history. It is anticommunist ideology masquerading as
history, disguised as history to fool the majority of people who rely
on "experts" like these.

The Conspiracy to Defend the "Official" Version of
Katyn
You , the reader, should be wondering: "If the solution to the Katyn
murders is as obvious as this book makes it seem, why haven't 1
heard about it? What can account for the fact that the only version
of Katyn that we ever hear about is the one that blames Stalin and
the NKVD for murdering the Poles?"
The answer is that there is a worldwideα ntícommunist conspiracy
to ignore the truth about Katyn , as about many other alleged
"crimes of Stalin."

* The

Russian researchers who have been critiquing the "official"
version for more than two decades are completely ignored. None
of their work is avaìlable in any language other than Russian. They
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are seldom mentioned even in the Russian media, and almost
never mentioned outside Russia.
十 The recent 470 国 page book by German research
巳:laudia Weber Krieg der Täter: Die Massenerschießun 回
gen von Katy n. Hamburg: Hamburger Edition , HIS Verlaggesellschaft , 2015. ISBN 978 闰 3868542868 does not

mention any of them.

+ Neither does the authoritative English-language
study by 叭10jciech Materski and Anna Cienciala , ](，α tyn:
A Crime without Punishment (Annals of Communism
Series). Yale University Press , 2008. [SBN 9780300195477
斗 [n Katyn α nd

tice α nd

the Soviet Massacre 011940: Truth, JusMemory (BASEES / Routledge Ser把 s on Rus惆

sian and East European Studies). London , UK: Routledge , 2009) British professor George Sanford does
devote a single paragraph to the Russian researchers
who deny Soviet guil t. But he dismisses their arguments as 飞 method associated with Holocaust rev卜
sionist David [rving" and claims that to question Soviet guilt after Gorbachev's admission and Yeltsin's release ofthe NKVD evidence was a wholly perverse ,
and politically motivated , attempt to cloud and mitigate the issue of Stalinist guil t. (204)

Sanford is referring to Document Collection C, "Closed Packet No.
1".
It should be obvious to the reader that Sanford's position here is
bankrupt and dishones t. ln principle there cannot be anything
wrong, much less "perverse," in subjecting any and all evidence to
critical scrutiny. But the "official" version of Katyn cannot with回
stand such scrutiny. Therefore it must be defended by lies, insults,
and threats.
There is a policy of suppression, repression , and - when that
proves inadequate - slander and dismissal , of any study of Katyn
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that questions the "official" version. This , and not any evidentiary
considerations , is the reason that criticisms of the 飞 fficial" version
are excluded from public and even from academic discussion.
Since 1943 anticommunist Polish nationalism has been based on
the claim that the Soviet Union committed the Katyn murders. So
vital is Katyn to them that the Volodymyr扩 olyns'kiy exhumations
are now falsified by Polish authorities because the discoveries
the 1' e disprove the "official" version of Katyn.
A few Russian researchers have been investigating Katyn , reassessing the evidence already available , and discovering new evidence. We will consider some of their research in the chapters that
follow. Thei 1' work has been marginalized within Russia and , when
not slandered, as Sanford does , has been ignored elsewhere ‘ This
is both "politically motivated" (to use Sanford's phrase) and intellectually irresponsible.
All honest scholars know that it is never legitimate to 1' idicule , dis细
miss , or igno 1'e evidence (as opposed to me 1' e unsupported opinion) that tends to call one's own p 1'econceived ideas and p 1' ejudices
into question. After all , why not just 1'efute such evidence and a 1'刷
gumen钮， as historians of the Jewish Holocaust have done to Holocaust denie 1's? These vituperative attacks suggest that the defende 1's of the 、 fficial" Soviets刷 did-it version a 1' e unable to 1'efute the
c 1' itiques of the "official" ve 1'sion.

*****
In the p 1'eceding chapters we have examined all the evidence that
cannot have been fab 1' icated. Consequently, this is the evidence
that any honest 1'esearche 1' is duty bound to accept as evidence,
and account fo 1'. As we have seen, the evidence pe 1' mits only one
conclusion: that the "officiaJ" version of Katyn is false. The 1'efore
that version must be discarded by any honest, objective studen t.
Our analysis has not only p 1'oven that the "official" version of Katyn is false. It has also provided the evidence to p 1'ove German
guilt in the Katyn murders.
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* We have "evidence oflife" of some ofthe Poles long
after May 1940.

* Only German bullets were used at Katyn and at Volodymyr-Volyns'kíy.
* Kulígowskí , Malowiejskí, and possíbly many more
Polísh POWs were shot by the Germans in 1941.

* There was no other party besides the Sovíets and the
Germans that could have kílled the Poles. Ifthe eví回
dence excludes the Sovíets then the Germans were
guílty.
In the followíng chapters we wíll examíne the other evídence ín
Document Collectíons A through D.

* We wíll see that there are so many problems, con 罔
tradíctions , and ínconsistencies ín Document A, the
German Report that all objective researchers, regard 回
less of political víewpoínt, must agree that ít must be
disqualífíed as evídence.
* We wíll examíne the objectíons that have been
raísed against Document Collection B, the Burdenko
Repor t. We shall see that those objectíons are not only
groundless but dishones t.

* We wíll see that Document Collection C, "Closed
Packet No. 1," ís a fabrícation 中

a

forgery.

* We wíll see that Polísh authoríties now deny all the
fíndings of the Polísh archeologist report of the VV exIn fact they have tacítly withdrawn the report ítself! Now they claim that the killíngs at VV were
by the NKVD. We wíll show that the reason for this
brazen deniallies in the implícatíons that the VV report has for disprovíng the "offícial" versíon of Katyn.
ca飞1atíons.
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The Unimpeachable Evidence Is Oecisive
Ours is the first study to identify the evidence which cannot have
been faked and to point out that this unimpeachable evidence
should be considered decisive in determining who murdered the
Polish POWs. As far as 1 can determine, it is also the very first
study of Katyn to approach the question objectively and , therefore ,
as not solved prior to the present study.
Most researchers who are at all concerned with the Katyn issue
make no attempt at all to be objective or to consider that their preconceived notions about Katyn might be incorrec t. These persons
have never approached Katyn through a study of all the available
evidence. This is true of the major and supposedly IIdefinitive"
studies by Cienciala / Materski , by Sanford, and of many others as
well.
In fact the situation with respect to research on Katyn is even
worse than the paragraph above may sugges t. For the proponents
of Soviet guilt have tried their best to declare Katyn a subject that
is IIsettled" forevel工 By this they mean, and sometimes explicitly
state, as Sanford does, that any attempt to study Katyn objectively
甲 an effort which necessarily means subjecting all conclusions
about Katyn , including the 110 fficial" Soviets-did-it position , to
doubt - is perverse and even immora l.
Because Katyn has seldom if ever been studied according to the
evidence, and never by the method used in this book, 1 think it is
inevitable that some partisans of the lI official ," Soviets-did-it version , will as k:
IIWhy should the unimpeachable evidence be decisive?
After all , you cannot prove that the evidence supporting Soviet guilt is false. The most you can say is that it,
like a great deal of other evidence, míght be false.
But suppose that at least some of it is not false? Suppose , for example, that the other documents in CP , like
the IIBeria Letter," are genuine? Wouldn't the genuine-
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ness of the CP documents , once established, equal or
even outweìgh the so-called 'unimpeachable' evìdence
you have cìted? Wouldn't it, at the very least, leave
open the possibility that the Soviets shot the Polish
POWs?"
The answer to such questions is , briefly: No. In fact , the unim 回
peachable evidence is also additional evidence that CP and AM are
il1 valid as evìdence.
The "official" version of Katyn is a n α rrα tíve， a hypothesis concerning a supposed sequence of events:

* First the three POW camps were emptied in April
and May, 1940. No one contests this fact so we may
take it as true.

* Then the Polish POWs were shot by the Soviets at
Smolensk 0 1' at Katyn (Koz'i Gory) 0 1' at both places; at
Kalinin (0 1' there and also at Mednoe); and at Khar'kov
(0 1' there and at Piatykhatky). But the unimpeachable
evidence shows that this did not happen. Therefore ,
AM and CP are false.
The evidence compels us to conclude that AM was a fabrication by
the Ge 1' mans. We shall study AM in mo 1'e deta i! in the followìng
chapte 1's and show that the evidence it supposedly contains that
the Soviets shot the Polish PO叭Ts is all specious and falls apart
when scrutinìzed. As fo 1' CP , it ìs a complex of documents that cannot be genuine because ìt contradicts all the valid evìdence we
have. In addìtìon , there is much other evidence that the CP documents are forgerìes.
The unimpeachable evidence firmly establishes that the "officìal"
version of Katyn could not have taken place. But there ìs no othe 1'
versìon of Katyn compatible wìth Sovìet gu i!t. The Polish POWs
must have been killed either by the Soviets 0 1' by the Ge 1' mans because there was no thi 1'd force that could have commìtted these
mass murders. We also have evidence of German gu i!t ìn AM , BU ,
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and VV. Therefore , on the evidence we are forced to conclude that
the Germans killed the Polish POWs.
If there are any readers of this book who only want to know the
solution to the Katyn "Whodunnit" 町 Who really murdered the Polish POWS? - they can stop reading at this poin t. "Whodunnit" has
been determined beyond the shadow of any reasonable doubt: the
Germans "did it."
But 1 suspect and hope that most readers will want a more deta i! ed
examination of the evidence. The remaining chapters present that
more deta i! ed study.

Chapter 7. The German Report
More resea 1' ch has been done on the German Repo 1' t (AM) and on
the documents of Closed Packet No. 1 than on the othe 1' two document collections. We'll begin with AM.

Li es and Contradictions in the German Report
Unter den üb 1' igen Opfern findet sich unter anderem
eine ganze Reihe von Geistlichen. (AM 10)
Translα ted:

Among the other victims there is also a numbe 1' of [li t.
a whole series o t] clergymen.
In reality, only one ecclesiastic is listed.
Unter den identifizierten Ermordeten befinden sich 2
Brigade 回 Generale， 12 Oberste , 50 Oberstleutnante ,
und 10 飞Teterinäre sowie ein Feldgeistlicher. (AM
47)
Trα nslated:

Among the murder victims that have been identified
the 1'e are two Brigadier Generals , 12 colonels, 50 lieutenant colonels " and 10 veterinarians as well as one
military clergyman.

2. Neben zwei Brigadegener剖 en wurden unter den
Mordopfern 2250 Offiziere verschiedenster Ränge ,
156 Aerzte und Veterinäre , 406 Offiziere ohne erkennbaren Rang , Fähnriche und Mannschaften sowie
ein Feldgeistlicher sofort an Ort und Stelle identifizier t. (AM 92)
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Translα ted:

In addition to two brigadier generals , among the murder victims 2250 officers ofvarious ranks, 156 doctors
and veterinarians, 406 officers whose rank could not
be determined , ensigns and personnel as well as one
military clergyman were immediately identified on
the spo t.
Several witnesses testified that the woods around the mass graves
were closed off by the NKVD in 193 1.
Das Waldgelände Kosi-Gory durfte bis 1931 , wenn
nicht gerade Erschießungen stattfanden , von jedermann betreten werden. Kinder , welche dort Pilze
suchten , erzählten immer von f1也 chen Grabhügeln.
(AM 19 , testimony of Kuzma Godonov)

Translated:
Until1931 the forest area of Kozy Gory was accessible
to anyone, as long as executions were not taking place.
Children who were looking for mushrooms there always talks about fresh grave mounds.

Bis zum Jahre 1931 konnten wir , d. h die Dorfbewohner , in dieses Gelände gehen , um dort Pilze und
Beeren zu sammeln , und auch ich habe als Junge in
Kosi-Gory Pilze gesuch t. ... 1m Jahre 1931 wurde das
Gelände von Kos卜 Gory eingezäunt, das Betreten durch
Warntafeln , die von der OGPU. unterschrieben waren ,
verboten. (AM 19 , testimony of Ivan Krivozertsev)

Translated:
Until 1931 we , the villagers , were able to go to this
area to gather mushrooms and berries , and 1 too , as a
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boy, collected mushrooms in Koz沪 GOIγ"" In 1931 the
area of Kozy-Gory was fenced off and entry was prohibited by warning sign issued by the OGPU ,

Seit ungefähr 10 }ahr咱en wur吐 e das Schloß im Wald als
Sanatorium für höher噜e NKWD , -Beamte benutzt. Das
ganze Waldgelände war durch einen 2 Meter hohen
Stacheldraht eingezäun t. (AM 25 , testimony of Parfeon
Kisselev)

Translated:
For about 10 years, the castle in the forest has been
used as a sanatorium for higher NKVD officials , The
whole forest area was fenced offby barbed wire two
meters in heigh t.
This was contradicted by the testimony of witness Gregor Silvestrov ,
Die einen behaupteten , es wären Polen; manche aber ,
es wären Finnen gewesen , Ebenfalls nur gerüchtweise
hörte man , die Gefangenen seien zu dem etwa 4 km
von hier entfernten sogenannten "Ruhehaus der
Kollektiven" geschafft und dort erschossen worden ,
Dies nahm auch ich an , da zur Zeit dieser Transpo旷te das in der U 酬 gebungdesHausesübliche
Pilzesammeln verboten war , (AM 24)
Translα ted:

Some said it was Poles , But many said it had been
Finns , It was also rumored that the prisoners had been
taken to the so-called "rest house ofthe collectives,"
some 4 km from here , and shot there , 1 too assumed
this, because at the time of these transports the usual
mushroom gathering in the vicinity ofthe house was
forbidden ,
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Kisselev testifíed that the local people thought there were about
10,000 Poles killed bythe NKVD at Koz'i Gory.
Die Leute der Ortschaften erzählten, daß es sich um
zirka 10000 Polen gehandelt haben sol 1. (AM 25)
Trα nslα ted:

The local people used to say that it was a matter of
about 10 ,000 Poles.
This is the same wildly inaccurate figure that the German report
(AM) gives.
Für die Gesamtzahl können die endgültigen Ergebnisse der schaurigen Untersuchung und Zählung
abgewartet werden; eine vorsichtige Schätzung läßt
aber mit mindestens 10 00 。一 12 000 Opfern der
bolschewistischen Mordgier rechnen. (AM 10)
Trα nslα ted:

For the total number we must await the final results of
the gruesome investigation and census. However, a
cautious estimate would be that of at least 10,00012,000 victims of Bolshevik murder.
The only place the local people could have gotten this figure is
from the Germans.
Former Polish officer Glaeser told the Germans that the Kozel'sk
transits began on March 20, 1940, and ended May 9 , 1940. (AM
31) This is false. According to Tucholski's book, which prints all
the Soviet transit lists, there is no list earlier than April 1.
The report claims that some Starobe l' sk POWs were transferred to
Katyn via Koze l' s k:
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Bekannt ist, daß eine geringe Anzahl von Starobielsk
über Kozielsk nach Katyn gebracht worden is t. (AM
34)
It is known that a small number of Starobel'sk prison
ers were brought to Katyn via Koze l' s k.

‘

This is an interesting remark! The Germans did not identi句r any
bodies as being of men who had been transferred from Starobel'sk.
Evidently the Germans must have known that some POWs had
been in Starobel'sk There is no evidence for any "small number"
having been transported from Starobel'sk to Kozel'sk before AprilMay 1940. The Soviet NKVD transit lists , reproduced in Tucholski ,
record nothing like this.
As we have seen, a number of Starobel'sk and Ostashkov POWs
were indeed killed at Katyn. But these men had first been transferred to Khar'kov and Kalinin and only then to Kozel'sk
In einem Falle, und zwar am 4. 4. 1940, wurden 2402
Offiziere abtransportier t. (AM 34)
Trα nslα ted:

In one case, on April 4 , 1940, 2402 officers were
shipped ou t.
Not all the Soviet transfer lists in Tucholski are dated. But it appears that there was never anything like 2400 prisoners sent on a
single day.
丁 he

Insect Question

The German Report, and proponents of the "official" version since
then , have emphasized that the Germans found no insects in the
mass graves "from the time of burial" (α us der Zeít der Eínsch α 俨
rung). They have used this fact to allege that the murders musts
have taken place in the spring - April and May 甲 and so must have
been committed by the Soviets. They assert that, had the murders
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taken place in the fall , and been committed by the Germans , there
would have been insects.
Nirgends fanden sich an den Leichen oder deren
Kleidung Spuren von Insektenfraß oder ihrer Ablagerung, die aus der Zeit der Einscharrun日 stammen
könnten. Die nach der Auflegung der Leichen relativ
häufig angetroffenen Lederlaufl<äfer, die von Insektenmaden leben, sind erst nach der Bergung der
Leichen , also sekundär, angewander t.
Translated:
Nowhere on the corpses or their garments were there
any signs of insect-feeding 0 1' their deposits which
might have come from the time ofburia l. The leather
beetles, which are found frequently after the laying
out of the corpses , and which live on maggots , have
only arrived after the bodies have been salvaged, that
is, secondarily.

Hieraus ergibt sich , daß die Erschießungen und die
Einscharrungen in einer kalten, insektenfreien
Jahreszeit stattgefunden haben müssen, ... (AM 52)
Trα nslα ted:

From this it follows that the shootings and the burials
must have taken place in a cold, insect-free season ...

Es fehlen gänzlich an den Leichen Insekten und lnsektenreste , die aus der Zeit der Einscharrung stammen
könnten. Hieraus ergibt sich , daß die Erschießungen
und die Einscharrungen in einer kalten , insektenfreien
Jahreszeit geschehen sein müssen. (AM 117)
Trα nslated:
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lnsects and insect remains on the corpses that could
have come from the time of burial are entirely lacking.
From this it follows that the shootings and the burials
must have taken place in a cold, insect-f
AM admits that beetles (Lederlaufkäfer) were found that live off
maggots (Insektenmaden). Maggots hatch from eggs which are laid
by flies. Dr. Ors 缸， the openly pro-German medical expert, wrote
that he found no evidence of insects in one of the corpses he exam 嗣
ined.

lnsekten oder Insektenteile wie auch andere niedere
Ti ere ließen sich weder an der Leiche selbst noch an

der Kleidung nachweisen. (AM 123)
Translated:
Insects, insect parts, and other lower animals, could
110t be detected either 011 the corpses themselves or
011 the clothing.
But Dr. Palmieri, an Italian member ofthe medical team brought to
Katyn by the Germans , did find evidence of insects.
In der Kleidung eine ganze Menge toter Larven. (126)
Trα nslated:

In the clothing a large number of dead larvae.

Die Zunge ist flach. 1m Rachen eine große Menge toter
Larven. (126)
Trα nslαtθ d:

The tongue is fla t. In the throat a large number of dead
larvae.
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Larvae develop from maggots, which hatch from eggs laid by flies.
So there had been f1 ies after all! During this testimony at Nuremburg Dr. Markov noted this contradiction in the AM:
As to the insects and their larvae , the assertion of the
general report that none were discovered is in f1 agrant contradiction to the conclusions of Professor
PalmierC which are recorded in his personal minutes
concerning the corpse which he himself dissected. In
this protocol, which is published in the same German
叭lhite 800k , it is said that there were traces of remains of insects and their larvae in the mouths of the
corpses. (Nuremberg Trials Vo l. XVlt 354)
1

Failure to recognize the

tθrminus ρostquθm

Dr. Miloslavich, a member of the expert team called to Katyn by
the Germans , wrote:
Der Tod des Obengenannten erfolgte im Frühjahr
1940, wie dies aus den an der Leiche und an vielen
umliegenden Leichen vorgefundenen Privat闺
Dokumenten ersichtlich is t. (133)
The death ofthe above-mentioned person occurred in
the spring of 1940, as can be seen from the private
documents found on the body and on many surroundmg corpses.
The Polish Red Cross team made the same logical error in their
telegram to the International Red Cross of April21 , 1943:
4. jugeant d'apr色 s les papiers et documents trouvés
sur les cadavres, l' assassinat a du avoir lieu environ
aux mois mars … avril1940. (AM 137)

1

ThisisAM.
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Translated:
4. judging from the papers and documents found on
the corpses the murder must have taken place around
the months March 甲 April1940.
In reality the latest date of documents found in the mass graves
could only establish that the victims were shot after that date. This
apparent error in logic 一 ignorance of the elementary concept of
"terminus post quem" 由 is made multiple times in the German re 回
por t. It defies credulity to believe thatα 11 the Germans ， α 11 the foreign experts , and α 11 the Poles, could have made this error. Therefore this must be a deliberate effort to deceive 甲 0 1'， at least, to deceive those who wanted to be deceived , who wanted to believe
that the Soviets shot the Poles.

Denial of Polish Collaboration with the
While the Poles Were Collaborating

Germans 一

The German Report quotes the Soviet charge that some of the
Poles were working hand in glove with the Germans in this propaganda campaign. It also quotes the response of the Polish government -in 嗣 exile in London to the Soviet charges.
Jede Zusammenarbeit mit den Deutschen ist
verschmäht worden. 1m Lichte dieser in der gesamten
Welt bekannten Tatsachen haben die polnische
Regierung und die polnische Nation es nicht nötig ,
sich gegen irgendeine Vermutung hinsichtlich einer
Fühlungnahme oder einer Verständigung mit Hitler zu
verteidigen. (AM 147)

Translated:
All collaboration with the Germans has been scorned.
In the light of this fact , known throughout the world ,
the Polish government and the Polish nation have no
need to defend themselves against any presumption
regarding a meeting 0 1' an understanding with Hitler.
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This statement was made while the Polish Red Cross team was in
fact working as closely as possible with the Germans at Katyn!
In fact we know that, after Stalingrad made it obvious that Germany would almost certainly lose the war, the Polish Home Army
began to collaborate with the Germans against their mutual enemy, the Soviet Union. One well四 documented example of this col俐
laboration is discussed in a recent German collection. 2 We will re侧
turn briefly to this important point in the Conclusion.

8ernhard Chiari , "Kriegslist oder 8ündnis mit dem Feind? Deutsch-Polnische Kontakte
1943-44." In Die Polnische Heimata l' mee. Geschichte und Myt!J os de l' Armia Krajowa seit dem
Zweiten Weltk门叨. Munich: R. Oldenbourg Vl日， 2003 ， 497-527.
2
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Research of Valentin A. Sakharov

Since 2010 Professor Valentin Sakharov of Moscow State Unive 卜
sity has published several very important research articles on the
subject of the German Report at Katyn. 1 have never seen any of
them acknowledged, much less studied 0 1' critiqued, by any of the
advocates of the "official" ve 1'sion of Katyn. The 1'eason fo 1' this silence about Sakha 1'ov's research appears to be that it deals yet anothe 1' se 1'ious blow to the c1'edibility of AM.
We will examine two ofhis a 1' ticles he 1'e:

*

"Tainy Katyn i." ("Sec 1' ets of Katyn") Svobodnaiα mysl' 1
(2013) , 133-146. Online: http://svom .i nfo/ent1'y/319-tajny嗣
katynij

* "Germanskie dokumenty ob eksgumatsii i identifikatsii
zhe 1' tv Katyni (1943 g.)." ("Ge 1' man documents concerning
the exhumation and identification of the victims of Katyn")
Online at https:jjkp 1' f.rujrusJawj79589.html
In this chapte 1' we will examine Sakharov's first article. We will
study his second article in the chapter that follows.

"Secrets of Katyn"
In this article Sakharov examines some of the documents allegedly
found in the mass graves by the Germans. He provides evidence
that the Ge 1' mans falsìfied some ofthese documents.
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In a number of cases 1 do not agree with Sakharov's determination
that a document was falsified. Here 1 will only discuss those cases
where 1 believe that falsification can be reliably established.

1. "Lemberg"
Lemberg was the German name of the city of Lwów, in Russian
L'vov, Ukrainian Lv'iv. L'vov was taken by Poland f1'om Soviet Russia in the Polish 国 Soviet war of 1919 町 1921 and ceded to Poland in
the Treaty of Riga of March 1921. It was occupied by the Red A1' my
on September 22 , 1939 and 1' everted to the Ukrainian SSR in October 1939 as a result of the T1'eaty of Nonaggression between Germany and the USSR, commonly called the Molotov-Ribbentrop
Pac t.
It was renamed "Lemberg" by the Germans after they captu 1' ed it
in June 1941 du 1' ing thei 1' invasion of the Soviet Union. According
to the "officìal" version and the German Report (AM) the Polish
POWs were murde 1' ed by the Soviet NKVD more than a year earlier, in April and May 1940. Therefore there should not have been
any documents found in the mass graves with the name "Lemberg"
on them. But according to AM such docùments we 1' e found.
Here we will examine some examples of these documents ‘ The
number represents the number assigned in AM to the corpse exhumed by the Germans in April-June 1943.

892. Uniformierter.

1 Foto mit Anschrift: Hanina Gajowska , Lemberg,
Zyzyinska 24. (7) 1 Medaillon. (AM 189)
<<Anschri 仕" - "inscription" - means that these were the actual
wo 1'ds on the photo. If genuine , this proves that the body and
document were from after June , 1941 , and therefore that the victim was murdered by the Germans.

If the inscription really read "Lwów" and some German , in an excess of patriotism 0 1' political correctness, changed the name t。
"Lemberg," the name in use at the time of the exhumations in
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1943, then that would mean that the Germans were altering the
documents they found. And that would compromise the bon α 卢des
ofthe German AM.
One entry in AM does contain the word "Lwow."
1824. Gondek, Zdzislaw, Hptm., geb. 26. 9. 08, Lwow.

1 Offz.-Ausweis, 1 Rgt问 Abzeichen， Postsparbuch, Postkarten. (AM 216)
If this one mention of "Lwow" was an oversight and the Germans
were changing "Lwow" to "Lemberg" wherever they found it that
would mean that the Germans were altering the documents whenever they saw fit to do. If that were the case it would mean that we
cannot trust any of these documents in AM, because the Germans
might have alte 1'ed 0 1' even invented them.
At first glance it appears that the Germans did change "Lwow"
"Lemberg in at least one case:

t。

867. Terpiac, Josef, Hptm.
Diplom des Kadettenkorps Lemberg, 1 Offiziersausweis , 4 Postka 1'ten , 1 Tagebuch. (AM 189)
This man could not have graduated from the Cadet Corps after the
Ge 1' man occupation. But this example is different from the others.
The German entry does not claim that these are the words on the
diploma. Rather, they are a translation into German of the words
on the diploma.
1776. Chmielewski, Kazimierz, Fliegerhptm. Offz.Ausweis, Waffenschein, Gestellungsbefehl, versch.
mili t. Befehle,
2 Fliegerabzeichen, 2 Briefe a. Namen: Irena Schmidt,
Lemberg, u l. Bulwarska 1, adressiert an: Eward [pre 阳
sumably this should be "Edward"] Schmidt, Kozielsk
(AM 215)
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The letter could not have been sent from "Lemberg" before June
1941 at the earliest.
78 1. K...... , Boleslaw, Sohn des Zygmun t.
1 Foto mit Anschrift: Deilie sich sehnende Frau, Lemberg, den 13. 2. 1940, Impfschein , Brief, Bl抬回
fumschlag. (AM 186)
Once again , "Anschrift" means "inscription ," the actual words on
the photo. But here the inscription is in German rather than Polish ,
the date given is February 13, 1940, and the name of the city is
"Lemberg." This cannot be accurate. Therefore , the Germans translated - that is, lied about - the inscription on the photograph,
which in 1940 would have either 飞 'vov"， the Russian name, 0 1'
"Lwów," the Polish name , 0 1' conceivably 飞'viv，" the Ukrainian
name , but never "Lemberg." In addition , it would have been written in Polish.

Conclusion about "Lemberg"
Either the documents cited above really read "Lwów" , L'viv" , 0 1'
"L'vov" and the Germans altered them to read "Lemberg" even in
those cases where they said these were the "Anschriften" , the inscriptions on photographs; 0 1' the documents really did read
"Lemberg" as stated in AM.
In the first case the bon α 卢des of the German AM are destl噜oyed because the Germans were making changes on the materials they
found. Who knows what other changes, inventions, forgeries , etc. ,
they may have been makìng that have gone undetected?
In the second case the Germans have provided "proof of life" for a
number of Polish POWs who lived after the German occupation in
June-July 1941 , and also provided evìdence that these men were
murdered by the Germans, not by the Soviets. Sìnce these men
were buried among all the rest of the prìsoners , this is also evidence that the Germans shot the other Polish POWs at Katyn too.
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Whichever is the case, the appearance of the word "Lemberg" in
AM p 1'oves that it cannot be considered any kind of honest repor t.

2.

German同 Language

Materials

3708. Pufahl , Roman , Kapitän , geb. 26.1. 1894,
wohnh.: Warschau , Straße des 6. August 58 m 2.
Offiz.-Ausweis, Führerschein, 3 Briefe, 1 Postkarte , 1
Taschenmesser, Bescheinigung über Militärdienstzeit
in deutscher Sprache. (AM 262)
Why would a Polish captain be carrying a certificate of military
service written in the German language? According to the "Katyn
Cemetery Book" (page 509) Pufahl had fought in the First World
War. But he would have fought in the Russian army, since Poland
was part of Tsarist Russia at that time. If by some chance he had
se 1' ved with the Austro 回 Hunga 1' ian 0 1' the German army in WW1 he
might have had German-Ianguage papers. But why would he carry
them when fighting against Germany in 1939?
It is possible that he was given this certificate in a German POW
camp after the German occupation of 1941 (but see below).
4120. 一一 Josef，

Hptm. , Li ebenau , Schloßstraße 6.
1 Lebenslauf in deutsche 1' Sprache, 3 Briefe (AM 272)

There were a number of towns named Liebenau. None were in
prewar Poland. One of them is in Lower Silesia, which between
1919 and 1945 was in Germany, not Poland. Why would a Polish
captain, a resident of Germany, have a "curriculum vitae" in German on his person while fighting against Germany in the Polish
army? Such documentation would leave him vulnerable to being
charged with treason against Germany, where his residence was.
It seems likely that these papers were taken from a dead German.
This may be the case with the certificate of military service under
Pufahl's name too. In the next chapter we will see that the Germans mixed up a lot of documents, including many documents not
found associated with any specific corpse.
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"Krzesil气 ski":

Another Piece of Evidence That Cannot Be

Impugned
439. Leutnan t.
Brief in deutscher Sprache an den Kommandanten des
Lagers, Dat. vom 4. 2. 1940. (AM 177)
Tucholski says this is the following person:
Krzesinski ...
Ppor. z Warszawy. PCK (AM) Nr 0439. (Tucholski p.
148 co l. 1)
"PCK" means the Polish Red Cross (Polski Czerwony Krzy士). Its
members at Katyn made this identification. There is no other information about this person.
It is not credible that a Polish POW would write the commandant
of a Soviet POW camp in German , 0 1' have in his possession a letter
in German from another prisoner to the commandant of a Soviet
POWcamp.
So this prisoner must almost certainly have written to the commandant of a German POW camp. That means that this soldier was
taken prisoner by the Germans. It would also mean that the Germans falsified the date on the letter. We have already shown that
the Germans falsified documents in AM.

1 have not found any evidence that the SovÎets accepted prisoners
captured by the Germans in 1939. Certainly there was no reason
for the Soviets to accept from the Germans any POWs whose
homes were in the part of Poland occupied by Germany, as Warsaw was. Therefore this soldier must have been captured by the
Germans after the German invasion of the USSR in June 194 1. And
that means that he was shot by the Germans.
Another important and ignored fact: the only "KrzesÎnski"
(KWEC I1 HCKOrO) in the Soviet transit lists was an Ostashkov
pl包 oner (Tucholski p. 889 # 43). This man is listed on volume 1
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(I{si?gα Cmentα rn α

Komís. PP Míeczys1aw JlI styn KRZESINS I< I s.Hie l' oníma í justyny z Agopsowíczów, Ul'. 15 III 1878 w Czortkowie. Emerytowany (w 1934) I<mdt Pow.
Ko1o l11川 a. W1939 zamieszl叫yw I< olomy í.

L.

2630.
Cemetery book entry recreated based upon original entry.

In the latest study of the Katyn victims, Ubity v /{aty时， no prisoner
named either "Krzesinski" or (Russian) KweCHHCI<H放 is mentioned
at all. If the Polish Red Cross was correct in identifying this corpse
he would be the sixteenth POW from either Ostashkov or Starobel'sk that we have identified.
1 think that Entry No. 439 should be considered to be another
piece of unimpeachable evidence. The Germans would hardly have
fabricated a false claim that a Polish POW had written to the commander of a Soviet POW camp in German! As such, it would be evidence of life after May 1940 of another Katyn POW. However, 1
have thought it simpler to consider this evidence here , where it
may be studied in the context of other doubtful statements in the
German AM , rather than trying to deal with it in Chapters 1 and 2.

3. Li tzmannstadt
The Polish city of Lodz (ιódz) was renamed "Li tzmannstadt" by
the Germans on April 11, 1940. 1 "Lodz" - we will use the English

1 The Germans named ít after General Karl Litzmann , whose troops captu l' ed Lodz duríng
the Fi l'st WO l'ld Wa l' and who later joíned the Nazí party.
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spelling - occurs 19 times in the German Report, including the letter mentioned in this entry:
3294.0berleutnan t.
Brief aus Lodz v. 24. 1. 1940 "Li eber Jurku" , 1 Kruzifix.
(AM 253)
Here the salutation is translated into German but not the name of
the city.
"Litzmannstadt" occurs three times in AM:
678. Schreer, Joachim , Ltn. , Litzmannstadt, Naro 回
towicza 48 m 2.
1 Ausweis , Mobilmachungskarte, Impfschein , 3 Briefe,
Fotos. (AM 183)
1300. Frelkewicz , Józef, Ltn.
2 Briefe, 1 Karte , Absender: Frelkewicz, Li tzmannstadt, Adolf-Hitler- Str. 104a. (AM 201)
2870. Krochmalski , Jan , Uniformiert, wohnh. Litzmannstadt , Allee uni 18 m 32. Notizbuch , Medaillon.
(AM 242)
Checking these names in Tucholski we find the following:
Schreer:
Tucholski p. 650 #100 -

100. 四 PEEPA

EaX I1 Ma

I-O JI b J{) III eB 11可 a，
Tucholski p. 646 - Li st 025/19 April1940
Tucholski p. 210 co 1. 1:
SchreerJoachim
Ur. 27.1 1. 1913. Ppor. ar t. rez. , 10. pa l.
Zam. 七 ódi. PCK (AM) Nr 0678.
Schreer was transferred from Kozel'sk on April 9 , 1940. Lodz , in
the German-occupied area of Poland , was not renamed Litzmannstadt until April 11 , 1940.
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Schreer could only have had identification with the name "Li tzmannstadt" on his person if he had been in Gennan captivity after
April 11 , 1940. That means he was captured and killed by the
Germans , not by the Soviets.
Krochmalski:
Tucholski p. 676 #67 - 67. KPOXMA月 bCKoro
AJl eKCaHAPoBW-Ia, 1900 r.p.
Tucholski p. 675: List 032/414 April1940

5I日 a

Krochmalski was transferred from the Koze l' sk camp three days
after Lodz was renamed Litzmannstad t. His place of residence
("Wohnha町， ="residing in丁 would be listed as Li tzmannstadt only
if it had been issued by the Germans. Therefore he too was imprisoned and shot by the Germans in 194 1.

The Germans Possessed the Soviet Li st of
Koze l' sk p ，怡 oners
The third of the "Litzmannstadt" entries is the following:
1300. Frelkewicz, J 的 ef， Ltn.
2 Briefe, 1 Karte , Absender: Frelkewicz, Li tzmannstadt, Adolf-Hitler- Str. 104a. (AM 201)
Here are his entries in Tucholski:
Tucholski p. 677 #7 回 φPE月 bKEB I1可 A
φe JlI1 KCOB I1吨 a， 1915 r.p.

lO 3e 中 a

Tucholski p. 102 co l. 2 … Frelkiewicz Józef;
When we examine Sakharov's second article we shall see that the
Germans had captured the Soviet NKVD transit lists of Polish
POWs shipped from Kozel'sk to Smolensk - 由
t he same lists 由
t ha
川ta
盯r唱e
reproduced in Tucho叶lski. Thi沁s sold
出ie
盯r噜"s name was spell怡
ed with kie
铲嗣-. But the entry on AM 201 has "-斗kζe." This could not have been
on any postcard ("Karte") to him. No Pole would make this error.
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Therefore the Germans must have transliterated this from the
Russian lis t. The Russian letter "
spond
白s tωo the Polish "i比
已." In transliterating the name from Russian ,
e
the Germans got the soft "1" correct: the Russian "JIb" makes the γ
soft (the Polish hard "1" is the "barred 1", writtenι1). But the Ger四
mans did not know that the correct Polish spelling was -kie- , not ke 嗣， because they had only the Russian transit lis t.
According to the Soviet transit list in Tucholski , Frelkiewicz was
transferred in convoy 035/1 on April16 , 1940. (Tucholski 677) He
could not have received a card from a sender in "Litzmannstadt" in
the 4 days between the renaming of the town and the departure of
his convoy.
In fact the Polish PO 叭1s had been forbidden to receivemail after
sometime in March , 1940. Their mail privileges were not restored
until sometime in September, 1940. Therefore Frelkiewicz could
not have received a letter from a sender in "Litzmannstad t."
Therefore Frelkiewicz received the letters and card after the Polish POWs' mailing privileges had been restored sometime in September, 1940. Therefore , this document is "proof of life" of a
Koze l' sk POW. Frelkiewicz was alive long after May 1940. He had
not been shipped out of Kozel'sk on April 16, 1940 in order to be
sho t. Instead , he had been sent to some other camp where he received these letters and card in September 1940 or afterwards.
That means he murdered by the Germans , not by the Soviets.
But it is also possible that the Germans fabricated all of this information about Frelkiewicz. If genuine , the two letters and the one
card would have used the 时 kie啕 Polish spelling. Since the Germans
transliterated his name from the Soviet NKVD transit list , they may
well have fabricated all the information under number 1300. And
if they did so in this case they could have done likewise in many
other cases as wel l. This would further undermine the validity of
the German AM as evidence.
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Conclusion
We have studied Sakharov's article, looked a little more carefully
into his results, and identified nine entries in the AM list that are
can demonstrate were either partially falsified or entirely faked:
AM numbers 892 , 1776, 781 , 4120 , 439 , 3294, 678 , 1300, 2870.
Either we have here a lot of evidence in the German AM that these
men were alive months after the "official" version claims they had
been killed and buried by the Soviets 时 which would prove that the
飞 fficial" Soviets-did-it version of Katyn is incorrec t. 0 1' we have a
lot of evidence that the Germans were falsi 守ing the documents
that they were supposedly recording as they took them from the
mass graves.
In either case the German report (AM) is dishonest and the "evi 回
dence" it supposedly contains is invalid and cannot not be used in
any honest effort to prove that the Soviets murdered the Polish
pnsoners.

Chapter 9. The German Report,
continued: Sakharov's Article tGerman
Documents'
In the present chapter we review the results of Valentin A. Sakharov's second arti cI e "Germanskie dokumenty ob eksgumatsii i
identifikatsii zhertv Katyni (1943 g.). 吨 In it Professor Sakharov
makes and examines a numbe 1' of important discoveries 1'elevant
to the Katyn issue and the German Repor t. Most of them a 1'e suppo 1' ted by archival documents, some of which Sakha 1'ov publishes
he 1' e fo 1' the fi 1'st time. We will take them up in turn. They a 1'e:

1. Reports of Soviet pa 1'tisans giving details about Ge 1' man
tion ofthe Katyn exhumation site.

falsifica国

2. Evidence suppo 1'ting the testimony of Iocal 1' esidents that they
we 1'e fo 1'ced by the Ge 1' mans to sign statements w 1'itten in the
Ge 1' man language that they did not unde 1'stand.
3. Evidence that the Polish p 1'isone 1's who we 1'e transfe 1'1' ed f1'om
Kozel'sk to Smolensk were sentenced to va 1'ious p 1'ison terms , not
sentenced to execution.
4. The statement ofthe Ge 1' man tree expe 1' t that he did not pe 1'sonally collect the treelings sent to him by the Ge 1'mans at Katyn , but
only reported on what had been sent to him.

"German documents concerning the exhumatíon and ídentificatíon of I<atyn victims
(1943)."

1
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5. Evidence that the Germans captured ancl possessed the Soviet
transfer lists of POWs.
6. Unpublished documents which show that both the Poles and the
Germans at Katyn acknowledge that the identifications made there
were falsified because the documents were often not found associated with individual corpses.
7. Evidence that the names assigned to bodies in the German list
are not based on real identifications but on the haphazard associa叫
tion of unidentified corpses with documents not necessarily found
on those corpses.

1. Reports of Soviet pa 时 isans giving details about German
falsifícations at the Katyn exhumation site.
Soviet partisans testified that the Germans had dug up bodies from
the Smolensk civilian cemetery and bodies of Red Army officers
and men killed during the 1941 defense of Smolensk against the
German invasion , and transported them to Katyn.
Sakharov publishes excerpts from five such reports. We have ob 回
tained a copy of one of them from GANISO , the State Archive of
Contemporary History ofthe Smolensk Oblas t. 2
I1 H 中 opMa U;11π3anap; Horo lllTa6a napT I1 3aHCKOro
p; Bml\e HI1 H B QeHTpaJIbHbI 前 lllTa6 日 apT I1 3aHCIWro
p; BI1)KeH I1 H Ha 可 aJIbH I1 Ky.
27 日 IOJIH

1943 r.

Pa3 p; eJI: <d(al{ HeM U; bI
aBaHT lO py>>.

c中 a6p l1 IWBaJI I1

KaTbIHcI<yIO

<<BoeHHOnJIeHHble , c6e }J(a Blll l1 e 113 CMOJIeHCIWro
ro p; a, Kal{ 。可 eB I1p;U; bI 卢 paCCKa3aJI 曰:

JIarep贝 20.7.1943

2

rocyp;apcTBeHHbIH apXHB HOBeHweH HCTOpH I1 CMOJJe HC I<OH 06月 aCTH (rAHHCO).
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HeM U; bI , QTOÔbI C03 ,[l, aTb MOr11JIbI B KaTbIHCKOM JIecy,
JIIWÔbI , paCCTpeJI到 HHbIX COBeTCKO 放 BJIaCTbIO
nO且 bCK11X rpa îI{，[l， a 日，

OTpbIJI11 Maccy TpynoB Ha

CMOJIeHCI<O M rpa îI{,[l, aHCI{OM KJIa，l\ Ô 日w; e 11 nepeBe3月 M
3T11 TpynbI B KaTbJHCI<H前几 ec，可 eM 0可 eHb
B03My叫aJIOCb MeC TI-We HaCeJIeH11e. KpOMe TOrO ,

ÔbIJI11 OTpbITbI 11 nepeBe3eHbI B KaTbIHCK11H JIec
TpynbI KpaCHOapMeH u; eB 11 IWMaH ,l\ 11pOB, nOmÔUII1 X
np11 3a叫I1 Te nO ,[l, CTynoB rop. CMOJIeHCI{ OT HeMe U; K11X
3aXBaT可归 IWB B 1941 ro ,l\ y , 11 nomôuII1 x np11

BepOJIOMHOM Hana，[l， eH1111 中 aW11CTCKOH aB11a U;l1 11 Ha
CMOJIeHCK B nepBble

,l\ H11

OTe可 eCTBeHJ-I O 前 BOHHbI.

~OKa3aTeJIbCTBOM 3TOMy CJI J)KaT BblpbITble np11

paCI{OOKaX I<O MCOCTaBCI<H e peMH I1,
nJIa 叫11 11

,l\ pyme

3 日 a I< 11

OT JI11Q11贝，

B11 ,l\ bI OÔMyH，[l， 11pOBaH I1到 KpaCHOH

ApM I1 11.
3Ty npOBOKa U;l1 oHHyIO CTpJInHJO 中 aW I1 CTCI<HX
)J<yJI I1I<O B

He OTp11 u; aIOT

Bpa吨日， BXO ，l\贝叫 11e

,l\ a )J{e

11 CaM11 中 aw 11 CTC I< 11 e

B COCTaB 3T011 KOM11CC1111 no

paCCJIe ,l\ OBaH HlO.
Bpa吨归， BXO，[l，H 叫 11e B COCTaB 3 I< CnepT113bI no
11CC且 e ，[l， OBaH11IO

TpynoB , rOBOp11JI I1 cpe ,[l, 11

BOeHHOnJIeHHbIX, paÔOTaIO W; 11X np11 rocn 到 Ta月 e，吨TO
np11 JIlOÔOM I1 X CTapaH I1 11 OH 日， no cy叫 eCTBY， He MOr JI I1
yCTaHOB11Tb BpeMeH I1 nOXOpOH TpynoB , 11X
np11Ha ,l\JIenmOCT I1 11
11X

Ha u;日 OHaJIbHOCT11

- BCJIe ,[l, CTB11e

pa3 月Q)KeH11咒>>.

rAH I1 CO.φ.8. On.

2. ~.160. 月 .38.

English translation:
Information of the Western staff of the partisan
movementto the Central staff of the partisan move 峭
me 时- to the chief.

July

27

1943
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Section "How the Germans fabricated the Katyn escapade
"Prisoners ofwar who fled the Smolensk camp on }uly
20, 1943 recounted as eyewitnesses:
In order to create graves in the Katyn woods supposedly of Polish citizens shot by Soviet authorities the
Germans disinterred a large number of bodies at the
Smolensk civilian cemetery and transferred these bodies to the Katyn woods , which enraged the local population very much. In addition there were disinterred
and transferred to the Katyn woods bodies of Red
Army soldiers and commanders who had perished in
defense of the approaches of the city against the German invaders in 1941, and ofthose who had been
killed during the first days of the Patriotic war by the
treacherous attack on Smolensk of the fascist aviation.
The military belts, insignia , raincoats and other items
of the uniform of the Red Army serve as evidence of
this.
This provocative concoction ofthe fascist crooks is not
denied even by the fascist doctors who are part of this
commission of inquiry.
The doctors , who are part ofthe group of experts in
the examination of the corpses , said in the presence of
the prisoners ofwar who were working at the hospital
that, despite all their efforts , they could not in fact determine the time of burial of the corpses , where they
came from 0 1' their nationality - because of their decomposition.
8elow we reproduce a photocopy of the original, obtained from
this archive by my colleague Vladimir L. 80brov.
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r ,1 11

1mαge

9.1 "How the Germans fabricated the Katyn escapade" photocopy.

The other four documents from partisan reports tell a similar
story.
These documents might be considered among the unimpeachable
evidence. It seems to be almost impossible that they were fabri 胁。
cated in order to support the Soviet version. On July 20 , 1943 , the
German Report (AM) had not yet been published. The partisans
could not have known that the Soviet leadership would take the
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German allegations seriously enough to mount a
investigation commission.

full 同 scale
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Soviet

Moreover, the partisan documents about the Germans bringing
other bodies to Katyn and so falsi市ing their whole investigation
occur in the middle of much longer written reports about the partisans' activity. The Katyn materials , like the one above , are mentioned almost incidentally, rather than being featured as part of
any effort to advocate Soviet innocence in the murders.
2. Evidence supporting the testimony of local residents that they
were forced by the Germans to sign statements written in the
German language that they did not understand.
Sakharov reproduces photographic copies of longer statements
from five local residents who gave testimony to the Germans that
the Soviets had killed the Poles, and short affidavits from 11 other
similar witnesses in which they certify that their statements previously given were truthfu l.
Ivanov, one of the witnesses testified to the Burdenko Commission
that the Germans had forced him to sign a statement in German
and would not give him that statement in Russian.
…1 again refused to give false testimony to the German officel工 He started shouting at me , threatened me
with beating and shooting, and said 1 did not understand what was good for me. However, 1 stood my
ground. The interpreter then drew up a short pro 阴
阳 col in German on one page , and gave me a free
translation of its contents. This protocol recorded , as
the interpreter told me , only the fact of the arrival of
the Polish war prisoners at Gnezdovo station. When 1
asl{ed that my t:estimony be recorded not only in
German bu t: also in Russian , the officer finally
we时 beside himself w it: h fury , beat me up with a
rubber club and drove me offthe premises ... (BU
238)

Another witness , Savvateev, said something similar:
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After threatening and cajoling me fo 1' a long time , the
office 1' consulted with the interpreter about something in German , and then the interpreter wrote a
short protocol and gave it to me to sign. He explained that it was a reco l'd of my testimony. I
asked the inte l' p l'eter to let me I'ead the' Pl' otocol
myself, but he inte l'rupted me with abuse, ordering
me to sign it immediately and get ou t. 1 hesitated a
minute. The interprete l' seized a rubber club hang回
ing on the wall and made to stl' ike me. After that I
signed the protocol shoved at me. The inte 1' preter
told me to get out and go home , and not to talk to anyone 0 1' 1 would be sho t. (BU 238θ)

The documents published by Sakharov confirm thatα 11 the wit峭
nesses signed statements in German , which none of them could
1' ead.
Sakharov also notes that none of the witnesses in the Ge 1' man Report who testified that the Soviets had shot the Poles in April May 1940 1'emarked on the smel l. Sakharov logically suggests that
there would have been a conside 1'able odor of decaying flesh , as
the graves would have been left open for many days. This argument is consistent with the cont 1'adictions in the witnesses' statements that we noted in a previous chapter. It is negative evidence,
howeve r. It confirms other evidence but it cannot stand as evidence by itselfbecause it is indirect and the 1' efore wea k.

3. Evidence that the Polish prisoners that were transferred
from Kozel'sk to Smolensk were sentenced not to
execution but to various prison term
In his 1991 book [{α 伊nskíí labírint Vladimir K. Abarinov, a proponent of the "official" Soviets 回 did-it ve 1'sion , noted that he found records indicating that it was the 136 th battalion that had convoyed
the p 1' isoners from Kozel'sk to Smolens k. (10 阳 11 ， 27 町.)
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Russian - Sakharov

1'o und the schedule of trans 1'e rs carried out by convoy units 0 1' the
NKVD for the second quarter 01' 1940. The document is titled:

CBe ,ll, eml5I 0 xapaKTepe H cpoKax oCy}l<，ll， eH 贝贝
3aKJ11O可 eHHblx， OTKOHBoHpOBaHI-I bIX 3 11I e J1 0HHbIM 日，
CKB03HbIMH H n J1 aHOBbIMH KOHBO 刃 MH qaCTeH 11
COe ,ll, HH eI-Il1 H KOHB 。如-I bIX BO 前 CK HKB .lI. CCCP 3a 2 回首
I<B apTa J1 1940 r ,

Translated:
In 1'o rmatìon on the nature and length 0 1' sentence of
convicted prisoners trans 1'e rred by escorted trains and
by direct and planned convoy escort units and 1'o rmatìons 0 1' convoy troops ofthe NKVD for the 2nd quarter of 1940 ,
Thìs schedule includes the information about the 136 th battalion of
the 22 1l d divìsion of convoy troops , commanded by Major Mezhov.
According to Sakharov and Abarinov this was the unit that transferred ("convoyed") the Polish officer POWs from the Koze l' sk
camp to the Smolensk oblast' NKVD ,
Here is the ìnformation f1咽 om this schedule about this specific battalion's activity for the 2nd quarter of 1940:

3 -13 14

Ifi7 lJ 7
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According to this schedule, in the second quarter of 1940 this battalion convoyed 10 , 916 persons. Of these , 5769 had been sentences to various terms of imprisonment (<<Bcero ocyn<,ll, eHHblx>>):
1 町 3 year, 4300; 3 - 5 years, 858; 5 一 8 years , 443; 8 - 10 years ,
134; 10 … 15 years , 34; more than 15 years, O. In addition , this
NKVD unit convoyed 2512 persons under investigation and 2635
persons sentenced to exile and special settlements. The whole
schedule may be seen as Appendix No. 13 ("Prilozhenie No.13") at
the end ofSakharov's article.
This evidence too is confirmatory only. It is not unimpeachable
itself. It might be argued that the convoy troops had not been informed of the true fates of the prisoners they were transferring
from Koze l' sk to Smolensk and Gnezdovo. But it is consistent with
the unimpeachable evidence we have analyzed previously.

4. The statement of the German tree expe 时 that he did not
collect the treelings sent to him by the Germans at Katyn ,
but only repo 同ed on what had been sent to him.
The German Report stated that small pine treelings had been
planted over the mass graves. 3
An der Bodenbewachsung war ersichtlich , daß diese
Hügel von Menschenhand aufgeworfen und mit jungen Kiefern bepflanzt worden waren. (AM 15)

Translated:
It was evident from the ground cover that these hills
had been raised by human hands and planted with
young pmes.

3

Perhaps in order to conceal them, in time.
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Diese Gräber befanden sich nahe beieinander in
größeren , mit einem auffällig jungen Kiefernbestand
bep f1 anzten , nach Südwesten zu abfallenden Waldlichtungen (s , Lageskizze) , (AM 39)
Trα nslated:

These graves were located near each other in larger
forest clearings planted with a conspicuous young
pine grove and fallìng away towards the southwes t.
The German Report states that the treelings were submitted to a
master forester , von Herff, who concluded that they were at least 5
years old that had been transplanted to their present location
three years previously - that is , in 1940, before the German invasìon of the USSR"
Die Massengräber befinden sich in Waldlichtungen ,
Sie sind vollkommen geebnet und mit jungen Kiefernbäumchen bep f1 anz t. Nach dem eigenen Augenschein
der Kommissìonsmitglieder und der Aussage des als
Sachverständìgen zugezogenen Forstmeisters von
Herffhandelt es sich um wenigstens fünfjährige , im
Schatten großer Bäume schlecht entwickelte
Kiefernp f1 anzen , dìe vor drei Jahren an diese Stelle
gep f1 anzt wurden , (AM 116)

Translated:
The mass graves are located in forest clearings , They
are completely levelled and planted with young pine
trees , According to the Commìssion members' own
opinion and the statement by the forestry master von
Herff, who had been brought as an expert, they were
pine plantings poorly developed from the shade of
larger trees that had been planted at this place three
years earliel飞
Sakharov located a transcription of von Herffs report ìn which he
states that he did not collect the six treeling samples himself but
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received them from Dr. Birkle and Dr. Buhtz. This transcription is
photographically reproduced as Appendix 14 of Sakharov's article.
This means that there is no chain of evidence here. The treelings
could have been collected somewhere else before being given to
von Herff. Unless we are going to simply 飞 elieve" the Germans ,
von Herff' s conclusions concerning the treelings are no good as
evidence.
In the fourth week of August 1943 Dr. Burdenko wrote a letter to
Nikolai Shvernik, the Chairman of the Extraordinary State Commission on Establishing and Investigating the Crimes of the German and Fascist Occupiers. 4 In his letter Burdenko described
something of what he had learned in investigating a number of
German mass murder sites, most recently in Orel, Russia. Burdenko described a German signature" in their practice of mass
murder that included the planting of little trees:
l(

Ho 3aTo eCTb Ta l\ Oe 06CTOπTeJIbCTBo: B npOTOKOJIe
Cl\ a3aHo: <<Ha MOr l1 JIe c u; eJIb lO CI<pblTb CJIe ,ll. bI
paCCTpeJIa pycCIme Haca，ll.l1且臼，lI. epeB u;a>>. Moe
BH l1 MaH l1 e 6bl Jl O np l1 B Jl e可 eHo 1\ CJl e，ll.ylO叫 eMy 中 a l\Ty:
y 06 叫 e ì1: MOr l1Jl bl B y l\ pOMHOM yr JIY - B 3aCTeH I\ e
TlO peMl-IO rO ,lI. BOpa … MeCTo 06 叫 e ì1: MOr l1Jl bl TQ)l\ e
3acan<e Ho <<,lI. epeB u; aM l1>>. 3T l1中 aI<Tbl， Ha可l1 HaH CO
cnoc06a paCCTpeJIa l1 I\ OH可 aH 3aCa)lmBa I-ll1 eM
<<,lI. epeB u; aM l1>>, CB l1,l1. eTe Jl bCTBylO T 0 <<HeMe U;I\ Ol1
C l1 CTeMe>>.113 日 p I1 BO ，ll.I1 MbIX On l1 CaH l1放 πBJI贝 eTCH

HeCOMHeHI-I bIM 中 a I<T

3TO …

,lI.

paCCTpe Jl a nO Jl bCI<l1 X0 中l1u; epoB.

eJl o py I< HeMe U; lmx 中 a lUl1 CTOB ， ...

Translated:

See the Russian-language Wikipedia page on Shvernik at
https:j j l' u.wikipedia.org/wiki/ ll1 BepH I1 1(,_HHKO Jl aH_MHxaÌÎ Jl oBWI This infonnation is not
on the corresponding English language Wikipedia page.

4
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But consider this matter , ln the German repo 1't [AM] it
says: "On the g 1'ave the Russians planted t 1' eelings
with the aim ofhiding the traces ofthe executions ,"
My attention was drawn to the following fact: at a
common grave in a secluded corner 町 in the wall of the
courtya 1'd of a prison 卢 a site of a common grave is
also planted with "t1' eelings ," These facts , beginning
with the method of shooting and ending with the
plantìng of "treelings," a 1'e evidence of a "German sys 四
tem ," F1'om the cited descriptions ìt appea 1's as an un 四
questionable fact that the massacre of Polish officers
is the wo 1'k ofthe Gennan fascists '" (Sorokina, at note
57; Lebedeva, at note 8)
ln his July 1945 tallιto the Czech Medical Society Frantisek Hájek,
one of the medical team that the Germans had brought to Katyn to
certify their claims that the bodies had been buried fo 1' about three
years and thus had been k ilJ ed by the Sovìets, testìfied that the
German foreste 1' had told him , Hájek, that the treelings might not
have been transplanted at al l.
6 , Dukaz petiletými borovickam i.
Jako dukaz uvádí Nemci také mladé petileté borovicky,
které byly nasázeny na nasypaných pahorcích , My
jsme jich sami nevideli "， Zji吕 teno ，王e je nejméne petiletá a na rezu blí呈 e stredu bylo lze videti málo
znatelný temnej 吕 í pruh , Zavolaný lesmistr von He 1' ff
prohlásil，主 e takový pruh vzniká, kdy呈 je rust
bo 1'ovicky necím zabrzden , na pr飞 presazením a soudil ,
ze borovická byla presazena pred 3 lety , Sám vsak
uznal ，呈 e borovicky jsou 吕 patne vyvinut乱 rostoucí ve
stínu ve JJ.ψch stromu … mohl tedy b如i tento pruh
zavinen také vlivem jiným a ne jen presazením ,
Trα nslated:

6 , The Evidence ofthe Five-Year- Ol d Pines ,
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As evidence, the Germans also pointed to the fiveyear四 old young pines that were planted on the
mounds. We did not see them , because the graves
were already opened, they showed us only one ofthe
pines. ... It was established that it was at least five
years old and that in the cut closer to the center there
was visible a scarcely noticeable little dark band. The
master forester von Herff said that such a dark stripe
occurs when something stops the growth ofthe treeling , for example as a result of a transplant, and be 回
lieved that the pine was transplanted 3 years ago.
However, he conceded that the little pine was
poorly developed from growing in the shade of
other trees , and this band could thus be the result
of other influences, not only as a result of a trans 闺
plant.
Von Herff also stated that he was given the treelings and did not
collect them himself from the graves.
Mir wurden von der Delegation ausländischer
Gerichtsme[dikern] 6 Kiefernpflanzen zur Untersuchung vorgelegt , die von Her[rn] Birkle aus Bukarest und Herrn Prof. Buhtz aus Breslau in [der] nächsten Umgebung der Massengräber von Katyn persönlich [ge] nommen worden sind.
Trα nslated:

1was presented with 6 pine plants by the delegation
of foreign forensic medical doctors for the purpose of
examination. They had been taken from the area close
to the mass graves at Katyn by D1工 Birkle of Bucharest
and Dr. Buhtz of Breslau personally.
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5. Evidence that the Germans captured and possessed the
Soviet transfer lists of POWs.
German possession of these lists explains the occasional agreement between the order of bodies listed as found and identified at
Katyn and the Soviet transfer lists.
Defenders of the "official" version have assumed that thls agreement … occasional, not consistent, but still striking when encountered - was evidence that the prisoners were shot convoy by convoy as they arrived from Koze l' s k. Vladislav Shved, among others,
has set transfer lists side by side with the lists of disinterred bod.阴
阳 s in AM , presumably given in the order in which they were exhumed. He has shown that, at least in the case that he examined ,
there is no consistent pattern of agreement between the two lists.
However, Sakharov's article has made this line of inquiry moo t. He
discovered documents that prove that the Germans had the lists of
POWs sent from Kozel'sk to the Smolensk NKVD. These are the
same lists that are reproduced in Tucholski's boo k. We have CO I1firmed this by obtai l1 ing from the Russian State Military Archive
the documents cited by Sakharov here and from which he quotes
some passages in Russian translation. The original documents are ,
of course , in German. Facsimiles of these documents may be found
on the "Images" web page ofthis volume. They are:

*

fAPφ ， φ.702 1. On.114. ~.23.
Opis. 114. Delo. 23. List 109.)

月 .109.

(GARF. Fond. 7021.

* r'AP <Þ .φ.7021. On.114. ~.23. 月 .108.
* fAPφ.φ.7021. On.114. A， 23. 月 .102.
We saw in Chapter 8 that Jósef Frelkiewicz's name was copied
from the Soviet list of Kozel'sk POWs. There is at least one more
entry in AM that shows that the Germans were using the Soviet list
rather than documents from the graves:
主733. L且旦且owski.

ierter.

Boleslayy_, (Vater Antoni) , Uniform-
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Impfzettel , 1 Brief mit Stempel, New York, Brooklyn , 1
Zettel mit Notizen.
In Tucholski , p. 153 co l. 1, we read: "Lakowski-Brzuszek" But on
the Soviet transit list we read:
J3 0JIeCJIaBa AHTOHOB I1'-I a, 1909 r.p.
(Tucholski p. 682 # 19)

刀刃 XOBClwro

The Soviet list uses transliterates the name JI贝- "L + ya飞 But the
name in Polish begins with "La", not "Lia." The Germans could not
have obtained this name from any letter or other document on this
body, or found in a grave or anywhere else. Therefore the Germans
transliterated this name from the Russian-language Soviet lis t.
So we have the documentary evidence that the Germans had the
Russian list of Kozel'sk prisoners. But if we did not have it, the examples of Frelkiewicz and Lachowski would be sufficient proof of
i t.

6. Unpublished documents show that both the Poles and
the Germans at Katyn acknowledge that the identificaíions
made there were falsified because the documents were
often not found on individual bodies.
Sakharov quotes from a meeting in Kraków of June 10, 1943 in
which the main directorate of propaganda of the German Genera/gouvernement (the Government of German 幅 occupied Poland during the war) stated that the identifications of bodies at Katyn that
had been published in Polish newspapers were unrelial> le since
they were accurate in only a few instances.
Hanp l1 Mep , Ha COBe~aH I1日，口 pOBe，ll.eHHoM 10 I1lO H贝
1943 r. B KpaI<O Be rJIaBI-IbIM ynpaB月 eH l1 eM
rrpOrraraH ,ll. blnpaB I1 TeJIbCTBareHepaJIry6epHaTopcTBa 6bIJIO KOHCTaT l1 pOBaHo: <<,ll. 0 CI1 Xnop
rrpe，ll. ocTaB 月 eHHble 11 B nOJIbCKO I1 npecce
orry6 JI11I< OBaHHble Crr I1 CK I1 TpynoB ,
I1，ll. eHT I1中日lJ，I1 pOBaHHbIX B KaTbIH I1, He ,ll. OCToBepHbI ,
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TaI{ I< aK TOJIbI<O B HeMHOf I1 XCJIy可 aflX cOOTBeTcTByIOT
Ae I1 CTB I1 TeJIbHOCT I1>>
[16 to

I'APφ.φ.702 1.

On.114.

~.23. 几 118.]

For example, at a meeting that took place on July 10
1943 in Krakow it was affirmed by the main directorate of propaganda of the government of the Generalgouvernement: "The lists ofbodies identified at Katyn
that have been presented up to this point and pub 国
lished in the Polish press are unreliable , since they
correspond to reality in only a few cases.
According to Sakharov representatives of the Polish Red Cross also
participated in this meeting.
B OAHOM 113 日I1 CeM DKK , B 飞IaCTHoCT日， rOBOpHJIOCb:
AO CHX nop nocTynaB LIl Hx CnHCKOB Mbl 月 H lII bB
HeMHorHX CJIy可 aHX MQ}I\e MC 可 HTaTb Aal-IHble
AOCTaTo可 HbIM OCHOBa I-lH eM AJI咒 H 日中 OpMHpoBaHHH
pOAHbIX, TaK KaK npH TaKOM 60JIb lII OM I< OJIH可 eCTBe
HMeH OTCyTCTBy lO T JIH 可 Hble AaHHble , AonycI<a IO 叫 He
HeCOMHeH I-IOe On03Ha I-lH e yMepuIHx (BbIAeJIeHO HaMH.
-Bι)>>[17 to I'APφ.φ.702 1. On.114. ~.38 ，几 9.]
《归 3

Trα nslα ted:

In particular, one ofthe letters ofthe PRC states: "Of
the lists available to this point we can only in a few
cases consider the data a sufficient basis for informing
relatives , since for a large number of names we lack
personal data that would permit us to identify the
dead with certainty."
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7. Evidence that the names assigned to bodies in the
German list are hot based on real identifications but on the
haphazard association of unidentified cbrpses with
documents not necessarily found on those corpses.
In a letter of July 27 , 1943 to the German Red Cross the Propaganda Section of the German Generα 19ouvernement admitted that
the documents from different bodies were often mixed up and the
documents of a single person were scattered among 12 different
envelopes.
Andererseits wurden durch die verschiedenen
8eschichtigungen der Dokumente die Papiere
durcheinander gebracht und zudem die zu einer
Leiche gehörigen Dokumente bei Verpacken auf
verschiedene Umschläge verteil t. So fanden sich z.8.
die Papiere eines Offiziers in 12 verschidenen
Umschlägen.
Trα nslated:

Also through the different layerings of the documents
the papers have been mixed up and in addition the
documents belonging to one corpse have been divided
in the packing-up process among different envelopes.
So for example the papers of a single officer were
located in 12 different envelopes.
Sakharov reproduces a photographic copy of this document as Ap 副
pendix 16. It is also attached as an appendix to the present chap 刷
ter. The documents were all mixed up , names either false or "entstellt geschrieben" 同 written in a disfigured, inaccurate manner.
The Polish Red Cross agreed. On October 12 , 1943 the Technical
Commission of the Polish Red Cross sent a lengthy letter to the International Committee of the Red Cross in Geneva in which they
reported, among other things, the following:
Andererseits selbst wenn das PRK sämtliche Ergebnisse der Exhumation und Identifikationsarbeiten
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einschließen der Dokumente und Andenken besäße
könnte es offiziell und in endgültiger Form nicht
bescheinigen daß der betreffende Offiziere in Katyn
gestorben is t. Der unerkennbare Zustand der Leichen ,
die Tatsache , daß in vielen Fällen bei 2 Leichen Do 国
kumente vorgefunden worden sind , die zweifellos
einer einziger Person angehörten , die minimale Zahl
der Kennmarken , der einzig einwandfreien Beweisstücke , die auf den Leichen gefunden wurden , endlich
der der Mordtat vorangegangene Zustand, das die in
Katyn ermorderten Militärpersonen nicht auf dem
Schlachtfelde, sondern nach einer Zeitraum fielen , in
welcher der Wechsel der Uniform , das Verkleiden und
die Fluchtversuche an der Tagesordnung waren , alle
diese Urstände berechtigen das DRK nur bescheinigen
zu können, daß die betreffenden Leichen , gewisse Dokumente getragen ha t.
Translated:
On the other hand , even if the PRC were in possession
of all the results of the exhumation and identification
work of the documents and memorabilia , it could not
officially and definitively certify that the officer in
question died in Katyn. The unrecognizable state of
the corpses, the fact that, in many cases , documents
were found on two corpses that doubtless belonged to a single person , the very few [literally,
minimal number o f] distinguishíng marks , the only
flawless evidence , found on the corpses, and finally
the state of affairs preceding the murder, that the soldiers killed at Katyn did not fall on the battlefield, but
after a period of time during which changes of uniform , dress , and attempts at escape were the order of
the day, all these circumstances entitle the PRC
only to certi句， that the corpses in question carried
certain documents.
-fAPφ.φ.702 1.

00.114. ~.23. 月 .31

同 38

at 1. 38.
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The entire document is also repl唱 oduced in the original German in
the volume Nemtsy v K，α 伊时. Dokumen t:y 0 rαsstrele pol性kíkh voennoplennykh osen'íu 1941 godα. (The Germans in Katyn. Documents
concerning the shooting of Polish POWs in the Autumn of 194 1.)
Moscow: Izdate l' stvo ITRK, 2010 , 106 -117.
In a previous letter of August 16 , 1943 , to the International Com 翩
mittee of the Red Cross the leadership of the Polish Red Cross admitted that:
a part of the documents found which belonged to a
single individual were found in the pockets ofthe uniform of one corpse , and others either in the sand of
the grave 01' on other corpses.
Therefore, the PRC leadership considered that the list of names of
Polish victims "should be regarded as provisional" subject to follow-up activity "in connection with the official results of the forensic medical expert examination under way in Cracow." (Sakharov ,
at note 27)
The report of the Technical Commission of the Polish Red Cross
was published long ago. But it does not mention either of these
letters at al l. Nor are they mentioned in the four-volume official
Polish collection K，α t:yn. Dolwmen t:y Zbrodni. They are simply omit甸
ted.
This omission conceals the unreliable nature of the identification
of bodies and of the documents in the German report (AM) 国 But
AM is the central evidentiary document that sustains the "officia!"
version of Katyn , that the Soviet killed the Poles.
Sakharov draws the following conclusion:
Ha OCHOBaH l1 11

MbI MOìKeM
HaXO ,ll. HB IlI HeCfl B pYI{aX
repMaHcKoH nOJI11 叫HH KaK11e-TO ,ll. OKyM eI-ITbl , 6yMarH
H ,ll. a)!{e npe ,ll. MeTbI , I1 CnOJIb30BaJIHCb e lO, Bo-nepBblx, B
l{ a~Ie CTBe 3aMeH I1 TeJIe l1 pea月 bHO I-Ie cy叫 eCTByIO IJJ;日 X
TpynoB 11 , BO-BTOpbIX, ,ll.JIfl <<I1，ll. eHTI1中 HKa问11 11>>
BbI IlI eH3 月Q)j{ eHHoro

yTBep)!(，ll. aTb ，可1、 o
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I<aK

<<H eOrr03 日 aHHble>>.

Trα nslαtθd:

On the basis of the aforementioned evidence we can
affjnn that some documents, papers, and even objects
in the hands of the German police were utilized in
place ofbodies that in reality did not exist and for the
"identification" of bodies which had originally been
classed as "unidentified."
This implies that some of the documents found on bodies mαy
have really belonged to that person 一 but we have no idea which
do and which do no t.
We do not know how the Germans determined the nationality of
bodies dressed in civilian clothes. Some aì'e listed as "in uniform"
without specifying wh α t uniform. In light of the statements by Soviet partisans recorded in the summer of 1943 these could have
been bodies not of Polish but of Soviet soldiers. Appendices 2
through 5 of Sakharov's article reproduce these accounts of partisans. All accuse the Germans of disinterring bodies of Soviet soldiers as well as of civilians. There is no basis to question the genuine nature of these documents. We have obtained one of these
documents and reproduced it above.

Conclusion
Sakharov concludes his article with the following remarks:
The manipulation cited above of the corpses and materials by the German authorities who had "researched" the "Katyn affair" exclude any "taking on
faith" of any fact, taken by itself, of establishing a connection between them [the bodies and the materials].
Sakharov's research , the contradictions internal to AM , and the
identification of many of the corpses found at Katyn (Koz'i Gory)
as POWs who were shipped to Kalinin 01' Khar'kov but clearly not
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shot there - all these results deaI a fataI blow to the bona fídes of
the German Report (AM) as an objective body of evidence. These
results aIso mean that, because it relies heavily upon the German
Report (AM) , the "official" version of Katyn Ioses its evidentiary
foundation.

Chapter 10 ,

Th 程 BUI咱denko

Commission

Report
In this chapter we begin to consider the accounts of the Katyn
massacre that appeared between the German AM of 1943 and the
emergence of CP in 1992 , and in which new evidence was set forth.
These are: the report of the Burdenko Commission (BU) of January, 1944; the Nuremberg trial of 1946; and the Madden Commit啕
tee of 1952. We begin with the report of the Burdenko Commis 胸
s lO n.

The Burdenko Report (BU)
The works that set forth the "official" version of Katyn say little
about the Burdenko Commission and refer the reader to other critiques. In several cases they assert that these other critiques are
"devastating" to the Burdenko Commission's findings.
Here we examine the two major studies by Cienciala and Sanford ,
and the critiques of BU to which they refer: an essay by M. IU. So 剧
rokina; an essay by Natalia Lebedeva; a chapter in a book by Henri
De Montfort; and the chapter on BU in the book [(α tynskaia drα ma.
We begin with a brief consideration of an essay by Sorokina. This
essay has been put online by two prominent Russian supporters of
the "official" Soviets-did-it version , Sergei Romanov and Aleksei
Pamiatnykh. Presumably they have made it available because they
believe it is worthy of consideration.

Sorokina:
M.I U. Sorokina. "Operatsia 'umelye ruki" , ili chto
uvidel akademik Burdenko v Orle." ("Operation 'Skill-
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ful Hands' , or what Academician Burdenko Saw in
1
Ore l."), 2005
Sorokina's 2005 essay is an attempt to discredit Burdenko's contention that the Germans were the guilty party at Katyn. Burdenko
reached this opinion by comparing the German AM with his own
experience investigating sites of German mass murders , including
in Ore l.
Sorokina accepts that the "official" version of Katyn is true without
questioning it. She is sarcastic, even contemptuous, of Burdenko
and his commission. But she is unable to present any evidence at
all that Burdenko's analysis was at fault in any respec t.
The whole essay is an exercise in logical fallacies: "begging the
question" (accepting the "official" version without questioning it);
argument by scare quotes instead of by evidence;α d homínem ar恒
gument by attempting to find negative information about Burdenko and the other commission members - although she is finally
unable to find any such materia l.
Her only real conclusion is that, based on his broad experience
with German mass murder sites, Burdenko himself was indeed
convinced that the Germans had shot the Poles. Burdenko wrote:
ÔhITHOCTb MO lO B OpJIe, KaK 可 JIeH
paCKOnaJI n 。可TM
1000 TpynoB 11 Ha ll1 eJI ，可 TO 200 paCCTpeJI .H HHbIX
cOBeTcKMx rpa )l{AaH MMelOT Te )Ke caMble paHeHM 坷，
可TO MnOJlbCK l1 e 0 中 M lJ， epbI. ,lI. ocTaTOqHO TIIJ, aTeJIbHO
conOCTaB I1 Tb OnMCaH l1 e HeMe lJ, KMX npOTOKOJIOB M
npOTOIWJIOB HaU1I1 XBCKpbIT目前，可 TOÔbI yôeAMTbC .H B
TO)KAeCTBe MOÔ 日 apy)l(l1 Tb "yMeJIyIO pyKy飞. TaKMM
06pa30M, yCTaHOBJIeHHOe TÜ)I(AeCTBO "MeToAa"
y6 日益 CTB B OpJIe MKaTbIHcKoM JIecy 刃B乃.H eTC.H
3 日 aM eI-IaTeJIbHbIM MAaeT HeCOMI-Ie HHOe

只 B

OpaBMTeJIbCTBeHHo 放 IWMMCCMM ，

1 •

Online at http://katynfiles.com/content/sorokina-burdellko-orel. html
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"yMe Jl aH py I< a" 6bI Jl a Op, Ha 11 Ta
HeM lI, eB KaK BI1 HOBH I1 KOB KaTbIHCKOH

p， oI<a3aTeJl bCTBO ，可 TO
}I{e 11

06月臼可 aeT

Tpare p,l1l1.
Translated:
When 1 was in Orel, as a member of the Government
Commission, I unearthed almost 1000 corpses and
found that 200 Soviet citizens shot to death have the
same wounds as the Polish officers. It is enough to
compare the description of the German protocols and
protocols of our autopsies to make sure of identity
and to discover the "skillful hand" ... Thus, the established identity of the "method" of murders in the Orel
and Katyn forest is significant and gives unquestionable evidence that the "skillful hand" was the very
same and exposes the Germans as the perpetrators of
the Katyn tragedy.
Sorokina fails to point out that Burdenko had the very experience
- that of examining numerous sites of mass murder … that the
members of the commission of medical experts brought to Katyn
by the Germans lacked.

De Montfort
Sanford

w川tes

as follows:

De Montfort, Mαsα kra w K，α tyniu， pp. 109-19 unravels
the inconsistencies and falsehoods in the Soviet report
very convincingly. (Sanford , 153 n. 93)
Here Sanford cites the Polish translation of the book by Henri de
Montfort, Le massacre de Katyn: Crime Russe ou Crime Allemand?
(Paris: Editions de la Table Ronde , 1966). For some reason
Sanford cites the French edition , not the Polish translation , in his
bibliography on page 240.

De Montfort discusses the Burdenko report in Chapter X, pages
117 -130 of the original French book This is also Chapter X
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(Rozdiai X) , pages 109 嗣 119 ， in the Polish translation. 1 have obtained the Polish translation of de Montfor t' s book and have verified that it is simply a translation of the French original, so here 1
will use the French tex t.
De Montfort did not study AM carefully. He says there were 4145
bodies. (109) In fact there are many gaps in the numbers assigned
to corpses in AM.
De Montfort certainly did not read the BU carefully either. He
states:
Elle prit donc le parti de soutenir que les documents
recueillis par les enquêteurs d'avril et de mai 1941
étaient tous , sans exception , des documents falsifiés.
(119)

Translated:
It [the Burdenko Commission] therefore decided to
maintain that the documents collected by the [German] investigators of April and May 1941 [sic; de
Montfort must mean 1943] were all , without exception , falsified documents.
As evidence for this statement he cites his own translation of BU:
..i ls retirèrent des vêtements des officiers polonais,
tués par eux, tous les documents portant une date
postérieure à avril1940 , date à laquelle , selon la thèse
provocatrice des Allemands, les Polonais auraient été
tués par les Bolcheviks...

…they [the Germans] removed from the Polish offi副
cers' clothing, killed by them , all documents bearing a
date after April1940 , the date on which, according to
the provocative thesis of the Germans , the Poles were
killed by the Bolsheviks.
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Here , in de Montfort's own translation , we read that BU accuses
the Germans of removing all documents dated after April 1940.
But then de Montfort says this:
Comment les Allemands auraient-ils pu faire fabriquer
à l'avance des documents aussi divers , aussi variés ,
que ceux trouvés sur les cadavres? (119)
Trα nslα ted:

How could the Germans have produced in advance
documents as diverse and varied as those found 011
corpses?

De Montfort repeats this accusation:
Si , par simple hypothèse , j' admettais momentanément
la véracité de la th臼 e présentée par la Commission
d'enquête soviétique , c'est-à回 dire l'exécution , par les
Allemands , des prisonniers de guerre polonais , entre
septembre et décembre 1941 , puis l'exhumation des
cadavres de ces prisonniers en mars 1943 pour substituer de faux papiers portant des dates antérieures à
avril 1940 à leurs vrais papiers portant des dates
postérieures à avril1940... (123 帽 124)
Translated:
If, by mere hypothesis , 1were to admit for a moment
the veracity of the thesis presented by the Soviet
Commission of Inquiry, that is to say the execution by
the Germans ofthe Polish prisoners ofwar between
September and December 1941 , then the exhumation
of the corpses of these prisoners in March 1943 to
substitute false papers bearing dates before April
1940 for their real papers bearing dates after April
1940 ..
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...l es Russes ont formellement accusé les Allemands
d'avoir fabriqué ces documents ... (127)
Trα nslated:

...the Russians formally accused the Germans ofhaving fabricated these documents ...
De Montfort accuses BU of claiming that the Germans fiα lsified in
the documents found on the corpses. Chapter XI of his
book is titled "Impossibilité d'introduire de faux documents sur les
cadavres" ("impossibility of placing false documents on the
corpses")

α dvance

But BU never states any such thing. Even in de Montfort's own
translation BU states that the Germans removed documents later
than 1940 - "reti时 rent des vêtements des officiers polonais ...
tous les documents portant une date postérieure à avril1940."
De Montfort goes on to accept the claim in AM that no insects were
found on the corpses:
l' absence sur un cadavre de ce que le Professeur La 四

cassagne appelle << les travailleurs de la mort >> est <<
une indication aussi précieuse que leur présence et
perme
时t d'é
仕tabli忖r que la mor
时
't a eu lieu pendant l'hi忖
ve
盯
r啕飞.
On 飞voud由r咱'a bien se 阳r'appele
噜
盯
r噜 que la Commi沁ss
创ion des
Représentants des Instituts de Médecine Iégale et de
Criminologie a certifié dans son rapport qu'elle n'a飞rait
trouvé, sur les cadavres des fosses qu'elle avait visitées , aucune trace de ces insectes que le Professeur
Lacassagne appelle << les travailleurs de la mort>>.
(134-135)
Translated:
The absence on a corpse of what Professor Lacassagne
calls "the workers of death" is 飞 n indication as valuable as their presence and makes it possible to establish that death took place during the winter."
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It will be remembered that the Commission of Representatives of the Institutes of Forensic Medicine and
Criminology certified in its report that it had not
found on the bodies of the graves which it had visited ,
any trace of these insects that Professor Lacassagne
calls "the workers of death."
De Montfort is in error. In our discussion of AM we have seen that
there was clear evidence of insects in the corpses examined by two
of the doctors.
As a critique of BU de Montfort's chapter is both dishonest and incompeten t. That Sanford believes it to be "very convincing" shows
that he has been blinded by his own bias. Cienciala, to whose study
we turn next, does not mention de Montfort's book at all.

Cienciala:
Anna M Cienciala; N S Lebedeva; Wojciech Materski. [(，α tyn: a crime
without punishment. New Haven: Yale University Press , "Annals of
Communism" series, 2007.
This book represent the most authoritative account of the "official"
version. At 561 pages it is also the longes t. Hence we devote more
attention to it. We will refer to it as "Cienciala."
For the next forty-seven years successive Soviet governments claimed that the Germans were guilty of the
Katyn massacre. They engaged in a series of coverups , the most elaborate of which were the fabricated
repo 1' t of the Soviet Commission of Inquiry into the
Katyn Massacre (the Burdenko Commission) in Janua 1'y 1944 and the fabricated Soviet case for German
guilt at the International War Crimes Tribunal held at
NUI哺emberg in 1945 … 1946. Although the Soviet
charge was disproved, German guilt was pro cJ aimed
by all Soviet and other communist governments fo 1'
almost half a century. (Cienciala 2)
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This claim by Cienciala is false. Cienciala cites no evidence that
anything in the BU was falsified in any way, that the Soviet case at
Nuremburg was "fabricated," or that "the Soviet charge was disproved."

It is worth noting that most of the locals who gave testimony to the Germans and the IMC reversed themselves under NKVD pressure when they "testified" before the Soviet State (Burdenko) Commission in January 1944. (135)
Here Cienciala employs the propaganda technique of 飞 rgument by
scare quotes." The scare quotes signal that Cienciala wishes to
suggest that the witness testimony to the BU was deliberately false
一 fabricated by the Soviets 0 1' by the witnesses themselves, perhaps after being threatened. But Cienciala has no evidence that
this was so. By implication Cienciala also assumes that that the
witnesses' testimony to the Germans as true - another example of
"begging the question" by assumíng that which should be proven ,
not assumed.
Nor does Ciencala have any evidence that the BU witnesses were
lying. So, rather than admitting this , she uses "scare quotes" in
hopes that the reader will not notice that she has no evidence to
support her accusation.
Cienciala's bias could hardly be more blatan t. In Cienciala's ac 陶
count only the Soviets "pressured" the witnesses - though she has
no evidence at all that they did so. Cienciala fails to inform her
readers that the BU witnesses who also testified for the Germans
said that they did so because the Germans threatened and beat
them. She does not put the witness testimony on behalf of the
Germans into scal噜e quotes.
The details ofthis NKVD preparatory work became
known in 1990 , when the investigators ofthe Russian
Federation Main Military Prosecutor's Office learned
that the operational workers sent from Moscow had
prepared forged documents with dates later than
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May 1940 and placed them in the clothes of selected
victims. (227)
Note 55 to this paragraph , which is on page 500 of Cienciala , reads:
"On the NKVD preparation of documents and witnesses , see KD2 ,
pp. 430-432." On p. xxiv Cienciala identifies "KD2" as the volume
/(a 句m:

Mart 1940 g.- Sentiabr 2000 g.

Here is the relevant part ofthat source:
CneAoBaTenHrnaBHo 放 BoeHHo前 npoKypaTypbI

(rBD)
POCCH 放 CI<O Hφep; epa U;HH B Ha可a月 e 90 惆x rr. caMbIM
TIQaTenbHbIM 06pa30M H3y可 HnH MeTo p; bI
npoBe p; eHHH npe p; BapHTenbHoro paccne p; oBaHHH ,
npep;四 eCTBoBaB llI He pa60Te KOM I1 CCH I1 H.H.
Eyp p; eHI\O. OHH p; OKa3aJl H, alT O npHð bI Bume H3
MOCKB bI oßepaT阻 m宜 111m H3rOTOBH Jl H nO ,ll;,ll;e Jl bH hI e
，ll;OH:yMe阻TbI C ðO Jl èe n03月HHMH ,ll; aTaMH ,
no p; nO }l{H nH HX B H3 日 ne飞IeHHble H3 MorHn OCTaHK 日， a
TalOKe no p; rOTOBHnH nfI<e CBH p;eTene前. (KD2 430)
Trα nslated:

Investigators of the Main Military Prosecutor's Office
(GVP) ofthe Russian Federation in the early 90's studied in the most painstaking manner the methods of
conducting the preliminary investigation, which pre 幽
ceded the work of N.N. Burdenko. They proved that
operatives arriving from Moscow produced counterfeit documents with later dates , put them in the
remains of the graves , and prepared false witnesses.
This is an important conclusion! But KD2 gives no evidence for this
statemen t. Cienciala, of course, knew this.
Furthermore, we know.that this statement is false - a deliberate
lie. Pamiatnykh has published the notes of the Burdenko investigators about the documents they found on the corpses. As we have
seen one of them - that of Kozetulski - is so fragmentary that the
investigators read it incorrectly, failed to recognize its importance
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for the Soviet case and so never used it. It is one of the pieces of
our "unimpeachable evidence." It cannot have been "planted" by
the Soviets.
Therefore 叮{D2" is lying. Cienciala should have checked this , as we
have done. It is the job of every responsible scholar to doublecheck her sources.

According to a Soviet decree of 19 April1943 , these
people were liable to the death penalty for the crime
of "cooperating with the enemy," so when interrogat阳
ed by NKVD offi
且lce
创r咱飞 they agreed to say whateve
创r
they wer陀e told. (227)
咱

There was such a decree 曰 naturally enough. Collaboration with
the enemy was illegal in every country.2 But Cienciala is dishonest
here as well. There is no evidence that any of the Burdenko Commission witnesses were threatened with prosecution. Moreover,
by the same logic she should have discounted the testimony of the
witnesses who confirmed the German version.
There are contradictions in the testimony of the witnesses in the
German AM. Witness testimony to the Burdenko Commission
claimed German threats and beatings. Valentin Sakharov has published the signed witness statements prepared by the Germans. All
are in German , not in Russian. This corroborates the testimony of
one witness that he had to sign something he did not understand.
叭!e have discussed all this in a previous chapter.
Between 5 October 1943 and 10 January 1944, NKVD
investigators interrogated ninety-five persons and
"verified" (that is, formulated) seventeen

2

For an article in Russian discussing this decree see

h忧 ps://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/YKa3_呻_MepaX_Hal<a3aH HH_I-\JI凡 HeMellKO 偏

φaWHCTCKHX_3J1 ol-\eeß...>>

For the text ofthe decree see:

https://ru.wikisource.org/wiki/YKa3丑 pe3HI-\ HyMa_BC_CCCP

_OT

<

19.04.1943
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statements later made before the special state
commission. 55 (227 )3
More argument by scare quote! Moreover, this statement is a logical fallacy: it "begs the question" - assumes that which must be
proven. Cienciala has no evidence that the witnesses' testimony
was faked or the result of threats. Therefol飞 Cienciala is lying.
Why not likewise assume the Germans threatened their witnesses?
It is not known how many ofits membe 1's knew 0 1'
suspected the t 1' uth at the time , but 8u 1'denko may
have done so. Shortly befo 1' e his death in 1946, he repo 1' tedly admitted to a family f1'iend-Boris Ol shansky一that as a doctor , he knew the g1' aves we 1' e fou 1'
yea 1's old , which would have dated them to 1940. He
also said he believed the NKVD com 1'ades had made a
"great blunder." 8urdenko's daughte 1'-in-law allegedly
confi 1' med this statement to Yuri Zo 1' ia, son of the Soviet deputy prosecutor at the Nu 1'emberg T 1'ials , who
died a mysterious death at Nu 1' embe 1' g in May 1946 ,5 6
(228)
At note 56 (page 500) we read:
On Burdenko's admission to Boris Olshansky, J1'., see
Zawodny, Death in the Forest, pp. 158 and 167 n. 57.
Burdenko's daughte 1'-in-law told Yu 1' i Zo 1' ia that when
Burdenko was very sick, he admitted that the NKVD
had falsified documents , including the dates ofthe Katyn crime; see Inessa Jazborowska , Anatolij Jablokow,
and }urij Zo 1' ia, Katyn: Zbrodnia Chroniona Tajemnicq
Panstwowq [Katyn: The Crime P 1'otected as a State Se圄
cret] (Warsaw , 1998) , p. 299. This is a more popula 1',
Polish ve 1'sion of the later Russian work by Inessa S.

Cienciala's note 55 , on p. 500 , contains no evìdence for thìs statement that the NKVD investìgators "formulated" - composed, fabricated - the testimony of the witnesses they
called.

3
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Yazhborovskaia , Anatolii Yu. Yablokov, Valentina S.
Parsadanova, titled J(，α 伊nskií Sindrom.
This tale is also noted by Sanford
f{a 伊n: Zbrodníα Chroniona...

(139 嗣 140).

Let's check this story.

p. 299:

Sam Burdenko, ci~ 主 ko chory, wyznal pó归 iej ，立e
NKWD sfalszowalo dokumenty, mi 々 dzy innymi daty
zbrodni katynskiej. Potwierdzila to synowa Burdenki
w rozmowie z Jurijem Zori牛
Burdenko himself, seriously ill , confessed later that
the NKVD falsified documents , including the date of
the Katyn massacre. This was confirmed by Burdenko's daughter-in 国 law in an interview with Yuri
Zoria.
No source is cited for this rumor. Moreover, we know that it is
false. As we have seen, Sorokina shows that Burdenko himself was
firmly convinced of German guil t. Natalia Lebedeva too concludes
that Burdenko believed the Germans were guilty:
3ace,ll, aHMe KOMMCCMM OTKpbIJIOCb 13 月 I-IBapπ
B 13 可 acoB B 3,ll, aHHM He前 poxMpyprM可 eCKoro
MHcTMTyTa B MOCI<B e (y儿 YJIb肝IOBCIWI飞，ll， .19).
Ope,ll, Ce ,ll, aTeJIbCTBOBaJI HMKOJIa前 BYP ，ll，eHKO ，
KOTOpbIM , 00 BceM BM ，ll， MMOCT眩， BepMJI B TO ，可 TO
KaTbIHClwe npecTyOJIe r-me 6bIJIO cOBeprneHo
rMT JIepoBQaMH.

口 epBoe

Translated:
The first session ofthe Commission opened on January 13 [1944] at 1300 hours in the building ofthe
Neurosurgical institute in Moscow (Ul 'ianovskii Street,
19). It was chaired by Nikolai Burdenko who , from all
appearances, believed that the crime of Katyn had
been perpetrated by the Hitlerites. (Lebedeva , at note
39)
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8urdenko himself said none of 8urdenko Commission members
had any doubts of German guilt:
8 TOT n{e p; eHb Byp p; eHlw OTnpaB I1 JI MepKyJIOBy
KOJIeCH l1IWBa,
CKa3aHHble TeM HeCKOJIbK I1 MI1 P; HJIM I1 paHee B
pa3rOBope CHapKoMoM. KOJIeCH I1 KOB Torp; a 3a贝 B I1 JI ，
吨 TO <<y}!(e Hai在p; eHHbIMH p; oKyMeHTaM I1 OT KOH IJ, a 1940
ro p; a nOJIHOCTbIO onpoBeprHyTa BepC I1究 HeM IJ， eB 0
TOM ，可TO I1 0JIJIKH y6 日TbI pyCCK I1 MI1 BeCHoH 1940 ro p; a.
. Byp p; e Hlw nHCaJI ，可 TO <<I1 03TOMy OH (KOJIeCH l1IWB
一 H.JI.) 民 CKa3aJI ，可TO O'-Ie Hb Ba}KHO , eCJIH MbI Ha阳eM
p; oKyMeHTbI 60JIee n03 p; Hero I1 epHo p; a. TaIWBble l(
C可 aCT l1IO H HaWJIHCb. HH y op; Horo H3 可 JIeHOB
KOM I1 CC I1 H He nOJIy可 HJIOCb JIon(H oro Bne可 aTJIeHHJI 队
KaTbIHb 1940 ~ 2000. C. 512~513.
I1I1 CbMO , B IWTOpOM pa3'b只 CH刃 JIC月 OBa

Translated:
The same day 8urdenko sent a letter to Merkulov in
which he explained Kolesnikov's words , spoken a few
days before in conversation with the People's Com 同
missar. Kolesnikov then stated that "the version of the
Germans that the Poles were killed by the Russians in
the spring of 1940 is fully refuted by the documents
we have already found from the end of 1940." ... 8urdenko wrote that "therefore he (Kolesnikov - N.L.)
said to thatit was very important to find documents
dated from a later period. Fortunately, such documents have been found. Not a single one ofthe members of the Commission received a false impression." [{a 伊n' 1940罔2000， pp. 512-513 (Lebedeva , note 78).
Cienciala cites Lebedeva's essay, so there is no excuse for her to
have inserted this rumor that she had to know is contradicted by
Lebedeva. One could hardly wish for a clearer example of the fundamental dishonesty of Cienciala's boo k.
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The Q'Malley

Repo 时

Cienciala:
Sir Owen Q'Malley, ambassador to the Polish government-in-exile , had made a convincing case of Soviet
guilt three years earlier in his letter of 24 May 1943 to
Foreign Secretary Sir Anthony Eden and wrote a devastating critique of the 8urdenko Commission report
in February 1944. 66 (232)
The note to this passage:
Ambassador O'Malley's letters to Foreign Secretary
Eden on Katyn in May 1943 and on the 8urdenko
Commission Report in February 1944 were first published in January 1972 , in a pamphlet titled /{Iα 伊n
Dispα tches of Sir Owen Q'Malley to the 8ritish Government (London , 1972) , with a preface by Lord 8arnby, a supporter of the Polish cause, and an introduc皿
tion by the American journalist Louis FitzGibbon.
FitzGibbon also published them in his three books,
The /{Iα tyn Cover-Up (London , 1972) , Unpitied α nd Un 四
known (London , 1975) , and The /{a 伊nMαssacre (London , 1977). See also the 8ritish publications listed in
the next note. (501)吁

66.

O'Malley was a fanatical anticommunist as witness , for example,
the ferocity of his diatribe against Stalin in his May 1943 report ,s
In his February 1944 report, the one in which he briefly discusses
8U , he states:

The O'Malley l'eport of May 24, 1943 is available online at
alld sev巳创l'冒1叫
川10
a
创the
创r places. The
O'Malley report of February 11 , 1944 is olllille at http://www. lI spm.rs!files!Owell.pdf
4
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See paragraph 17 of the May 1943 report.
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The Russian story gives 110 explanation of why in
these circums l: ances not a single one of the Poles who
were allegedly transferred from Kozielsk, Starobielsk
and Os t: ashkov to the labour camps Nos. 1 O.N. , 2 O.N. ,
and 3 O.N. has ever been seen 0 1' heard of alive again.
O'Malley was the U.K. ambassador to the Polish Government-InExile (GIE). He accepts their version of events and repeats their
reasons for rejecting the BU:

* that it was up to the

USSR to explain why no Polish POWs
escaped the German "round-ups" of Poles after the German
capture ofthe camps;

* that

nothing was heard from any of the Polish POWs after
they were transferred out ofthe three POW camps;

* that the

Soviet government said nothing about their trans蛐
fer to Camps 1-0N , 2-0N , and 3-0N before the German an 同
nouncement about Katyn in April1943.
In reality we do not know that "nothing was heard from any of the
Polish POWs after they were transferred out of the three PO叭f
camps." This is the position of the Polish Government In Exile
(GI 町. Did they check? If so , how? Where is the documentation of
their checkup?
More important: how do we know they were telling the truth? Aι
ter all , if we are going to "believe" the Polish GIE we have already
abandoned objectivity and the search for the historical truth just
as surely as ifwe had decided to "believe" the Soviet government.
Were the Germans even delivering mail from the USSR to Germanoccupied Poland after September 1940, when the Polish POW's
mail privileges were restored? O'Malley did not know. Evidently he
did not care. He simply took the word of the Polish GIE.
Far from presenting a "devastating critique" of the BU, as Cienciala
claims, O'Malley made no valid criticisms at all ofthe BU. These are
飞 rguments from silence." O'Malley ignores what the BU did say,
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and instead concentrates on what it did not say. This is precisely
the argument ofthe Polish GIE.

"The Polish Historians' Expe时 Assessment"
Cienciala writes:
At the suggestion of a member of the Soviet group ,
Professor Oleg Rzheshevsky , who wanted to delay discussion ofthe Katyn question, the Polish historians
analyzed the Burdenko report, and in May they unexpectedly delivered to their Soviet colleagues a devastating critique that deprived it of any credibilitYoo.l11
(247)
This statement is, quite simply, false. We discuss this critique fully
below.
Here is Cienciala's note to the passage above:
111. Maciszewski, Wydrzeé Prawdtj , p. 97; the author
gives the Polish side of the story, while the chairman
ofthe Soviet group , Professor Georgy Lukich Smirnov,
gives his in Urold Minuvshevo [Lessons of the Past]
(Moscow, 1997). For another account ofthe Soviet
group and its problems, see Yazhborovskaia ,
Yablokov, and Parsadanova, /(，α tynskii Sindrom , chap.
4; also Jazborowska , Jablolωw， and Zoria, I<atyfí:
Zbrodnia Chroniona , chap. 2. Yazhborovskaia was a
member ofthe Soviet group. (p. 506)
Cienciala again (248-249):
The Polish media now increased their pressure for the
truth about Katyn. The Polish Party historians' devas 崎
tating critique ofthe Burdenko Commission report of
1944, handed to their Soviet colleagues in May 1988,
was summarized in the 19 August 1989 issue of Poli栩
。，1m. Here , Polish historians related the known history
of the Katyn CI也
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Com l11 ission findings were undoubtedly false , and
clai l11 ed that the NKVD bore full responsibility for the
exter l11 ination of the Kozelsk prisoners at Katyn , as
well as the extermination of the prisoners of Starobel'sk and Ostashkov, even though their burial sites
could not be established without access to Russian
documents. 113
The footnote to this passage:
113. Politykα， 33/1685 (1989) , pp. 13-14. For the full
text of the Polish historians' expert assess础 entof
the Burdenko Com l11 ission report , see }are l11 a Maciszewski , comp. and ed. , Zbrodnia /(，α ty缸!但 : Z Prac

Polskiej Cz电sCÎ Wspólnej /(omisji Partyjnych Historyków
Polski i ZSRR [The Cri l11 e of Katyn: Fro l11 the Work of
the Polish Part of the }oint Commission of SovietPolish Party Historians] (Warsaw , 1990; offset); see
the Russian text in Yasnova , KIα tynskα阳 Drαmα，
pp.179 由 20 1. (p. 506)

Sanford states the same thing (139):
The weaknesses and inconsistencies in the Burdenko
Report were dissected in full in the April 1989 Report
ofthe Polish me l11 bers ofthe }oint Polish-Soviet Historical Commission established to examine 'Bl ank
Spots' in their relationship.96
n. 96 p. 153: 'Ekspertyza' , Politykα ， 19 August 1989,
pp ‘ 13..14.
Cienciala and Sanford cite the same issue article in Polityka. Cienciala says we can use the Russian text in 1(，α tynskaia Drama. }ust to
be certain, 1 have checked the Russian text both against the Ma回
ciszewski book Zbrodniα Katynskα : Z Prα c... cited by Cienciala and
against the Polish vetsion in Polityka of August 19, 1989, which
both Sanford and Cienciala cite.
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Maciszewski
‘ Ekspe 吐:yza' ，

Zbrodnia Katynska: Z Prac.. 气 5-36 (::::
Polityka); Kafynskaia Drama pages 179-201

(Maciszewski :::: M; Katynskaia Drama :::: KD)
We saw above that Ciencala (248) also calls this a "devastating critique" of BU. This statement is false. As we shall demonstrate , what
Cienciala calls "the Polish historians' expert assessment" offers no
valid critique of BU at all.
It does make some interesting statements.

* M 21 point 4; KD 184:
'飞 Zwloki

z grob6w I-VII ubrane byly w odziez

zimow牛"

"4. The Corpses from graves
ter clothing."

卜VII

were dressed in win-

That means the Polish POWs had been provided with winter clothing by the Polish Army when captured in September 1939. They
would also have had it whether they were shot in April 一 May
1940, as the Germans claimed , or in September - December 1941 ,
as the Soviets concluded.
No one captured in Russia - or, for that matter, Western Ukraine
Western 8elorussia 叩 would ever abandon winter clothing, no
matter what time of year it was. When they were transferred from
any camp to any other camp or place … say, to execution at Koz'i
Gory - they would have taken their winter clothing with them. If
they had no baggage … no account, German , Soviet, or Polish, says
anything about baggage 曰 they would have worn what they had.
0 1'

* M 22 point 8; KD 185:
W grobach katynskich znalazfy si 写 dokumenty
osobiste pozwalaj 司 ce zidentyfíkowaé 2730 zwlok na
og6ln 司 liczb 写 415 1. Radziecka Komisja Specjalna,
dokonuj 司 c ponownej ekshumacji , nie znalazla
dals吗rch dokumentów osobistych.
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Trα nslated:

In the graves at Katyn were personal documents
which made it possible to identify 2730 ofthe remains
out of a total of 415 1. The Soviet Special commission,
when it carried out a second exhumation, d. id not find
any other personal documents.
That this statement is false is obvious to us today since we now
have a list of documents found by Burdenko Commission investigators and published by Pamiatnykh. 日 ut it was recognizably false
in 1989 too! The final section of BU is titled "Documents Found on
the Bodies." This section refers to letters, postcards, a Catholic
prayer book, and receipts found. These are "personal documents."

* M 23 point 12; KD 186:
"归kt u句rcia

w egzekucjach amunicjiprodukcji

niemieckiej ,
co potem wyjasniono masowym eksportem tej
amunicji do ZSRR
(do roku 1932) oraz do Polski i krajów
nadbahyckich.

Translated:
". the fact ofthe use in the executions ofbullets of
German manufacture , which was later explained by a
massive export of these bullets to the USSR (before
1932) as well as to Poland and the Baltic countries.
This too is a false claim. Wha t' s more , the writers of this chapter
had to know that it is false. At the Madden Commission Hearings in
1952 Gustav Genschow, president of the company that manufactured the "Geco" ammunition that the Germans found at Katyn ,
said that there had been only very small sales of Geco ammunition to the USSR after 1928.
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MιFl豆豆豆 [ofthe

Commission]. Do you know what
caliber of ammunition was used and what kind of pistol was used by the NKVD or the GPU from the year
1933 until the end of the war?
Mr. 阜扭扭扭旦盟. N0; 1 do not know that also , because
since 1928 we did not export large quantities of pistol
ammunition to Soviet Russia;

Mr.F担豆豆i. Did you export any quantities of 7.65 pistol
ammunition to Soviet Russia?

Mr. Genschow. Yes; before 1928, somewhat larger
amounts. But 1 wish to point out that at that time the
stamp on the bottom ofthe cartridge was different
from the one 1 stated before , and after 1928 t: he
quan t:i ties which were exported were small.
Mr. Fl豆豆豆1. But there were some quantities shipped to
Soviet Russia after 1928, of 7.65 ammunition bearing
the "Geco" trade-mark?
Mr.豆豆旦旦且Q盟.

Yes.

1 wish to point out that the trade-mark which was
used before 1933-34, when the latest trade-mark was
introduced , also had the word 飞 eco" in it and "7.65."
There was only the addition oftwo D's slightly under皿
neath the right and left end of the word "Geco." (Mad 胸
den V 1578-9)
On page 35 of AM we read:
AußerhaH> der Gräber wurden eine Anzahl beschossener Pistolenhälsen mit dem Bodenaufdruck "Geco DD
7.65" gefunden..."
Trα nslα ted:

Outside the graves were found a number ofused pistol
shell casings with the headstamp "Geco DD 7.65..."
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The shells mentioned in AM were the 1928-1931 type show in the
middle drawing. Genschow said that the larger exports to the USSR
were before 1928, when the word "Geco" did not appear on the
shells, and were small after that, when the "Geco DD 7.65" shells
were made.
The authors of "the Polish historians' expert assessment" knew
this. They also knew that very few, if indeed any, of those who read
their work in 1988 would have had the ability to check the Ma 小
den Commission hearings , which were at that time available only
in very large librarìes ìn the Unìted States and whìch must have
been much scarcer than that ìn Eastern Europe.

The "Vetoshnikov" question
A Major Vetoshnìkov testified to the Burdenko Commìssìon about
the unsuccessful evacuatìon of Comp 1-0N ìn July 194 1. "Drama"
repeatedly suggests that there was no one named Vetoshnikov:
Wsr6d wymìenianych przez nìch urz写 dnik6w nie bylo
mjr. Wietosznikowa , przedstawionego jako
komendanta Nr 1 一 ON. (M 23; KD 187)
.. z zalogi ujawnìony zostal tylko swiadek mjr
Wietosznìkow, z kt6rym 士 aden z internowanych
polskich oficer6w, kt6ry przezyl obozy, nie zetknql si~.
(M 24; KD 188)
Potwierdzenìem tego maj 司 byé zeznania bli归j
nieznanego mjr Wietosznìkowa , sz句 fa obozu Nr 1- ON.
(M 27; KD 1909)
Translated:
Among the men ìn authorìty named by them [former
Polish POWs] the name of Major Vetoshnìkov, presented [in the BU] as the commander of camp No. 1ON , is not mentioned.
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". ofthe personnel [at camp 1-0N] presented there
was only the witness Major Vetoshnikov, with whom
not a single ofthe Polish officers imprisoned in the
camps, had ever come into contac t.
As confirmation ofthis were to serve the statements
of aMajor Vetoshnikov, commander of camp No. 1-0N,
who was not known to anyone.
Writing years later, Lebedeva also claims that Vetoshnikov never
existed:
Ew; e O,ll, HI1 Mc <þ aJIbC I1中 11 LJ;l1 pOBaHHbIM ,ll, OI< yMeHToM
6bIJI panopT H!W6bI Ha可 aJIbH I1I<a JIarepR NQ 1-0H
((Maì1opa rocY，ll，apcTBeHI-I O 前 6e3onaCHOCT H>> B.M.
BeTolllHHIWBa OT 12 aBrycTa 1941 几 HanpaBJIeHHbI 前
,ll, e Ha可 aJIbH I1I<y YDB I1 ((Ma放 opy roc6e3onaCHOCT H>>
ConpyHeHIW.

CaM BeTOlllH I1 KOB He 中I1 ryp l1 pyeT HI1 B O,ll, HOM 113
,ll, OKyMeHToB YDB I1 I1 JI I1 ,ll, pyroro ynpaBJIeH I1 R HKB ,L(.
TeM He MeHee , B co06 IIJ; eH I1I1 Cne LJ;l1 aJIbHO 前I< OM I1 CC I1I1
I1 MeeTCR CCb川
Ma放 opa r、 oc6e3onacHocn归1 32 .

Translated:
One more falsified document was the report supposedly by the commander of camps No. 1-0N "Major of
State Security" V.M. Vetoshnikov of August 12, 1941 ,
sent, so it was said, to the commander of the UPVI
"Major of State Security" Soprunenko.
Vetoshnikov himself does not figure in a single one of
the documents of the UPVI 01' of any other directorate
ofthe NKVD. Ne飞rertheless， in the report of the Special
commission [the BU] there is a reference to the statements of this mythical major of State Security.32
But in footnote 32 Lebedeva says something differen t:
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B CnpaBI<e MepKyJIOBa 11 K06yJIOBa OH , npaB ,l1. a,
KaIC JIe前 TeHaHTroc6e30naCHOCTI1
(BoeHHo 吨lCmOpUtfeCKUÜ αpXU8. 1990. NQ 1 1. C. 29).

中I1 ryp l1 pyeT

Trα nslα ted:

In the report by Merkulov and Kobulov he [Vetoshnikov] , it is true , figures as a lieutenant of State
Security (Voenno-istoricheskii Arkhiv [sic!] 1990, No.
11, p. 29).
Here is that citation, from Voenno-lstorichesJdi
hiv") 11 (1990) , p.29:

Zhurn α 1

(not "Ark-

HaqaJIbH I1I< JIarep .H NQ 1 回 OH JIe 前 TeHaHT
roc6e30naCHocT I1 BeTOlllH I1 KOB B. M. , ,l1. aBa.H
06b .H CHeH I1 H 0 cY,l1. b6e nopy可 eHHoro eMy JIarep坷， B
CBoëM panopTe Ha 归 MH Ha可 aJIbH I1I<a YnpaBJIeH 阴沉 no
,l1. eJIaM BOeHHOnJIeHI-I b!X 11 I1 HTepH l1 pOBaHHb!X HKBß
CCCP OT 12 aBryCTa 1941 rO ,l1. a n l111I eT: <<noc月 e Toro ,
KaK 虹口 OJIy吨归 JI OT Bac yKa3aH I1 e nO，l1. roTOB I1Tb 乃 arepb
!{ 3BaICya~11 日，虹口 p l1 H双月1{ 3TOMy He06xo ,l1.I1 Mb!e MepbI.
Trα nslα ted:

The commander of camp No. 1-0N Li eutenant of State
Security Vetoshnikov V.M. , explaining the fate of the
camp entrusted to him , in his report to the chief of the
Directorate of POW and Internee Affairs (UDVI) of the
NKVD of the USSR of August 12, 1941 , writes: "After 1
received from you the orde 1' to prepare the camp fo 1'
evacuation, 1 took the essential measures."
This is good evidence that Vetoshnikov did exist and was indeed
the commander of Camp 1-0N in July 194 1. It is not likely that, in
this document marked "top secret" Merkulov and Kobulov would
have fabricated the existence of this man , called him a lieutenant
rather than a major, mentioned this fictional person once, and
never agam.
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It is only necessary to assume that Vetoshnikov did not exist if one
has previously also assumed that no camps 1-, 2- , and 3-0N existed. The Polish "official" version does make this assumption. 8ut
the existence of these camps is documented in the list of documents found on the corpses by the 8urdenko Commission investigators and published on the Internet by Aleksei Pamiatnykh, a fervent advocate of the "official" Soviets-did-it version:
数}
钱

l

滋滋侈的始注销量建

时每盼

重3 营份滋每Jl !或 'U
E辈革IôLl'O衍意《妻儿想想

额

占百挝嗡县县看望

Images 10.1 and 10.2 Burdenko Commission excerpts.
b) Receipt from camp 1-0N of6 April1941 fo 1' accepting from ARASHKEVICH of money in the sum of???
rub.;
c) Receipt from camp 1-0N of 6 May 1941 for accepting from ARASHKEVICH of money in the sum of one
hundred two rubles.

b) Receipt from camp 1-0N of 18 May 1941 for accepting from LEVANDOVSKI E. money in the sum of one
6
hundred seventy-five rubles.

Aleksei Pamiatnyl巾， "I<atynskie materialy. Iz neopublikovannykh materialov I<ommissii
Burdenko" ("I<atyn materials. From the unpublished materials of the Burdenlw Commission."). At http://katynfiles.com/content/pamyatnykh-burdenko-materials.html Pages 18
and 27 ofthe materials.
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Men'shagín

Boris Men'shagin was a lawyer in Smolensk who was appointed
Mayor by the Germans and served ìn that post untìl captured by
the Sovìets. Accordìng to the BU Men'shagìn's notebook (bloknot)
was found after the Soviets lìberated Smolensk ìn September
1943. Some strategìc passages from it are reproduced in the BU.
At the end of this
mg:

Merkulov 回 Kobulov

document we read the follow-

φOTOCH I1 MKI1

C3an l1 Ce员 MeHblllar l1 Ha 113 ero
6JIOKHOTa np 归 3TOM np l1JIaralûTC凡
Translated:

Photocopies with Men'shag Ìl1's notes from his notebook are attached herewìth.'
Most of these notations deal with the persecution and impending
murder of Jews. Only one concerns the Polìsh POWs:
13.Xop;到T JI I1 cpe p; 11 HaCeJIeH I1贝 CJIyx日 o paCCTpeJIe
nOJIbCImX BOeHHOnJI eI-IHbIX B K03[b I1 X] rop[ax]
(YMHOBy).

Translα ted:

13. A1'e the 1'e any 1'umo 1's among the population concerning the shooti l1 g of Polìsh wa 1' prisone 1's in Kozy
Go 1'Y (fo 1' Umnov).。

Men'shagin did not write "shooting .... by the Ge 1' mans." Perhaps
someone could argue that Meri'shagin might have been asking
about shootings of Poles by the Soviets. The context - the rest of
the note has to do with German actions - makes this very unlikely.

7

"8abH lar pod Katyniu? Voellllo-lstorlchesldi Zhu 1'Il al11 (1990) , 1>.35 col. 2.

o lbid. Also

in BU 234.
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But it speaks to the authenticity of this note by Men'shagin. If the
Soviets had faked a note by Men'shagin, would they have made it
so short and so laconic that it did not directly implicate the Ger嗣
mans? Why would the Soviets have fabricated a lengthy account of
shooting of Jews by the Germans and left the question ofwho shot
the Polish POWs to a very brief and ambiguous mention at the
end?
Concerning "Umnov" BU continues as follows:
Umnov, who is mentioned in the note, was the chief of
the Russian police in Smolensk during the early
months of its occupation. (BU 234)
After serving a 25-years sentence for collaboration Men'shagin
was released from a Soviet prison and wrote his memoirs, which
were published by the YMCA Press in Paris in 1988.

If Men'shagin had affirmed what his forme 1' assistant mayo 1'
Bazilevskii had testified at Nu 1' embe 1'g … that Men'shagin knew
that the Germans had killed the Polish prisone 1's 卢 there would be
no "Katyn mystery." Instead Men'shagin says that Bazilevskii's rema 1'ks "completely do not correspond to 1' eality." But Men'shagin
does say that Bazilevskii's 1'emarks about Men'shagin's wanting to
get a friend ofhis released f1'om the Russian camp were accurate.
BAZILEVSKY: In the camp fo 1' Russian prisone 1's of
war known as "Dulag 126" the 1'e prevailed such a severe regime that prisoners ofwar were dying by the
hundreds every day; for this reason 1 tried to free all
those from this camp for whose release a reason could
be given. 1 learned that in this camp there was also a
very well-known pedagogue named Zhiglinski. 1 asked
Menschagin to make representations to the German
Kommandantur of Smolensk, and in particular to Von
Schwe钮， and to plead for the release of Zhiglinski
from this camp.... Menschagin answered my request
with, "What is the use? We can save one, but hundreds
will die." However, 1 insisted; and Menschagin, after
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some hesitation, agreed to put this request to the
German Kommandantur.
(Nuremberg XVII 325).
Bazilevskii testified that Men'shagin told him that the Germans
had told him that the Polish POWs would be killed. Two weeks
later, at the end of September, Men'shagin told him that the Germans had now killed the Poles.
In his memoirs Men'shagin responded strangely.
11 3TOT Ea3 日 JIeBCI<H放 CI<a 3a月，可TO 06 y6 日前 CTBe
nOJIHKOB OH y3Ha月 OTMeH页，可 TO B 41 国 M ro ,ll,y OH
y3HaJI ，可 TO B nJIeH rrona月 11 HaXO ，ll，I1 TC咒 B HeMelWOM
JIa 1' epe B CMOJIeHCKe ero 3HaKoMbüí Kon<yxoBcl<Hì1 .11
rrpOC I1 JI MeH刃， He Mo 1'y JI I1 H nOXJIOnOTaTb 06 e1' o
oCB060n{,lI, eH I1I1. 51 , ,lI, eCKaTb , OXOTHO co 1' JIaC I1 JIC另 Ha
3TO ， Ha 口I1 caJI XO ,ll, aTa I1 CTBO 11 caM rrOHec B
IWM eI-I,[\aTypy. BepHyB lIll1 Cb 113 KOMeH ，lI，aTypbl ，双
C!{a3aJI: <<i-I I1~Je1' o He Bbl 益，lI， eT， nOToMy 可TO B
KOMeH ,lI, aType MHe 06 'b刃 B I1JI I1，飞ITO Bce rrOJIHK I1 6Y,ll, yT
paCC'fpeJI贝 HbI>>. 'll epe3 HeCKOJIbIW ，lI， He 且， np l1，l1，H
oTTy,ll, a, H CHOBa eMy CKa3a月: <<Yn{e paCCTpeJIHHbI>>.
BOT Te ,lI,aI-IHb Je, IWTOpbIM I1 pacnO J1 ara J1
Ea3 日 JIeBCI{日前.

3T I1 CBe，ll， eH I1贝， C00611\eHHbIe Ea311 J1 eBCI<H M,
COBepllleHHO He COOTBeTcTByIOT ,lI, eI1 CTB I1 Te J1 bHOCT I1.
CJ1 y可 a前 ero XO ，ll，aTa前 CTBa 3a K O)l( yXOBCIWfO
，lI，e前 CTB I1TeJIbHO I1 Me J1 MeCTO B aB 1'ycTe 1941 fO ,ll, a. 11π
B036y}K,lI, aJ1 XO，ll，aTa鼓 CTBO 06 ero oCBo60}!{，lI， eH I1日，归
可 epe3 月 HH Tp l1叶 eTbIpe nOCJIe 3T0 1' O XO ,ll, aTa I1 CTBa
Km!{YXOBC!{l1前几日可 HO HB I1J1 CH , oCB06o}!{，lI，eHHb! 前， 11
HaXO ,ll,I1J1 CH B CMO J1 eHCKe rrOC J1 e 3Toro , I1 Me咒 CB OlO
neKapmo Bce BpeMπHeMe l\ KO I1 o!myna l\ 1111 1' opo ,ll, a, a
BnOC J1 e,ll, CTB I1I1 H e1' o BI1,l1, eJ1 B M I1 HCKe B 44 田 M 1' O，ll，y，
1',ll, e OH TO可 HO TaI{ )I{e I1 Me J1 !WH ,lI,I1 TepCI<y IO.
KO }J{yxoBcKo 1' O 3T0 1' OH J1 11可 HO 3 日 aJ1， TaK KaK OH
rrpOXO ,ll,I1J1 CB I1,l1, eTe J1 eM no ,lI, eJ1 y XJ1 e603aBO ,ll, a NQ 2 ,
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pa36 日 pa BllI eMycfl CMOJIeH CI< HM 06JIaCTHbIM Cy,ll, OM B
MapTe 1939 rO ,ll, a. (131)

Translated:
And this Bazilevsky said that he learned about the
murder ofthe Poles from me , that in 1941 he learned
that his acquaintance Kozhukhovsky was taken pris四
oner and was in the German camp in Smolens k. And
he asked me if 1 could request his release. He said that
1 willingly agreed to this , wrote a petition and took it
myselfto the commandant's office. Returning from the
commandant's office, 1 said: "Nothing will come of it,
because in the commandant's office 1 was told that a lI
Poles would be sho t." A few days later , having come
from there , 1 again told him: "They have already been
sho t." These are the facts that Bazilevsky had.
This information, reported by Bazilevsky, is completely untrue. The case ofhis petition for Kozhuk陶
hovsky realI y did take place in August 1941. And 1
filed a petition for his release , and three 0 1' four days
after this petition, Kozhukhovsky persona lIy appeared , released , and was in Smolensk after that, run 崎
ning his bakery alI during the time ofthe German occupation ofthe city, and subsequently 1 saw him in
Minsk in '44, where he also had a confectionery. 1
knew this Kozhukhovsky persona lI y, as he had been a
witness in the case of Bakery No. 2, which the Smolensk Regional Court had examined in March 1939.
The editors of Men'shagin's memoirs note that there is no record
of any Kozhukhovskii , whereas Zheglinskii (with an "e" instead of
an "i") , the name cited by Bazilevskii, is known. Zheglinskii was
released from the German camp "undoubtedly through the efforts
of Men'shagin." Zheglinskii became involved in the pro-Soviet underground , was found out by the Germans , and killed in September
1942 (226-227). Either Men'shagin's memory about these events
was not good or he was dissimulating for some reason.
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for our main interest, the deaths of the Polish POWs ,
Men'shagin claimed that, when he was interrogated by NKVD investigators during his imprisonment first in Smolensk and later in
the Lubianka prison, he had told them that he did not know who
had killed the Poles. (132) But the editors of his memoirs set forth
evidence that this is not the full story either ,

的

In 1970 Men'shagin , while still in a Soviet prison , was called as a
witness in the case of a certain Sviatoslav Karavanskii , who was
charged with anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda. Karavanskii
had written a "testament" and "farewell" in Men'shagin's name but
without telling Men'shagin about this , In them he had stated that
the Soviets had murdered the Poles ,
At Karavanskii's trial Men'shagin testified as follows:
CB I1p, eTeJIb MeHb llI ar l1 H 6.r , nO I<a3aJI，可TO CB 日 311 C
3aI{JIlOyeHHbIM Kap3BaHCK I1 MOH He no p,p, epìK I1 BaJI 11
n l1 CaTb OT cBoero I1 MeH I1 npoBoKa 贝贝 oHHble
3aHBJIeH I1 H no Ta I< Ha3bIBaeMoMy <<KaTbIHcKoMy
p, eJIy>> KapaBaHC I< OMy He nopy可 a几 /];aJIee MeHb llI a rH H
nOHCH I1JI，可TO eMy KaK õbIB llI eMy õyproM l1 cTpy
ropo p, a CMOJIeHCKa 06CTOfITeJIbCTBa yH 阻1l1T0:meHIHI
nOJIbCKHXBOeHHOnJIeHI宜 bIX 0 中 H u;epOB B 1941
ro .n;y He H3B eCTH bI, o .n; Halw OH y6e:m.n;eH，吨TO
nOJIbClme BOeHHOnJIeHHbIe 6blJIH paCCTpeJI组 H bI
HeMe U; KHMH 申aIllHCTaM 盹 (149-150)

Trα nslα ted:

Witness Men'shagin B. G. testified that he had no connection to the prisoner Karavanskii and did not ask
Karavanskii to write in his [Men'shagin可 name the
provocational declarations about the so 回 called "Katyn
affair." Men'shagin further explained that he , the
former mayor òf the city of Smolensk, did not
know the circumstances of the annihilation of the
Polish officer POWs in 1941. However he was con-
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vinced that the Polish POWs had been shot by the
German fascists.
Men' shagin claimed that he did not know the circumstances of the
murder of the Poles but was convinced that the Germans had done
it. This statement is consistent with Men'shagin's statement in his
memoir. It also does not contradict point 13 in his notebook that
he was asked to report to Umnov whether there was "rumors
among the population about the shootings of Polish POWs in Koz'j
Gory."

Back to "The Polish Historians' Expert
Assessment"
Stanis恼w

Kuczynski

In criticism of BU's account of bodies with documents dated after
May 1940 Maciszewski writes:
Jeden z tych dowodów to nie wyslana , kartka
pocztowa , napisana z dat司 20 czerwca 1941 r. , a
nadawcq mial byé Stanislaw Kuczy lÍ. ski. W istocie
rotmistrz tego imienia i nazwiska , wnuk emigranta
polskiego , jednego z organizatorów armii tureckiej ,
przebywal wprawdzie w obozie starobielskim , ale juz
w listopadzie 1939 r. wywieziony zostal w nieznanym
kierunku , zaginql.o nim wszelki sluch. (33)
Translated:
One of these pieces of evidence is an unsent postcard
dated June 20 , 1941 , the author [literally "sender"] of
which was Stanislaw Kuczy lÍ. sk i. In fact a colonel of
cavalry ("rotmistr" in Russian , " rotmistrz" in Polish)
with this first and last name, the nephew of a Polish
emigrant, one ofthe organizers ofthe Turkish army
really was in the Starobel'sk camp , but he had been
sent out ofit in November 1939 to an unknown desti 幽
nation , after which nothing is known about him.
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This is another deliberate deception. For indeed there is α nother
Stanislaw Kuczy lÍ. ski listed as killed in the Katyn murders. He was
a prisoner at Ostashkov. In his Ostashkov list Tucholski records
the following (314 co 1. 1)
Kuczy lÍ. ski Stanislaw
Ur. 31.3.1908 , s. Antoniego i Stanislawy.
Funkcj. PP , posterunek Pruszków,
pow. Warszawa. Prawdop. Ostaszków.
The Soviet transit lists record that Stanislaw Kuczy归 ki was No. 87
in list 037/3 , transferred from Ostashkov on April 20, 1940.
(Tucholski p. 851 #87):
87. KYLJ I1 HCKOrO CTa HHCJIaBa AHTOHOB l1"'-I a, 1908
r.p.
Maciszewski's book is early; perhaps he did not know this. But
Cienciala had to be aware that this Stanislaw Kuczy lÍ. ski was a
prisoner at Ostashkov and that the finding of this 1941 document
of his at Katyn constitutes a serious blow to the "official" version ,
according to which all Ostashkov prisoners were shot at Kalinin
and buried at Mednoe. No doubt this is the reason that she withholds this information from her readers.
Tucholski also records the "Turkish" Stanislaw Kuczy lÍ. ski men 间
tioned in "drama" at Starobel'slι(939) This was a different man.
1414. KY可I1 HCK I1I1-I1 CK I1 H ，lJ. EP 6E I1 CTaHHCJIaB
CTaH.1903
It appears that like Cienciala the authors of "Drama" wanted to
conceal the fact that the body of an Ostashlωv prisoner was found
at Katyn , and therefore had not been shot by the Soviets NKVD at
Kalinin , as the "official" version demands.

Jan Zaluska
Maciszewski writes:
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S司 w

spisie ewidencyjnym pomylki czy falszerstwa;
m.i n. znalazl si 々 na liscie niemieckiej jeden dzis zyj 司 cy
(Remigiusz Bierzanek) i kilku zamordowanych w
okupowanym kraju (np. Plk Jan Zaluska) , ale nie
podwaza to wiarygodnosci podstawowego zestawu
nazwisk ofia 1'. (M 34)
Translα ted:

In the said list the 1'e are e1' rors or falsifications. In par回
ticula 1', in the German list there occur: one person living today (Remigiusz Bier土 anek) and several men
Idlled in occupied Poland (for example, Colonel
Jan Zaluska). However, this does not undermine the
reliability ofthe basic list ofvictims' names.
For the sake of space we will not examine the case of Remigiusz
Bier生 anek. Everyone agrees that he was put on the list of Katyn
victims when in fact he was alive and well in Poland. 9
But we will conside 1' the case of Jan Zaluska. The text mentions
"seve 1'al [POWs in the Ge 1' man list] killed in occupied Poland (fo 1'
example , Colonel Jan Zaluska)." He is cited in Tucholski as a
Kozel'sk prisoner (626 #82):
82. 3A J1 YCKA RHa

AJJe KcaHAPOB I1可 a，

1889 r.p.

Zaluska Jan U1'. 25.5.1889 , s. Aleksand 1'a. Plk piech. sl.
st., dowódca obrony plo t. DOK 11 , legionista. PCK (AM)
N1' 03488. (Tuch. 255 co l. 1-2)
He is in AM on p. 257:
3488. Zaluska, Jan , Obe 1'st, geb. 25. 6. 89 , wohnh.:
Lublin.

See Witold Stankiewicz, "Jak iyj 司 cy Remigiusz He lll'yk Bierzanek znalazl si号 na liscie ofiar
katy lÍ.skich (Glosa do pracy Czeslawa Madajczyka, Dramat katylíski , Warszawa 1989)."

9

Dzieje Najnowsze XXVlIl, No. 4 (1995), 127-130.
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"Virtuti-militari飞

The author of this 1988 document, Jarema Maciszewski , says that
he knows not only about Bier切 nek and Zaluska but about "several" men who are on the German list but were not killed at Katyn
but, rather, in occupied Poland , Unfortunately he identifies only
Zaluska ,
After the publication of Maciszewski' s book Zaluska goes
unmentioned in the accounts of the "official" version of Katyn. He
is listed in the official "Katyn Cemetery Book" (p. 723) without any
indication that he was not shot at Katyn:

Plk Jan ZAtUSKA s, Aleksandra i Agnieszki z Kawalków, U l', 25 V 1889
w maj 'l tku Rachodoszcze , pow , zamojski. Zolnie l' z 1 i III
Bl' ygady Leg ,
Uczestnik bitwy pod Kostiuchnówk司 Od 1918 w sikolnictwie wojskowym
WP , Od 1927 zca dcy 82 pp i dca 8 pp Leg , Plk od 1 1 1933 , W 1938 dca
ob l'ony plo t. OK 11 , Odznaczony VM 5 Id, OOP 4 kI., KW czte l'O kl' otnie ,
Zonaty z Ma l'i司 z Klimontowlczów, 111ial dzieci: Zofi号， Tadeusza i Jerzego ,
CAW, AP 6993 , 9449, 9378 , 74, ,VM 77-7458, OOP 1/211, KN 6 VI 1931; MiD WTN , L.w,
z 1940: AM 3488 ,
Cemetery book entry recreated based upon original entry.
Co l. Zaluska is also in Gur'ianov , Ubíty v J(，α tyní (2013) on p. 338:
3a Jl ycl<a HH (Z，α luslíαjα II s. Alelísα lldl'α 1 Agllieszlíi) ,
PO ,ll.. B 1889 r. B HMem1H Pa ,ll. oxo I.IJ; e 3aMoHCKoro
口 oBRTa J1 ro-BJIHHCKOro B-Ba ，口 OJII<O BHHI<，
KOMaH，ll.yro~日前 nBO II KopnyCHoro OI<pyra , }l<H JI B r.
月 ro6JIHH. ìK eHaT , HMeJI TpOHX )J， eTeH 圃 no
COCTO贝 HHro Ha 28.10.1939 cO，ll.epmaJIc咒 B IO)!<CKOM
JIarepe BOeHHOnJIeHHbIX , [B HOR6pe HJIH Ha可 aJIe
，ll. eKa6pπ1939 r. npH6bIJI B K03eJIbCKH H: JIarepb ,], 0709.04 , 1940* HanpaBJIeH B pacnopmI< eHHe
HaqaJIbHHKa YHKB )J, no CMOJIeHcI<O前 06月. (cnHCOKnpe ,ll. nHcaHHe NQ 015/20T [05 , 04.1940]) ,
[paCCTpeJIRH B nepHO ,ll. 09. 四 1 1. 1940*]. 圈
3KcryMa风HR: repMaHC I<aπCyT。可 HaR cBo ,ll. Ka OT
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28.05.1943 , NQ 3488 B CTIHCKe AM.

圈 N-415-82-1151

3aJIycKa 贝 H AJIeKCaHAPoBH吨， N r 69 皿 1320T飞

AJIeKCaHAPoBH可， y可归 TeJIb

[!], 3 日 a可 HTC刃 B CnHCKe
BOeHHOTIJIeHHbIX reHepaJIOB H CTap 四日X 0 中 H IJ， epOB
OT 28.10.1939;V-99 回 03488; AM-257-3488; PCK:
GARF嗣 127-03488. APL ,- 47-03488 , APL ,- 18403488 ， MUZ. ， -46-03488;GK-177 嗣 3488;NKW-170-

03488;MOSZ-213;JT-255; M 胸 1990/(3-4)-428; KC-723;
PK p03bICK 1946. 1949 rr.; RK; R039-8 , 512.
There is no mention here either of his being killed in occupied Poland , as stated in the text recommended by Cienciala.
Cienciala and Sanford certainly knew about this claim of Maciszewski's that Co l. Zaluska and other men named in the German
AM list were in fact not killed at Katyn but in occupied Poland. But
they do not mention it. Why? Why, for example, don't they contest
it? They could have claimed that Maciszewski was mistaken , and
explained what they believed the real situation to be.
Certainly the Polish proponents of the "official" Soviets 四 did-it version must have discussed this potentiàlly embarrassing statement
by Maciszewski. But they pass over it in silence. This suggests that
they do not want anyone to notice it. That is quite likely. An admis回
sion that Maciszewski was mistaken would require investigation
into what the basis of his statement was. It is yet another admis四
sion that the German AM list is not correct.
But the whole "official" version rests upon the reliability of the
German AM! Logically a reader would conclude that if Zaluska and
"several others" on the German AM list, including Remigiusz
Bier归 nek， were not shot at Katyn , others on the German AM list
might not have been shot there either. Such an admission would
threaten to dismantle the "official" version of Katyn.
Alternatively, Cienciala and Sanford could suggest that Maciszewski's statement is incorrec t. But that would call into qu 四"
tion Cienciala's repeated claim that Maciszewski's document is a
"devastating critique" ofthe BU.
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In either case, Cienciala's and Sanford's silence about this state 嗣
ment by Maciszewski , which counters their claims, is intriguing , It
is certainly a sign that they wish to hide something ,

False charge of falsification
Maciszewski states:
Czy dokumenty tysi写 cy ofiar mogly zostaé generalnie
sfalszowane , jak mogloby wynikaé z "Komunikatun
Komisji Specjalnej?

Translated:
Was it possible [for the Germans] to falsi 市 the documents ofthousands ofvictims , as that can be inferred
from the Report of the Special commission [that is ,
BU]?
De Montfort made the same false accusation. As we have already
shown , BU does not at all imply that the Germans "falsified docu 同
ments of thousands of victims Rather, BU implies that the Germans took from the corpses all the documents they could find that
were dated after April巾lay 1940.
,1I

Moskovskaia's 日 U

statement

Burdenko Commission witness A. M. Moskovskaia stated that she
hid an escaped Soviet POW named Nikolai Yegorov in her shed and
fed him. Yegorov told Moskovskaia that he and other Soviet POWs
were assigned to take all the documents out of the pockets of the
corpses at Katyn and then replace them. Yegorov was captured by
the Germans , When interrogated by them Moskovskaia told the
Germans that she knew nothing of the Soviet POW's presence in
her shed and was released.
"Drama" states the following about Moskovskaia's testimony:
Zeznanie A. M. Moskowskiej powtarzaj 司 ce relacjQ M,
Jegorowa, radzieckiego jenca wykorzystanego
rzekomo przy obróbce trupów, nie jest
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przekonywaj 司 ce i nie ma potwierdzenia w innych
zeznaniach. (M 35)
Trα nslated:

The testimony of A.M. Moskovskaia , which repeated
the account ofM. Egorov , a Soviet prisoner, who was
allegedly employed in work with the corpses, is unconvincing and is not confirmed by other testimony.
It is true that Moskovskaia's story is not directly confirmed. But
that does not mean it is false. Rather, it suggests an important
question: Can anything in the Burdenko Commission testimony be
independently confirmed? The answer is: Yes.

Testimony that the Germans Trucked In Bodies from
Elsewhere
Testimony that the Germans had trucked towards Katyn corpses
from other sites is given in BU by three witnesses: P.F. Sukhachev,
Vladimir Afanasievich Yegorov, and Frol Maximovich YakovlevSokolov. (BU 241-242)
This is confirmed by four archival documents cited by Valentin
Sakharov from Soviet partisan groups attesting to reports by escaped Red Army POWs that the Germans had dug up bodies from a
Smolensk cemetery, including bodies of Red Army soldiers killed
in the defense of Smolensk in 1941, and trucked them to Katyn.
Three reports are dated late July 1943. All four documents report
the same thing. In a previous chapter we examined a document
that we independently verified by obtaining a photocopy directly
from the State Li brary ofthe Smolensk Oblast'.

Evaluating this evidence
The partisan reports do confirm the testimony of the three wit问
nesses recorded in the BU. No objective student would conclude
that the partisan reports are a fabrication , concocted by the Soviets in a far但 sighted attempt to provide documentation for a future
attempt to counter the German AM. The paragraphs cited occupy
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less than a page in a 10 制 page long report of partisan activities. In
July 1943 the Gennans were still in Smolensk and also in Katyn ,
which is about 25 miles to the west of Smolensk. The partisans
were still engaged in fighting the German occupation. Smolensk
was not liberated until September 25 , 1943.
Yet if one does not take the position - unsupported by any evidence - that the partisan reports are fabrications , the genuineness
of the German AM is destroyed. And this confirms other evidence
that negates any claim to evidentiary validity ofthe German AM.
Therefore , the partisan reports are confirmatory evidence that the
German AM has been seriously falsified and is not valid evidence
for the "official" version of Katyn. At the same time , the partisan
reports are confirmatory evidence in favor ofthe credibility of BU.

Conclusion about Maciszewski and "The Polish Historians'
Expert Assessment"
Cienciala calls this essay a "devastating critiqlle of the BlI rdenko
Commission repor t." (248; 337; n. 113 p. 506) Sanford (139) echoes this claim. But this claim is entirely without validity.
It is hard to believe that Cienciala and Sanford cOllld really have
believed that this document was any kind of critique of the BU , let
alone a "devastating" one. BlI t a powerful desire to believe and
remain loyal to a preconceived idea - in this case , the "official" ver惆
sion of Katyn - can clolld the reason of otherwise intelligent persons. If one's bias dictates that the "official" version must be true ,
has to be true , than it follows that the BU mllst be false.
It appears that Cienciala and Sanford were deliberately deceiving
their readers , counting on the fact that not one in. a thousand
would study this essay, whether in Maciszewski's book, in Politylw ,
in Dram α t j(，α 伊flski， 0 1' in Russian in "Katynskaia drama" in order
to check to see whether their statements abollt it were accurate.
So one might conclude that Cienciala and Sanford are deliberately
lying , deceiving their readers.
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But 1 think it is also possible that, blinded by their bias, they saw
what they wanted to see , like
臼
e the onlookers in the 挝
s tory "The Em 回
peror句"s New Clothes." 0 1', perhaps, both. Whatever the case may
be , their works are a good negative example of how a lack of devotion to objectivity, to discovering the truth no matter whose preconceived ideas are shattered , ruins any possibility of good research.

Kathleen Harriman's Letter
During the Burdenko Commission investigations Kathleen Harriman went to Katyn with her father Averell Harriman , U.S. ambassador to the USS R. On January 28 , 1943 , she wrote a long account
of her trip in a letter to her sister Mary and to Pamela Churchill:
The Katyn Forest turned out to be a small measly pine
tree woods. We were shown the works by a big Soviet
doctor who looked like a chef in white peaked cap ,
white apron , and rubber gloves. With relish he
showed us a sliced Polish brain carefully placed on a
dinner plate for inspection purposes. And then we began a tour to each and every one ofthe seven graves 圃
We must have seen a good many thousand corpses 0 1'
parts of corpses, all in varying degrees of decomposition , but smelling about as bad. (Luckily 1 had a cold ,
so was less bothered by the stench than others.) Some
ofthe corpses had been dug up by the Germans in the
spring of '43 after they'd first launched their version
of the story. These were laid in neat orderly rows ,
from six to eight bodies deep. The bodies in the remaining graves had been tossed in every which way.
All the time we were there , the regular work of exhuming continued by men in army uniform. Somehow
1 didn't envy them! The most interesting thing , and the
most convincing bit of evidence, was that every Pole
had been shot through the back ofthe head with a single bulle t. Some of the bodies had their hands tied be 阳
hind their backs , all ofwhich is typically German. Next
on the program we were taken into post mortem
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tents. These were hot and stuf市 and smelt to high
heaven. Numerous post mortems were going on, each
and every body is given a thorough going over, and we
witnessed several . . . personally. 1 was amazed at how
whole the corpses were. Most still had hair. Even 1
could recognize their internal organs and they still
had a good quantity of 1噜ed colored "firm" meat on
their thighs. . . You see, the Germans say that the Russians killed the Poles back in '40 , whereas the Rus 恫
sians say the Poles weren't killed until the fall of '41 ,
so there's quite a discrepancy in time. Though the
Germans had ripped open the Poles' pockets,
they'd missed so酬 e written documents. While I
was watching, they found one letter dated the
10
跚跚跚 er of ' 41 , which is damned good evidence.
She must be referring to the Stanis-l: aw Kuczynski letter:
9. On body No. 53: An unmailed postcard in the polish
[sic] language addressed Warsaw Bagatelia 15,
apartment 47 , to Irene Kuczinska , and dated June 20 ,
1941. The sender is Stanislaw Kuczinski. (BU 246247)
Kathleen Harriman repeated this in the formal report she made
after visiting Katyn:
Despite the thoroughness of the pocket ripping by the
Germans , out ofthe seven hundred corpses the Commission have so far investigated 146 items have been
found. The earliest date was found on a postcardMarch 1940… and the latest-an unmailed postcard
dated June 20 , 1941. (Madden Vo l. 7 p. 2138)

10

Quoted in Goeffl'ey Robe l' ts, I'The Wa l' time CO l'l'espondenc巳 of Kathleen Ha l'l' iman." Har-

rimall Magazille, Winte l', 2015 , p.
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Averell Harriman confirmed this in his memoirs published in
1975 .1 1
At the Congressional Madden Commissio l1 hearings held in 1952 a blatantly anticommunist affair that set out to prove the Soviets
guilty 曰 Kathleen Harriman (here called by her married name,
Kathleen H. Mortimer) did not admit that she had personally seen
the document in question removed from the corpse.
Mr.M豆豆且旦旦旦扭z.

But these exhibits that you referred
to as having been found on the corpses, were not
taken from the corpses in your presence, they were in
a museum at the time?
That is right-in Smolensk, which was
some distance away.

M监.Mo 且出垒r.

(Madden Vo l. 7 p. 2145).
There is no reason to think that Kathleen Harriman lied in the let嗣
ter to her sister and to Pamela Churchill of January 1944. Rather,
there is every reason to suppose thatat the Madden Committee
she bent her testimony to the winds of the Cold War, which were
blowing hard in 1952. He创r咱. ，fa归t由
he
创r噜 does not men
川
忧削
11
tion his daugl挝
1让te
创r‘"
Madden Commission te臼stimony in his memoir accoun t.
Sanford states:
The silly Harriman girl, however, allowed herself to be
used by Roosevelt and the State Department, subsequently, in support of the thesis of German guil t. (139)
To call Harriman's report "silly" is a dishonest attempt at an ad
hominem argumen t. Kathleen Harriman's report of January 1944 is
quite crìtical of the Sovìet attempt to persuade the correspondents

11 W. Averell Harriman and Elie Abe l. Specíal Envoy to Churchill and Stalin1941-1946. New
Yor k: Random House , 1975 , p. 302.
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and others present, and rather skeptical of the Soviet performance
in genera l. She was certainly no "dupe."
Neither Cienciala nor Sanford can explain the documents found on
the corpses except to suggest that they were "planted." We have
demonstrated that the Kozìetulski documents could not have been
planted , and that this fact strongly suggests that the rest of the
documents found on the bodies by the Burdenko Commission investigators are also genuine.

Conclusion on the Burdenko Commission
Both Cienciala and Sanford claim that the BU has been refuted.
This is a false claim. There have been several attempts to refute it.
All are incompetent, dishonest, 0 1' both , and can be shown to 臼lsify
and prevaricate , as we have done here.
In reality, BU has never been disproven on any essential points. lt
remains the single most accurate account to date of the mass murders of Polish prisoners at the Katyn (Koz'i Gory) site.

Chapter

11 回 Nuremberg，

the Madden

Commission
Nuremberg
Dr Marko Markov of Bulgaria had been one of the medical experts
in the team assembled by the Germans to go to Katyn and endorse
their version of events. He testified at the Nuremberg trials on July
1, 1946.
Cienciala:
...three witnesses were heard for the prosecution: the
former deputy mayor of Smolensk, Boris Bazilevsky, a
professor of astronomy; the Bulgarian forensic medicine expert Professor Anton MarlωMarkov， who had
testified in support of Soviet guilt in 1943 but now
testified in support of German guilt; and Victor Prozorovsky, a Soviet professor of forensic medicine and a
member ofthe Burdenko Commission. (232)
The statement in boldface above is false. Markov did not "testify in
support of Soviet guilt in 1943." Here is everything that Markov
stated in the German Report (AM):
Aus den Zeugenaussagen , den bei den Leichen aufgefundenen Briefschaften, Tagebüchern , Zeitungen usw.
ergibt sich , daß die Erschießungen in den Monaten
März und April1940 stattgefunden haben. (118)
Translated:
From the witness testimony and the correspondence,
diaries , newspapers , etc. found on the corpses, it follows that the shootings took place in the months of
March and April1940.
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This is 110t testimony of any kind , let alone scientific testimony
based on examination of any of the corpses. At Nuremberg Markov
stated that he neither spoke to any of the witnesses nor read any
ofthe documents. Here he and the other scientists simply 1'epeated
what the Ge 1' mans clearly demanded from them.
Here is Ma 1'kov's only conclusion in the German Report based on
his examination of a co 1' pse:
Wegen de 1' teilweisen Ve 1'seifung der Leiche muß man
annehmen , daß der Tod um mehr als 1 Jahr zurückUegt. (128)
Translated:
Because of the partial saponification of the corpse , one
must assume that death had occur 1' ed more than one
year earlier.
"More than one year" could indicate eithe 1' Ge 1' man 01' Soviet guilt.
We shall see below that Markov 1'eally thought that the body could
not have been b Ul臼 d for mo 1' e than 18 months. He could ha 1'dly
w 1' ite this when he was at the me 1'cy of the Germans. And even if,
careless of his own safety, he had done so , the Germans certainly
would not have p 1'inted it.
Cienciala had to know all this. It is hard to avoid the conclusion
that she was deliberately lying here. She had studied the German
report, so she knew that Markov had never "testified in suppo 1' t of
Soviet guil t."
But Cienciala says nothing about the testimony of any of the
three Nuremberg witnesses who supported German guilt at
Katyn. In particular she has nothing to say about Markov's
testimony, which is indeed devastating … but to the "offícial"
version , not the Soviet, case.
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Markov's Nuremberg Testimonyl
In his Nuremberg testimony Markov dispelled any illusions about
the supposedly scientific evidence given in the report by the medical experts called to Katyn by the Germans.
1. Only eight corpses in all were examined.

The only part of our activity which could be characterized as a scientific, medico-Iegal examination were the
autopsies carried out by certain members ofthe commission who were themselves medico-Iegal experts;
but there were only seven or eight of us who could lay
claim to that qualification , and as far as 1 recall only
eight corpses were opened. Each of us operated on
one corpse , except Professor Háj 饨， who dissected two
corpses. Our further activity during these 2 days con 同
sisted of a hasty inspection under the guidance of
Germans. It was like a tourists' walk during which we
saw the open graves;
2. The scientific team never examined any of the documents from
the graves.

The documents which we saw in the glass cases had
already been removed from the bodies before we ar圄
rived ... We did 110t carry out any scientific examination of these papers. As 1 have already told you , these
papers were exhibited in glass cases and we did not
even touch them.
3. Markov concluded that the bodies had been buried for no more
than 12 … 18 months.

1

Markov's testimony is in Trial ofthe Major War Crimillals Vo l. XVl l. lt is available online:
1-46.asp (towards the end) and

http://avalon .l aw.yale.edu/imt/O 机 o

h忧p:/lavalon .l aw.yale.edu/imt/07-02 同 46.asp
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MR. COUNSELLOR SMIRf斗 OV: 1 would like you to answer the following question. Did the medico-legal investigations testify to the fact that the corpses had
been ìn the graves already for 3 years?
MARKOV: As to that question 1 could judge only from
the corpse on which 1 myself had held a post mortem 圃
The condition of this corpse , as 1 have already stated,
was typical of the average condition of the Katyn
corpses. These corpses were far removed from the
stage of disintegration ofthe soft parts, since the fat
was only beginning to turn into wax. In my opinion
these corpses were buried for a shorter period of time
than 3 years. 1 considered that the corpse which 1 dissected had been buried for not more than 1 year 0 1' 18
months.
". Yes , quite righ t. 1 had the impression that they had
been buried for not more than a year and a hal f. (Trial
337 国 8)

4. Markov could not say this while at Katyn because it would have
contradicted the German version.
MR. COUNSELLOR SMIRI可 OV: Was a deduction contained in the record you made regarding the autopsy?
MARKOV: My record ofthe autopsy contained only a
desc 1'iption without any con cI usion.
MR. COUNSELLOR SMIRNOV: Why?
MARKOV: Because f1'om the papers which we 1'e given
to us there 1 understood that they wanted us to say
that the corpses had been in the ground fo 1' 3 years ."
Inasmuch as the objective deduction 1'ega 1'ding the
autopsy 1 perfo 1' med was in contradiction with this
version , I did not make any deductions.
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MR. COUNSELLOR SMIRl吁 OV: Consequently you did
not make any deduction because the objective data of
the autopsy testified to the fact that the corpses had
been in the ground , not 3 years , but only 18 months?
MARKOV: Yes, that is quite correc t.
MARKOV: Most ofthe members ofthe delegation who
performed the autopsies in the Katyn wood made
their deductions without answering the essential
question regarding the time the corpses had been buried ... The only one who gave a definite statement in
regard to the time the corpses had been buried was
Professor Miloslavich from Zagreb , and he said it was
3 years. However, when the German book regarding
Katyn was published , 1 read the result ofhis impartial
statement regarding the corpse on which he had per蛐
formed the autopsy. 1 had the impression that the
corpse on which he had performed the autopsy did
not differ in its stage of decomposition from the other
corpses. This led me to think that his statement that
the corpses had been in the ground for 3 years did not
coincide with the facts of his description.

Dr. Ferenc Orsós and his Notion of "Pseudocallus"
Dr Ferenc Orsós was the only medical expert whom the Germans
called both to Katyn and to Vinnitsa, the Ukrainian city where the
Germans staged a similar exhumation with expert witnesses and a
repor t.
We noted above 白
t ha
时t 臼
0 r噜'só
创
s wa
囚
s
pro- Nazi fanatic. According to
anticommunist historian:

"平
pro
咽'0 阳 Ge
创r唱ma
刷
an

Istvá
缸n

Deák, himself a very

Orsós was not only a medical expert but also an outright fascist and an anti-Semite , who demanded that
there be no Jewish doctors at all in a profession about
one half ofwhose members were Jews. Nor was Professor Orsós satisfied with fighting the Jewish threa t.
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On July 18, 1941 , during a debate in the Hungarian
Upper House on the third anti-Jewish Law forbidding
marriage as well as sexual intercourse between Jews
and Christians, Orsós demanded that the ban be ex蝇
tended to marriage and intercourse between Gypsies
and Hunga 1'ians. In presenting his case , O1'sós used the
typical National Socialist a 1'gument that while "pure"
Gypsies were A1'yans and the 1'efo 1'e members of an acceptable 1'ace , Gypsíes of mixed blood turned out to be
the worst criminals, and the 1'efore thei 1' p 1'oc 1' eation
must be stopped. As we know, the SS deported and
killed du 1'ing the wa 1' mostly such Gypsies whom it
judged to be of mìxed racial he 1'itage.
Unfo 1' tunately fo 1' O1'sós , the la 1'gely a 1' ìstoc 1'atìc members ofthe Upper House made fun ofhìs a 1'gument,
and did not take actìon against Gypsy回 Hungarian love
affaì 1's. Nor was the antì-Nazi Mìnìster of Interior Fer.畸
enc Keresztes-Fischer amenable to Orsós's call that
Jewish doctors be kept away from christian patients.
Jewish doctors remained free to treat Christian pa国
tients until after the German occupation of Hungary
on March 19 , 1944. Orsós and the MONE then submit回
ted to the Gestapo a list of Jewish doctors , many of
whom died as a resul t. As in Nazi Germany, the Hungarian medical profession was heavily Nazified ,
whereas the legal profession, for instance, remained
conside 1'ably more independent throughout the war.
One might think that Professor Orsós deserved some
punishment for his deeds , perhaps even the execution
that, according to Professor Thuróczy, was hìs regrettable fate. ln fact , however, Orsós was not executed.
On December 6 , 1944, he left Budapest with the re 回
treating German army and settled in Halle am Saale,
from where he moved to the University of Mainz in
West Germany in 1946. There he lived as a respected
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Professor of Artistic Anatomy until his retir它 ment in
1955. Orsós died in Mainz on July 25 , 1962.'"

This criminal history did not prevent the Madden Commission
from calling the Nazi Orsós as a witness.
Neither Cienciala, 110r Sanford - nor, to my knowledge ， α ny of the
other works that set forth the "official" Soviets-did-it version of
Katyn 血 even mention Ors缸， Nazi collaboration. To do so would
comp 1' omise the supposed "objectivity" of the conclusions of the
medical commission , headed by O 1's归， which was called by the
Nazis to Katyn.
It is cI ear from AM that ûrsós was summoned because of a single
article he had published in a Hungarian medical journal in 194 1. In
it he concluded that the presence in the skull of a corpse of a hard
substance he called "pseudocallus," formed from the decomposition of brain matter, proved that the skull had been buried for at
least three years. 3 This fact, and even the word "pseudocallus" itself, was unknown to Markov and , Markov believed , to all the other
scientists as wel l.
SMIRNOV: [Turning to the witness.] Were there many
skulls with signs of so-called pseudocallus shown to
the members ofthe commission? WiIl you please give
an exact explanation of this term of Professor Orsós.
MARKOV: Professoi' Orsós spoke to us regarding
pseudocallus at a general conference of the delegates.
That took place on 30 April , in the afternoon , in the

2

Le 忧巳 r

to the editor, New York Review o[ 800ks, March 24, 1994.

Ors6s Ferenc. "A halál utáni csontmésztelenedés, - szuvasodás és pseudocallus." Orvosi
- 85. (1941) 11., p.140-141 目 ("Post mortem decalcification, callus, and pseudocallus
on bones.") 1obtained this a1' tícle from the George F. Smíth Líbra1'Y of Rutge 1's Unive 1'síty
Medical School in Newark, NJ. My thanks to ll1 y fríend Laszlo Berkowí钮， who orally translated this a1' ticle fo 1' ll1 e in 1988 目 Since then 1have located and studíed this article ín its
Ger ll1 an translatiou f1' om1954: F. 01' s6s, "Postmortale Decalcínation, Caries und Pseudocallusbildung." Deu 臼che Zeitsc/J r忻州 r Gesamte Gerichtlic/J e Medizin434 (1-2) 1954, pp. 47-53.
3

/J etilap.
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building whe 1' e the field laboratory of 0 1'. Butz in
Smolensk was located.
Professo 1' Orsós desc 1'ibed the te 1' m pseudocallus as
meaning some sediment of indissoluble salt, of calcium , and other salts on the inside ofthe c1' anium.
Professo :r O:rsós stated that, acco :rding to his observations in Hunga :ry , this happened if the
co :r pses have been in the g:r ound fo :r at least 3
years. When Professor Orsós stated this at the scien惆
tific conference, none of the delegates said anything
either咽 for 0 1' against it. 1 deduced from that that this
term pseudocaUus was as unknown to the other
delegates as it was to me.
MR. COUNSELLOR SMIRNOV: Tell me this , please. Oid
you notice any pseudocallus on the skulls of the
corpses on which you and your colleagues performed
autopsies?
MARKOV: On the skull ofthe corpse on which 1 performed an autopsy, there was some sort of pulpy substance in place ofthe brain, but 1 never noticed any
sign of pseudocallus. The other delegates afte 1' the ex罔
planation of Professor Orsós likewise did not state
that they had found any pseudocallus in the other
4
skulls. Even Butz and his co-wo :rl{ers, who had examined the corpses before our arrival, did not
mention any sign of pseudocallus.
Later on , in a book which was published by the Germans and which contained the report of Butz, 1 noticed that Butz referred to pseudocallus in order to
give more weight to his statement that the corpses
had been in the ground for 3 years.

4

CO l' rect spellíng: Buhtz.
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MR. COUNSELLOR SMIRf叶 OV: That is to say, that ofthe
11 ,000 corpses only one skull was submitted to you
which had pseudocallu日
MARKOV: That is quite correc t.

The Conditions under which Markov Signed the Repo 吐
Markov stated that he felt he had no choice but to sign the repor t.
MR. COUNSELLOR SMIRf可 OV: Yes , Mr. Presiden t.

1 would ask you , Witness, to interrupt the reply to this
question and to answer the following one: At the time
you signed this general report ofthe commission, was
it quite clear to you that the murders were perpetrated in Katyn not earlier than the last quarter of
1941 , and that 1940, in any case , was excluded.
MARKOV: Yes, this was absolutely clear to me and
that is why I did not make any deductions in the min 帽
utes which 1 made on my findings in the Katyn wood.
MARKOV: Around noon we arrived at the airport
which was called Bela. The airport was apparently a
military airfield because ofthe temporary military
barracks 1saw there. We had dinner there and immediately after dinner, notwithstanding the fact that we
were not told that the signing of the minutes would
take place on the way to Berlin, we were submitted
copies ofthe protocol for signature. During the signing
a number of military persons were present, as there
were no other people except milítary personnel on
thís airfield. 1 was rather strucl{ by the fact that on
the one hand the records were already completed
in Smolensk but were not submi枕ed to us for sign 四
ing there , and on the other hand that they did not
wait till we arrived in Berlin a few hm日's later.
They were submitted to us for signing at this iso 阴
lated military airfield. This was the reason why 1
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signed the report, in spite of the conviction nhad
acquired during the autopsy which 1 had performed at Smolens k.
MR. COUNSELLOR SMIRNOV: That is to say, the date
and the locality which are shown in the protocol are
incorrect?
MARKOV: Yes, that is so.
DR. STAHMER: Did you consider the task you had to
carry out there a political one or a scientific one?
MARKOV: 1 understood this task from the very first
moment as a political one and therefore 1 tried to
evadei t.
Markov Noted that the German Report
Remains

Li ed about Insect

We have already noted the issue of insect remains as one of the
many contradictions in the German Report (AM). Markov noted
this too.
MARKOV: As to the insects and their larvae , the assertion of the general report that none were discovered is
in flagrant contradiction to the conclusions of Professor Palmieri , which are recorded in his personal minutes concerning the corpse which he himself dissected , In this protocol , which is published in the same
German White Book, it is said that there were traces of
remains of insects and their larvae in the mouths of
the corpses.
Markov Testifiθd He Had Signed the Report Under Duress
DR. STAHMER: Witness , at the beginning ofmy examination you stated that you were fully aware of the
political significance ofyour tas k. Why, then , did you
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desist from protesting against this report which
was not in accord with your scientific conviction?
MARKOV: 1 have already said that 1 signed the proto 恻
col as 1 was convinced that the circumstances at this
isolated military airfield offered no other possibility,
and therefore 1 could not make any objections.
DR.

STAHMER: 叭!hy

did you not take steps later on?

MARKOV: My conduct after the signing ofthe protocol
corresponds fully to what 1 am stating here , 1 repea t. 1
was not convinced ofthe truth ofthe German version
... Because ofthe political situation in which we found
ourselves at that moment, 1 could not make a public
statement declaring the German version was wrong.
There is no evidence that Markov was "forced" to testify at Nuremberg. If he had wanted to do so he could have claimed political
asylum while he was in West Germany. He did not, so there is no
reason to think that his testimony at Nuremberg was compelled in
any way. Markov states repeatedly that he felt compelled to sign
the report in AM which concluded that the Katyn corpses had been
buried three years earlier although this contradicted his own view.
Cienciala certainly knew that Markov's testimony was indeed dev嗣
astating - but to the German and Polish anticommunist version
that the Soviets were guilty. If Cienciala had been an objective, responsible historian she would have examined Markov's testimony,
conceded that it contradicts the "official" version , and moved on.
Instead , she dishonestly conceals this from her readers, who will
not know it.

Hájek
Cienciala does not mention Dr. Frantisek Hájek's testimony at all!
His name does not even appear in her book. Yet Háje k, a member
of the German Commission , published a book with his CI让icisms of
the German Report:
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Frantisek Hájek Dükazy Katynské [Katyn Evidence].
[Praha] , [Spolek ceských lékar坷， [1946r
Hájek repeated the main points of this 1945 book in shorter form
in an interview of March 9 , 1952 in the Czech newspaper Lidovα
demokrα cÍe， in which he criticized the US Congress's Madden
Commission hearings. It was reprinted in the Soviet newspaper
Prα vdαon March 12 , 1952. 6
Hájek's criticism of the German AM could accurately be described
as IIdevastating." Neither Cienciala nor Sanford discuss it or
Markov's critiques of the German repor t. Neither Hájek's book nor
his interview have been published in English translation.
Some sources claim that Hájek was arrested by Soviet authorities
and forced to write the book in which he refutes the German repor t. 1 can find no evidence that this happened. Evidently, Hájek
himself never made this claim, for surely the anticommunist Czech
writers on Katyn would have mentioned it. But Hájek did claim
that he acted out of fear of the Germans, both at Katyn and upon
his return to Gerrnan 四 occupied Czechoslovakia.
Here 1 reproduce a few quotations from H 勾此's book and his 1952
article that show how damaging Hájek's testimony is to the "official" version of Katyn.
Snad nekdo namítne , ze moje úvaha nemá také
významu , ponevad 主 z vdecnosti k Rusum , kterí n必
národ osvobodili, nemohu jinak mluvit i. Mne vsak jde
o to , aby historik, který by chtel otázku katynskou
re吕 iti ， mel podklad v duvodech , které uvedu. Kdybych
mlcel , zdálo by se，注 e souhlasím s Nemci a 主 e tedy

OCLC # 14747046 It can be downloaded in a dual-language Russian-Czech side by side
version at http://katynbooks.narod.ru/Hájek/Hájek_rus_cz.html

5

The Russian translation of this article was reprinted in the Sovi巳 t jou l'l1al Voenno(1991) pp. 68- 的， now online at http://www.katynbooks.rujarchivejvizhj1991-08_0 1.html
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trvám na svém podpisu, t. j. na tom , ze popravy
poIských dustojníku byly provedeny na jare 1940. (6)
Translated:
Perhaps some may argue that my idea is not important because, in gratitude to the Russians who liberated our nation , 1 cannot speak otherwise. But my
point is that the historian who would Ii ke to soIve the
issue of Katyn , has a basis in evidence that 1 w ilI cite. If
1 had remained silent, it would seem that 1 agree with
Germans and maintain with my signature [on the expert report in AM] , i. e. the ，fa归c时t that executions of PO叫l 圄
i怡
sh offi
且ic
臼
ers we
盯re carr
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川
l川t in the 叩
s pr叫ing of 1940.

Ve výpovedi tohoto svedka je plno rozporu. Jiní
svedkové udávali，主 e Iesík byI ohrazen 2 m vysokým
drátem ，主 e byl strezen ozbrojenou str位 í a nikdo
nemel do neho prfstupu. Tento svedek tvrd f，注 e v okolf
zámku se nesmely v ony dny sbírati houby. Ostatne je
te呈ko veriti，主 e by v dubnu nebo v kvetnu v tech
mfstech rostly houby. Také je nepravdepodobné , ze by
ze vzdálenosti 50 m vecer nebo v noci mohI
rozpoznati typicky 呈idovské obliceje. (10)
Translated:
In the confessions of this witness there were many
contradictions. Other witnesses testified that the Ii ttle
woods was secured by two-meter barbed wire ,
guarded by armed men , and that no one could enter it.
This witness asserts that around the castle in those
days one could gather mushrooms. Also , it is hard to
beIi eve that in April 0 1' May there were mushrooms
growing there. It is also unlikely that a distance of 50
m in the evening 0 1' at night one could recognize a
typically Jewish face.
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Jest podivné，王 e nemecká správa, kdy呈 ji主 si dala tolik
práce , nevypátrala a nevyslechla onech 10 polských
delníku , kterf v léte 1942 nalezli první hroby a neptala
se jich , od koho se od nich dovedeli a proc to tehdy
neoznámili nemeckým úradum. Polstí delníci nemeli
prece duvodu vec zatajovat i. (11)
Translated:
It is also strange that the German administration , despite the fact that they devoted so much work on this
affair, did not seek out the 10 Polish workers who first
found the graves in the summer of 1942, and did not
ask them from whom they found out about the graves
and why they did not report their find to the German
authorities at that time. The Polish workers had no
reason to keep this affair secre t.

6. Dukaz petileψmi borovickam i.
Jako dukaz uvádí Nemci také mladé petileté borovicky,
které byly nasázeny na nasypaných pahorcích. My
jsme jich sami nevideli , nebot hroby byly ji呈 otevreny，
nám byla jen jedna boro飞ricka ukázána. Rez jedné
borovicky byl vysetren vertikálním iluminátorem.
Zji吕teno. 王 e je nejméne petiletá a na rezu blí呈 e stredu
bylo lze videti málo znatelný temnejsí pruh. Zavolaný
lesmistr von Herff prohlásil，王 e takový pruh vzniká ,
kdy主 je rust borovicky necím zabrzden , na pr. presazením a soudil , ze borovická byla presazena pred 3
lety. Sám vsak uznal，呈 e borovicky jsou 吕 patne
vyvinuté , rostoucí ve stínu velkých stromu - mohl
tedy býti tento pruh zavinen také vlivem jiným a ne
jen presazením. (15)
Trα nslated:
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6. The evidence ofthe

fiveγear-old

small pine trees

As evidence the Germans also refer to the small fiveyear-old pine trees that had been planted on heapedup mounds. We did not see them ourselves because
the graves were already opened , we were only shown
one little pine. A section ofthe pine was examined
with a vertical illuminator. It was determined that the
treeling was at least five years old and in the section
near to the center was a faint dark stripe. The forestry
expert von Herffwho had been summoned stated that
a dark stripe like this arises when something stops the
treeling's growth , for example, in the case oftransplanting, and assumed that the little pine had been
transplanted three years earlier. However, he also
admitted that the treelings were poorly developed ,
were growing in the shade of other trees, and that the
Stl巾 e in question could therefore arise from other
causes and not only from transplantation.
[Concerning the diary of Adam Solski]
Tento deník jsem sám nevide l. Poslední jeho práve
popsaná stránka byla uverejnena v Bílé knize. Jedosti
podezrelý svým obsahem a v rozporu s výpovedmi
svedku i jinými okolnostm i. 9/4. Mluví 0 tom，呈 e pri吕 li
do lesa v 8.30 ráno , ac podle svedka Silvestrovova byli
do lesa odvázeni vecer a v noci. Podezrelé jest，呈 emohl
býti psán a主 takrka do posledního okam呈iku pred
popra-[va]. Nemá uveden ro k, nýbr呈 jen den a mesíc.
Má dvakl毛te datum vou , nehlede ani k tomu ，王 e deníky
se psávají vecer 0 událostech predcházejících. Také
není podán dukaz，主 e by byl psán vlastní rukou. (16)
Trα nslα ted:

I did not see this diary mysel f. The last page of it, reproduced above , was published in the German Report
[li t. "White Book."] Its contents are rather suspicious
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and are in contradiction to the testimony ofwitnesses
and other circumstances. 9/4 states that they arrived
in the woods at 8:30 a.m. , although according to the
confessions of the witness Sil'vestrov they were carried off into the woods in the evening and at night. It is
also suspicious that the diary could have been written
in , so to speak, until the last moments before execution. No year is given , only the day and month. One
date is entered twice , despite the fact that diaries are
normally written in the evening about the events of
the past day. There is also no evidence that it was
written in the hand ofthe [stated] author.

1 kdy呈 pripustíme， ze pro men吕 í mnozství vzdu吕 ného
kyslíku byl proces oxydacní v katynských mrtvolách
zpomalen , prece nelze pripustiti，如 by byly lezely v
hrobech 3 roky. Stav mrtvol by poukazoval，如 tam
lezely nekolik mesÍcu a vzhledem k men到 mumno 呈ství
vzdu汩的10 kyslíku a zlenené 日1u procesu oxydacnímu ,
ze jam lezely nejvýse 1. 5 1叫m. (18)

Translated:
While acknowledging that because of smaller amounts
of atmospheric oxygen the oxidation process was
slowed in the Katyn corpses, one cannot concede that
they were lying in the graves for three years. The condition of the corpses would suggest that they had lain
there a few months and , due to the reduced amount of
oxygen in the air and the slower process of oxidation ,
that they had lain there 1. 5 years at mos t.

Rozsah adipociru rovne 呈 svedcí，主 e mrtvoly le呈 elyv
hrobe asi 1.5 roku. ...Nález na 吕 atstvu a na kovových
soucástkách i cigaretách mluví rovne呈 proti tomu，兰e
by mrtvoly byly bývaly lezely v zemi 3 leta. (31)
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Translα ted:

The extent of adipocere also indicates that the co 1' pses
lay in the grave fo 1' about 1.5 years. … Analysis ofthe
ga 1' ment and ofthe metal pa 1'ts and cigarettes also
speak against the co 1' pses having lain in the earth for
th 1'ee yea 1's.
Hájek too rejected Dr. Ürsós' idea of "pseudocallus" as evidence that a corpse had been buried for at least three years:

P1' of. O1' sós z Budape吕 ti upozornoval na to ，王 e v lebce
jedné mrtvoly nalezl na pov 1' chu mozkové ka吕 e
tvrdou , jako vápenatou , vrstevnatou ink 1' ustaci , která
podle jeho zku吕 eností je pozorována teprve po 3
letech pobytu mrtvoly v h 1' obe.
Translated:
Prof. Orsós from Budapest pointed out that in the skull
of one corpse he found on the surface a brain mush
hard as a calcium deposit, which in his experience is
observed only after the corpse has lain 3 years in the
grave.

Tomu vsak nebývá az po 3 letech , nýbd nekdy i mnohem dríve , nebot zále 去 í na mnozství a koncent 1' aci
kyselin , které zpusobují odvápnení a zmeknutí kostf a
koncentrace ta je urcite ruzná. Prof. Órsós p1' ohlédl
radu lebek a jen v jedné nalezl podobné zmeny v nepa 回
trném stupni , u jiných nikoliv.(20)
Translated:
But this happens not just after three years , but sometimes much earlie 1', since it depends 011 the amount
and concentration of acids that cause decalcification
and softening ofthe bones and this concentration var-
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ies. Prof. ürsós looked at a series of skulls and in only
one of them found such changes in a slight degree , and
not in others.

Hájek Testified that His Real Opinion Was Censored
Kdy注 jsem se vrátil a úredne byl uverejnen Katynslφ
protokol , dostavili se ke mne redaktori tehdejsích
denfku IIPolední list" a "Vecerní Ceské slovo飞 Pravili，
呈e dostali pokyn , aby si u mne vy呈 ádali rozhovor，呈e
mé odpovedi budou uverejneny ve vsech denních listech. Zodpovedel jsem jim jejich ot缸kya rekl po
pravde, co jsem v Katynu videl a sly吕时， ale následujícího dne jsem byl velmi roztrpcen , kdyz jsem cetl
neco zcela jin 仙 o akdy呈 mi byly dány do úst výroky,
jich呈 jsem vubec neucinil a uciniti nemoh l. (21)
Trα nslα ted:

When I returned [from Katyn] and the Katyn protocol
was officially published the editors of the dailies
"Poledni list" and "VecernÍ Ceské Slovo" came to me.
They said they had been instructed to interview me
and that my answers would be published in all daily
papers. I answered their questions and told the truth
about what I had seen and heard at Katyn , but the next
day I was very embittered when 1 read something totally different and when remarks were put into my
mouth which 1 had not made and could not make.

Za nekolik dnu jsem byl po泊 dán tiskovým séfem pro
t. zv. protektOl啦， Wolframem von Wolmarem , abych 0
svých zkusenostech prednásel pred zástupci tisku v
Presseklubu. Ucinil jsem tak, ale opet jen objektivne a
po predn必 ce vytkl jsem dosti ostre zmíneným redaktorum jejich zpusob psaní, jak také nynf konstatovala
ceská tisková kancelár. (Viz "Práce" ze dne 11. cervence 1945 ,) Zduraznoval jsem tehdy，王e lékar nemá
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práva dotýkati se viny nebo neviny obvinených, nýbr兰
podávati vecný posudek, spadající do lékarského
oboru. Redaktori poukazovali na censuru. (21)
Translα ted:

Several days later 1 was asked by the press chief ofthe
so-called Protectorate , Wolfram von Wolmar, to lecture about my experiences before the press in the
Press club. 1 did so , but again only objectively, and after the lecture 1 criticized the editors rather sharply
for their way ofwriting, as the Czech News Agency has
recently confirmed. (See "Prace" of 11 July 1945). 1
pointed out then that a doctor has no right to judge
the guilt 0 1' innocence of defendants but give an objective judgment within the medical field. The editors referred to the censorship.

Hájek Was Forced to Sign the German Report
Na tretí otázku, proc jsem podepsal
jsem odpovedel:

katyns1ψprotoko1 ，

"Ka主 dému z nás bylo jasno, kdybychom protoko l,
který vypracovali prof. Buhtz z Vratis1avi a prof. ürsós
z Budapesti, nepodepsali, ze by se letadlo s námi
urcite neby10 vrátilo. (22)
Trα nslated:

To the third question, why 1 had signed the Katyn protoco1 [the expert statement in AM] 1 answered:
"It was clear to all ofus that ifwe did not sign the protocol composed by Prof. Buhtz of Bratislava and Prof.
Ürsós of Budapest, our airplane would certainly not
return."
In his 1952 article Hájek added that when he tr把 d to beg off the
trip to Katyn on grounds of illness he was threatened by the Minis-
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try of Internal Affairs of the "Protectorate of Bohemia and
Moravia ," the puppet state under German occupation , with being
accused of "sabotage" and sent to a concentration camp.
Hájek also stated that a number of the medical experts called to
Katyn by the Germans did not know German very well. Buhtz, the
German professor, wrote the report, read it out loud , and the rest
of the scientists signed it.

Polish Obsθrvers at Katyn Who Retracted Their
Testimony
Sanford claims in one sentence that Dr. Adam Szebesta and Edmund Seyfried, who had been members of Polish delegations at
Katyn , retracted their testimony after the war. (206)
Seyfried was imprisoned by the postwar pr仆 communist government for collaboration. The article concerning Seyfried by
Stanislaw }ankowski, to which Cienciala refers , states that he had
made some kind of statement at the request of the Germans:
Edmund Seyfried przyznaje，去 e przed opuszczeniem
miejsca ekshumacji uczestnicy delegacji "l1 a pro约々
Niemców opowiedzieli swoje wra归 nia"...
Translαtθ d:

Edmund Seyfried admits that before leaving the place
of exhumation the members of the delegation "stated
their opinions at the request of the Germans..."

Stanislaw M. jankowski, "Pod Specjalnym Nadzorem, przy Drzwiach Zamkn电tych: Wyroki
w PRL za Ujawnienie Prawdy 0 Zbrodni Katyúskie j" [Unde l' Special Surveillance,
with Doors Closed: Sentences in People's Poland for Revealing the Truth about Katyn] , in
Marek Tarczyúski, ed., Zbrodnía K，日 tylÍslw: Polslâe Sledztwo [The Cl' ime of Katyn: The Polish
Investigation] , Zeszyty Katyr!skíe , no. 20 (Warsaw, 2005) , 106 n. 44.
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A document of the Polish underground reproduced in translation
in volume 4 of the Madden Commission hearings states the followmg:
Seyfried, a白:er inspecting the graves , with the perm 沁园
sion ofthe Germans , made the following speech,
whose contents were affirmed by another delegate: "1
call upon you gentlemen to take offyour hats , bow
your heads , and pay tribute to these heroes who gave
their lives that Poland might live." The Germans saluted. The entire proceedings were filmed , photographed , and sound-recorded. The participants have
expressed * * * a sound recording was also made.
(Madden Vo l. 4 p. 717; confirmed on p. 846. The three
asterisks are in the original)
Neither Cienciala nor Sanford give any indication where Seyfr拍 d's
retraction can be found. It would be interesting to read both what
Seyfried said or reported in 1943 and what he said in his retraction , evidently in 1945.
Seyfried was apparently jailed in 1948. We do not know whether
his role at Katyn was the only charge against him , 0 1' whether he
was charged with other instances of collaboration with the Germans. We do know that the Polish delegations that visited Katyn at
German invitation in April 1943 could not have had any more evi回
dence of Soviet guilt than the Germans did. As we have seen , even
months later, when the German Report was published, the Germans did not have any such evidence either.
Sanford helpfully identifies Dr. Szebesta's retraction (152 n. 56).
Sanford claims that Szebesta was "forced to recant his wartime
testimony." Sanford gives no evidence that this testimony was
"forced." But he does identify an interview with Szebesta in the
Polish communist newspaper Trybun α Ludu of March 20 , 1952 ,
which I have obtained. In this interview Szebesta said that the
Germans had obviously demanded and staged the visit of the Polish officials as a propaganda stun t.
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Szebesta claimed that he was sent by the German authorities
straight to the airport, without being able even to say goodbye to
his wife. He stated that they were always accompanied by some
Germans, always under guard , and had no freedom of action at al l.
In fact, he said that they were at Katyn for only one hour! They
were continually told by the Germans that only the Soviets could
have done such a terrible thing. Szebesta thought it particularly
ironic that the Ge 1' mans told him that Ge 1' mans could never have
committed such a massac 1'e!
He says that the German doctor who accompanied them told him
that the cartridge shells found at Katyn were of the caliber of
weapons used by the Soviets.
Oprowadzaj 司 cy

nas lekarz niemiecki pokazywal 1' 6主 ne
p 1' zestrzelone czaszki tlumacz肝，立 e kaliber broni
odpowiada tej , jaka jest u主ywana w ZSRR.
Trα nslα ted:

The German docto 1' who accompanied us showed us
va 1'ious used shells and explained that the caliber of
weapons corresponded to that used in the USSR.
This is evidence that the Ge 1' mans had initially planned to claim
that Soviet guns we 1'e used to shoot the Polish p 1'isone 1's at Katyn.
Szebesta and the other Polish delegates we 1' e at Katyn in early
April. It was not until the end of the month that the Ge 1' mans decided that they had to admit that Ge 1' man shells had been found at
Katyn.
Goebbels thought that the presence of German shells in the Katyn
g1'aves should have been enough to convince the Allies that the
Germans had shot the Poles at Katyn. But Goebbels was mistaken!
The issue of the German shells has been blithely passed over by all
those eager to blame the Soviets, beginning with the Polish GIE.
Goebbels underestimated the Allies' anticommunist zea l.

Li ke other witnesses Szebesta was convinced that the co 1' pses and
the other materials in the g 1'aves were far too well preserved to
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have been buried three years earlier, in 1940. Szebesta's remarks
about the corpses are similar to those of Markov and Háje k.
Cienciala and Sanford are bluffing … in plain language , lying 血 about
Seyfried and Szebesta. Did the Germans , or the Soviets, or both,
force" Seyfríed and Szebesta to make whatever statements they
made? Were theír retractíons compelled by the Nazis, or the communists? Or were made voluntarily and out of convictíon? An objectíve study would ídentí 马， and examíne the círcumstances sur刷
rounding them , in an attempt to determíne whích , if any, of theír
statements were valid , and if unsuccessfu l, would say as much. But
neither Sanford nor Ciencíala does.
t1

The Phillimore Note
Lt Col Harry Phillimore was Secretary of the British War Crímes
Executíve (BWCE) at Nuremberg. He reported to Patríck Dean, legal advíser to the Foreígn Office. Hís report is available onlíne. 8
Neither Cíencíala nor Sanford mention Phíllimore's note of July 6,
1946. This omissíon ís probably due to the fact that Phíllimore
con cI uded that the Soviet case set forth at Nuremberg was a convincíng one , partícularly as set forth by Professor Prozorovsky of
the Burdenko Commission ,
The third witness was the principal member ofthe
Soviet investigatíon [Prozorovsky]. He was undoubtedlya most effective wítness and testífied to having
personally exhumed some 5,000 bodies at Kiev,
Kharkov, Smolensk and other places. He spoke in
great detail of the condítíon of the bodies and of the
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very careful investigation made. I-l is commission had
made a most careful autopsy of925 bodies , only 3 of
which had apparently been perfunctorily examined
previously. I-I e explained the condition ofthe clothing,
which had been searched and gave details of a few
documents found. They included receipts dated April
and May 1941 and a letter from a wife to the Soviet
Red C1'oss , bearing a Warsaw and Moscow postmark
in September 1940 as well as postmark with the
stamp ofthe Tarnopol Post Office dated 13 November
1940. I-I e has personally discovered a letter dated 20
June. I-l is mastery of the details of these documents
was complete and his evidence delivered confidently
and quickly, but obviously not parrot wise. I-I e went on
to deal with the bullet cases, which were found in the
graves , which were those of a calibre which the German witnesses had admitted applied to the Ge 1' man
pistols and which , he stated , bore the initials of a German firm GECO. This evidence was greatly fortified by
a captured document produced by the Americans being a telegram dated May 1943 from an official of the
Government General to the defendant Frank's office in
Poland stating that members of the Polish Red Cross
who had been visiting Katyn at the invitation of the
Germans had been very much disturbed at finding bul 因
let cases marked GECO , a well known German firm.
The conjunction between this document showing
German bullet cases found in the graves in May 1943
by the Poles and by the Soviet commission a year later
in January 1944, was most convincing. I-I e went on to
give reasons why the bodies could not have been buried as early as 1940 and concluded by comparing the
method of kìlling with that in the many other cases
which he had personally investigated where German
action was not disputed. Altogether, although not of
course conclusive the evidence emerged strongly
in favour of the Soviet case and the German report
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was largely discredited and their evidence u n. impreSS lV e.
Sanford:
The most important Soviet witness, Or Markov, the
8ulgarian member ofthe International Commission,
agreed to all Prosecutor Smirnov's leading questions.
109 His evidence that the International Commission
had been presented with already exhumed bodies and
had signed only under German pressure was to be re钮
futed later by nrs Naville and Tramsen. (140)
This statement by Sanford is a lie. It is a reference to Naville's and
Tramsen's testimony to the US Madden Commission in 1952 (neither testified at Nuremberg). There they did not refute anything
that Markov said. We discuss their testimony below.

The Madden Commission
Cienciala says little about the Madden Commission and nothing
about the testimony given there. In particular, she does not point
out the following testimony:

*

Gustav Genschow, whose armaments firm manufactured
the Geco 7.65 00 ammunition found at Katyn , testified that
only small amounts of this ammunition were exported to the
USSR - "only two to three thousand rounds" after 1928, a
truly insignificant quantity. (Madden V, 1578θ)

* Or. Francois Naville of Switzerland, the only medical expert
at Katyn who was from a neutral country, discounted Or.
Ferenc Orsós's theory of "pseudocallus飞 (Madden V, 1612)
This was the sole medical evidence set forth by the Germans
that the bodies had been buried for three years , and even
Orsós claimed to have found it in only one corpse.

* Kathleen

Mortimer, Averill Harriman's daughter, had been
at Katyn. As we have seen , she had attended the 8urdenko
Commission investigation and had written a private lettcr in
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which she stated that she had witnessed a document dated
the summer of 1941 as it was taken from the pocket of a
corpse.
It is notable that in her testimony to the Madden Commission she
did not deny this. She was not directly asked about it because this
detail was not in her 1944 report from Katyn. Nor did she volunteer it. She did insist that she had been present at post-mortems,
and that the documents she saw at a museum in Smolensk "had
been taken from bodies that had been buried a considerable length
of time." (Madden VII , 2145) This partially corroborates what she
wrote to her sister.
The importance of this , once again , is that the presence of docu 问
ments dated in the second half of 19400 1' any time in 1941 proves
that the Soviets did not shoot the Poles, regardless of any other
evidence. The "official" Soviets-did-it ve 1'sion assumes that all the
Polish POWs were shot shortly afte 1' they were transferred from
the three POW camps to the NKVD in Smolensk, Kalinin , and
Khar'kov in April and May, 1940.
Sanford
Dr Palmieri confirmed that all the signs indicated that
the Poles had been killed between Ma 1' ch and May
1940. (142-3)
Sanford is lying again. In reality Palmieri said he based his
conclusion on ürsós's conclusion alone.
Mr.M豆豆且主旦旦i旦旦. Was Dr. O 1's缸， conclusion that the
deaths occurred not late 1' than April 01' May 1940?

Dr. Palmier i. Yes.
Mr工 Machrowicz.

旦 r. Pal皿i旦盐.

Did you agree?

Yes , based on the researches that Dr.
Orsós had made.
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Palmieri specifica Il y declined to reach any conclusion based on his
own expenence.
Mr.且豆豆hr旦旦旦.

From your own experiences and experiments at Katyn did you come to any conclusion as
to the time of death ofthe persons found in these
graves?
Dr. P豆i皿i垒 ri. 1 can say 110 more than when a person is
buried between 18 and 30 months to establish the exact time ofburial is difficul t. (Madden V 1619)
The Germans' claim … now the "official" version … is that the Poles
POWs had been shot and buried in April and May, 1940 , between
35 and 37 months prior to the April-}une German excavation. That
means that here Dr. Palmieri explicitly r巳fused to confirm that, as
Sanford claims, "a Il the signs indicated that the Poles had been
killed between March and May 1940." On the contrary: Palmieri's
statements support the Soviet account! But the Madden Commis 四
sion members failed to mention this fact.
Sanford:
Dr Tramsen testified that the mummification ofthe
bodies caused by the pressure of sand and of other
bodies on them confirmed beyond a Il doubt that the
Poles had been buried in the winter clothing in which
they had been killed. (Sanford 143)
Tramsen did say that (Madden V 1455). But it proves nothing. The
Poles had been captured in September, 1939. Therefore , they had
their winter clothing with them at that time. TherefOl‘ e they could
have been wearing it in the fall 一 September to December 1941 as weIl as in April 0 1' May 1940. The fact that some of the Poles
whose corpses were disinterred at Katyn were dressed in winter
clothes says nothing about the time ofyear they were murdered.
Ofthe Madden Committee report Sanford states:
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The British FO deprecated the inconclusive, one 回 sided
and contradictory evidence on which it was based 圃
The committee had 'an obvious political bias and has
not been drawn up in an exclusively judicial fashion' ,
…The Republicans used Roosevelt's conspiracy of silence , and worse , over Katyn as part of their 1952
election campaign designed to win over East European ethnic voters away from the Democrats , (143144)
Cienciala more or less agrees:
The Madden Committee failed to achieve its main goal ,
a trial ofthe Katyn case by the United Nations or some
other international tribunal.. ..the Madden Committee
was unpopular in Democratic circles not only because
it seemed to align itselfwith McCarthy, but also because many prominent members ofthe Roosevelt and
Truman administrations were charged with suppressing information on Katyn. The same circles also had a
generally negative attitude toward the exiled Polish
government in London , which was pushing for a trial
of the Katyn case. For all these reasons , the hearings
received wide publicity in Polish-American but not in
mainstream American media. (239)
Conclusion
BU has not been called into doubt in any way by the defenders of
the "official" version of Katyn 0 1' in any of the critiques they have
cited. Much less has it been refuted.
BU remains the most accurate account of the killings at Katyn.
Cienciala and Sanford have been blinded by their anticommunist
bias; are deliberately lying; 0 1' both. Despite their repeated claims ,
none of the documents they cite refute the BU 0 1' the Soviet case as
it was set forth at Nuremberg.
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On August 27 , 2014, the following story appeared in The Telegraph
of London , UK:
"Stalin 四 era

mass grave found in Ukrainian castle"

Polish and Ukrainian scientists have unearthed a
mass grave containing up to a thousand victims of Stalinist
terror in a castle once used as a secret police prison.
Among the victims found in the grave are Polish
soldiers, and the Polish press has already called the find a
"new Katyn" in reference to a massacre ofthousands of
Poles by Stalin in 1940. The Katyn massacre still clouds
Polish-Russian relations.
The grave was found in the grounds ofthe Kazimierz the Great castle in the town ofVolodymyr-Volynsky in
western Ukraine , close to the Polish border.
Although the NKVD had a base on the remains of
the 13th-Century castle from 1939 回 1956 … except when it
was occupied by the Germans-scientists say the victims
were killed between 1940 and 194 1.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/uk
川 nej11059224jStalin-era-mass-grave 隘 found-inUkrainian 画 castle.html
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ln the fall of 2013 , a few months after my article in Socialísm and
was published , the end of the excavations at Volo ..
dymy卜 Volyns'kiy was announced. According to newspaper reports the chief Polish archeologist, Dr. Dominika Siemi 在 ska， said
that 57 bodies had been exhumed and reburied. In a video interview of Dr. Sieminska two additional badges of Polish policemen
are shown. They are badges 1154jIII and 639jVI I. The first is from
the Kíel police district, the second from the Pomorsk distric t. The
Polish language video interview is here:
Democrα cyl

https:jjwww.youtube.comjwatch?v=gPGFcvETG1Q
The important issues here are the following:

* The

Polish report by Dr. Sieminska has been taken off the
ne t. The Report was originally online here:

Inter回

http:j jwww.kresykedzierzynkozle.home.pljattachmentsjFilejRap
.pdf
It is still available at the Internet Archive:
https:j jweb.archive.orgjwebj20130203224105jhttp:j jwww.kre
sykedzierzynkozle.home.pljattachmentsjFilejRap.pdf

* Polish and

Ukrainian media accounts continue to identi守 thIs as
a Soviet NKVD mass shooting. The fact that 96% - 98.67% of all the
shell casings found there are German and manufactured in 1941 is
no longer mentioned. Instead the claim is made that shell casings
from the Soviet Tokarev pistol have been found , though no evidence 0 1' even numbers are given to substantiate this claim.
The Claim that Soviet Pistol Shells Were Found at V-V:
Dr. Sieminska:

1 Gl' ove l' Furt.. "The "Official" Ve l' sion ofthe Katyn Massac l' e Disp l'oven? Discove l' ies at a
German Mass MU l'der Site in Ukraine." Socialism and Democracy 27(2) (August 2013): 96-

129.
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Znalezione na miejscu luski z pistoletu TT wskazuj 司，士e
zostali zabici przez NKWD w 1940 i 1941 roku.

Translated:
Shells from the TT2 pistol found at this place show that
they were killed by the NKVD in 1940 and 194 1.
80th the Polish and the Ukrainian archeological reports from V圄V
state that the shells found in the mass graves were overwhelmingly from 9 mm. weapons.
In the video interview given as the excavations were being com 圄
pleted Dr. Sieminska stated that the ammunition found in Grave
No. 4 is "smaller than 8 mm."
W przebadanych do tej pory... um , ponad dwustu
czaszkach... eh , z mogHy numer cztery …eh , jest oko1o sto
pi~dziesi々 ciu... eh, no , sladów, wlotów ...eh, um... po
pociskach... no , i swiadcz司 one 0 tym ，士e amunicja , któ 问 te
osoby zosta1y rozstrzelane to jest kaliber mniej ni士 osiem
milimetrów, bo te otwory majq oko1o - wlotowe - okolo
。如1iu milimetró，厅， wi句 c zosta1y zrobione... eh , amunicj 号
poni归 j osmiu milimetrów.
Trα nslα ted:

In the more than two hundred skulls examined up till this
time .., eh , from grave number four …eh , there are about
one hundred fifty... he , well, traces , entry holes ... eh , well ,
after missiles ... well , and they testify to the fact that the
ammunition with which these people were shot is of a cali 啕
ber Iess than eight millimeters , because these openings

气，Sladami bestialstwa

totalitalyzmll." Dziennik Kijowski No. 2 (J anllaly-FebrllaIγ2015) ， 1】，

5. At h忧p:llkresy24 ♂ l/wp-content/llploads/2015/03/ Dz iennik_Kijowski町 2_2015.pdf

(TT =Toka l' ev pisto l. See the Wikipedia entry at https:llen.wikipedia.o l'g/wiki/TT_pistol)
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have entry holes of about eight millimeters , and so they
were made by ammunition ofless than eight millimeters.
- https:jjwww.youtube.comjwatch?v口 gPGFcvE 1' G1Q
1'he Tokarev 1'1' pistol takes a 7.62 mm cartridge. 1' his is clearly an

attempt to place the blame on the Soviets. She says that "few shell
casings were found" in this grave ("只6wniez dosé mala ilosé lusek
znalezionych"). 日 ut they are not identified. 1'his too is a false
statement. As we have already seen, the Polish archeologist's report counts several hundred shell casings , more than 96% of them
German and dated 194 1.
As late as September, 2013 Polish reports were still admitting that
the victims were shot by Germans in 1941 , although the archeologists were expecting to find NKVD victims:
Znaleziono w6wczasszcz司tki 343 os6b , a podczas prac w
roku kolejnym - 512 os6b. Byli to jak oceniamy w
wi写 kszosci miejscowi Zydzi, prawdopodobnie
zamordo飞Nani przez Niemc6w latem 19411工 po wejsciu do
miasta. Generalnie poszuldwalismy w tym miejscu ofiar
NKWD , jednak podczas ogl号dzin szcz司tlców olmzalo si号，
加 sposób mordowania wskazuje na Niemców. 问 tam
pogrzebane cale rodziny, w wi写kszosci kobiety i dzieci ,
czego NKWD jednak raczej nie robHo , wysylaj 司 c ich
zwylde na Syberi句. Szcz司tki byly niemal pozbawione
ubran i przedmiot6w osobistych. Wskazywaloby to na
Niemc6w, kt6rzy rozstrzeliwali ludzi wp 刊 zonych do dolu
如lierc i. Sprawstwo hitlerowslde wydaje si写 t时
potwierdzaé odnaleziona niemiecka amunicja z 1941 r.
四 opowiadal naczelnik wydzialu zagranicznego Rady
Ochrony Pami 々 ci Walk i M~czenstwa Maciej Dancewicz.
J

odkl'yte we Wlodzimierzu Wolynskim. 'Zamo l' dowani stl' zalem w
At http://www.tvn24.pl/wiadomosci-z-kl.aj口， 3/1udzkie-szczatki-odkl'yte-wewlodzimie l' zu-wolynskim-zamo l' dowani-st l'zalem-w-glowe ,354815.html (Accessed June 16
2015)
3μldzkie szcz司 tki

glow号'"
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Trα nslated:

They found at that time the remains of 343 people , and
during the work in the next year 同 512 people. They were
as we believe, mostly local Jews , probably murdered by the
Germans in the summer of 1941 when they entered the
city. Generally we were looldng for the victims of the
NKVD at this site, but during the examination of the
remains it turned out that the manner of killing points
to the Germans. There are buried entire families ,
mostly women and children, what the NKVD did not dOi
they usually sent them to Siberia. The remains were almost devoid of clothes and personal items. This would
poωin
川t tωo the Ger咱咄咽
dr‘ ove to the death pi仗t圄 Nazi perpetration also seems to
be confirmed by German ammunition from 1941 that
has been found. - said the head of the foreign department
of the Council for Protection of Memory of Combat and
Martyrdom Maciej Dancewicz.
In Nαsz Dzíenník of September 24, 2013 Dr. Sieminska is st il1 tall王"
ing about "the identification of a person on the Mednoe list" and
that "most shell cases are also of German production":
Tu równiez udalo si~ zidentyfikowaé osob 号， która byla na
liscie z Miednoje 一 zaznacza dr Dominika Siemi自 ska.
II Wi 々 kszosé

lusek równiez produkcji niemieckiej , z tej
samej serii, co poprzednio ，川"
Trα nslα ted:

Here we also managed to identify a person who is on the
Mednoe list … says Dr. Dominika Sieminska.
"Most ofthe shells are also of German production , from the
same series as before..."

- J <i m s司

ofiary z Wlodzimierza?" 回 N asz Dziennik 卢 Sep t. 24
2013. At http://www.naszdzienni k. pl/polska-kraj/54675
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Research published by Prof. Ivan Katchanovski that these victims
were shot by the Germans and by their Ukrainian Nationalist allies
is ignored.
"Katyn in Reverse in Ukraine: Nazi-Ied Massacres turned
into Soviet Massacres." http://www.opednews.com/articlesjKatyr卜 in 酬 Reverse-in

Ukrain -by -1van 悄 Katchanovski-121212-435.html
"OYH(6) 11 Ha ll,I1 CTCK l1 e MaCCOBble y6日放 cTBa JIeTOM 1941
ro p; a Ha I1 CTOpWleclw 前 BOJIblHl1." ("Mass murders by the
OUN (b) and the Nazis in the summer of 1941 in historic
Volhynia.") - http://www1.kueichstaet t. dejZIMOSjforumjdocsjforumruss22j15Kachanovsk
ij.pdf
"Owning a massacre; 'Ukraine' Katyn'. Open Democracy
10.26.201 1. - https:jjwww.opendemocracy.netjodrussiaj ivan -katchanovskij owning -massacre-ukraineskatyn
The Polish archeologists' report, written and signed by Dr.
Dominika Sieminska herself in November 2011 is simply not mentioned. That report concluded that the mass murders at Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy we 1'e committed by the Ge 1' mans , not by the Soviets ,

* Two more badges of Polish policemen were

found befo 1' e the ex-

cavations we 1' e shut down.
Znalezlismy polskie guziki wojskowe... znalezli豆 my
fragmenty mundu 1'ów policyjnych... no , ale najwazniejsze
znaleziska to 吨... um , znaki ewidencyjne policjantów
polskich. Dwa s司 zachowane w calosci i wiemy，立ejeden
nale士 al do... eh , funkcjonariusza z komen... z oln写gu... eh ,
pomorskiego a drugi z ok1'写 gu... eh , kieleckiego. T1'zeci niestety! 中 zachowal si写 tylko we 仕agmencie i jes t... eh ,
ulamany w ten sposób ，士e zachowal si~ tylko f1'agment
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numeru , wi句 c nie moiemy nawet powiedzieé z jakiego
okr句gu.

...Um, jeden to jes t... um , ten z ok1' ~gu... u日1， pomo 1'skiego:
to jest szeséset t 1' zydziesci dziewi号 é; ten z ok1'昭u
kieleckiego to jest tysi司 c sto pi~édziesi司t czte 1'Y, a ten
zachowany w kaw... we fragmencie numer to jest osiemset
t 1' zydziesci sze 玩.
Trα nslated:

We have found Polish milita 1'Y buttons ... we found frag回
ments of police unifo 1' ms ... but the most impo 1' tant finds
a 1' e ... um , 1' egist 1'ation ma 1'ks of Polish policemen. The two
a 1'e preserved in their entirety, and we know that one belonged to .., eh , an officer ofthe Pomo 1'sze [Pome 1'anian]
dist 1'ict and the othe 1' f1'om the dist 1' ic t... eh , of Kielce. The
thi 1'd - alas! - is p1'ese 1' ved only in a fragment and is ... eh ,
chipped in such a way that only a 什agment of the number
has been preserved, so we cannot even say from which distric t.
...Um , one is ... u日1， the one from the .., um , Pomorsze [Pomeranian] district: it is number six hundred thirty nine; the
one from the Kielce district is one thousand one hundred
fifty-four , and this preserved in fragments is eight hundred
thirty six.
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Images 12.1 α nd 12.2 Artist's rendering of addittional Polish policemen's
badges unearthed at Volodymy卜Volyns'kiy. Polish officials have refused
to identi马， them.
But the owners of these badges have not been publicly identified
by Polish authorities. Earlier, before the signi 自 cance of the VolodymY 1'-Volyns'kiy excavations fo 1' the Katyn issue was fully recognized, Ludwik Malowiejski's and J 的 ef Kuligowski's badges were
quickly associated with their owners.
We should 1' emembe 1' that the badges of Kuligowski and
Malowiejski were found in the same mass graves in 2010 and
2011. According to the "official" version these two Polish policemen were shot at Kalinin (now Tver') and buried nearby at Me 在
i1 oe. Memorial plaques bea 1'ing their names are displayed at the
memorial graveyard at Mednoe along with more than 6300 other
such plaques. The discovery of their badges at VolodymyrVolyns'kiy, Ukraine, 700 miles (1200 km) away, led to some publicity. This in turn led to the initial article by Sergei Strygin, in Russian , and my own more detailed article in English , pointing out that
this discovery undermines the "official" version of Katyn.
Today a "cu 1' tain of silence" has descended over these discoveries.
There are many more than 57 bodies in these mass graves 卢 hun
dreds, in fact. But the. excavations have been ended. The evidence
that the victims were murdered by the Germans and Ukrainian [;归国
cists, not the Soviets, is hushed up. Soviet guilt is simply stated as a
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"fact" rather than investigated. The question of the shell casings is
no longer mentioned.
This revealing sentence can be found in an article in a Lublin (Poland) newspaper dated October 21 , 2013 , at the same time that the
excavations at Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy were concluded:
Archeolodzy odnale兰li pojedyncze policyjne odznaki z
numerami funkcjonariuszy , ale te , które odnaleziono do tej
pory, nale土aly do policjantów, którzy, jak wskazuj 司
zachowane dokumenty, zostali zabici przez Sowietów w
zupeinie innym miejscu 翩 wTwerze.
Trα nslated:

Archeologists have found individual police badges with
numbers of officers , but those that have been found so far
belonged to policemen who , according to documents that
have been preserved, had been killed by the Soviets in a
completely different place - in Tver'."
This story appeared at the same time as the interview with Dr.
Sieminska, the Polish archeologist 一 the same interview where the
two additional Polish policemen's badges, numbers 1154/III and
639/VII are pictured (see above).
It is possible that these badges too belong to supposed "Katyn
massacre" victims. If they are not, then why haven't the policemen
to whom these badges belonged been publicly identified?

But this information has not been made public. The whole matter
is being hushed up , kept quie t. This in itself is evidence, if not a virtual admission , that the Polish and Ukrainian governments know

"Wojslwwe guziki w masowej mogile. Odkrycie na Wolyniu." Gazet，日.pl Lublin October 21 ,
2013. At
h忧p:lllublin.gazeta.pl/lublin/1 ，4 8724， 14812213 ，Wojskow巳 guziki_ w_masowe j_ mogile_.Od
krycie_ Il a_ Wolyniu.html
4
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that the "offícial" Soviets-did 斗 t version has been seriously
promised by the discovery ofthese badges.

com 国

All the newspaper articles that report on the ending of the excavations at Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy claim , without evidence of any kind ,
that the Poles who were shot there were shot by the Soviet NKVD
while the Jews and other civilians were shot by the Germans. As we
have seen , according to all the evidence the Poles too were murdered by the Germans and their Ukrainian allies. Most articles from
the fall of 2013 ignore the Katyn connection completely.
A joint Polish-Ukrainian ceremony presented the bodies as victims
of the NKVO , despite a multitude of evidence strongly indicating
that these were victims of the Germans and their Ukrainian nationalist collaborators. These collaborators are celebrates as na惆
tional heroes by today's Ukrainian state.
The YouTube interview of 0 1'. Siemiúska carries the following
paragraph:
Znalezione polskie odznaki policyjne w kolejnych mogilach
we Wlodzimierzu Woly自 skim mog司 pomóc w ustaleniu
nazwisk ofia 1'. Odznaka 0 nume 1' ze 1154 nale 土ala do
policjanta z okr~gu kieleckiego , natomiast 0 numerze 639
to policjanta z okr昭u pomo 1'skiego. Skala mordów,
odk1'ywane nowe pochówki powoduj 斗，主 e badania polskich
i ukraiúskich archeologów mus吗 byé kontynuowane w
przyszlym roku. Tematem jest równiez zainteresowana
Fundacja Niepodleglo 豆 ci， która wspiera prace
poszukiwawcze ofiar komunizmu w Polsce.
Translα ted:

The Polish police badges found in subsequent graves in Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy can help in establishing the names of
the victims. The badge number 1154 belonged to a policeman from the Kielce district, while number 639 was a policeman from the Pomeranian distric t. The scale of murders
and the new burials discovered mean that the research of
Polish and Ukrainian archaeologists should be continued
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next year. This topic is also of interest to the Independence
Foundation, which supports the search for victims of
communism in Poland.
It appears that the Polish and Ukrainian governments do not want
to find more "Katyn victims" where they are not supposed to be.

* The excavations and exhumations have been stopped.

* No DNA testing has been reported.
* The names of Kuligowski and Malowiejski are not mentioned any
longer in connection with the Volodymy卜 Volyns'kiy excavations.
This despite the fact that the discovery of their badges is by far the
most historically significant, as well as the most newsworthy, aspect of this excavation.

* It is

now conceded that Jews shot by the Nazis were also buried
in these mass graves. But the fact that the Polish materials , including the policemen's badges , were buried in the same mass graves ,
is now passed over in silence.

* The claim is now made that the Poles were shot by the NKVD as
the German army was advancing. This claim , like any claim, requires demonstration - evidence, proof - not a simple assertion.
But no evidence is given.
* The "Sardinenpackung" form of burial of the victims in one mass
grave , characteristic of the Nazi Einsatzkommando group led by
Jecl臼 ln ， identified by the Polish archeologist Dr. Dominika
Sieminska in the now-suppressed Polish archeological report, and
clearly evident in the photograph reproduced in that report, is no
longer mentioned.
This cruel method of execution and burial, in which victims were
forced to lie down in rows 011 top of other victims who had been
executed before and were then shot, was characteristic of a German SS killing squad's methods.

* We l1 0ted in a previous chapter that Ukrainian archeologist Oleksei Zlatohors'kiy protested this finding because it cast doubt on the
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preconceived notion that the NKVD had murdered the Polish
POWs at Katyn.
The vital point is that Kuligowski and Ma -lowiejski were in Vol。因
dymyr-Volyns'kiy in 1941 at al 1. Their presence means that the
Polish POWs named in the Soviet "transit" or "shipment" lists , published by Tucholski, of Poles shipped out of the three POW camps
in April and May 1940 were not being shipped to execution.
The "official" version of the Katyn massacre rests on the assumption that the POWs were shipped to execution and were executed
in April and May 1940. This is only an assumption. The corpses of
those supposedly shot by the Soviets at Kalinin (Tver') and Kharkiv
have never been found , much less counted 0 1' identifjed. Kuli 嗣
gowski's and Malowiejski's memorial tablets remain at Mednoe
outside of Tver' even though they were in fact murdered more
than a year later and more than 700 miles away in VolodymyrVolyns'kiy and the Polish authorities, who know this , have not removed them. They are "pretending" that the discoveries at Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy never happened.
The fact that their bodies are not there suggests that the bodies of
the other Polish POWs are not there either. There is no evidence
that any ofthese men whose names are recorded on the thousα ndsof
memorial tables at Mednoe and Piatykhatky, were in fact executed
there α nd are buried there.
The fact that Kuligowski and Malowiejski were buried in a mass
grave associated with German ammunition dated 1941 and in a
location associated with German mass executions of Jews and others constitutes very strong evidence that they and others were
shot by the Germans. But no matter who shot these Polish policemen in Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy in 1941 , they were not shot 时
a t Ka
仕
lin
削1Ì n (Tver咆丁 in Apr叫il卜同 May 1940. This alone fatally undermines the
"official" Soviets-did-it version of the Katyn massacre.
阳

We should understand this cover-up , this "conspiracy of silence ,"
as an admission that the Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy excavations have
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dismantled the 飞 ffjcial" version of the Katyn massacre. There is no
other version involving Soviet guil t.
The only other version of the massacres of Polish POWs that is
known as "Katyn" is that of the Burdenko Commission, which concluded that the Germans shot the Polish PO叭1s at Katyn. At this
point, the only hypothesis supported by the evidence now available is that the Germans were guilty ofthe mass murders known as
the "Katyn massacre."
As the "official" version of Katyn becomes more and more called
into doubt there may be some attempt in the future to "reinterpret" the Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy discoveries to try to account for
the presence of Kuligowski's and Malowiejski's badges. Documents
may be fabricated and brought forward in a fraudulent attempt to
"prove" that Kuligowski and Malowiejski were among a small
number of "exceptions" who were not executed at Kalinin in 1940.
0 1' some other attempt will be made to salvage the "offjcial" ver回
s lO n.
Whatever subterfuge may be invented in future , we can confidently predict that the truth will be deríied. The 、 fficial" version is
too valuable as a stick with which to beat Stalin , the Soviet Union
and the communist movement, to let the truth get in the way.

Chapter

13 回 The

tUkrainian Trail of

kawd
Cienciala introduces the "Ukrainian trail" as follows:
While much is known about the fate of the prisoners
ofwar in the three special camps, the same does not
apply to those held in the NKVD prisons of the western regions of Ukraine and Belorussia who were
transferred to NKVD prisons in Kiev, Kharkov, Kherson, and Minsk following Beria's order of 22 March
1940 (doc. 53). According to Beria's resolution , approved by the Politburo on 5 March, these prisoners
were also to be shot. Beria stated that out of a total of
18, 632 persons arrested and held in the NKVD prisons , 10,685 were Poles (doc. 47). However, in a
document of March 1959 , the number ofthose shot in
the prisons was given as 7,305 (doc. 110). The lists
ofvictims shot in Ukraine have been foundj the total number is 3 ,435 , more than 2 ,000 ofwhom
have been identifîed. Their burial sites are unknown ,
but since Beria ordered them to be moved to NKVD
jails in Kiev, Kharkov, and Kherson , presumably they
were buried in 0 1' near each of these cities .27 The lists
must have included at least some of the prisoners
whom Merkulov ordered on 22 February 1940 to be
taken out of the three camps and transported to NKVD
prisons (doc. 42). Most, however, seem to have been
arrested and jailed in western Ukraine (East Galicia) ,
which was part of interwar Poland. (Cienciala 136)
Note 27, page 481 to this passage reads:
27. See Zuzanna Gajowniczek, ed. , Ukrainski Slad /(，α 胃
Ukrainian Trail of Katyn] (Warsaw, 1995);

。miα[The
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the identifications were made by Gajownicze k. This
publication, made possible by the cooperation ofthe
Ukrainian and Polish Security Services, contains
thirty嗣 four lists ofvictims. The lists were sent with a
cover letter dated 25 November 1940 by GB 1st Lieutenant Feodor A. Tsvetukhin to the head ofthe NKVD
1st Special Departme 时， Moscow, GB Major Leonid F.
Bashtakov. Tsvetukhin, head of the 1st Special De 回
partme 时， Ukraine , 1939-1940 , wrote that he was enclosing 3,4 35 files in five sacks (p. xxii). The list n u.酷 m
bers are from the same series as those for the
three special camps that Gorbachev gave to General
Jaruzelski in Moscow on 13 April 1990, when the Soviet news agency TASS admitted Soviet guilt for the
Katyn massacre (doc. 117).

Document 53 (Cienciala 154-156) is Beria's order of March 22 ,
1940 , to transfer 3000 prisoners from prisons in the Western
Ukraine to prisons in Central Ukraine. There is , of course , nothing
said about murdering them. Nor does it even say that the pr怡 oners
are Poles. As we shall see, many ofthem were no t.
Western Ukraine , part of Poland since 1921 when it was taken by
the Polish army from a weakened Soviet Russia, was reunited with
the Eastern Ukraine in October 1939. The population was made up
of Ukrainians, Poles , Jews , and a smattering of other nationalities ,
with Poles being a minority.
Beria's order of March 22 , 1940, unlike the "Beria Letter" (document 47) , which is one of the forgeries in CP , is not concerned with
the nationalities of the prisoners at al l. It does contain this inter陶
esting passage:
6) USSR Deputy People's Commissar of Internal Aι
fairs , Divisional Commander Com. Chernyshov, shall
within ten days' time remove from their NKVD places
of imprisonment in the Ukrainian SSR and send to
USSR NKVD correctionallabor camps 8 ,000 con-
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victed prisoners, including 3 ,000 from the Kiev,
Kharkov, and Kherson prisons.
Jósef Kuligowski and Ludwik Malowiejski , Polish policemen who
had been transferred out of Ostashkov POW camp to the NKVD in
Kalinin , Russia , ended up in the Western Ukraine , where they were
k iJl ed by the Germans and their Ukrainian Nationalist allies. They
were probably in a correctionallabor camp , along with other Pol 回
ish POW, perhaps many of them , who are now fraudulently listed
as "Katyn victims."
The "Beria Letter" in CP states:
1n the prisons of the western oblasts of Ukraine and
Belorussia a total of 18,632 arrested people (including
10,685 Poles) are being held...
I-I owever, the

"Shelepin Letter" of March 1959 卢 also one of the CP
a different the number of persons shot in west同
ern Ukraine and western Belorussia:
documents 时 gives

On the basis of the decision by the special Troika of
the NKVD USSR, a total of 21 ,857 persons were shot;
ofthese ...7 ,305 persons were shot in other camps
and prisons of western Ukraine and western Belorussia. (Cienciala 332)
1t is no wonder that 11 ,000 (0 1' 10,685) , the number of prisoners
in W. Ukraine and W. Belorussia to be shot according to the 咀 eria
Letter" , and 7305 , the number "shot" according to the "Shelepin
Letter," are very differen t. All the evidence we have suggests that
these two forgeries were done at very different times: the "Beria
Letter" during the Gorbachev years, the "Shelepin Letter" during
Khrushchev's time.
Cienciala states: "The lists of victims shot in Ukraine have been
found." This is false. There is no indication in the book in question ,
Zuzanna Gajowniczek, ed. , Ukrainski 51αd I<atynia , that the prison 四
ers on these lists were sho t. These are simply lists of names , many
ofthem recognizably Ukrainian.
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The only thing that suggests any relation to what we know as 叮{a
tyn" is the fact that the NKVD list numbers are in the same sequence as the NKVD file numbers of the Polish POWs shipped out
of Kozel'sk, Starobel'sk, and Ostashkov. But we know that the prisoners shipped to the Smolensk, Khar'}.ωv， and Kalinin NKVD were
not shot there , because many of the Starobel'sk and Ostashkov
prisoners turned up dead at Katyn , and at least two Ostashkov
POWs turned up dead in Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy.
The list numbers appear to be related to NKVD Convoy troops.
Abarinov discovered that Convoy battalion No. 136 transported
prisoners to Ukraine as well as to Smolensk. According to Abari 回
nov:
KH l1 ry Op l1 Ka30B 00 136-My 6aTaJlboHy, 51
113yM I1 JIC贝可I1 CJIy KOHBoeB , OTOpaB I1 BW I1 XC刃 B aope月 e
Mae 1940 rO ,l1, a 00 O,l1, HOMy 11 TOMy ìKe MapwpyTy:
CMOJIeHCK 3aoa,l1, Hble 06JIaCT I1 YKpa l1I-IbI 11
1
l3 eJIopycc l1l1•
I-13y可 a51

Translated:
Studying the book of orders ofthe 136 th battalion 1
was struck by the number of convoys that set out in
April 巾lay 1940 on one and the same route: Smolensk
to and from Western Ukraine and Western Belorussia.
There are actually two editions of this "Ukrainian trail of Katyn."
Listy [{Iα 伊斤ski吃i Ciqg DαIszy (Warsaw: Zeszyty Katynskie , 1994) ,
and the Gajowniczek book mentioned above , Ukra ir1 ski 51αd
[{Iα tyniα(Warsaw， 1995). The first gives the names of the prisoners
in alphabetical order, citing the list number in each case as wel l.
The second orders them according to the list number.

1

Vladimir Abarillov. [(1日 tynskii labirin t. Mosow: Novosti, 1991 , p. 75.
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Li st

We are fortunate to have yet one more list, albeit a partial one.
This is an original archival list from a branch state archive of the
Ukrainian SBU , the Security Service of Ukraine , the equivalent of
the Russian FSB. 1t contains a little more than 900 names. But it
gives much more detail than the two published lists above. Sergei
Romanov, who discovered this list, has helpfully scanned it and
made it available online for downloading圄2
We can learn a lot about the nature ofthis "Ukrainian list" by comparing Romanov's archival SBU list with the two published lists we
have. The SBU list has page numbers in the upper right-hand corner. We will 1' efer here to these numbers fo 1' reference. For the
Ukrainian list we will use Gajowniczek, ed. , Ukrai lÍ ski Slad Katyniα，
abbreviated US , and Listy Katy斤skiej Ciqg Dα lszy， abbreviated LK.
Romanov notes that 4 of the 6 men mentioned as Trotskyists on
SBU 17-18 飞 re on the Ukrainian lis t." 1n reality 5 are on the
Ukrainian list: Stefan Bojko (#243 , LK 8, US 174); Michal Jacuszko
(#3453 , LK 34, US 171); Wlodzimier Kuliniak (# 1593, LK 50 US
173); Iwan Jurkiw (#3378 , LK 37 US 171). 1wan Kozar' is also on
the list (#1459 , LK 46 US 114).
Five of these six men are listed as "Uk1'ainian." All are identified as ,
and were no doubt arrested as , " active members of a Trotskyist
organization in the Dorogobych raion."
So the so-called "Ukrainian list" contains names of persons who
were not even Poles. There is also no evidence that they were sho t.
Only investigations and interrogations about their T1'otskyist activities are mentioned.
Clearly, none of these men had anything to do with Katyn. This invalidates the whole idea of a "Ukrainian lis t." But we would never

2

At http://katynfiles.com/content/gdasbu-l.html
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know this from the entries in LK and US. We know it only because
Romanov found this later archival documentation.
In LK the published "Ukrainian list" is subtitled:
LISTA OBY叭1ATELI POLSKICH ZAMORDOWANYCH NA
UKRAINIE NA PODSTAWIE DECYZJI BIURA
POLITYCZNEGO WKP (b) 1 NACZELNYCH WιADZ
PANSTWOWYCH ZSRR Z 5 MARCA 1940 ROKU.
Translated:
List of Polish citizens murdered in Ukraine on the basis ofthe decision ofthe Politburo ofthe AUCP(b)3 and
the government ofthe USSR of 5 March 1940.
This subtitle is yet another lie. There is no evidence that these men
were killed. The Polish editors chose this name so that it would
appear to confirm the "official" version.
The archival document (p. 18) states that on May 5 and 7, 1940,
the six accused Trotskyists were transferred from the Ukrainian
NKVD to the NKVD ofthe USSR. Thereafter, whatever happened to
them happened outside the Ukraine.
Page 78 of the archival list concerns Vladimir Filaretovich Pe卜
ventsev who , along with his case file , was transferred to the NKVD
ofthe USSR - again , outside the Ukraine. I-I e is in LK 72 , US 203. He
is described on the archivallist, p. 197, #233 , as a "leader of Rus副
sian nationalists." A two-part arti cI e online about Russian émigrés
in Poland identifies Perventsev as a regional leader of an antiSoviet Russian organization. 4

All 礼Jnion Commuist Party (bolshevik) , the formal name of the Bolshevik parly from
December 1925 until October 1952 ,

3

Sergiy Tkachov, "Rossiiskaia emigratsiia v mezhvoennom Pol'sh巴，" (The Russian emigration in Interwar Poland) , at http://www ,mochola ,org/russiaabroad/tkachref1. htm and
following , Perventsev is mentioned at
4
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Romanov says that Perventsev was "shot as a Polish citizen ," This
is a lie , There is no evidence that he was shot, or of what became of
him. Whatever happened to him most likely happened because he
had been a leading organizer of an anti-Soviet group of Russian
émigrés, not "as a Polish citizen."
Page 100 of the archival document identifies two persons who
were not shot: 801eslav Vladimirovich Turovskii and Vladimir Iosi帽
fovich Goninchak Turowski , Uk. List #2989 (LK 100 US 16) was
not sho t. A note on LK 100 states that Turowskì was sentenced on
March 8, 1941 , to 5 years in a corrective labor camp and later released "for permanent 1'esidence."
Goninchak is , more accurately, Hanincza k. He is also on the 吁〈世
tyn" Sta1'obel'sk list published by Tucholski: (p. 929 #929 [sic] and
p. 415 co1. 2):
929:

fAH I1 H 可 AK 8JIa~HMHp I03e中 OBH飞I

Haninczak Wlodzimierz
P1'ezes lub wiceprezes

S 司 du Ok1' ~gowego

we Lwowie (P 1'esident 01' Vice-President of the District
Court in Lwów.).
This entry f1'om Tucholski is rep 1'oduced on page 159 of the
"Kha 1" kov Cemetery 800k," /(siωα Cmentarn α Ch α r/ww (Warsaw,
2003).

Wlodzimie l' z HANINCZAI{ s, Jósefa,
01(1可 gowego we Lwowie , bdd.

ur.

1883. Preyes lub wicepreyes

L.S.

http://www.mochola.org/russiaab l'O ad/tkachref4.htm and
jwww.mochola.orgjrussiaabroadjtkachref5.htm
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So , according to the "official" version Haninczak was murdered at
Khar'kov and buried at Piatykhatky. The Polish Wikipedia article
on him also claims that he was killed "in the Spring of 1940"
。 ttps:j jp l. wikipedia.orgjwikijWlodzimierz_Haninczak ) This is
another example of how dishonest the whole "official" version of
Katyn is.
There is no evidence that Haninczak was executed at all! Quite the
contrary: page 100 of the archival document states that there was
an investigative file on Haninczak dated February 24, 1941, which
has been destroyed. This suggests that Haninczak was still alive as
of about that date. We know that Turowski , who is discussed on
the same page , was not shot at al l.
Moreover, there is no evidence thatα ny of the persons on this list
were executed! This is simply "assumed" by defenders of the 飞 ffi
cial" version.
Persons on the Archival
Letter"

Li st Arrested Long After the "ßeria

At least 9 prisoners on this archivallist, and on the "Ukrainian list,"
were arrested in late 1940 0 1' in 194 1. They are:
*Uk list #285 (LK 285 US 14) 卢 Filimon BOJAR, this list p. 171
#312. Arrested October 20 1940 as a "Polish spy"
* Uk. list #286 (LK 9 US 31) - Wawrzyniec Bra如k， this list p. 202
#286 [sic]. Arrested December 21 1940 as a "former officer of the
叭Thite Army."
* Uk. list #3089 (LK 12 US 50) 一 Wiktor CHAJES , this list p. 203
#295 … arrested November 15 1940 as a member of an organiza销
tion of "Zionists" (quotation marks in or电inal).
* Uk. List #2329 (LK 74 US 191) - Edward Podgórski, this list p.
205 #6. Arrested October 10 1940 as a (civilian) Polish policeman.
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* Uk. list #3292

(LK 96 US 16) … Karol Szynkowski, this list p. 206
#12. Arrested December 3 1940 as a former White émigré.

* Uk.

List #2441 (LK 78 US 198) 时 Stanislaw Ratajczak, this list p.
223 #149. Arrested September 18 1940 as a (civilian) Polish policeman.

水 U 1<.

List #2502 (LK 78 US 52) - Kazimierz Rodziewicz, this list p.
232 #224. Arrested September 26 1940 as "an agent of the Polish
police."

* U1<.

List #930 (LK 18 US 187) 叩 Josef Dolbniak, this list p. 144
#37. Arrested April 211941 as a Polish policeman.

* U1<. Li st missing (not in LK 0 1' US) -

Mechislav Kulianda, this list p.
236 #258 , Ar句 rested November 30 1940 as a "large-scale merchant
and member of the "OZ N" party

All the men listed above were arrested much later than March 5,
1940. One, Josef Dolbniak, was not even arrested until April 1941.
Obviously none of them could have had nothing to do with any decision taken on March 5 1940 even if the 唱 eria letter" were genume.
ln addition , one prisoner, arrested in 1939 , was charged with a
criminal offense (U k. list #3418; LK 38 US 197) - Boleslaw Janicki ,
this list p. 207 #19. Arrested on October 7 1939 "as a participant in
a counterrevolutionary Polish organization , a police agent, who
committed a murder [of someone] for revolutionary activity,
transferred to the NKVD ofthe USSR on May 28 , 1940."
US does not mention the reason for Janicki' s arres t. It just states
that he was "a gymnasium teacher in Tarnopol川， (Ukraine). This
appears to be a cover-up … an attempt to make an accused m Ul飞
derer look like an innocent victim.

Li st Numbers
Boleslaw Janicki is #46 in on list 64/1 (US 197). He was arrested
on October 7, 1939. Stanislaw Ratajczak is #60 on the same list,
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64/ 1. He was arrested on September 26 , 1940, almost a year after
Janicki.
Since these numbers are those of the NKVD convoys 白 the defenders of the 飞 fficial" version say they are , and it is logical to assume
this 血 that means thatα 11100 of the men on this list were alive as
oflate September _ early October 1940. (US 143-148)
Edward Podgórski is #98 on list 66/2. He was arrested on October
10, 1940 圃 Josef Dolbniak is #20 in list 66/2. He was arrested on
April 21 1941 , more than six months later than Podgórski. They
were both in the same convoy, therefore , and this convoy did not
depart until May 1941 or later. That also means that everyone on
the líst - 100 men 卢 was alive as of May, 194 1. (US 186 回 191)
The same conclusion must be drawn for everyone whose name is
on a list with one of the men above who was arrested long after
March 1940. What's more , there is no evidence that any of these
men were executed at any time.
Naturally, these lists of names could not have had any relation to
the "8eria Letter," which complains about anti-Soviet sentiments
among prisoners as of early March 1940. We know from other evidence that the "8eria Letter" is a fake.

Other Matters of Interest:
*UlιList

#29 (LK 2 US 44) - Edmund Ambicki , this list p 国 202
#284. Arrested as a German spy. This detail is not mentioned in LK
orUS.
*Ulι Li st

#1016 (LK 36 US 26) 甲 Wladislaw J~drzejewsk卜 this list
p. 202 #287. Arrested in Lvov as "leader of a fascist military plo t."
US says "organizer ofthe civic guard in Lwów in September 1939."

The Polish Wikipedia page on him
http://p l.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wladyslaw_J刊 rzejewski_(general)

claims he either died in PI也 on in Lwów in March 1940 0 1' was
shot in 1939. This is simply a lie. The Poles have no information

…
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about any of this. It is part of the fictional "official" version of Ka 同
tyn.

* Uk.

List #2184 (LK 71 US 135) … Abrasim Pawelka - this list p.
208 #28 同 U k. Slad p. 135 #3 - "former OUN organizer, took part in
Jewish pogroms" Neither LK nor US say anything about him.
Not only viciously anti-Semitic, the OUN was murderously antiPolish. In 1943 OUN forces murdered about 100,000 Polish civilians in Western Ukraine in order to 飞thnically cleanse" it of non 倒
Ukrainians.

This little-known mass murder 卢 an instance of true genocide , as it
was an attempt to wipe out the Polish population 一 is called the
"Volhynia Massacre" (Polish: rzez wo抄nskα). To this day the
Ukrainian nationalists prefer to call this the "Volhynian Tragedy"
(BOJl UHCbKQ mpα8eð 归)， as though it were some unfortunate event
other than Ukrainian nationalist mass murder. The forces that
committed this genocide are officially declared "heroes" of the
Ukrainian nation today.

* Uk. List p. 73 #2311

(LK 73 US 193) - Stefan Pismienny - this list
p. 234 捋 249. Arrested as "chief of the military chancellery of the
Petliura government, chief of a Polish counter-revolutionary organization." (<<HatIaJIbHHKa BoeHHoH l(aH~eJI5I pHH npaBHTeJIbCTBa
DeTJI l:O pbI , Ha可 aJIbHH I< nOJIbCKO放 K-P opraHH3a~HH>>.) US identifies
him as "zam. wies Zarzyna pow. Równe" 由 a resident of the village
of Zarzyn in the county (powiat) of Równe. That is, just an ordinary citizen.
This appears to be another cover-up. Simon Petliura was leader of
an anti回 Bolshevik nationalist army during the Civil War. His forces
organized a number of pogroms against Jews. He was assassinated
by a Jewish man whose family had been killed in anti 嗣 Jewish pogroms and who considered Petliura responsible. Ukrainian nationalists consider him a hero. The Bolsheviks considered him a crim卜
na l. They would naturally have considered Pismienny a criminal
too.
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Who Are the People On This Li st?
My study of the 900 0 1' so entries on the archivallist published on 回
line by Romanov shows that the following are the most common
identifications of the persons arrested:
Policemen; Polish army office 1's 0 1' fo 1' mer army officers; members of Polish nationalist groups (OZON ,
Zwiqzek Strzelecki, Zwi司 zek Walki Zbrojnei, zwzt;
members of Ukrainian nationalist groups (OUN , PetliUl' ists); Polish General Staff; employees ofthe Polish
judicial system (e.g. judges); jailers; border crossers;
members of other "c也l' [counterrevolutiona1'Y]
groups"; business and facto 1'Y owners; landowne 1's;
me 1' chants; Polish intelligence; Polish government
employees; fo 1' mer White officers; Zionists; people
who were actively anti-Soviet; osα dníkí; Polish politiclans.
Plus: one Russian nationalist; one German spy (Ambicki, above)
The osadnikí, 0 1'、 ettlers，" were persons, often military men , sent
to "settle" Western Belorussia and Western Ukraine after they had
been taken from Soviet Russia in the Polish-Soviet war of 1918192 1. These areas had a minority Polish population. These "settlers" constituted the imperialist infrastructure sent to "polonize"
… "make more Polish" - these areas. They were in charge of the intense cultural and political oppression conducted by the prewar
Polish government against the native Belorussian, Ukrainian , and

OZON -- Ob6z Zjednczenia Narodowego (English: Camp of National Unity) 一 was a fascist,
militarist, anti-Semitic organization. (See
https:j jpl.wikipedia.orgjwikijOb6z_Zjednoczenia_Narodowego;
https:jjen.wikipedia.o l'gjwikijCamp of_ Nationa I_Unity) For "Zwiqzek Stl'zelecl<i" see
https:j jp l.wikipedia.orgjwikijZwi司 zek【 St l' zelecki ;
https:jjen.wikipedia.orgjwikijRiflemen's_Association For Zwi 司zek Walki Zb l' ojnei see
h 忧ps:j jp l. wikipedia.orgjwikij Zwi 司zek_ Wall<i_Zbrojnej;

5

>

https:jj巳 n.wikipedia.o l'gjwikijUnion_o f_A l' med_Struggle
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Jewish populations. After the Soviets retook these areas in September 1939 and reunited Belorussia and Ukraine they deported
the "settlers" and their families.

Conclusion
This so 嗣 called "Ukrainian List of Katyn" list is a fraud. It has noth画
ing to do with Katyn. It is not a list of persons executed or to be
executed. It is just a list of persons who were convoyed from one
place to another. It is not comprised only of Poles. There are many
non 圄 Poles 甲 Ukrainians and Jews 甲 on it, including anti 国 Polish persons (OUN members) and anti-Semites.
The occupations given on this list suggest that this is largely a partial list of the many Poles residents who were considered to be
part of the Polish imperialist infrastructure within Western
Ukraine. This is the kind of people the Soviets arrested and deported after they retook possession of the Western Ukraine in September 1939.

Forged "Ukrainian Documents of Katyn"
In the summer of 2009 on the official internet site of the Ukrainian
State Security (SBU) there appeared three documents that purport
to be letters of high officials of the 1960s Ukrainian KGB. These
were published by the "Memorial Society," a ferociously
anticommunist organization whose officials have been involved in
a number of falsifications.
http://memoria l. kiev.ua/images/stories/2009 /06/05
001_arhivna_sprava.pdf

…

http://memoria l. kiev.ua/images/stories/2009 /06 /05
甲002_harkiv _shelestu_1969.pdf

http://memoria l. kiev.ua/images/stories/2009 /06 /05
卢 005卢 andropov_harkiv.pdf

http://memorial. kiev.ua/images/stol业 s/2009/06/05
一008一andropov _znyschennia_slidiv.pdf
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In two of the letters , under the stamp "Top Secret, Eyes Only"
(sovershenno sekretno, to l'lw lichno) the Chairman of the KGB of
the Ukrainian SSR V. Nikitchenko informs Petro Shelest, first secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the
Ukraine and the Chairman of the KGB of the USSR Iurii Andropov
that in the woods near the village of Piatykhatky children had accidently discovered 飞 mass grave." Nikitchenko also states that it
had been "determined that in this place in 1940 the UNKVD of
Khar'kov oblast' had buried a considerable number / several thousand / officers and generals of bourgeois Poland who had been
shot. 圃 11

In the third letter, also marked "Top Secret" (sov. sekretno) , <lated
June 1959, general 嗣 major P. Feshchenko , chief of the Directorate of
State Security of Khar'kov oblast', informs Nikitchenko about the
destruction of the graves at Piatykhatky by means of caustic soda
(sodium hydroxide) , capable of completely dissolving human remains, clothing, and documents. However, during exhumations in
the 1990s at the special cemetery of the UNKVD at Piatykhatky
Polish archeologists did not find any traces of caustic soda. Moreover, they remarked on the "amazingly good" preservation of the
remains of uniforms and of paper documents found in the graves.
Nevertheless, supporters of the "official" version judged these letters to be evidence of traces of the Katyn killings in Ukraine. Evidently none of them noticed that in the left corner of Feshchenko's
letter there is the following handwritten resolution of Nikitchenko's: "reported to Comrade Shelest P.E." and dated, in the
same handwriting, 2008!
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13.2 "Ukrainian Documents ofKatyn"

The date (enlargement, at right) reads "2008 gd" - "the year
2008." These documents are definitely a fraud. Perhaps one of the
forgers had a guilty conscience over this fabrication and deliberately made an error to embarrass the falsifiers?
These letters are a good example of how easily a modern state,
with all its resources, can 归lsi 马r official documents. If it were not
for this obviously bogus date these documents would still be cited
by supporters of the "official" version as evidence of "the Ukrainian trace of Katyn."

Chapter

14圄 Conclusion

- The Katyn

Forest Mystery Solved
The primary source evidence is unambiguous. The Germans, not
the Soviets, shot the Polish POWs in the various mass murders
known to history as "Katyn."
The reader who knows little about Katyn may suspect that 1 have
biased this study "by omission." Bias by omission involves leaving
0 时， remaining silent about, ignoring, not informing the reader of,
evidence that does not support the writer's preconceived conclusion. That reader may suspect that 1 have simply omitted the evidence that the Soviets were guilty, 0 1' that the Germans were innocen t.
To such a l' eader 1 say: Inform yourself! Start with the Wikipedia
page on Katyn: Read the "mainstream" books on Katyn. Read Cienciala and Sanford! If you can find better, more complete , more recent studies that assert the "official" version - 1 don't know of any
卢 read them. Only then you will be an informed reader. And only
then will you know that 1 have not omitted any evidence that supports the 0 fficial " Soviets-did 斗t version.
11

Readers who come to this book with some knowledge of Katyn but
y吼一 and this is essential - are able to question what they have
heard and to be objective, what is often called "open-minded" will see that 1 have discussed the evidence they have heard about,
and a lot of material that they probably did not know existed.
But they will still wonder: How is it possible that so many people
could have been so místaken for so long?
Everybody knows that a murder mystery requires a careful , objec自
tive investigation during whích the ínvestigator gathers all the
facts , identifies and collects all the evidence , studies it in a scien-
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tific manner, and draws conclusions based on the evidence , The
"Katyn Forest Murder Mystery" is no differen t.
The first prerequisite for any investigator of this or any other mystery is objectivity , It is inevitable that anyone who seriously approaches the Katyn mystery will not only have heard about it but
will also have formed some idea about it. Almost inevitably, that
idea will be that the Soviets are guilty, because that is the version
of Katyn that has dominated scholarly, political, and public discourse about it since at least 1992 ,
Since there is no way to "erase" one's preconceived biases and
ideas from one's brain, a serious investigator has to consciously
adopt an attitude of objectivity , She must recognize that she inevi 国
tably has a bias , This can only be done by clearly articulating stating - that bias, first of all , to herself,
Then she has to adopt an attitude of constant mindfulness , She has
to employ a strategy of compensating for her bias by giving α n especíally generous reα díng to any evidence that seems to go counter
to what she already believes about the case 一 for she does already
believe something , Likewise , she must develop a strategy of giving
an especíα lly skepticα 1 reading to evidence that tends to support
her bias 0 1' preconceived idea ,
Historian Michael Schudson has said: "Objectivity is an ideology of
the distrust of the sel f." (Schudson 71) This is vital. It is no use to
claim to be objective without operationalizing that determination
to be objective in the way one identifies, gathers , studies, and
draws logical conclusions from , the evidence ,
If one is not determined to do everything in one's power to be objective, then one will not be objective , And then what you discover
w iJl not be the truth , The history of the "official" version of Katyn
illustrates this clearly , 80th the Germans and the Polish Government-In 也 xile were interested only in a conclusion that indicted
the Soviets , Neither made any effort to be objective, and neither
were , The Nuremburg Trial produced some testimony that contra-
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dicted the Ge 1' man AM but little else. The Madden Committee hea 1'ings we 1' e neve 1' a serious attempt to be objective.
The Gorbachev regime believed that blaming the Stalin-era USSR
wOllld help to improve relations with a still-f1'iendly Poland. Today's anticommunists embrace the notion of Soviet guilt at Katyn
as good p 1' op à. ganda fo 1' thei 1' cause. For Polish nationalists, Katyn
is one of the foundation stones fo 1' thei 1' 1'econstruction of a 1'ightwing version of nationalism and a cover-up for at 1'ocious actions of
the p 1'ewa 1' Polish 1'egimes , the wa 1'time Home Army, and the post嗣
wa 1' lI nderground anticommunist ter 1' orists.

Why the "Official" Version of Katyn Is Wrong
Some readers will wonde 1' how it can be that the 飞 fficial" Sovietsdid-it version is false. The scholarly world and the gover噜nments of
all the countries involved assert just the opposite: that the Soviets ,
not the Ge 1' mans , are the gllilty party. In the spheres of schola 1'ly,
political, and pllblic discollrse , the "official" 飞ver咽'sion of Katyn is a
"closed case." Soviet guil忱t 白 "Stalin
sally 由
t ha
挝t 忧
it 沁
i s almost neve 1' questioned.
Our analysis of the definitive accounts of the "official" version ,
Cienciala / Mate 1'ski and Sanford, reveals that they neve 1' attempted to "solve the mystery" 白 to determine just who it was who
murde 1'ed the Polish p 1'isone 1's. Instead , they committed the logical
fallacy of petitio principíi 0 1' "begging the question:" they αssumed
th α t which they should h α ve been α ttempting to prove. In effect,
they assumed that someone else had already done the job of exam 阿
ining all the evidence and , on that basis, p 1'oved Soviet guil t.
Having assumed 卢 rather than demonst 1'ated - that the German
Report was truthful and that the 8urdenko Commission report had
been 1' efuted , they and all other accounts that suppo 1' t the "official"
version have simply declared the Soviet case to be false and the
evidence supporting it to be fraudulen t.

* They ignored the

contradictions in the German Repor t. Likewise
they ignored 0 1' slandered , but never analyzed , all the evidence not
contained in the German Report that proves how invalid it is.
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* They assumed

that the Soviet citizens who testified for the Germans told the truth while those who testified for the Soviets had
been forced to lie.

*

They dismissed or ignored altogether the testimony of Drs.
Markov and Hájek, both of whom denounced the German Report
after the war.

* They ignored or distorted the testimony given at Nuremberg and
at the Madden Committee that undermined the case for Soviet
guil t.

* They declared that the critiques of BU by defenders

of the "official" version are "devastating." In reality these critiques are not
only invalid but dishones t. There is still no evidence that BU investigation is faulty, let alone fraudulent in any way.

* They ignor咽ed the fact that a number of Ostashkov and Starobel'sk
POWs were killed at Katyn , including a number of those named in
the German Report itself. They had a11 the evidence necessary to
uncover this fact - a11 the evidence we have today. But they either
never investigated this qllestion at a11, or they hushed it IIp.

* They knew about the sllspicious origins of "Closed Packet No.

1"
and about the argllments of some researchers that these documents are forgeries. But they never seriously investigated the possibility of forgery. They failed to acknowledge the obvious fact that
that α lthough the documents cannot be proven fiα lse byanα lysis 0/
the documents alone, neither cα n they be proven genuine. Much less
ought they be αssumed to be genuine.
Cienciala and Sanford committed these offenses against responsible scholarly practice because they did not set out to d.i scover who
had murdered the Poles in the first place. They never made any
attempt to be objective. From the outset they chose to "believe"
the Polish anticommunist version-which means they believed the
German Nazi version. Then they set out to collect all the arguments
they could to support this preconceived idea and to ignore any and
a11 evidence inconsistent with it. This is called " cherry回 picking" 0 1'
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the fa11acy of incomplete evidence, similar to confirmation bias 1 and they did it with a vengeance.
After that it was a11 downhill. They continued to look with special
favor upon everything that seemed to be evidence supporting Soviet guil t. They distorted, belittled, dismissed , 0 1' ignored anything
that appeared to be evidence pointing away from Soviet guil t.
Given their determination to abandon objectivity and their strong
anti 回 Soviet and anticommunist bias it was impossible for Cienciala
and Sanford to arrive at the truth in this mystery. They refused to
understand that it is a mystery in the first place. Once a researcher
commits the cardinal error of deciding the result of the investigation in advance , she is trapped.

***
All recent books on Katyn , including all of those mentioned in this
book, contain a great deal more informatìon than is in the present
boo k. In particular, the works by Shved, Prudenikova and Chigir怡，
and Mukhin , and the exce11ent website formerly maintained by the
late Sergei Strygin, http://www.katyn.ru/ , have detailed comparisons and criticisms ofthe documents in "Closed Packet No. 1"

1 have argued that it is not possible through internal analysis alone
to te 1l whether these documents are forgeries 0 1' are genuine.
However, now that we know that the version of Katyn reflected in
them is a false one, the contradictions in them that careful internal
examination reveals confirm that which, without that external evidence , we could only suspect 甲 that these documents are fabricatìons. This analysis is interesting, and some of it is brillian t.
For the person unable to read the Russian works 1 have cited a
page from the "Mythcracker" website. 1 do not agree with all of the
points made there. But it gives an idea of the kind of analysìs that
has been carried ou t. 1 have omitted this kind of analysis here be-

1

See the Wikipedia article at https:ffen.wikipedia.o l'gfwikifChe l' ry_pickin日
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cause it is not essentia1 to identifying the guilty party. This book is
a IIWhodunni t." The mystery had to be solved and the guilty party
identified through the collection and study of other evidence.
This book does not offer a point-by回 point examination and critique
of every fa1se assertion in Ciencia1ajMaterski' s and Sanford's
books. 1 have inc1uded on1y the amount of criticism of these works
that 1 think is necessary for the purpose of solving the mystery of
Katyn. 80th of these books contain a great many more fa1se statements , lies , and fallacious conclusions than can be examined here.
A detailed critique of either of these works wou1d be of some interest in itse1f since they enjoy a high reputation that is utterly undeserved. 8ut such a detailed critique is beyond the limits of this
book.

***
1 100k forward to reading the reactions , positive and CI让ica1， from
scho1ars who , lîke myse1 f, have been fascinated by what 1 have irreverent1y called the 叮(atyn Forest Whodunni t." In future editions
of this book 1 w ilI include corrections, with my thanks to the readers who have pointed them ou t.
8y the same token those who are interested not in the truth
(though they w ilI never admit it) but in arraigning Stalin and the
Soviets w ilI condemn and attack me. This is called IIshooting the
messenger," an all-too-common fallacy among those who do not
wish their ilI usions shattered.
8ut shattering our illusions is what honest research is all abou t.
For this reason 1 anticipate such attacks as indirect recognition of
the research 1 have done and we Icome criticism from all readers.

Appendix 1. Testimony of Soprunenko,
Syromiatnikov, Tokarev
During 1990 - 1992 the Soviet prosecutors' office located three
aged and long凰 retired NKVD men who were involved in some way
with the Polish POWs. They were:

*

Petr Karpovich Soprunenko , in 1940 Chief of Office for
Prisoners ofWar and Internees;

* Mitrofan Vasil'evich Syromiatnikov, in 1940 senior supervisor in the block of the inner prison of the Directorate of the
NKVD of Khar'kov district with the rank of lieutenant;
* Dmitrii Stepanovich Tokarev, in 1940 Acting Chief of the D 卜
rectorate of the NKVD of Kalinin region.
Before the publication of Closed Packet No. 1 these confessions
were the only evidence that the Soviets had shot the Polish POWs,
aside from the German Report (AM).
In 1990 刷 1992 each of these men were questioned by representatives of the Soviet, and then of the Ukrainian , investigative serv回
ices. In addition Syromiatnikov was interviewed by Polish writer
}erzy Morawski.
叭1e

do not have the former NKVD men's exact words. Although the
interrogations were all conducted in Russian they are available
only in Polish translation. The Russian originals have never been
made public. 1 In addition , the Polish transcript was made from

1 Except fo l' the excerpts in Russian published by S.M. Zavo l' otnov in his book I<lJ ar'kovskaia
/(atyn' ("The Khar'kov Katyn") of the inte l'l' ogations of Syromiatnikov of June 20 , 1990, and
March 6 , 1992. Howeve l', there is no indication of the p l'O venance of these excerpts in Rus-

sian. It is possible that they are simply partial retranslations into Russian ofthe Polish texts.
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sound recordings , ln the Polish text there are several lacunae
where the sound recording was indecipherable to the persons who
transcribed the interrogations ,
ln Tokarev's case there was at least one interrogation that took
place before the one we have , No transcript 0 1' any infonnation
about that interrogation has been published , We do not know
whether there are , 0 1' were , unpublished interrogations of Soprunenko and Syromiatnikov , However, the sole interrogation we have
of Soprunenko bears the subtitle "Pierwsze przesluchanie" 甲 "first
interrogation ," This suggests that other interrogations of Soprun 幽
enko did take place , But we do not have them ,
These confessions are very contradictory in ways that often do not
reinforce the "official" version , None of these men was at Katyn
where the 4000+ bodies of Polish POWs were unearthed by the
Germans in 1943 , and none of them has anything to say about this ,
the most famous of the executionjburial sites subsumed under the
rubric "the Katyn massacre ,"
All three men were threatened repeatedly with criminal prosec叶
tion if they failed to "tell the truth ," ln addition , they were told that
Soviet guilt had already been established , ln reality, this was a lie ,
ln 1990 - 1991 there was no evidence other than the German AM
Report alleging Soviet guil t. The documents from "Closed Packet
No , 1" had not yet been published , 2
It is therefore possible that out of fear of prosecution the former
NKVD men gave answers they believed their interrogators wanted ,
So it does appear that the confessions of these three old men were
not entirely voluntary , Many of the interrogators' questions were
"leading" questions , Of course this is common in criminal investi 饵
gations , But it would have been obvious what answers the investi-

There is at least one account by an alleged actual witness - that of Petr F, Klimov , It was
published in the November 16, 1990 issue ofthe newspaper Moslwvslde Novosti , Cienciala
calls it an "alleged" account and Polish SO Ul' ces do not use it.
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gators wanted to hear. That kind of atmosphere is fatal to obtaining trustworthy testimony.
The Polish translations of the interrogations of Soprunenko , Syromiatnikov, and Tokarev were published in Polish journals and
then republished in the official Polish government collections
Zes勾lty K，α tyñskie and /{，α tyñ. Dokumenty Zbrodni (KDZ) volume 2.
One additional interrogation of Syromiatnikov was published by
}erzy Morawski , a director of documentary films , in one of his
books. These interrogations are seldom referred to any longe r.
Perhaps this is due to the problems that we identify in this chapter.

Soprunenko October 25 , 1990
Soprunenko , who was in overall charge of the Office of POWs and
Internees , should certainly have been one of those who knew
about the executions, if they had taken place. Many documents
signed by him relating to the Polish POWs survive. They are re 回
printed in the Polish-language KDZ series and in a similar Russianlanguage collection. None of these documents mention anything
about Poles being executed.
Soprunenko's testimony is very contradictory. On the one hand he
claimed that he knew nothing about any NKVD orders to shoot the
Poles (428) and knew nothing about any shootings. (430) In fact
he claimed that he only heard about the Katyn shootings in April
1990, when Polish President General }aruzelski visited Moscow.
(429) On the other hand Soprunenko also said that in 1940 he had
heard "rumors" (sfuchy and pogfoski) about a Central Committee
decision signed by Stalin that had been the basis for shooting the
Poles.
The sole interrogation that we have of Soprunenko is titled IIPierwsze przesluchanie", "first interrogation." This suggests that there
were more of them. But only this one , dated October 25 , 1990, has
been published.
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Syromiatnikov
There are six interrogations of Syromiatnikov. ，八! e use the five
from KOZ volume 2, and the sixth from Jerzy Morawski's book Slad
/{uli (Warsaw and London , 1992). In the following , page numbers
preceded by the letter M denote pages in Morawski's book; numbers alone denote pages in KOZ volume 2.
Syromiatnikov testified that he had just heard about the Katyn
massacres from the mass media. (475 , 476) He said that, when the
Poles were brought down to the cellar of the NKVO building, there
was always a prokUl刀 r (prosecutor) present. (477; 484; M 113 ,
124) Syromiatnikov also said that the Polish prisoners whom he
accompanied were interrogated. (M 124)
The prokuror and interrogations imply the charge of a criminal
offense, an investigation, and an attempt to make sure that the in 回
dividual being executed was the person against whom a sentence
had been passed. It does not fit the notion of a mass killing of all
POWs. Syromiatnikov stated several times that he was told that
the Polish prisoners had been involved in a rebellion in a Soviet
camp. (478; M 110, 120)
Syromiatnikov stated repeatedly that only about 200 (385) 0 1' 300
(487) prisoners were shot while he was working at the prison.
Thereafter he fell sick and when he returned the Poles were no
longer there. (M 117θ) When two of the Russian interrogators,
Snezhko and Tretetskii, insisted that 4000 Poles were killed at
Khar'kov Syromiatnikov said that he did not know how many
Poles were involved in all but thought that neither the Khar'kov
NKVO prison nor, more to the point, the burial site at Piatykhatky
could hold 4000. (M 121-2)
In an interesting contradiction Syromiatnikov first testified that
one woman was among the Polish prisoners and that she was certainly shot (4.80; 489) 日 ut in the later interview with Morawski
Syromiatnikov retracted this statement and claimed that he did
not know whether the woman was a Pole 0 1' a Russian (M 114)
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Syromiatnikov's testimony is consistent with the idea that some
Poles were tried and executed for some anti-Soviet crimes or
other. He claimed to know about executions of only 200-300 Poles.
In short, Syromiatnikov's testimony does not confirm the 飞 fficial"
version ofthe Katyn massacre.

Tokarev October 25 , 1990
Dmitriy S. Tokarev was Acting Chief ofthe Directorate ofthe NKVD
of Kalinin region and directly in charge of the prison in Kalinin to
which Polish POWs from Ostashkov camp were sen t. Tokarev's
interrogation is the longest and most interesting since Tokarev
claims that he knew that the Soviets had shot the Polish prisoners.
We'll briefly review what he says.
Problematic aspects and contradictions in his account include the
following issues:

*

Tokarev clearly refers to a previous interrogation (433 ,
446) that we do not have. Why don't we?

* In this previous interrogation Tokarev repeatedly says he
was told about a Politburo decree , "postanovlenie Politbi回
uro." (433 , 435 , 447; 468) His Soviet interrogators agree with
him.
This would appear to be impossible. The "Politburo decree" is in
"Closed Packet No. 1" which was not even discovered untillate in
1991 (according to Gorbachev). Yet here is Tokarev stating, and
the Soviet interrogators agreeing, that he was told about it in a
previous interrogation, i. e. previous to October 25 , 1990, when the
present interrogation took place.
There's no reason to believe that Tokarev is lying here , especially
since the Russian interrogators agree with him. This means that
somebody knew about the Politbiuro decree long before Gorbachev 0 1' his right-hand man lakovlev supposedly knew about it.
It appears that someone knew that the Politbiuro decree would be
forthcoming.
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How can this be? Unless the forgery was in the process of prepara盹
tion and would be produced at some point, and that the Soviet investigators knew this. This is further evidence suggesting that
"Closed Packet No. 1" is a forgery.

* Tokarev claimed that he did know that 14,000 Polish
POWs were to be sho t. First he said that Bogdan Kobulov told him this (435) A few pages later he claimed
that Soprunenko told him (447) But Soprunenko
claimed that he did not know anything about any
shootings.

* Tokarev stated twice that he knew that 6000 Polish
policemen were shot at Kalinin. (462 , 471) He even
argues with lablokov, one of the Soviet interrogators.
lablokov claimed that 6287 Poles were shot at Kalinin
but Tokarev said that he remembered the number
6295.
We know that many Ostashkov POWs who were shipped to the
NKVD in Kalinin 町 that is , to Tokarev 卢 were not shot there because their bodies turned up in the German and Soviet exhumations at Katyn and at Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy, Ukraine. Therefore
Tokarev must have been lying to please his Soviet interrogators
who insist that all the Ostashkov POWs were shot at Kalinin and
are buried at Mednoe.
Why would Tokarev lie? Probably because he was warned of seri 陶
ous consequences - criminal prosecution - if he did not tell the
truth , and because he had been informed that the Soviets were
guilty. As we have seen, he was also told that a Politburo decree
had ordered that the Poles be shot, even though no such decree
was known when Tokarev was interrogated.
Therefore something else must have taken place before this interrogation as a result of which Tokarev had decided to say what his
interrogators wanted him to say. We should recall that prior interrogation to which Tokarev refers but which has never been made
public.
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* Tokarev testified (441-442) that NKVD executioner
810khin arrived at Kalinin with a ilsuitcase full of
Walthers [German automatic pistols]."
1t is sometimes stated in books about Katyn that this meant 810khin did not have confidence in the Soviet pistols, the Tokarev "TT"
and Nagan (the latter is a revolver). 1n fact it means the opposite. A
single pistol of average quality should be capable of shooting 6000
shots. The Tokarev automatic was famous for being very rugged.
In short, there was no reason for an NKVD man to use Walthers at
all, much less many of them. However, only German ammunition
was found in the mass graves at Katyn. Presumably it was useful to
enhance the credibility of the "official" version that there be at
least one more instance of the Soviet NKVD using German weapons. We already know that Tokarev lied about the number of P时间
ish POWs shot at Kalinin. Evidently he lied about the 气八lalthers" as
wel l.

* 1nterrogator

1ablokov did not seem to know that in 1940
the "Osoboe Soveshchanie" ("Special Commission 丁 of the
NKVD did not have the authority to sentence anyone to execution.
Jablokow: Dmitriju Stiepanowiczu, wyjasnijcie, kto
kierowal sprawy sledcze przeciwko polskim je lÍ. com
wojennym , glównie rozpatrywal sprawy 豆ledczé do
decyzji Kolegium Specjalnego? Kto mógl to kierowaé?
(445)
Jablokow: Dmitriju Stiepanowiczu, znacie taki tryb
wykonania wyroków, Se zwykle odczytywana jest
decyzja. Wówczas byla decyzja uchwaly Kolegium
Specjalnego. Czy im odczytywano uchwal句 Kolegium
Specjalnego? (446)
Yablokov: Dmitriy Stepanovich, please explain who
led the investigation ofthe case against the Polish
prisoners ofwar, who chiefly dealt with the matter of
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Yablokov: Dmitr甘 Stepanovich， you know the mode of
execution of the judgments that usually is read the decision. Then there was a decision of a resolution of the
Special Commission. Did they read the resolution of
the Special Commission?
ls it possible that lablokov, a military procurator and lieutenant
colonel of Justice, did not know that in 1940 the "0soboe
Soveshchanie" could not sentence defendants to more than eight
years of confinement?

* Tokarev

said that he saw no bodies of anyone who was
sho t. (458) This would be hard to believe if 6300 men had in
fact been shot at his facility. He said that no officers were
shot (448) and that hardly α ny 01 the Poles were in uniform 、
(451) By "officers" he mα[Y mean militα ry officers , and this
was true - the prisoners at Ostashkov were policemen , not
military. However , Polish policemen wore uniforms too. All
but a few bodies disinterred by the Germans at Katyn were in
uniform , while shreds of Polish uniform were found in the
mass graves at Volodymyr-Volyns'kiy.

* Tokarev was asked whether treelings were planted over the
mass graves at Mednoe. (461) lablokov asked him , presumably because, according to the Germans, treelings were
planted over the mass graves at Katyn. lablokov probably did
not know that Burdenko wrote that the planting of treelings
over the mass graves of their victims was a feature of the
German mass murders he had investigated (see chapter 9)

* During

the interrogation of Tokarev Co 1. lablokov quoted
from a number of case files of Polish POWs who were , ac四
cording to lablokov's remarks , char百 ed with criminal of回
fenses. These case files might be important, since they indi町
cate an individualized approach to the Polish POWs that contradicts the notion that all of them were sentences to death
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with either minimal or no investigation at al l. But none of
these criminal case files have been published.
。 onclusion

None of these interrogation 幅 confessions can withstand careful
scrutiny. The witnesses had been threatened , and either claimed to
remember too much (Tokarev) 0 1' hardly anything (Soprunenko ,
Syromiatnikov) There are many unanswered questions about
them: previous interrogations that are not published; whereabouts of the transcripts of the Russian originals; and the many
contradictions and outright falsifications contained in them. They
are seldom cited today. Certainly the "official" version of Katyn
cannot be based on them alone.
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